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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE EUROPEAN UNION

(SUB-COMMITTEE C)

THURSDAY 29 APRIL 2004

Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Morris of Aberavon, L
Inge, L Northover, B
Lea of Crondall, L Park of Monmouth, B
Maclennan of Rogart, L Powell of Bayswater, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Tim Cole, Head of the Pan-Africa Policy Unit, Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
Mr Tim Williams, Senior Governance Adviser to the Africa Policy Department, Department for International
Development, Ms Melinda Simmons, Deputy Head of Africa Policy Department, Department for
International Development, and Mr Andrew Key, Head of Northern Europe and EU-International Team, EU

Directorate, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Mr Cole, good morning and welcome most significant ones that have started meeting
recently are the Peace and Security Council of theto you and your colleagues. Thank you for coming to

meet the Committee. As I think has been explained to African Union, which will be oYcially inaugurated
on 25 May but which first met in March, and then theyou, we are conducting an inquiry, a short and

focused inquiry, into the relationships between the Pan-African Parliament, which first met in the
middle of March. They are in the process of setting upEuropean Union and the African Union. Mr Cole, if

I may open, and this question may demonstrate a their institutions. Those are the two that have been
launched already and are actually starting to meet. Itremarkable lack of knowledge about the African

Union, perhaps you could tell us something in is also important to remember that the directorates
that make up the Commission of the African Uniongeneral terms about the African Union. We have had

a very useful paper from a researcher in which the are just starting as well and are gradually being
supported by donors, by ourselves included, so thatAfrican Union is described as mirroring the

European Union and its institutions, but in practice they can carry out their work and help the African
Union meet the objectives that it has set itself in itshow far does this go? What is the nature of the

Constitutive Act of 2002? Is there actually African Constitutive Act. I think that is the most important
thing to remember. We are at a very early stage. TheUnion legislation binding on Member States? Has a

court of justice action got jurisdiction over diVerent dialogue between the EU and the Africa Union is also
at an early stage. I think the question about theaspects? What is actually happening or how much is

it actually at this stage a question of aspirations? Member States is an important one. It depends on
which protocol to do which piece of work you arePerhaps, following from that, because your answer to

that may govern the answer to this question: is there talking about. For example, the protocol that sets up
the Peace and Security Council came into force at theany way in which, if we were to do business with the

African Union, we would actually be certain that we end of December last year and now it is set up as the
Peace and Security Council, which has amongst itsare doing business with all the Member States in the

same way that, for example, WTO people doing objectives, and this is what is diVerent about the
African Union to the OAU, that it can intervene, forbusiness with the European Union know that they

are doing business with all its members? I apologise if example, in situations where there have been crimes
against humanity or genocide. Even if countries inthat is rather a simplistic question but I start from a

low base of knowledge on the African Union. Africa have not ratified that protocol, the African
Union, under the Peace and Security Council, canMr Cole: The thing to remember about the African
make a decision to intervene in those states that haveUnion is that it is a very new organisation. It is the
not ratified the protocol. That is quite an importantOrganisation of African Unity reborn, if you like. It
fact. I think with other protocols, and I do not havewas established and launched at the Durban Summit
any details to hand, that is not the case. I think it isin the summer of 2002. That was when the
true that the African Court of Human Rights’Constitutive Act came into force. Since then in fact a

few of the institutions the African Union wanted to position is that if you have not ratified that protocol
as an African country, then you cannot be taken toset up have actually been set up. Perhaps the two
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overarching African Peace and Security Councilthat court. That only applies to countries which have
ratified the African court. My colleague, Tim where that commitment is enshrined, we think that

does have a very important role to play. I think theWilliams, might have something to add.
answer is to wait and see on a lot of these things, butMr Williams: May I very much reiterate this issue
certainly there are some things which definitely needabout the African Union being a new organisation
supporting.and its Commission, which is headed by President

Konaré, formerly of Mali, being very much a new
Commission. They are now working on plans about Q3 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I quite see that we
what they are going to do operationally and have no alternative but to wait and see. One might be
developmentally and how they are going to organise justified in a little scepticism as to whether some of
this Commission with its directors, its staV, its these aims and objectives set out are actually going to
resources. These plans are being put together as we be implemented in practice, given the past history. I
speak. There are outline strategic plans for the agree that the Peace and Security Council may be a
African Union and for the Commission. These are bit diVerent. The main ones, one should take with a
being turned into operational level plans at the pinch of salt, even perhaps in the Foreign OYce?
moment. I understand that President Konaré wants Mr Cole: The Africans are setting out a very long-
to have those finalised by the end of May for term agenda here, as we did with Europe 40 or 50
consultation and then ratification at the upcoming years ago.
African Union summit in July. That shows you the
position at such an early stage. I could say as well that Q4 Lord Powell of Bayswater: You mean that they
in the European Union, and I know you are the might have a CAP and all the other desirable benefits
European Union sub-committee, the Commission is of that!
supporting these development plans for the planning Mr Cole: Who knows where it will end up?
process and is seen by the African Union
Commission as a natural partner for development.

Q5 Baroness Park of Monmouth: If I may ask twoThere is quite an interesting synergy that seems to be
supplementaries, I seem to remember that whendeveloping here between the African Union
NEPAD was set up and it was announced to us ratherCommission and the European Union Commission
late that it was basically under the African Unionin terms of their developmental support that each is
Council. We were told that, yes, they were interestedgiving the other. In a way, obviously at the moment
in producing good governance but good governanceit is all flowing from Europe to Africa. We are very
could only be produced with the consent of thesupportive of that process and we are happy that that
country which was having bad governance, as far asprocess is going on.
I remember. You have said here that they can only
apply the protocols which they are ratifying if the

Q2 Lord Powell of Bayswater: As a supplementary country concerned has signed up to accept those
to that, obviously it is entirely for the African protocols. I wonder whether it is not going to end
countries to decide whether to do this or not. But do with some excellent pious resolutions at the centre
we in our heart of hearts really believe it is a wise use but in practice no country in the AU feeling obliged
of scarce resources to set up an elaborate, costly and to comply if it does not suit their national interests,
no doubt increasingly bureaucratic institution? Or which is not an unusual approach, but in this case it
could the money be better spent on other projects? might rather gravely disappoint, I think.
Mr Cole: Our view is that what is written in the Mr Williams: We can comment on that. I think there
Constitutive Act of the African Union is a great step are two separate issues about NEPAD and the AU.
forward. The Organisation of African Unity did not The first is that obviously the AU itself has said that
act in a way that was consistent with promoting good it may or it can intervene in the internal aVairs of
governance. For example, the fact that they have Member States “under grave circumstances”. The
taken on this new Constitutive Act means that there definition of under grave circumstances in a wide
is now what they call a culture of non-indiVerence, body with a membership that is not selective, (it is an
that they can intervene when there are grave inclusive membership), and whether or not to use
circumstances. They are also trying to promote good that clause at some point remains to be seen.
governance, which is very new and which we have not Certainly the AU has not moved on that yet. I would
seen before. What it is trying to set out to do we can suspect we are not going to see that for a little while,
very much support. On the peace and security side, although there was one incident with the Central
we think the Peace and Security Council has a very African Republic where there was a coup last year
important mandate. This in some ways comes from and I believe the intervention of the AU led to a
the momentum that NEPAD has given to the eVorts satisfactory resolving of that circumstance. That is
of countries like South Africa to promote security one part of the answer. The other part of the answer,

as we see it, is that the NEPAD programme, whichand stability across the continent. With this
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the limitations of the capabilities of African sub-was oYcially adopted by the African Union in July
2003 at the Maputo Summit, has within it the so- regional organisations and the African Union to

actually manage competently and eVectively thosecalled Africa Peer Review Mechanism. This is a
mechanism which sets out a series of standards on peace-keeping operations was in some doubt. It is

important to ensure they do have the militarycorporate governance, political governance and
economic governance and capacity-building. capability to do those operations and also the

management capability, which would be at theCountries are invited to sign on to this protocol. I
think the reason for this is that it is recognised in the African Union and at the sub-regional level as well.
AU that for them to make a move in the way that you Chairman: We have strayed slightly into the area of
are suggesting may be politically very diYcult but at Lord Lea’s first question. You might want to pick up
the same time they do genuinely want to find on some of the answers.
mechanisms and ways to improve the generality of
governance in Africa. By opening up a mechanism

Q7 Lord Lea of Crondall: As I understand it,which people can sign on to, means that at least in
Chairman, colleagues from the Foreign OYce andthose states some mechanisms of governance peer
DFID have had five questions of which they have hadreview in this crucial area will start. We are genuinely
notice. I am sure we would like to have had spokenhopeful that this Peer Review process will develop
into the record all of the answers they have preparedover time. The first country is working on its peer
for each of these five questions. I am asking nowreview now, which is Ghana. A panel of eminent
number one but, in doing so, can I add a contextualpersons has been established which will oversee the
dimension to it? I was quite impressed, Mr Cole, byreviews. We wait to see what will happen by the end
the ease with which it tripped oV your tongue to referof this year. Ideally, the African Union has, I think,
to a “culture of non-indiVerence”. I have never heardthree countries which it wants to finish by the end of
that before but it is rather cute! I do not knowthis year on peer review. This is a major change from
whether you were practising when you were shavingthe old OAU. We are hopeful that this is a very
this morning. It does sum up something which is atpositive step.
the heart of why some of us in the left-hand side of the
brain think this is a huge step forward and in the

Q6 Lord Morris of Aberavon: Peace and security in right-hand side of the brain, as with Lord Powell, say,
Africa is obviously a major prize. It obviously “You, know, this is a bridge too far, or several
compares with the positive gains within Europe. I bridges too far, and it is all aspirational with no
recollect I had a minor role within HMG in Biafra likelihood because of the nature of the non-
and the conflict there. Would there be machinery, interference in the internal aVairs of a sovereign
would it be an aim to have machinery, to intervene in state”. It so happens that I was co-founder of the All-
such internal conflicts? Party Group on Africa. Our terms of reference on

that talk about helping to sustain the work ofMr Cole: Yes. The plan is for the African Union to set
up an African standby force, which the Peace and NEPAD because it is the most hopeful development

in Africa since the release of Nelson Mandela. Yes, itSecurity Council could call on to undertake peace
support operations where and when they decide that does start to break down the post-1945 and certainly

post-independence era idea that the national statethey should. The final planned concept of the African
standby force has not yet been finalised, although we with all these straight lines on the map is sacrosanct

and no-one can “interfere”. This is an enormous stepunderstand it will be at the July summit. It will
probably be a plan whereby each region of the forward in ambition. Could you comment a bit

further as to whether or not it is reasonable to say, onAfrican Union—and there are five regions—sets up a
standby brigade which can be used for intervention the one hand, that this is a highly desirable set of

aspirations, and that, although here is scope for deepand for a peace support approach. The plan is that if
this is established over the next six years—there are scepticism, nevertheless, if one did want to construct

a path through which some ownership by Africatwo phases, 2005 and then 2010 with gradually
increasing power, if you like—the first target would could mean that they can “interfere” in each other’s

internal aVairs through peer review, is it not helpfulbe that some regional brigades would be able to
undertake peaceful, stand-alone, observer missions to have a strong AU/EU interface, simply because,

without AU/NEPAD ownership, it is hard to avoidand then at a later stage they would undertake much
more robust missions. There is that plan. We and the the charge from the north of colonialism, neo-

colonialism and imperialism? That is why theEuropean Union, through its new peace facility, will
ownership is desperately important. As an a prioribe working with the African Union to develop and
conceptual approach, this is rather good?support this idea because clearly in the last year there

have been a lot of African peace-keeping operations Mr Cole: I agree with that entirely. I think African
ownership is fundamental in all of this. I think thein Liberia, Côte d’Ivoire, Burundi and the Central

African Republic, to name a few. In all of those cases, EU/AU interface is very important as well. These are
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security, good governance and also it talked aboutaspirations at the moment. We have not seen any
intervention or interference in an AU Member State debt, which is mentioned in one of the later questions.
as yet, but that is partly because they have not got Mr Williams: Let me start by saying that there was a
structures yet which are able to do that. Perhaps there question raised earlier about the costs to the African
is one example where the AU has shown it is diVerent Union. I note that currently the budget runs at about
from the OAU, which is that at last year’s Maputo $20 million and that the African Union itself has
Summit the chair from the Central African Republic arrears from non-paid budget contributions from its
was left empty because the AU is allowed to suspend Member States of roughly the same amount. One of
governments from its memberships which come to the crucial issues which the African Union is facing I
power unconstitutionally. That would not have think in its next summit is: what about the financing
happened in the OAU. This was a military for the future and what are they going to do about the
government in the Central African Republic and so arrears? Do they write them oV or not, and what kind
they were not allowed to attend the Maputo Summit of level of contributions from Member States are they
last year. That is perhaps the first example of this very going to request because they would like to increase
young organisation being diVerent to its predecessor. the budget from the old OAU $20 million upwards
As my colleague Mr Williams said, there have been a and, of course, how all that can be managed. I know
number of situations, such as the coups in São Tomé that the African countries themselves are in hot
and Principe and in Guinea Bissau, where the African debate on this issue. I know it is an issue that really
Union played a very constructive role in helping the does exercise the very new staV in the Commission at
process move forward in both of those countries. the moment in Addis because they have got to come
There have been examples of success and the AU is up with some suggestions by July. With regard to the
looking at other conflict situations currently ongoing other issue to do with the EU supporting the AU on
in Africa where it can play a role. Sudan is a the institutional strengthening side, can I preface this
possibility and there may be other areas as well which by saying that we as a donor and in DFID like many
it could look at. To answer question one, I think the other donors that are supporting—the Dutch and
way we see the EU/AU relationship is in three parts. Canadians, et cetera—recognise that the African
The first is on peace and security where the EU Union is still very young and very delicate at the
support for the AU is about to be increased quite moment. Ideally, rather than having many donors
significantly because they have approved the peace climb in to try to inject their little projects of support,
facility for Africa, which will be able to support both we would like as donors, or we DFID have been
African peace support operations themselves, so the pushing it with some donors and others we hope will
direct operations when they are being carried out, follow, to have one framework to support the
and they will also be able to support capacity- African Union. The African Union Commission plan
building of African institutions, such as the African I mentioned earlier that they are building up at the
Union. It is ƒ250 million over a period of three years, moment is trying to arrange a one-stop shop where
so it is quite a significant investment at which the EU donors would put money into the plan of the African
is looking. There was an EU mission last week to Union. We see that as ideal. The European Union is

actually supplying the TA to work with the AfricanAddis in fact to try to develop this further now that
the financing proposals have been agreed by EU Union on this. There is a collaboration on how to

provide institutional strengthening to the AUC,Member States. That is one area. The second area is
the EU Africa dialogue, which I can say something which is nascent and currently being provided by the

European Commission in collaboration with UNDP.about and then perhaps Tim Williams will speak
about institutional strengthening. The EU Africa The European Commission has a 2 million budget

line attached to that particular initial set of activities.dialogue is now focused on fewer themes than it was
previously, which we are very proud of. It is now If it were in the future practicable to support the

African Union to fulfil its mandates, then we wouldbecoming more widely a political dialogue.
Previously it addressed a number of development hope that we would work together with the EU

Commission initiative, which we have followed veryissues and other types of issues in quite significant
detail. It is now largely becoming a political dialogue closely over the 18 months that it has been moving

forward. That is one thing. We maintain very closeand it is being taken forward in a much lighter
format. We have a lot more Troika meetings now. links with that and are hoping that if the African

Union publishes its plans for its future in May, as IThey happen on a six-monthly basis. The current
President and the future President of both the EU noted Mr Konaré would like to, he will call a

meeting, with donors prior to the July summit, whichand the AU and the Chair or a representative of the
Commission in each case attend that meeting. That we will go to and I know other donors are prepared

to go to, essentially to pledge support, at least innow takes place every six months in each presidency
of the EU. The latest meeting was in Dublin on 1 principle at this stage, to this idea. As I say, nothing

has been finalised as yet. There is a second area ofApril and that addressed issues such as peace and
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is one of the key oYcials inside the African Unionsupport in terms of the EU Commission and the
African Union, and this is to do with democracy. looking at how they are funded. He sees the

sustainability of the African Union as being part andThere is a unit in the AU Commission that deals with
elections and election monitoring. The EU parcel of funding contributions from Member States

which will sustain that operation.Commission has provided TA over the last year or so
to support the development of standards on how to
conduct elections and also standards on how Q9 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: I think you give the
monitoring missions will be conducted. We have not impression that this whole area of democracy, good
seen the final draft but we have seen these in earlier governance and human rights is so delicate within the
drafts. These are top-of-the-range documents at the African continent that it would be risky for the
moment. They really draw on international best European Union to seek to tender our profile on
practice and they are excellent. It is obviously hoped those matters and to adopt a conditional approach to
that these will be adopted by the African Union in the relations between the Union and the African
future. We see this as something again that is a very Union. If that is so, I wonder if it is an adequate
positive piece of collaboration between the EU response to what is obviously one of the main reasons
Commission and the African Commission. I think for the ineVectiveness of aid and development
ƒ1.9 million has been allotted by the European assistance. Of course, even dealing with its own
Commission to the support of issues around democratic internal problems in the European
democracy, human rights and good governance. Union—and one thinks of interferences in Austria
Again, it is early days and things are developing. As not so long ago—there are sensitivities and one is
I say, I think what we are seeing here is an interesting aware of that. But there would be ways, would there
and positive relationship that is being developed, of not, of helping the dialogue forward and having an
which we are supportive. We do not want to barge in, institutional relationship between the African Union
(and I say that as DFID and the British and the European Union which maintained,
Government), and confuse this relationship. We do promoted and pushed the exchange of ideas and
respect what the African Union has said in the sense practicalities and was not seen as an incursion into
that they see the EU Commission as their natural the internal aVairs of particular countries by Europe
partner in development. So far, this has been positive. so much as an insistence on what appears from the

Constitutive Act to be the desire of the Union,
though not one that they act upon.Q8 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: Following on from
Mr Cole: That dialogue exists. The EU Africathat, I think we will later want to turn to Zimbabwe
Dialogue is the place where that dialogue takes place.and the failure of some of these institutional
Governance is one of the core issues that they discuss.arrangements to deal with that problem. That is not
I can clarify the four issues. One is peace and security;particularly arising from what you have said. The
the second is governance; the third is regionalamounts of money that are being donated by the
integration and trade; and the fourth is keyEuropean Union to the AU to promote democracy
development issues, which is a catch-all.are pretty exiguous by comparison with the needs of

the continent and might be regarded as almost a
token expenditure. Is that how it is regarded by the Q10 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: That is a dilution of
Union or do they think they are doing quite well? the whole issue of good governance, democracy and
Mr Williams: The amount of money that is being the rule of law by wrapping it up in all the other
provided is essentially to provide technical assistance matters. It may be to disguise the fact that it is being
to help with the design of instruments within the discussed. Is there not a need to have a focused,
African Union. If you like, it is the expert advice. This targeted, high level recognition that these are
is not core money for an implementation budget. My problems, that we do not wish to be intrusive but we
understanding, certainly with regard to this issue, is wish to help? When the east European countries
that the African Union is extremely pleased that it is became self-governing and democratised, they had a
receiving this very high quality TA input or money to shortage of democratic leaders. Positive steps were
facilitate them providing the TA input. They have taken to provide educational backing and all that
not as yet looked at the wider issue of funding with kind of thing. Of course, it worked very rapidly. One
the African Union outside Africa. As I mentioned does not have any sense of the urgency of that kind of
earlier, they would like to increase their budget, and case being acknowledged by the European Union, or
this is one of the critical discussions that is going to indeed a recognition that to do something about it
go on at the next summit and around that summit. As would not be an intrusion but would be of positive
for how they are funded, I think they are very wary of assistance.
the political implications of accepting funding from a Mr Cole: I think the European Union does raise
diVerent area. I spoke to the Deputy Commissioner, human rights and good governance with the African

Union and with African Union Member States on aMazimhaka, when I was in Addis Ababa. I think he
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Q13 Lord Inge: When you talked about the EU/AUconsistent basis. It is certainly a very fundamental
part of the dialogue for the European Union. I think dialogue, you said the peace and security features was

one of the main items on it, and clearly it should be.the agenda is broader. My understanding is that
when this was put together the African Union would What are we really talking about in that dialogue?

What are the subjects we cover in that?certainly have wanted development issues to be
discussed as well and there had to be some agreement Mr Cole: I can refer you to the communiqué of the

recent EU/AU ministerial which took place on 1over what the areas of discussion would be. I do not
think there was any attempt to disguise it in any way. April. On peace and security, the discussion is very

much about where has the AU got to in developing
its own institutions? The answer is: the Peace Council

Q11 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: Could it be and the standby force. The peace facility has been a
conducted in a diVerent forum where it would allow large element of that dialogue, because clearly that is
these issues properly to be negotiated, if you like, in the main way that the EU will engage with the AU on
parallel with the discussions about trade and aid and it. They talk about a number of regional issues as
all the other matters? well.
Mr Cole: In addition to this, there is the EU Heads of
Mission Dialogue that goes on in Addis Ababa,

Q14 Lord Inge: So they do look at the issues thatwhich is in addition to the Troika process. So there is
they might have to face or, in other words, for whichthe Troika process where foreign ministers and the
they might have to use their forces?chairs of the commissions actually talk to each other;
Mr Cole: They do. It helps them; it helps thein addition to that, there is the dialogue at the heads
European Union identify what action it should beof mission level. I think those issues are addressed
taking to help address conflict wherever it might be.there as well. There is also the engagement with the
Here, for example, they talked about Sierra Leone,EU Heads of Mission, Ambassadors and High
Liberia, Côte d’Ivoire, Burundi and the DRC.Commissioners in each Member State of the African

Union. That is exactly about those sorts of issues,
and so that is a consistent part of the dialogue. Q15 Lord Inge: Do they also recognise in that
Mr Williams: May I add that an important point to dialogue the importance of the training of their forces
make is that the African Union at the moment does before they go there? Do they recognise the
not have much of a mandate, or it is very unlikely weaknesses?
actually to observe that mandate, in terms of the Mr Cole: Absolutely, and the African Union is very
governance issues that you are talking about with aware of the limitations of their forces, training and
regard to its Member States because it just does not otherwise, and training is a fundamental part of that.
have the tools and the mechanisms and also the We do not yet know what they are going to suggest
culture of that in place as yet. It will take a long time. in terms of what sort of training facilities they would

need, but it is a fundamental concern, yes.

Q12 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: Can we not help
with that to get that going? It need not take a long Q16 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I think we can leave
time because it is so important that it is holding up the question of the relative sizes of the left side of
development in many countries. Lord Lea’s brain and the right side of mine, to the
Mr Williams: My colleague has mentioned that the coroner. I do not think there will be any great
eVort that is being made is in this AU/EU dialogue surprises! It is very easy to aid institutions. It is
where the focus is on these critical issues, one of wonderful: Europe has a Commission and a Council
which is governance. Where the dialogue for the EU and a Parliament, and so we can have all that in
on these issues really bites and there is conditionally Africa, too. I think Lord MacLennan put his finger
is actually at the country level under the Cotonou on the problem: how committed are we to using the
Agreement whereby in some countries the European levers and instruments available to us in Europe to
Commission has, under the Cotonou Agreement, the ensure that those concepts are given real substance,
wherewithal to engage in dialogue on governance particularly the concept of good governance? That
issues and has clauses in that contract which can leads in my mind to at least three questions: one,
require a scaling-up of the seriousness of that while there is certainly leverage in Cotonou in the
dialogue if certain actions are taken, up to and form of conditionality, will we apply the same degree
including the suspension of aid. You mention the of conditionality to aid to the African Union?
issue of aid eVectiveness and conditionality. I think Secondly, can we be sure that we will not see double
that is where we are seeing that the EU has been very dipping; that is, aid going for the same purposes
serious in this particular area. directly bilaterally to Cotonou countries and to the
Chairman: We have had some evidence about the African Union as an institution? Third, can we be

sure that European aid to which we contribute willCotonou Agreement in Togo.
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sense? We would want to be appropriate. We havenot be used for paying oV arrears in the African
Union for Member States who just fail to divvy up? not thought through, certainly at this stage, the wider

issue of conditionality. On the issue of arrears, I thinkMr Williams: That is a good question. I will talk
it is a bit like the answer to your earlier point: with theabout the areas that are not peace and security and
moneys that we would provide, certainly at this stage,perhaps on the funding issues to do with peace and
there is no question that we would be paying oV theirsecurity I will ask Tim Cole to comment. We would
arrears. This is very squarely a question that they arebe thinking, and certainly the EU is thinking, of only
trying to deal with. The question may come up,providing resources for TA and equipment to the
however, depending on how they finally decide toAfrican Union. It is for the Commission, for the
resolve their arrears problem. I suppose it isprocesses of the African Union; it is not that that
conceivable that the African Union could turn roundmoney is then going to move out and be somewhere
and ask donors to come forward to pay their arrears.else. It is in Addis Ababa but it is not actually under
I suspect that our answer would be absolutely no tothe control of the Ethiopian Government. It is
that.particularly for the institution of the African Union

and how that runs; it is not for any programme it may Lord Powell of Bayswater: So at the very least we
would apply conditionality at that stage.have at this point. As I said, we support establishing

standards for election monitoring, the AU funds the
election monitors. That is how it is at the moment. On

Q18 Lord Morris of Aberavon: I want to deal withthat first worry that you had, certainly at the moment
the external debt in Africa. I will ask three questions.I do not see that there is likely to be doubling up.
First, at the recent Troika meeting of Foreign
Ministers, did they want the AU proposals for
dealing and addressing this issue? Second, how is theQ17 Lord Powell of Bayswater: The first point was:

would we apply conditionality? I accept your answer EU assessing why Africa only receives 1 per cent of
the world’s private capital flows? Third, how is itthat we would not, because it is still too early a stage

to happen. Would it be our intention to apply doing that?
conditionality in future? The second part was on Mr Williams: On the first question, the important
double dipping. thing is that Ministers from the African Union and

from the European Union welcomed the report.Mr Williams: On conditionality, the conditionality
that we would seek to apply on institutional There was a joint report done on Africa’s debt

between the two organisations. It looked at thestrengthening would normally be the way that we
would think of an institutional strengthening quantum of this debt. It looked at what were the

processes involved around ameliorating that debtprogramme. It will set itself objectives for the
functioning of the Commission and we will support and for the future as well. The document, which we

could supply you, European Africa Dialogue: Jointthat. If they are moving towards achieving those
objectives, we will be happy and the money will Report on External Debt of African Countries, is a

very useful document which goes through and setscontinue to flow. If they are not achieving the
objectives, we will consider changing the out the whole area around debt and what is going on.

It is a relatively short document at 20 pages and Iconfiguration, or if there is the possibility that there
is a diversion or the funds are not being utilised in a would recommend it. In the document there is a

general agreement about the structure andproper way, then we would close the programme, as
is always the case. Certainly, we have not thought magnitude of Africa’s debt, the adverse impact of

excessive debt on Africa and agreement that thethrough the wider question of if the African Union
were not, for instance, to fulfil an aspect of its recent developments—and this is essentially the

HIPC initiative—are moving in the right direction. Imandate within ten years, would that mean that we
should stop providing institutional development am not an economist and so if you want to pick my

brains on the details of HIPC, we will have to comesupport to the centre? We are a long way from that.
We are right at the beginning of the story at the back to you on that. Broadly speaking, the HIPC

initiative is moving along. Some countries havemoment. Certainly, the amount of resources that we
as the British Government would consider putting already gained relief under HIPC II, enhanced HIPC,

and there is a number of countries that are nowthere has to be proportional to what we think is for
the good of the institution. When I am talking about waiting for completion points, having reached

decision point. Our position on this and the positionproportionality here, this is to look at what is the
overall budget, what are its needs for this in this paper is very much that all eVorts should be

made to help countries that have started on the HIPCCommission, the AU Commission. It is not going to
be a Rolls-Royce model; maybe it should not be a road to complete that road and that the future, again

recognised in this document, is actually a verybicycle but somewhere in between would be
appropriate. What are other donors thinking? What sensible conclusion, which is that obviously debt

sustainability is about good macroeconomicare other African institutions looking like in a similar
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the AU in this report, that they supported the issue ofmanagement and development and getting the
policies and governance right in the countries topping-up. The short answer is: yes, the HIPC

initiative is not without its developmental problemsthemselves, and that all players on the international
scene, ie the donors and the international but it is moving in the right direction and it seems that

the EU and the AU are at one about the direction indevelopment banks, need to be aware of these key
issues as they move into funding development which it should be moving.
activities in the future, developments activities which
are going to be enhancing growth and not placing

Q20 Lord Lea of Crondall: On the 1 per cent of worldburdens, which of course was the reason why this
FDI, which is a very striking figure—and Africa hasdebt has become so onerous in the first place. The EU
got 10 per cent of the world’s population at roughlyhas not done any particular studies on the issue of
800 million out of 8 billion—countries with that sortcapital flows in and out of Africa. However, many
of size or a bit bigger, China and India, have a vastlypeople have. The World Bank and the IMF are
bigger percentage of (a) domestically generatedstudying this issue and the World Development
investment, whether public or private investments,Report 05 will be about FDI capital flows, direct
and (b) international inward investment andinvestment in capital flows. A lot of background
therefore they are on track for 7, 8, 9 10 per centwork is going into that. The big table, which is a UN
growth rates to meet the millennium developmentECA meeting, has been scheduled for June this year
goal by 2015. Africa is not on track; it is goingand it is also about capital flows. We know that the
backwards. The question arises: are we on the rightEuropean Union is involved and has seen these
agenda? It is very striking that Charles Snyder, thedocuments publicly. One of them I have brought
US Under-Secretary of State, a couple of days ago inalong, World Investment Report 2003. This was a
London presented a view of the world and the thrustUnited Nations report. Our view on this is certainly
of an agenda which is essentially that unless privatethat the European Union does not need to do any
capital can find a home for investment, forgetmore work than is being done. This agenda is being
everything else. For Africa, would you comment onlooked at very seriously by a lot of people. The EU is
the proposition that there is a huge bilateral/involved in those discussions. It certainly does not
multilateral eVort coming from America which mayneed to do extra work, shall we say, not that we have
or may not coincide with the agenda we are talkingseen any gaps in the work that is going on.
about but it is very much looking at the obstacles to
private investment and everything else is begging the
big question as to how the growth rates in Africa willQ19 Lord Morris of Aberavon: As regards the first

question, what is the bottom line, and it is not a actually be augmented? Could you comment on that?
technical term? Is the load of the debt allowing for Mr Williams: Yes, certainly I can give some
write-oVs getting less or heavier? comments, although I am not an economist. The key

issue, which the Americans and we all agree on, isMr Williams: Through the HIPC initiative, it is being
reduced. There is an issue which is technical, called that it is the investment climate itself which

determines the amount of foreign direct investmenttopping-up. This is where, when you have moved into
decision point, you then go through a year or two which is received. If the climate presents

opportunities, if the governance structures, iepreparing to reach completion point, which is where
you get full, complete debt relief. In that period, your property rights in this particular case, are fairly

stable, then you will receive foreign directterms of trade or interest rates can change, which can
aVect your debt load. You can get to the end of the investment. Where those governance and

macroeconomic fundamentals are not solid and/orstory and your debt can be worse than had been
agreed that they would write oV. Although you are opportunities for turning a profit are not there, then

obviously investment is low relative to elsewhere.meant to get down to a ratio of I think it is 150 per
cent of exports—I think that is a technical issue to do That essentially explains the discrepancy between

Africa and many other parts of the world. Withwith the debt cost—and that was agreed as a fiscal
amount at completion point, two or three years later regard to what we are doing, as in British

Government, DFID in this case, and also the Foreignyou may reach decision point where your debt has
actually expanded because of what they call the OYce, through investment promotion, we do have

programmes very similar to the USAID projectsexogenous shocks, things that you cannot control,
which have occurred and expanded your debt. Then which work on removing barriers to trade, to

investment, to growth. In our country oYces I wouldcomes the question: do European and other donors
agree to what they call topping-up to make sure that think all country oYces in Africa do have

programmes where we are working withwhen you do get your enhanced HIPC relief, you are
brought back to this agreed sustainable ratio? I just governments to reduce red tape, increase the

capacities of commercial courts, ensure investmentnote that in this report of course this was one of the
issues which again was agreed between the EU and promotion on their part, look at standards and
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that informally you can have agreements at nationalprocedures, et cetera, if they need to pass through
hoops with regard to export possibilities. We are or at sub-national level which essentially give you

enough confidence to make your investments, andourselves doing work on this area in line and
commonly with the Americans. Also, I note that the people do go in and make those investments, and

China has grown. So it has a set of informal propertyEU, and I know certainly some country oYces, also
support activities which promote and enhance rights which have underpinned a very strong

trajectory of growth whereas in a hypotheticalinvestment in countries, either directly or indirectly.
So there is work going on. It is certainly not just the country in Africa it may have a very sound set of laws

on paper which of course are not being followed inAmericans. You are very right in noting that it is a
very major thrust of American aid. One comment, practice. The essence of what the academics are

trying to say is that there are fundamental issues thatthough, on that American aid: we often work with
governments to help them, for example set up and you need to look at, not the formal structures

necessarily. It is important but to try to understandestablish or make better commercial courts. Getting
redress on contracts is a critical issue for inward the dynamics of the governance structure underneath

because that is more important than any signedinvestment. Because of the way the Americans fund,
which is normally not with governments, the formal law. As you say, a commercial court may or

may not make a diVerence. However, we are facedAmericans do not do that kind of thing; they do other
types of activities. I think there are complementary with a dilemma in terms of development systems.

One level is obviously a political level and the otherroles being played here between agencies.
level is a technical level and obviously we try to
ensure that our development assistance is targeted to

Q21 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: Does your study on technical solutions which in some senses chime with
barriers to trade seek to make any assessment the underlying flow of political reform and
statistically of the extent to which democratic development. I can quote an example of setting up a
shortcomings constitute a barrier to trade? A priori, commercial court in Uganda which I think has been
the presence or absence of a commercial court may be a relatively successful operation because this has very
very important but if there is a totally corrupt judicial much chimed with an underlying push by the
system which is lacking in any skills, that is a political President and a number of others to enhance
phenomenon usually; it is not a technical question. economic growth whereas of course such a thing
The host government or the receiving government perhaps might not work in another country where the
may not be sensitive to suggestions about commercial underlying dynamics were not suitable.
courts in such circumstances. How much profile do
you give to these questions?

Q22 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: It does seem to meMr Williams: Your question is extremely interesting.
that this is not a particularly fruitful test. ManyI think it revolves around a critical issue which is: to
countries would oVer to settle, and indeed would bewhat extent are formalised and functioning
required, particularly by American investors, toinstitutions of state a necessary precondition for
agree to settle their disputes by reference to a thirdgrowth—in other words investment? This area of
country’s legal system, a third country’s system ofstudy is very hot in universities around the world at
arbitration or something of that sort outside of thethe moment with diVerent large empirical studies
territory but what really is critical is whether whentrying to prove one way or another if formal
push comes to shove the political situation wouldinstitutions are a fundamental precondition or can
allow any kind of settlement to take place or thegrowth happen regardless of the formal institutional
participation of the government or the companiesstructures. We had a conference in DFID last
which are controlled by the government and so I justNovember where we brought a number of academics
wonder how you build that in. What assumptions aretogether to argue the diVerent sides of this particular
being made in the European Union and in thisissue. In short, the answer is that I think there is a
country? Do you rate countries for that kind ofbroad agreement that key institutions, for instance
investment using criteria about governance?property rights, are fundamental to growth but that,
Something of that sort would obviously act as anwhereas we might think of that as being a formalised
incentive to countries that were low on the ratingsystem, shall we, say, in this case a court for
assessments to do something about it—or might.commercial redress, in fact informal forms of these
Mr Williams: Or might. We would hope I think is thesame institutions can exist. I give an example here
answer. Of course what you are talking about herethat the academics are very fond of, and that is that
are decisions being made by private investors to movein China the actual legal underpinnings for
into African countries.investment—company ownership, relations between

companies and the state—are completely—if you
read the papers—non-conducive to making Q23 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: Well that aVects the

one per cent.investments in China. However, it is well understood
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lack of response undermines its democraticMr Williams: One per cent of world FDI. The fact is
that over the last few years Africa has received very, credibility. I think that my colleague Lord

Maclennan seemed to suggest that if we talk tovery little foreign direct investment. In terms of
assessing risks there are a number of commercial risk Africans about human rights it is rather

condescending and improper and so I would like tomeasurement firms and indices which companies do
look to, people read the Economic Intelligence Unit remind everybody that Desmond Tutu and

Archbishop Ndungane recently said that there are nocountry reports et cetera when they are making their
investment decisions. such things as African human rights; there are human

rights, and that the EU and the AU should be doing
something about that. That is two eminent AfricansQ24 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: But does that aVect
who took that position. I realise you will probablygovernment/public investment as well as private
say that whatever I say it has to be done as part ofinvestment?
diplomacy and it will not have any eVect otherwise,Mr Williams: Yes it does, to quite a large extent. In
but one cannot but notice that first of all it has provedterms of our aid allocations what we look for in
impossible to raise the question of Zimbabwe at thecountries in the first case nowadays is a commitment
UNHCR or the UN and we are always told byobviously to poverty reduction, and secondly a
ministers that that is because the African Union as asuitable set of institutions and a commitment to
bloc has prevented further discussion. One last point,improving those institutions, so there is a governance
I notice that you have recently given four millionaspect to our aid allocations. What we and the
euros to Chad for the relief of the terrible suVering ofinternational community have now more and more
the people coming over from Darfor as a result ofmoved towards, including the European Union, is
Sudanese action. I would be interested to knowputting as a centrepiece of our dialogue with
whether when we did that the EU said to the AU,countries their poverty reduction strategies and the
“What are you doing to bring pressure on Sudan tocountry’s adherence to those plans and their eVorts to
stop this?” I just would like to know what is saidachieve the objectives or the outcomes set up in those
already and what perhaps should be said. The lastplans is a central factor to our involvement and the
question of all is: are the French a problem in all this?EU’s involvement in Africa, programmatically and
Mr Cole: The answer to the last question is easy. Weproject-wise, at the moment. Obviously one of the
are the EU and we have an EU policy and clearlycritical issues within the poverty reduction strategy
both the French and the United Kingdom are part ofpapers and plans is a commitment to improve various
the EU.fundamental systems of governance such as their

public financial management and accountability
Q26 Baroness Park of Monmouth: That is not whatsystems and often their justice systems. These are
I meant.very important preconditions but it is not to say that
Mr Cole: None of us is Zimbabwe experts and ourwe have absolute standards, let me be very clear on
ministers have set out on several occasions in thethat. It is not that we have a way of assessing a bar
House what our position on Zimbabwe is.and above the bar is okay and below the bar is not.

There is a particular example that I could give of that
which seeks to show that. We moved in to support Q27 Baroness Park of Monmouth: That is not what
Rwanda very early after the genocide taking I am interested in, I am interested in what the EU are
enormous “risks” on the government coming in. We doing and us as a member of the EU.
came up with support for them ahead of others. If we Mr Cole: At the EU-Africa Ministerial Troika on 1
had had a bar on when we could enter we could never April Zimbabwe was discussed and I can tell you
have entered Rwanda. In fact that investment has what was said. “The European side expressed its
been, I would say, extremely beneficial to Rwandees concern at the continuing deterioration of human
as it has helped them get on a roll for the rights in Zimbabwe. It stressed that restrictive
development. measures do not target the general population. The
Chairman: We have spent quite a lot of time on African side underscored the importance of the
critical, important issues about governance and the resolution of the land issue in Zimbabwe in
rule of law but perhaps it is an appropriate time to addressing the historic injustice that resulted in
ask Baroness Park to introduce the specific question skewed land ownership. Ministers acknowledged the
of Zimbabwe because we talked in generality and I need to encourage meaningful internal dialogue in
think we would like to address that specific question. Zimbabwe as the way forward.” That is not first time

Zimbabwe has been on the agenda for discussion.
Q25 Baroness Park of Monmouth: As you know,
what we are asking you is whether the EU intends to Q28 Baroness Park of Monmouth: But why do we

accept the AU preventing discussion of it inplace further pressure on the AU to take an active
stand over Zimbabwe and whether you consider that international fora such as the UN and, incidentally, I
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Mr Cole: I think the relationship with France isnotice that on the issue of The Sudan in an article in
extremely close on Africa, we work very closely withThe Observer on Sunday it says that the role of the
them. At every United Kingdom/France summit weEuropean Union, including the delegation from the
have had we always have a declaration on Africa andUnited Kingdom, was very disappointing and they
we are working more and more closely with them inneeded to adopt condemnation of the atrocities in
support of the AU for example and in support ofDarfor. The writer says that they voted for the
ECOWAS and other sub-regional organisations.watered down resolution which did not condemn the
Most of the area of the work we do is actually oncrimes against humanity going on in Darfor. They
peace and security aspects in Africa because certainlyalso voted to adjourn before a vote was taken on a
in West Africa that is where the French have a verymuch tougher resolution and Honduras, a very small
strong interest. Also recently there was a discussioncountry, did more for human rights in The Sudan
with the head of DGCID, which is the Frenchthan the entire EU when it voted not to adjourn
equivalent of DFID. He came to London for a day’sbefore the issue was given the attention it deserved. I
discussions and we covered a whole range of issues.accept that we cannot argue with their assessment of
That is certainly a very strong aspect of our work.what happens inside Zimbabwe but is the EU
Chairman: I am afraid that we will have to adjournexpecting a quid pro quo for all the help that they are
now, there is a Division in the House.getting in asking them to refrain from preventing

public discussion in international fora of the
The Committee suspended from 11.57am to 12.07 pmproblems of Zimbabwe?

for a division in the House.Mr Cole: We might need to write to you on the question
of the AU blocking discussion in the UNHCR for Chairman: My Lords, may we continue then with the
example. It is a regular part of the discussion we have questions and perhaps I could turn to Baroness
in the EU-Africa dialogue and it is the reason why the Northover.
EU-Africa summit has not taken place since Cairo. Baroness Northover: Mine is the question as to how
There has not been a meeting at the heads of state level the Commission for Africa fits in with this and
because the participation of all heads of state could not whether you expect AU opinions to have an influence
be guaranteed. Clearly the targeted measures on on the eventual report. However, if I could also ask
Zimbabwe would mean that President Mugabe could more generally, you have made it very clear obviously
not have come to the summit in Lisbon where it was that the AU is in its infancy at the moment but one
planned to take place and had he been there clearly area that they are particularly concerned should be
some European leaders would not have been able to on the agenda is that of development and so I
attend so the discussion at summit level, the EU-Africa wondered if you could say something about what role
dialogue, has not taken place because of the situation in you think the AU will play in this and, in particular,
Zimbabwe and our targeted measures on that country. do you see any evidence that they will be impressing

on countries within Africa to take forward thePerhaps we should write to you on the question.
numerous things that need to be done to tackle theChairman: I am sure that would be very helpful. I do
HIV/AIDS pandemic?not want to curtail the discussion but I am conscious

that we may be interrupted shortly.
Q30 Chairman: Before you answer, if BaronessLord Lea of Crondall: May I ask a brief
Northover will forgive me, perhaps in answering thatsupplementary to that, Chairman?
question, because I think it sort of goes together,Chairman: Yes, forgive me, if we could be brief
there was a question earlier which was not actuallybecause I would like to get on to Baroness
put about the future of NEPAD and the ACPNorthover’s question.
country groupings so while we are talking about
where does the Commission fit in, how do you see the
future for those organisations, as well as Baroness

Q29 Lord Lea of Crondall: Relations with France Northover’s question?
have been mentioned in this context and just as there Ms Simmons: If I could start on the Commission for
are two very big elephants in the EU on Africa Africa and hand over to the other Tim on the other
because of our huge ex-colonial responsibilities, issue. The Commission for Africa is also in its infancy
Britain and France, likewise, I suppose there are very and its first meeting of the commissioners is next
big elephants in Africa—South Africa, Nigeria and week. The principle is that there is going to be a very
so on. In what sense is the EU in encouraging, wide consultation, including within the European
promoting or being conducive just by the fact that Union and the African Union, but because of the
this dialogue with the EU is going on forcing us to time involved—a report has got to be finalised by
have closer relations with France. We are trying to next spring—it is likely that their consultations will
get closer relations with France. Could you comment happen back-to-back with existing meetings so where

the African Union is concerned they are planning onon that?
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Mr Williams: Very much so. NEPAD as a theme hasa consultation after the African Union Summit which
started to bite, shall we say. There is a regional oYcewill happen in July. You might be aware that
for NEPAD for example just opened in Kenya. ThePresident Konaré was invited to join the Commission
Kenyan government want to promote NEPAD andfor Africa but was not able to—he is a busy man—
themes within NEPAD and have started movingbut he did ask if he could be involved in setting up the
things along. I think it is also true to say NEPAD isconsultations both within the African Union and in
essentially in many senses a political initiative; it is torelation to NEPAD, so they are going to be closely
help drive forward a progressive development agendainvolved in the debates that will go on within Africa.
in African countries and, as such, it still runs at aAs to whether their opinions will have an influence on
political level. It is unfortunate that some peoplethe report it is very early to say and there will be a lot
would like to see tangible things come from NEPAD.of people consulted but their views are going to be
“What has NEPAD given to me?” The truth istaken on and discussed in the same way as we will be
NEPAD itself is going to give a political momentumtalking to bilateral donors, to the private sector, to
to these key development issues. It is not going tocivil society, to African and non-African
provide school books, shall we say; it is not going tostakeholders, so it is a very wide range of people but
do that.certainly the African Union has been prioritised.

Tim, do you want to talk about the future of
NEPAD? Q32 Lord Lea of Crondall: A supplementary to this,
Mr Williams: I think the question you asked was and perhaps Mr Key can bring in his point as he is
about NEPAD’s future and the development agenda indicating as well. One view of the new thrust of this
of the Africa Union. As noted, the Africa Union ambitious constitution for the Africa Union is to put
adopted NEPAD as its development agenda in July NEPAD back in its box. We had an interesting
2003. Under NEPAD there are a number of themes, session in the African Group with Mr Ameoko who is
including HIV/AIDS, trade, regional integration, Executive Director of the Economic Commission for
infrastructure. Now NEPAD and the Africa Union Africa in Addis Ababa. I think it is fair to say—his
are not setting themselves up to do those things; this view was this (it is my recollection but it is something
has to be very clear. They are setting themselves up to along these lines:) “Well, of course just relying on all
make sure that the agenda is set with their relations the African Union ambassadors in Addis Ababa will
with other countries on these particular issues. They get you nowhere. We have got to have a Praetorian
are distilling, if you want, best practice and Guard. We have got to have some set-up with more
producing papers on these issues. They will have thrust, personal diplomacy with the President of
conferences or facilitate under the umbrella of Nigeria, or what have you.” So it is a slightly odd
NEPAD/AU conferences on some of those issues, so anomaly with NEPAD having some sort of

personality as well as the Africa Union. I suppose wethey promote, they profile, but they do not do
have got to see how it goes but how do you see thethemselves. They are creating an environment in
relationship between Johannesburg, which is thewhich national governments see that the pan-African
power house of Africa in the sense that it is wherepriorities are these and then it is for the particular
NEPAD is, it is where money is and so on, and thegovernments themselves obviously to undertake
extremely poor country of Ethiopia which happensprogrammes and projects within that particular area.
to be where the African Union is. It is very, veryThe one kind of exception on that, of course, is the
interesting because in one sense that is where theissue around regional integration and the issue, for
realities of the polarity of Africa are, but how do weinstance, of cross-border infrastructure where there
understand this relationship between the Africanmay be, it is unclear, more work between NEPAD
Union and NEPAD? I hope we do not conclude thatand the regional economic communities, the so-
we think that the African Union’s ambitions arecalled RECs. These are the diVerent groupings—
motivated in order to put NEPAD back in its boxECOWAS, SADAC, COMESSA, East African
because if that were the case we will not be able toCommunity—which many see as the building blocks
have north-south regional accountability becauseof the development agenda of the Africa Union. They
nobody would be able to deliver anything towill be working with those, so in short answer to your
anybody. Could you comment on that?question, yes, the AU will be doing something but it is
Mr Williams: Yes, I can certainly. The Africa Unionabout setting agendas and profiling and promoting; it
I think in July in Maputo last year agreed to integratewill not be about activities.
NEPAD’s management mechanism into the African
Union within three years, so I think by 2006. When I
was in Addis Ababa last I spoke to Mr Mazimhaka,

Q31 Baroness Northover: And do you see that the Deputy Commissioner of the AU on this
underway at the moment? Does it look hopeful as far particular issue and his comment was, “Yes, we are

going to integrate it but it depends how you defineas you are concerned?
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essentially in parallel with developing aintegration.” There are two ways that it may be
relationship with the Africa Union.integrated. One is you could mainstream it, so close

down the oYces in South Africa and bring the whole
operation under a particular arm of the AU as it

Q33 Baroness Park of Monmouth: Could I ask afunctions under the Commission in Addis Ababa, or,
supplementary, my Lord Chairman. Bob Geldof isalternatively, it could be allowed to function as a
an important part of the Commission for Africaseparate “agency” of the Africa Union which would
and I note that he has been complaining that themean, I think, changing some aspects of management
EDF has a lot of money that ought to have beenand maybe some aspects of legislation to say that it is
given to AIDS and has not been. That was replieda part of the AU under control policy wise but
to by Mr Neilson and he said they are working withphysically existing separately. Now I believe that this
the ACP to find the funds, but the AU policy ondebate again is one of these issues which will be
AIDS as it was enunciated by President Gaddafiresolved after the July 2004 AU summit. Certainly
and I think echoed by quite a number of otherthat was what was hinted at by Mr Mazimhaka.
countries, seemed to be that they did not recognise

Mr Key: I just wondered whether you wanted an that AIDS really existed. What is going to be the
answer to the question related to MEDA and ACP situation if the Commission decides that AIDS is
country groupings. If that would be useful I could an important issue—which it is—is the AU going to
say a few words on that. The answer generally is reject working with that or not?
yes, those two country groupings will continue to Mr Williams: Could I comment on the issues to do
exist and are complementary to the relationship with the AIDS policy of the Africa Union. I think,
with the Africa Union as a whole. The EU has with all respect to Mr Gaddafi, the NEPAD
dialogues and relationships with Africa, it has them documents are very clear about how the Africa
with regions of Africa, and some elements of the Union understand the pandemic and its impact and
ACP relationship are taken forward with regional eVects on Africa, and it is in line with our
groupings, such as the trade aspect, and with understanding of the tragedy. It promotes diVerent
individual countries, such as aid programmes to ways to tackle and diVerent interventions to work
individual countries and in the case of South Africa with the AIDS pandemic and, again, they are very
there is also a relationship. Indeed, within much in line with how we are approaching it.
EUROMED we have association agreements with Mr Key: Can I add to that in terms of the funding
each of the individual countries, these Agreements through the EDF, if the Commission believes it is
include mechanisms for dialogue through worth working with countries in Africa on AIDS,
association councils. I think they will continue to and those countries want to, the partnership will
exist partly because the nature of the relationship is allow them to do that and it will not be aVected by
slightly diVerent. The northern African countries any policy or misrepresented statement of policy
that are part of the Euromed partnership are made by somebody in the Africa Union.
neighbours to the EU and the EU sees the southern Ms Simmons: Two immediate points, one is that is
Mediterranean as part of its neighbourhood. And why it is so important the Commission for Africa
of course, the Euromed partnership also includes when they do their consultations do conduct them
countries that are not in Africa—Israel, Jordan, within the African Union and the Member States
the Palestinian Authority, Turkey. And likewise and the related frameworks that serve them. The
there is a special history to the relationship with the other point perhaps worth raising is in connection
ACP countries, and that in its own way is with Baroness Northover’s earlier question on HIV
underpinned by a special sense of partnership and is the Africa Partnership Forum, the expanded G8
again has a membership that goes more wide than dialogue, which has four co-chairs. One is the chair
Africa—the Caribbean and Pacific—being of the Africa Union, one is the NEPAD Secretariat
particularly more important to the United and the others are an OECD country, which this
Kingdom but also to France and others. In the year is Belgium, and the G8, which this year is the
discussions in the EU I see very little, if any, US. At the Maputo forum which took place two
appetite to change the basis of those groupings in weeks ago there was a session on HIV which was
themselves. There are some proposals in relation to agreed to be one of the four priority issues for the
the mechanisms for the funding of support to the Africa Partners Forum, which was chaired by
countries that might change the technical Simâo of Mozambique in his capacity as
arrangements for getting money from A to B, but representative of the African Union, and the
those are at a very initial stage of discussion and NEPAD principles were all accepted in that
they have not been fleshed out, they have not been discussion, so Tim’s point about there being
discussed at any council, we do not know how they significant space between one view and the African
will come out. Irrespective of that, I would expect Union’s endorsement of NEPAD I think was

echoed there.to see these two partnerships carrying on
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Chairman: I think it is a very interesting point. IChairman: Lastly perhaps, if there are no other
questions on that, can I just pose a question Lord would just say to members of the Committee there

was an answer given in these papers to the point thatPowell was going to ask but he has had to go?
we raised about Articles 96 and 97 on Kosovo whichLord Inge: He has asked me to ask it.
is far from clear to me. Anyway, I will not pursue itChairman: Please do.
now. Lord Inge?Lord Inge: No, because I would rather ask another
Lord Inge: Do you mind if I ask this question, myquestion!
Lord Chairman?
Chairman: Please do.

Q34 Chairman: The Chairman is at the behest of the Lord Inge: I suppose I could from the position that
Committee! What measures are in place to ensure the Europe has a real responsibility to try and help Africa
adequate financial scrutiny of the 250 million euros which itself has enormous problems. If Clausewitz
that you have already mentioned allocated for the were sitting here he would be saying to himself but
EDF to support peace-keeping and capacity-building what should be the priorities for action by the
operations? I think there is a concern as to what Europeans to help Africa, and I would like to know
arrangements are there. what you think.
Mr Key: If I may answer that one. Those issues have Chairman: Do you want to reply in writing?
been discussed in the EU and the EU set out ways in
which the money will be monitored. From the start I

Q36 Lord Inge: I want to know what the prioritiesshould say that the funds were established on the
should be. Do not get in the weeds, give me the clearbasis of partnership so it will be a process of joint
priorities you think we should be concentrating on.monitoring. It falls into four stages. The first is that
Mr Cole: In support of Africa?all projects being funded will be approved by

European Union consultation both in the Council
and in the EDF Management Committee, so there is Q37 Lord Inge: The European Union to help Africa.
an element of both Commission and Council Mr Williams: Can I just divide the issue?
involvement which will result in the signing of a
contribution agreement setting out the terms of the Q38 Lord Inge: Do what you want!
funding. There will then be a joint steering committee Mr Williams: Thank you. I think there are what I would
between the Africa Union and the European Union call diplomatic initiatives at one level and then there are
and in this case chaired by the AU and the the developmental policy and programmatic initiatives
Commission. That will meet twice yearly and will at another level. If I can maybe comment on
look at any issues which are brought to its attention programmatic and developmental issues. I think the
in terms of problems with any of the funding. The new paradigm of supporting poverty reduction
third element is monitoring by the Commission. The strategies in countries, in other words countries that are
Commission requires the recipient of the funds, showing ownership and clarity about moving forwards,
whether that is the Africa Union or a regional has to be a paradigm that I hope we will stick with for
organisation, to provide regular, proper financial a long while because all research has always shown that
reports setting out how the funds are being used, if you are going to get positive change in institutions or
ensuring appropriate use of the funding. Fourthly, in countries it must be driven from within and it cannot
there will be a process of review and evaluation both be very easily imposed from outside. So I would hope
of the individual projects and in the case of capacity that the EU will stick with its current policy framework
building projects that will be a combination of mid- which is that in countries in which it is operating it is
term reviews and final reviews, in the case of highly supportive of these new frameworks, which are
operations it is the final review, but also of the sectoral programmes in health, education, water, law
operation of the fund as a whole. When the Union and justice and wider broader programmes of
decided to establish the fund it was agreed that there macroeconomic good governance and governance as
would be a review after one year of the establishment well. I would hope this will be the main priority. Then
which will look at how well it is working. of course there is the issue that more funding is needed.

Q35 Chairman: Is the decision of the council by Q39 Lord Inge: I just want the priorities.
QMV or unanimity? Mr Williams: The priorities I would say are to
Mr Key: The EDF Management Committee is QMV support where possible African-led development
but the Peace and Security Committee and the initiatives. Where you have countries where there are
Council working groups looking at this would be security concerns, again I think the EU’s initiative
operating by unanimity where they are talking about must be to empower, if we can, the Africa peace
elements to do with common foreign and security initiatives through the Peace and Security Council

and the Africa Standby Force. These must be thepolicy.
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actuality is that if we do not get this right we are justpriorities; to get Africans running Africa, to get
Africans regulating Africa. throwing money away.

Mr Williams: Yes, I think you are very right that
governance—economic, corporate and political—isQ40 Lord Inge: You have given me one priority
a fundamental precondition to having an eVectiveclearly which is the removal of poverty. You are now
state, a state that can raise its revenues, formulatesaying that you have got to improve security as well.
policies and then allocate those revenues for itsIs that what you are saying?
objectives. If there is not a wide and well-functioningMr Williams: What I am saying is the amount of
governance system broadly speaking as weconflict in Africa has decreased over the last few years
understand it, then that process will not function asbut is still enormous and the amount of displaced is
we would like to see it function. I agree with you it isenormous and, unfortunately, because of recent
absolutely fundamental. I think it is important toevents, seems to be going up marginally over these

last few weeks which is terrible, but that the note that there are diVerences. Where I have
regulation of those processes must come from within mentioned that the priority is to allow an African-
political dynamics in Africa. driven development process where you have poverty
Lord Inge: I understand that. You have given me two reduction plans working, one of the fundamental
priorities, as I understand it, one is the reduction of aspects of those plans is a commitment, as I said, to
poverty and the second is improving security. Is reform. That reform, those inner changes are about
that right? making economic and corporate—but particularly

economic governance—work better. This is around
budget management, policy setting, formulation andQ41 Chairman: Mr Cole, can you give Lord Inge a
I would say that the great majority of all the supportlist and then I have got Lord Maclennan and
that comes and flows from DFID is actually toBaroness Park.
support positive reforms in that direction in theMr Cole: EU-Africa relations and Africa as a whole
development of countries. Our reform programmeswere discussed at the General AVairs Council on

Monday and I can give you the conclusions there are predicated on those processes of reform and at
where I think this question was partly addressed. heart the reform is about a governance reform, it is
Clearly implementing the tackling of conflict is one about better management of resources, it is about
priority in Africa, reducing poverty is another, and better planning. With regard to the critical issues of
certainly promoting good governance in all its forms politics and political governance, there you have
is another. Those three would certainly be amongst mentioned there is a tentativeness there. We
the priorities. I am speaking from a personal view. definitely see issues such as democracy, issues around
Lord Inge: I am just interested, I am not trying to the issues of rights, issues around grand corruption or
be diYcult. security, these dimensions of governance as very

fundamental to our understanding of our
relationship and our partnership with the countriesQ42 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: I want to clarify the
and if those elements are in some way badly distortedthinking that lies behind this answer. You said, I
then it does call into question our relationship withthink Mr Williams in answer to Lord Inge, that
countries, and has done from a perspective of DFIDchanges must be driven from within and I think you

were speaking about the changes in policy and over the last few years and I think will continue to do
changes perhaps in institutions, etcetera. It is of so in the future, as it has done for the European
course a striking contrast to the view that the Commission.
Government is taking over changes in Iraq but leave
that aside. It will not come as any surprise to you that

Q43 Baroness Park of Monmouth: I warmly agreeif I had answered Lord Inge’s question I would have
with Lord Maclennan that you have got to start withfocused on governance because I cannot see how
the actual governing of the country, and corruptionpoverty reduction, if it is to be the clear priority to
is one of the major problems as we all know, but whatwhich you referred, is going to work if there are not
I wondered was, when we sit down and talk to themthe governmental systems in place to use the
EU to AU, when for instance the EU gave thatresources. It seems to me a prior necessity, it is not a
money for Chad, do we on those occasions talk toquid pro quo, it is not even conditional, it is a
them about their responsibility to influence Thenecessity, and I do not understand why it is treated by
Sudan? They can intervene and they could talk to TheMr Cole, with respect, as another issue when it seems
Sudan. Do they do so? Do we ask them to do so? Myto me that your whole discussion this morning has
main question is are we so reticent and so afraid ofshown a tentativeness about this and an awareness of
appearing to interfere that we do not ask questionsthe sensitivity of the subject and how we have to say
which if we were dealing with Switzerland orwhat we have to say with very considerable regard for

the feelings of sovereign member countries, but the Germany we would ask?
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extended our knowledge on the African Union veryMr Cole: We are not reticent, we do ask those
considerably, certainly speaking personally. I wouldquestions all the time and we are currently in a
just, Mr Key, appreciate it if one of your colleaguesdialogue with the African Union itself about Sudan
could let our Clerk have the details of this decision-and Darfur in particular. That conversation is going
making process.on. At the General AVairs Council on Monday a
Mr Key: Certainly.statement was made about Darfur and Sudan but we

have been discussing with the AU what they can do
Q45 Chairman: We have had a letter from one ofin Darfur with regard to that situation and we do
your colleagues, as I say, about the Article 96/97pressure them and talk to them about what pressure
decisions and the legal base which rather suggestedthey can put on their own Member States in order to
from the answer we were given it was similar, butinfluence situations where the country is poorly
nevertheless it would be helpful.governed, such as Zimbabwe for example. We do
Mr Key: We will set out the decision-makinghave those conversations. I hope we have not come
procedures and we will also try and make sure that itacross as being reticent because that does happen and
is clear how it relates to the other elements.it goes on both from a United Kingdom Government

perspective and in the EU-AU and EU-Africa
Q46 Chairman: Thank you so much.dialogue.
Mr Williams: Mr Chairman, could I just mention that
we have a briefing paper on debt? I do not know

Q44 Chairman: Do Members have any further whether that would be of interest because one of the
questions? Can I Mr Cole, Mr Williams, Ms questions was about debt and we could leave that
Simmons and Mr Key, thank you very much indeed behind.
for coming? Thank you for answering all the Chairman: That would be very kind, thank you so

much. That concludes the public session.Committee’s questions. I am sure that you have
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Present Bowness, L King of Bridgwater, L
(Chairman) Lea of Crondall, L

Boyce, L Symons of Vernham Dean, B
Dykes, L Tomlinson, L
Falkner of Margravine, B Truscott, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Rt Hon Hilary Benn, a Member of the House of Commons, Secretary of State
for International Development, Mr Anthony Smith, Deputy Director South Africa, Department for

International Development; Lord Triesman, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of
State, Mr James Bevan, Director Africa, and Mr Andrew Key, Head of the EU External Relations Team,

Foreign and Commonwealth Office, examined.

Q47 Chairman: Secretary of State, Lord Triesman, lots of things on it, the question was how you are
going to draw oV that tree the most importantand your colleagues, thank you very much indeed

for coming this afternoon to give evidence to this things, asking from my point of view this very
simple question: what is it that Europe can inSub-Committee. As you know, we are looking at the

European Union Strategy for Africa. We have a particular add to all of the work that is going on
already to support Africa in its development so thatnumber of documents. I do not know whether either

the Secretary of State or Lord Triesman wants to when the European Council meets it can reach
agreement on a Strategy and, very importantly, asay anything to the Committee in opening, or shall

we proceed straight to questions? way of following that up? Is it consistent with what
we called up until recently the agreement theHilary Benn: Straight to it, if that is all right.
Development Policy Statement, and now the
Consensus, the title that has been given to it? Yes,

Q48 Chairman: Perhaps I could pose the first I think it is, because it is based on some very
question. How do you see the three documents that important principles: playing to the strengths of
have been produced very recently by the individual Member States, recognising that the
Commission, the Presidency and Mr Solana, the Commission has got things that it does particularly
High Representative, being brought together in one well, but what it does in individual countries is going
Strategy and, indeed, how will that Strategy fit in to depend on circumstances so there needs to be
with the other European Union initiatives, flexibility. I think, secondly, it also reflects the
especially because it is closely related to the importance of governance, African ownership,
European Consensus for Development that some of action on peace and security, improving health and
us were talking about yesterday? education, investment in infrastructure, all of the
Hilary Benn: Indeed, we were. The documents that key things that need to happen if Africa is going to
you referred to have been discussed at the Working have a diVerent future for the next generation
Group, COREPER, the informal meeting of compared to that in the past which has seen it drift
development ministers we had in Leeds just over a away from the rest of the world economically and
month ago and the General AVairs Council last in terms of its development.
week. We reached agreement, or I sought to in
summing up the discussion that we had, on what
seemed to be the key elements that we want to pull Q49 Lord Dykes: In a way, you have beautifully

explained the problem because with theseout of all the documents that we have been looking
at in order to draw up a Strategy, which we hope increasingly complex and heavy international

agendas and dossiers swirling around it gets harderwill be adopted by the European Council in just
over a couple of weeks’ time. We have now to see how the co-ordination eVect will work out

appropriately. If you take the last 12 months, wecirculated a draft paper based on those Conclusions
which is now going to be looked at. It is much have had the Commission for Africa, the various

financial commitments made by the EU and G8,shorter, much more concise. Louis Michel made the
point in the discussion that we had in Brussels last and you referred to some of those, and the

agreements reached by the UN Millennium Reviewweek that the document that had been produced by
the Commission and added to by the High Summit; some agreements anyway. How can the

proposed Strategy get towards a primary objectiveRepresentative, and we had the Council
Conclusions, was a bit like a Christmas tree with of achieving the Millennium Development Goals?
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against the background of what appears to be theIs there not a danger that it will be the creation,
inevitably, of very worthy and well meaning talking Prime Minister’s intention, in the light of the
shops—I do not use that word in any unkind budgetary diYculties being faced this year, to
sense—without specific action eventuating propose a cut of ƒ100 billion from the budget next
therefrom? year, largely at the expense of the new accession
Hilary Benn: 2005 has been a year in which we have countries and the Structural Funds there. Do you
seen some very, very specific action kicked oV by the think some of those countries that have not shown
decision in May of the European Union significantly that they were quite as committed to Africa as
to increase its development assistance between now perhaps the British Government is might seek to
and 2010, an additional ƒ20 billion a year by that take a budgetary vengeance if there is to be a
date, half of which it was agreed at our meeting in ƒ100 billion cut in next year’s budget?
May would go to Africa. That is a very practical Hilary Benn: Since you put it in those terms, Lord
outcome. The key there is to make sure that people Tomlinson, I hope very much that countries would
hold to the promises that they have made, hence the not do that. Clearly when a decision is finally
point I made in answer to my Lord Chairman’s reached at whatever point on the new Financial
question about the need for monitoring and follow- Perspectives, Europe is going to have decisions to
up. That is practical. The multilateral debt make about how that money is divided up. You
cancellation deal is very practical. The action that would not be surprised if, as the Secretary of State
Europe has been taking, and I hope will continue to for International Development, I expressed the hopetake, in backing peace and security on the continent

that as much as that as possible is going to go tois hugely important. I think the African Peace
the cause that I hold dear. The second answer toFacility is a really practical expression of that. It is
your question, however, is that a lot of the finance isone of the best things that Europe has done, in my
going to come from the commitments of individualview, and a tribute to Poul Nielson, the former
Member States. That is why the agreement in MayCommissioner, for having coming up with the idea.
was so important, because a ƒ20 billion increaseThe truth is, if you look at Africa and the countries
between 2004 and 2010 is substantial by anywhere least progress has been made towards the
measure. The fact that 15 Member States said thatMillennium Development Goals, which was the
they would undertake o seek to reach the UNquestion you asked, Lord Dykes, unless you tackle
0.7 per cent target by 2015 means there are goingthe problems of insecurity and lack of peace then
to be significant additional resources available. Thepoverty is not going to be eradicated. This morning,
really practical question now is how do we matchas it so happens, I was speaking at the Consultative
the commitment of the additional resources to theGroup on Sierra Leone with President Kabbah.
needs that there are in particular countries withinThere is a living, breathing example of a country

which in 1999, when the RUF was busy attacking Africa, how do we encourage people to come
Freetown, was a desperately poor country in a state forward with plans to get more children into school,
of meltdown and heading for disaster, but six years to reduce the number of children dying needlessly
on from that there is now some peace and stability before they are five years of age, and match that to
and UNAMSIL is about to withdraw. The question the increased funding that is being made available.
is what can we then do, Europe included, to come More generally, I would hope that all countries
in and support the process of development in Sierra inside the European Union would recognise the
Leone. I think that all of the things that have long-term benefit to all of us of having a world in
happened this year have been about increasing the which there is less poverty, less injustice and less
political profile of Africa, its need for development, inequality because I am quite convinced that will
the need to do more, us helping Africa to do more mean in the longer term a more safe and more
to help itself and unless that occurs we are not going secure world for us wherever we happen to live.
to see faster progress towards the MDGs and we Lord Triesman: I just want to add a word about one
know from the Millennium Review Summit just of the underlying assumptions of Lord Tomlinson’show far adrift we are in a large number of African

question. From the discussions that I know tookcountries. It is about political commitment, and I
place with the same starting assumption with thecannot remember in my life when the world and UK
Maltese just last week and with other accessionpolitics has talked more about Africa. The question
countries, the expectation is that the money that hasnow is how do we turn that commitment into
been promised to the accession countries will get topractical expressions of support, and that is really
the accession countries and it is then a question ofwhat the Strategy is about.
where the money will be found in the budget. There
needs to be a robust fight to keep the monies in theQ50 Lord Tomlinson: I am interested to hear from
budgets that have been committed and I do notyou, Secretary of State, about the simple question

of how the Strategy will be financed, but particularly think people can, or should, go back on their word.
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Lord Triesman: I have found this to be a teasingQ51 Lord Tomlinson: It seems to me very diYcult to
predict that there are going to be cuts in, say, question ever since I became Minister for Africa. It

is a matter of some regret probably that Africa doesagricultural expenditure taking some 40-odd per cent
of the budget. If there are not to be cuts in the not organise itself along the lines of the Foreign

OYce. Having made that point, there is a seriousStructural Funds and, therefore, we do not have the
expectations of the accession countries disappointed, answer and it is this: there are plainly some

significant diVerences within Africa, for exampleare there many other places left to look for the cuts
other than some of the external spending programmes between the African states on the Mediterranean

coast and the nations of Sub-Saharan Africa. It isof the European Union, accepting, however, that a
large part of the financing will come from bilateral also true that there are a number of critical

institutions that are developing across Africa whichsources?
take no account of that division whatsoever. TheLord Triesman: I do not want to predict the outcome
development of the African Union as a whole, theof the round of discussions on the next Perspective
way in which the African Union as a potentialin relation to agriculture particularly. We all know
military capacity is being organised within thewhat the points of resistance are.
framework of the African Union is a good
illustration of it. The development of NEPAD, the

Q52 Lord Tomlinson: Sorry, my Lord Chairman, willingness of countries wherever they are on the
this will be basically the problem of fixing next continent of Africa to take part in peer review and
year’s budget, not into the next Financial sign up for peer review on their financial probity and
Perspectives. so on, represent a whole continental approach on
Lord Triesman: Indeed, I was going on to say that their part. Without making the answer too long, if
obviously everybody’s discussion on next year’s I can just give a small illustration of it. When I was
budget is bound to try to lay the groundwork for able to go out with the African Union forces in West
the Perspectives, that is where the whole thrust of Darfur about a month ago, the commander of the
the argument has to go over the next period. I think force I went out with was Egyptian, there were
it has started and will carry on along that line. It senior oYcers from Egypt and one of the senior
will be an interesting question, without any oYcers was also from Tunisia. The bulk of the force
disparagement of any European partner, as to was made up of detachments from all over the place,
whether they can sustain their structural and a big detachment from Rwanda and a biggish
outward reaching budgets without acknowledging detachment from Nigeria all doing extraordinary
that there need to be some fundamental changes in work together. I think they would not have thought
some of these other budget areas, and particularly that the divisions which we have naturally looked
one of them. to in some ways were particularly significant for the
Hilary Benn: The EDF, not being aVected by this decision they had taken to co-operate continentally.
issue, will be a very important source of finance I think we are seeing some variable geometry—a
as well. cliché—between some of the things which are

plainly regional and some things which I am very
pleased to say are the whole of Africa.Q53 Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: I think my

question is probably directed more at Lord
Triesman than the Secretary of State. What do we Q54 Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: May I
mean by “Africa” in this context and the EU’s press a bit further on that point. Countries like
relationship with Africa? Lord Triesman is the Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria are members of the
Minister for Africa very specifically, not for North Arab League, they are members of the OIC. Do you
Africa, which in Foreign OYce parlance is grouped expect in the Strategy for Africa for them to put
together with the Middle East, of course. In talking their AU identity before their Arab League identity?
in these terms, I am wondering whether it is not a Is this not a real dilemma for some of those
touch unrealistic to put Africa together like that countries when responding to what is essentially an
when actually the countries of the Maghreb— Islamic grouping in the Middle East as opposed to
Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria—have far more in what may have some elements of Islamic grouping
common with the Arab world than they do with elsewhere but perhaps have got a very much more
Sub-Saharan Africa, as witnessed by the fact there Christian or secular grouping in other parts of
has been a Barcelona meeting only this week which Africa?
was an EU-Mediterranean meeting. How is this Lord Triesman: I have absolutely no doubt that there
going to be juggled? Is it realistic to try to have this are areas of the political work that those countries
relationship with Africa as a whole in the way that engage with which lead them to define themselves

in Arab League terms. I have to say, on an Islamicthe Cairo Summit in 2000 did?
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now talking about forming an EU-Mediterraneandefinition, of course, when you are dealing with the
fleet to try and repel borders. There was a story in theGovernment of Sudan, for example, or some other
press about that. What is the degree to which thatgovernment, you begin to find that those dimensions
migration from the Maghreb or from Sub-Saharanspread very much further south. As you go across
Africa is posing major security problems for theto the west and talk to the Nigerians about the
Maghreb nations?balances within Nigeria and the issues they raise,
Lord Triesman: I can certainly make a start on thatthose issues come up across a large part of Africa.
question. If you talk to the ministers responsible inIt is also true that when you are talking to SADC
the Northern African countries they will refer largelyregions, just to take the opposite tip of the
to the movement of populations from Sub-Saharancontinent, very often they will refer to interests that
Africa through their countries and then out north. Ithey have as a group of Southern African nations
had a detailed discussion. Malta, for example, is oneas well. What I did observe in the last period was
of the links in this chain of movement, that is Libya toeven where there were issues which they deal with
Malta and Malta to Italy. Indeed, many of the peopleregionally, and take pride in dealing with regionally,
who land in Malta are aiming for Italy and do notthere are now a number of substantive issues, the
quite get that far. What I am told, and I think thereones which I suspect are going to be more critical
is good persuasive evidence of this, is that the peopleto the EU’s approach, where they are dealing with
going through Libya, for example, less so Morocco,them as Africa. That does give some real hope, not
are substantially Ethiopian, Sudanese, Somalian andleast because Africans taking possession of the
Eritrean. On occasions it is quite diYcult to knowissues of security in dealing with war and
what the country of origin is. A good deal of ourpeacekeeping, instituting peace after having kept the
work now on this immigration issue is to try andpeace for a bit, are being grasped as African issues.
make arrangements that are realistic with the
countries that are on the routes, not just with the

Q55 Lord King of Bridgwater: The Secretary of State countries from which the individuals originally come.
is the Prime Minister’s Africa Personal If you can interdict sensibly along the route, and
Representative, I see. Is the Prime Minister’s everybody has an interest in that because of the sheer
definition of Africa the same as Lord Triesman’s in numbers getting into countries, and Libya has very
your responsibility? I think the public image is that large numbers of immigrants from Sub-Saharan
the African initiative is very much a Sub-Saharan Africa moving through, if you can make these
African initiative. arrangements and they work then some of these
Hilary Benn: The focus of the work that we are doing immigration issues can be approached a good deal
on development does indeed have a particular Sub- more realistically.
Saharan focus, precisely because, going back to Lord Hilary Benn: There is another form of migration

which is the migration of people with skills out ofDykes’ question, that is where least progress is being
Sub-Saharan Africa, and one thinks in particular ofmade in these Millennium Development Goals and
the movement of doctors and nurses. It is a complexthat is where the challenge of conflict, lack of children
process because nurses take their skills from Malawiin school and all of the other measures that the
and go to South Africa, and then they may come toMDGs use is greatest. That is where we have focused
the UK. The truth is countries have tried diVerenta lot of time and eVort. However, the Africa
means to prevent that happening. We have a code ofPartnership Forum, which first met in Paris in the
practice here as far as the NHS is concerned. Whatautumn of 2003, and we hosted the meeting in
drives people out is poor pay, poor workingOctober recently, has got responsibility for pulling
conditions and lack of opportunities for career andtogether now this Africa Action Plan which arises out
professional development. Trying to get a GP to goof Gleneagles where the African heads met the G8
and work in a rural area, he or she’s first question willheads and agreed that everything should now be
be, “Is there a house for me to live in” and, secondly,brought together in a single plan. That is currently
“Is there a school for my children to go to”. Unlessbeing drafted and when we meet again in April, I
something can be done about those things, and thatthink, that joint plan is going to be agreed. If it is
is about development, it is going to be quite hard forlooking at questions of infrastructure, it is possible
those countries to retain all of their skilled peoplethat it will extend beyond Sub-Saharan Africa but, in
that they desperately need if they are going to providegeneral, that is where the particular focus is because
medical care, fight AIDS and do all of the otherthat is where the development need is undoubtedly
things that are really occupying a lot of Sub-Saharangreatest. African countries.

Q56 Lord King of Bridgwater: To what extent are the Q57 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is it fair to say that what
problems of migration from Sub-Saharan Africa has been said in response to Lord King, therefore,

is that the countries of the Maghreb are as muchreally igniting the African problem? I see the EU are
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Government of Southern Sudan has now beeninvolved in the migration problem as the Sub-
Saharan countries, even though the origin established and the UK and the Netherlands,

Sweden and Norway—three EU Member States andoverwhelmingly is the Sub-Saharan countries? The
biggest challenge in Europe, unless there are going one non—are setting up a joint oYce in Juba. In a

sense, it is a pilot project but it is trying from theto be people clambering over razor fences to get into
Europe, is we have to see Africa as a whole so far beginning to get the countries that want to come in

and provide support to the development ofas this part of the Strategy is concerned.
Lord Triesman: I think that is absolutely true. I agree Southern Sudan to work together in a way that we

might not have done in the past. The truth is it isvery much with the proposition that has just been
made. easier to do it when you are starting afresh than to

change existing arrangements, but there is a very
practical expression of trying to fulfil the

Q58 Lord Dykes: Working towards a final Strategy, commitments that people have entered into in the
and of course it is rather uncertain about the course of the negotiations in Paris.
timetables and whether those are achievable, and
this whole programme has just been launched to

Q59 Lord Dykes: Can I follow that up. Those aregreat fanfare and a lot of enthusiasm both in Europe
frightfully good examples but these are early days.and Africa, do you envisage there will be quite a
If you see those joint combined oYces being set upsubstantial element of previous agreements on aid
elsewhere—I imagine there are regional reasons foreVectiveness being built into the Strategy
doing it elsewhere as well but you might haveagreements on aid and disbursement of aid?
diVerent thoughts on that—will they then beHilary Benn: Yes, I do, because we had an
responsible directly, assuming that NEPAD doesorientation debate last week at the General AVairs
continue with its aid conditionality acceptance, forCouncil and the Development Policy Statement,
administering those aspects to the disbursement ofnow the Consensus, confirms that we intend to
aid, or will that be a separate operation at aimplement the commitments on aid eVectiveness
political level?that we have signed up to, and in particular there
Hilary Benn: I am not quite sure I quite follow whenhas been an EU Working Group on harmonisation
you refer to NEPAD’s aid conditionalityof what are known as the Paris Commitments. As
arrangements.you will be aware, we reached a fair amount of

agreement in Paris at the beginning of the year and
some of the targets have now been agreed by the Q60 Lord Dykes: “Arrangements” is the wrong

word. They have accepted the principle of aidWorking Groups between that. They are very
practical things: trying to channel 50 per cent of conditionality and that was quite a spectacular step

in a way—perhaps “spectacular” is a bit toogovernment-to-government assistance through
country assistance, trying to reduce the number of strong—a good positive step. Would those

combined local oYces like that with a number ofun-coordinated missions by 50 per cent. These are
very practical questions and AIDS is a really good countries involved also administer those aspects of

the aid function?example because the studies that have been done
show that if we do not get our act together, and that Hilary Benn: That oYce will be responsible jointly

for the programmes of activities of the fouris the proper description of what we are trying to
do here and there is a lot of goodwill, so if Britain countries that are providing people to the joint oYce

are agreeing to undertake. The aim is to march inturns up and knocks on the door and says, “We
have come to help you with your fight against AIDS step, to reach agreement, and it will only work if

there is a reasonably common view about what it isand we would like to do this, and we would like to
report and so on”, and then France turns up, then we are trying to do, and that includes when talking

about development what kind of relationship youSweden and then Finland, in the end you are
spending all your time as a minister or an oYcial are going to have with the government with which

you are working. Personally, I think it is extremelyin the Health Department managing lots of diverse
goodwill rather than getting on with the job in hand. important in our new conditionality guidelines that

we published in March of this year as the UK,That is why we have to get our act together, and
that is the way I like to describe harmonisation and particularly when we have these commitments to

increase aid and, therefore, I think the greaterco-ordination. Can I give you a very practical
example of something we are doing elsewhere. In interest on the part of the public, Parliament and

others in what happens to the money, whatSouthern Sudan a Comprehensive Peace Agreement
was signed just under a year ago bringing to an end diVerence does it make, that we can demonstrate

that it is used for the purpose for which it wasa 25 year civil war and that is the reason in large
measure why Sudan is desperately poor. The intended and we are serious about our commitment
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is taken, historically falls on a very small numberto help finance development being matched by
commitment on the part of our partners to good of nations. There is limited capacity to do things in

certain circumstances. Adding to the capacity, in mygovernance, to peace and security, to uphold human
rights. I think this is going to become an view, is unquestionably a good thing and that is why

I have been a very strong supporter from theincreasingly important debate. Clearly, to be
successful those joint oYces are going to have to beginning of the AU’s work on peace and security.

That is why what the AU is doing in Darfur, andwork on the basis that they are going to give money
in return for countries being serious about Lord Triesman was talking about it from his recent

visit, is hugely important and that is why Britainupholding the commitments that they have entered
into. In the end, however, it is a matter of judgment was the first country to provide financial assistance

to the African Union Mission in Sudan (AMIS). Iand development is an uncertain and, at times, risky
business. We will take decisions on a joint basis. I saw the diVerence they were making in Darfur in the

summer. We have got to find a permanent solutionthink it is a very important venture and I, for one,
and I am sure others, look forward with great to the funding of the African Peace Facility because

it is a really practical way in which Europe caninterest to see how it works in practice.
support this expression of practical commitment
and capacity.

Q61 Lord Boyce: Secretary of State, I wondered if Lord Triesman: I just want to add this point: the
you would like to say something about the donors and the African Union have embarked on a
proposals to develop a ten-year plan to build AU review of institutional capacity and that is under
capacity to deploy peace-support operations. Of way at the moment and the report will be available
course, the EU has a much wider role to play in midway through next year. I think it is the right
supporting other central parts of the Millennium timing in order to do it thoroughly. The intention
Development Goals, such as good governance and is to ensure from that review that we work out the
economic reform, but what plans are there to best ways to build capacity needs over the medium
support AU capacity building more broadly? How term rather than prop up some of the very much
will the EU’s eVorts fit in with other capacity more immediate problems. I am quite optimistic
building initiatives? about that working. There is a whole raft of
Hilary Benn: I know that Lord Triesman will want initiatives within that. The review is not just an
to comment on this as well but, speaking from the overall one, it is institution by institution. There is
development perspective, I think the step which the a whole raft of initiatives within that which are
AU has taken in the field of peace and security in funded by donors, including peace and security, as
the establishment of the Peace and Security Hilary says, and all of those were part of the
Committee, the Commission of Said Djinnit, who medium term objectives of the AU. I think we will
was an extremely impressive individual, is probably get a very comprehensive picture in the middle of
one of the most important things to come out of next year about the period going forward, I would
Africa in recent years. What I have certainly learned hope over a period of 10 years, but with some
in this job is just how important peace and stability serious milestones along the way because I would
are to development. What development cannot do like to know three years in or five years in as well
is to say, “When you have sorted out peace and as ten years in whether we are pointing in the right
stability, give us a call and we will turn up and come direction and making the progress we thought we
and do our thing”, we have to be really interested were going to.
in how we ensure that peace and stability. What
Africa has done is to demonstrate its determination
now to take responsibility for what happens in its Q62 Lord Lea of Crondall: Mr Solana in his note,

which I think is an input into the Councilown continent, and I think that has been hugely
important politically, alongside the commitments on Conclusions which you are discussing in the next

couple of weeks, says, “Inter alia, the EU-Africagovernance, the Africa Peer Review Mechanism,
and so on, because without that I think it would dialogue needs to be broadened and invigorated and

in this context the organisation of a second EU-have been much harder to achieve what we have
during the course of 2005 in getting commitments Africa Summit should remain a priority for the

EU”. He goes on to say that we need more regularto increased aid, debt relief and all of the things that
have come out of this extraordinary development. in-depth dialogue with the AU and talks about some

of the modalities. Given that the challenge that isThat is the first thing. The second thing is that it
adds to capacity to do something. Reflecting on this looming very, very prominently is the challenge of

implementation of these very ambitious documentsmyself, I have come to the conclusion that one of
the reasons why there is sometimes an unwillingness which we have got a set of now, is not the issue of

delivery through the African Union, or if notto act is because the burden of acting, if a decision
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example, and have some part in the ownership ofthrough what, really very central to this? It is
sometimes called African ownership. What sort of these things. Not all of the things that we are talking

about can be done by single African states. Formeetings do the Government have in mind? Could
there be some troika-type of activity leading up to example, the development of rapid response

battalions relies on regional groups to co-ordinatethe summit given the diYculties about the
Zimbabwe question? In any event, what is going to it or it would not happen at all. There are some

things which are regional groups, some things thatbe the way in which the Council document is put on
the table either as a whole or some priorities within are whole of Africa groups and there are some

things which are unquestionably for the individualit face-to-face with some African leaders?
Lord Triesman: Happily, there is a very rapid nation state. I think at Sirte the leadership from the

African Commission could potentially have led to aresponse to that. There will be a troika meeting in
Bamako on 2 December which I will be attending faster development of that, but we have not quite

got there, the whole of the summit was not preparedand I expect Javier Solana will be there as well.
There has been a good deal of work and suggestions to go for it at that stage. We have got a good strong

troika system in place and I think it is quite strongmade from among the leadership of the African
Union that at the moment we should try to proceed enough to prioritise because, in a way, your

question is are we going to just have a great longwith a regular series of those meetings. At the AU
Summit at the end of June, beginning of July in Sirte menu where not much happens, or are we going to

prioritise? I think the intention, certainly of thethere was a specific proposal. I took that as a rather
optimistic sign because people, despite the meeting this weekend, is to prioritise and to try and

do it with some vigour.diYculties, were trying to find a solution and that
was one that appealed to them, although it did not Chairman: Thank you. Perhaps we can go on to

development and governance.finally commend itself to the whole of the summit
but, nonetheless, the eVort was being made. You are
quite right to say that it would be desirable, if it

Q64 Lord Dykes: Do you think there would be,were achievable, to have a full AU-EU Summit but
without in any way sounding like a voice from theso long as that summit is going to be held in Europe
past, particular areas where countries had their ownand so long as the African Union as a whole is
physical presence many years ago, like France andprepared to support Robert Mugabe’s attendance
Britain, in Africa, and indeed other countries asrepresenting Zimbabwe then it will not happen. Not
well—Belgium—and would they be able to supplyeverybody in the EU is 100 per cent happy about
additional co-operative intelligence organisation,the position, but it is fair to say the position is
organisation and eVort, co-ordination with Africanholding and I believe that it is quite right that it is.
countries on governance and development beingWe will use troika methods. We will have thorough
eVective and properly handled?discussions on documents and, indeed, on Javier
Hilary Benn: If you look at the pattern of theSolana’s own views, which always emerge in strong
presence of donors in Africa, not surprisingly youform in meetings in my experience, but we cannot
find a very strong correlation with the colonial pastachieve the ultimate expression of dialogue, which
for obvious reasons, although there are exceptionswould be to hold a summit, under present
to that. We have just finally opened a fully devolvedconditions.
oYce in Kinshasa. This is the former Belgian
Congo, Francophone Africa. One or two people

Q63 Lord Lea of Crondall: Can I just pursue the looked with rather raised eyebrows when we arrived
question of ownership? On the one hand, it is in the DRC and said, “What is Britain really here
absolutely essential to have African ownership for for?” and the answer was Britain was really there
this whole strategy to make much sense, on the because after this awful conflict that has killed three,
other hand, is it an iterative process whereby the three and a half million people in the Congo—
African Union has to take some responsibility for nobody knows for sure because nobody has counted
developing some ownership top-down versus it all and not for nothing has it been described as Africa’s
going bottom-up? Will this be a way of proceeding hidden First World War—there has now been a
whereby you have got to select from this very fragile transitional government in oYce for two and
ambitious list three or four questions where you a quarter years. I took the view if you did not come
make trade-oVs with the African Union and how do in at that moment and provide help and support to
you get the implied ownership by nation states a fragile political process, success is not certain but
within the African Union? you would certainly kick yourself if it failed for lack

of suYcient support. They just registered 20 millionLord Triesman: It will be very good if a major
continental organisation, but also some of the people to vote in the Congo and every single one of

them has a photograph and a fingerprint on a card.stronger regional organisations, echo us, for
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the expectations on both sides of what goodThis is a country getting on for the size of Western
governance is, and at least that dialogue is itselfEurope. They took this machinery into the most
alive and well even if the results are not always asinaccessible regions and people got up early in the
fast as we would wish.morning to register. That is an example of a thirst

for good governance. The real challenge in the
Congo is whether all of the global parties and the Q65 Lord Dykes: Do you feel that you are getting
forces that they represent will have suYcient of a through to people on those terms?
stake in the new set-up after the people have voted. Lord Triesman: I do not know what Hilary’s view is.
I think we have a lot to contribute, there is no I think it is quite hard to get through, but at least
question about that, above all saying good there is an understanding of what the fundamental
governance is absolutely fundamental. What should issues that concern us are: issues about the
give us some encouragement is we are hearing that establishment of proper, open, visible legal systems
increasingly from Africa itself. That has been for dealing with allegations of criminality; proper
fundamental to the whole process of NEPAD, that protection of the political space so that people are
is what the Africa Peer Review Mechanism is about. not bounced out of politics by disreputable means
Going back to Lord Lea’s earlier question, if you and even countries that have agreed to have multi-
look at what the AU is doing in Darfur and what party politics in eVect avoid having it by making
they did do in Burundi, which was their first military sure there is no opposition. The position of this
operation, and the way in which the AU responded country and the EU have been understood more
to the “unconstitutional coup” in Togo earlier in the clearly and I do not write oV the prospects of either
year, the AU said very clearly “Don’t do it”. In the dialogue yet, although I cannot say either of them
end, they got back to the constitutional path in has gone through a particularly good period in the
Togo. Those are all encouraging signs. There are recent past.
some other discouraging signs: what is happening in Hilary Benn: There are three very practical examples
Ethiopia currently, Uganda and Zimbabwe, of if I may just reflect further on your question. Sierra
course. It is a very, very mixed picture. We just have Leone is one. The big issue in Sierra Leone at the
to play back what Africa itself has said about the moment is tackling corruption. There is now peace
importance of good governance and make sure that and stability but unless corruption is tackled
we give support and assistance in a very, very investment is not going to come. In this speech to
practical way, and in part link some of the assistance the consultative group this morning, President
that we give to progress on benchmarks and Kabbah spent about 60 per cent of his speech
measures that we have jointly agreed with our talking about corruption. I think he has really taken
development partners and I, for one, am quite keen on the message about the importance of that. The
on that. second would be Nigeria. There has just been a high

profile prosecution of, I think it was, the formerLord Triesman: Sometimes the former colonial
chief of police who has just been convicted onpower that you hope will have a sound influence
corruption charges. One of the reasons Nigeriaturns out to be a pariah as far as the country
managed to get a debt deal through the Paris Clubinvolved is concerned. Here I am thinking of the
this year, and it would have been unthinkable twopresent state of relations between France and Cote
years ago, was because of the steps that PresidentD’Ivoire where there is a significant French military
Obasanjo and Finance Minister Ngozi have takenforce, but there is no evidence whatsoever of good
on publicly to tackle corruption. The third examplegovernance or, to be more accurate, that the
is Ghana, which has just had its third or fourthPresident of Cote D’Ivoire is not prepared to listen
peaceful democratic election. These are countriesto anything, interestingly, other than the regional
where we are seeing some progress.ECOWAS nations who may be having a bit of an

impact and certainly are playing a most dynamic
role when you compare them with the former Q66 Baroness Falkner of Margravine: In terms of
colonial power. The second point I want to make governance criteria, good governance, encouraging
is the governance issues are also frequently carried good governance, has the Francophone moved in
forward by dialogue, sometimes very robust conjunction to adopt similar principles as the
dialogue. Hilary and I, Hilary especially with Prime Commonwealth, or are they still very hands-oV on
Minister Meles, and I have had a little role in that, that issue?
and the two of us together with President Severin Hilary Benn: To be honest, I am not sure that I
not all that many days ago, have been trying to know the answer to that question. Although I did
argue very forcefully that the kinds of things that pay a joint visit to Niger and then to Zambia with
are happening not only are unacceptable but really my French opposite number at the beginning of this

year—the first time we have done a joint visit withdo require a dialogue about good governance and
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you are not going to get to the point of being ablea French colleague—and it was very interesting to
look at— to reach agreement on the ones that are of particular

concern to the poorest countries, they just feel leftChairman: Secretary of State, I am sorry to interrupt
you but some of my colleagues are anxious to vote. out of the process. On aid for trade, at the GAERC1

we did talk about this because the Commission is
committed to putting in ƒ1 billion a year for aid forThe Committee suspended from 3.31pm to 3.38 pm for
trade by 2010 and I announced last week a

a division in the House. significant increase in our commitment between now
and 2010 for aid for trade. It cannot substitute forChairman: There are a number of issues I would like
a bad deal but it can accompany a good deal. Onto cover before the Secretary of State has to go.
inward direct investment, there is a lot that Africa
can do to help itself to create the circumstances in

Q67 Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: Secretary which people want to come and invest. Faced with
of State, can I play back what you said a moment a country where corruption is a big problem and a
or two ago in relation to good governance. You said country where corruption is not a big problem,
that you were playing back what Africa was saying people are going to go and invest in the country
on good governance. We do not do that on trade, where corruption is not a big problem: “How long
do we, in this paper? Obviously there is part of it does it take to set up a company, how many forms
devoted to trade, the general line taken is very much do we have to fill in?” If you have a contract dispute,
the same as DFID recognising the importance of can you go to law, do you think the case will be
trade and agriculture to the development of looked at fairly, can you get title to land? These are
sustainable economies throughout Africa, but the all practical questions. The World Bank report,
paper points out that whereas in 1950 Africa had Doing Business, that was published in the spring of
something like three per cent of world trade, it now this year was excellent in bringing that to life
has only two per cent of world trade and currently because it went through all of those measures and
attracts one per cent of foreign direct investment. ticked oV each of the countries to indicate whether
This is a sorry picture and it is not really addressed it was an environment that was friendly to
in this paper from the EC in terms of what Africans investment or not. If you can combine progress on
want, which is to have some commitments on trade that front, which you do not have to wait for the
distorting subsidies, especially in agriculture, of WTO to sort out, and the WTO talks can provide
course. I remember talking to the High agreement that does give African countries the
Commissioners in London saying, “What do you chance to trade their way out of poverty, then we
really want us to do over trade?” and they said, will be in a much better position, but I have to tell
“Agriculture, agriculture, agriculture”. It is not here you that currently things look very, very diYcult as
and that is a huge gap in this paper. far as Hong Kong is concerned.
Hilary Benn: You are absolutely right, but it reflects
the political reality that decisions on those hugely

Q68 Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: I think onimportant issues are currently the subject of lively
the whole question of foreign direct investment thatdebate and discussion in the run-up to Hong Kong.
is a very encouraging response in relation to goodIt is not that we do not recognise the importance
governance and clearly there are links there, but onof enabling Africa to earn and trade its way out of
this huge gap on agricultural trade the problem ispoverty, because that is what Africa says: “We want
not with the discussions with Africa, we all knowthe chance to compete in a global economy on a fair
that, the problem is an eternal EU problem. Whatand equitable basis”, it is just in recognition of the
is being done to shame some of our EU partnersfact that the activity is elsewhere, and we shall see
into a real recognition that the attitude they adoptin the short time between now and Hong Kong
on trade is detrimental to African development?whether the political commitment that everybody
What is being done for the Government to actuallytalks about together in dealing with this turns into
say that in those uncompromising terms to some ofone that makes a diVerence. The particular problem
our EU partners?we have currently, of course, is while the big
Hilary Benn: I think the Prime Minister set out hispartners at the talks, those are the EU, the US,
view and the Government’s view very clearly in theBrazil and India, argue about the questions of
speech that he recently gave. I think what we areagriculture and subsidies and non-agricultural
looking for was all in there. We are looking formarket access and services, the issues that are of real
increased market access; a credible end date forconcern to the poorest African countries—special
export subsidies and, by the way, there is agreementsafeguard mechanisms, special and diVerential
on the principle because that was what was decidedtreatment, aid for trade—frankly are not getting a
1 General AVairs and External Relations Council.look-in. Unless you reach agreement on the big ones
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governance, fighting corruption, making sure theon 31 July last year by the EU Member States, but
what is not there yet is agreement on what that end money is used for the purpose for which it is

intended, because I think people expect we are abledate is going to be. The UK would like it to be 2010,
that is the position we have adopted; reducing trade to answer, whether it is Europe, whether it is

individual Member States, what has happened todistorting domestic support in agriculture; giving
developing countries the time and space that they the cash that we have committed to this very, very

important cause. I think all of us are feeling our wayneed to accommodate to a more open as well as a
fairer trading system. I do not think there is any forward as to how to move from where we have

been with some very bad types of conditionality,doubt so far as the UK is concerned as to what it
is we would like to see happen but, you are right, including the structural adjustment in the 1980s and

1990s, and it is responsible in part in some countriesthere are diVerent views across Europe and that is
probably the real answer to the question why trade for the mess that they are in, towards the right type

of conditionality.did not figure prominently in the EU-Africa
Strategy, because people are trying to hammer it out
elsewhere.

Q70 Lord Boyce: Secretary of State, you have said
a couple of times, and the Commission has said as
well and I would agree, that peace and security areQ69 Lord Truscott: Secretary of State and Lord

Triesman, you have both referred to governance the first essential requirements for sustainable
development and, therefore, it is understandableissues a number of times, and that is an issue of

great concern to this Committee. I have a question that there is a wish to replenish and, indeed,
strengthen the African Peace Facility. Could youin two parts on the issue of governance, first on

conditionality and secondly on dialogue. Firstly, to say something about financial implications because
I understand we believe that there are no financialwhat extent will the final Strategy render

development aid conditional upon good governance implications deriving from the Strategy? Does this
mean that it will be necessary to raid the Europeanand the reform of governance? Secondly, what

measures can be implemented to ensure dialogue on Development Fund from where the Facility is
financed? What is the future for the Facility ingovernance issues, referring back to Lord Lea’s

point that it maintains a sense of ownership as far financing terms? If it does come from the European
Development Fund, does that mean there will beas the African countries are concerned in the whole

process of governance? less money for development elsewhere and does that
not set up some contradictions in providing theHilary Benn: If I may begin the answer to that
Facility if there is no development?question. Clearly there is a framework provided by
Hilary Benn: I know that Lord Triesman wants toArticle 8 of the Cotonou Agreement, as you will be
respond to this question. Can I just say from myaware, and that can then move on to the provisions
point of view, as I indicated earlier, I am a veryof Articles 96 and 97 if that is required. There was
strong supporter of the African Peace Facility. Ina review of the Cotonou Agreement in 2005 which
the end, the most important thing for me is that wetried to clarify the link between how Article 8 feeds
find a means on which all Member States are ableinto Article 96 making it very explicit that this
to agree that means that the APF can continue towonderful development phrase “intensified
be funded. We certainly have views about what isdialogue” is mandatory before Article 96 is invoked,
the more desirable source of that funding aswhich is the point Lord Triesman was making a
opposed to a less desirable source of that funding,moment ago. My view is simply this: we have got
but the most important thing is that we get theto demonstrate credibility here, both as donors and
funding on a voluntary basis, and I know Lordthe partners with whom we work, for the reasons
Triesman has been looking at this very closely.that I outlined in answering an earlier question. If

one looks at the history of the use of Articles 96 and Lord Triesman: We are looking for that kind of long-
term commitment. I think that the long-term97, there have been a number of cases where it has

led in the end to a change in the nature of the aid commitment mechanism has to be in any sensible
final Strategy paper. If it is not there then it willand support that has been given. More generally on

conditionality, I think there is properly a lively show that in an area we have said is amongst the
most central we have not really got to a solution.debate taking place about what is the right type of

conditionality. From the UK’s point of view, my Even more immediately, there are issues because of
the rate of spend particularly in Darfur where weview is if you are looking at enforced trade

liberalisation and privatisation, that is the wrong think the current facility will run out in April.
The European Commission is trying to find anotherthing to do. The evidence is pretty mixed, it does not

work. The dialogue is diVerent when you are talking ƒ50 million to add as top-up funds from within the
EDF. Although the money has been very useful andabout human rights, international obligations, good
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probably have, and we have to have, success init has sustained the force, and the force has done
getting everybody to this long-term perspective.very well with it, it would be very easy to describe all

of these short-term things, I suppose, as scrabbling
Q71 Lord Boyce: But there is a degree ofaround and applying sticking plaster rather than the
uncertainty at the moment about whether thissolution that Hilary has described as needed in the
Facility will continue.long-term. What I think will be very important in
Lord Triesman: Yes, that is a fair point, there is athis is getting a very serious appreciation of what
degree of uncertainty in the sense of all of thethe African Union have been able to do among all
answer is not yet known, but I do not think therethe European partners. I say that in that way
is a degree of uncertainty in the sense that the willbecause when you talk to the countries which have
to get to an answer is clear to me and I think wehad a colonial history in Africa, they can all, even
will get there for that reason.if they are diYcult about amounts of money,

recognise it. When talking to accession countries, Q72 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed,
they often feel we are talking about something Secretary of State, Lord Triesman. I am conscious
which is utterly unfamiliar. I am not disparaging that we have kept you beyond the time allocated. It
them but they are simply not familiar with it, so you is a conversation which could go on for a lot longer.
have to go back over ground which you might have Perhaps I could ask, through you to your oYcials,
assumed was the commonly-held history of these if they could supply the answers in writing to the
things and therefore an understanding of the few questions we gave you notice of which we did
importance of Africans to take the ownership of not have time to ask. That would be very helpful.
these issues; you have to go right through in order Hilary Benn: With pleasure.
to get this strategy properly bedded. So that is one Chairman: Thank you. Thank you very much for

coming.of the tasks and we are doing that. I think we will

Letter from the Secretary of State for International Development, Department for International
Development, and the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office

We attended an evidence session with your Committee on Tuesday, 29 November, but due to time constraints
were not able to answer the following questions:

“The High Representative’s paper promotes a trilateral partnership in Africa, involving the EU, UN and AU, and
based around the UN Peacebuilding Commission. How might this be built into the EU Strategy?”

We agree a trilateral relationship between the EU, AU and the UN is very important, as set out in the ESDP
Action Plan for Conflict Prevention in Africa. The AU now have a liaison oYce at the UN, and the EU and
UN are represented at the AU headquarters in Addis Ababa. Increasing operational level contacts have
developed as a result of international co-operation with the AU mission to Darfur; but there is room for better
co-operation at a more strategic level on both operations and on conflict prevention and peacebuilding.

We hope the EU Strategy adopted by the December European Council will commit the EU to a continuing
focus on conflict prevention and post conflict reconstruction in Africa. An important element of this will be
EU support for the UN Peacebuilding Commission and the African Union, as they both develop their
approach to post conflict situations in Africa. The EU and other international partners have begun talking to
the AU about how their plans will feed into the role and the remit of the Peacebuilding Commission.

“How will programmes be developed to prevent conflict rather than responding to outbreaks of violence in specific
areas? Will this result in more broad support for the AU and regional organisations and less in the way of support
for specific missions such as AMIS?”

EU funding through the African Peace Facility has been vital to the operation of the ongoing AU mission in
Darfur, and EU leaders are committed to continuing support for African ownership of similar missions. But
at the same time, we want to work with African partners to develop their capacity to respond to future conflict-
related challenges on the continent.
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The EU African Peace Facility is not just designed to fund operations, but also contains an element to support
capacity building at the AU and in the sub-regional organisations. The EU is currently working as part of
an international group of partners supporting the development of the African Standby Force with funds and
technical co-operation. A viable Standby Force is one important element of Africa’s peace and security
architecture; but just as important are African plans to develop their ability to predict conflict, and to enhance
their capacity to prevent conflict through mediation. The EU is supporting these plans as they develop.

This letter is copied to the Clerks of your Committee, James Eke, FCO Scrutiny Co-ordinator, Danielle
Honour, DFID Scrutiny Co-ordinator and to the Cabinet OYce European Secretariat.

8 December 2005
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Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Hannay of Chiswick, L
Boyce, L Lea of Crondall, L
Dykes, L Tomlinson, L
Freeman, L Truscott, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Myles Wickstead, former Head of the Secretariat for the Commission for Africa, examined.

Q73 Chairman: Good morning and thank you very Q74 Lord Freeman: Could I ask Mr Wickstead to
elaborate a little further when he talks aboutmuch for coming to give evidence to the Committee.

As you know, we are looking at various matters in the infrastructure? Is he referring to government or
physical infrastructure or what? It is an extremelyEU’s policy towards Africa arising out of the

published Strategy for Africa and we are particularly important point.
Mr Wickstead: I was referring in this case to physicalfocusing on implementation of the various proposals

rather than on the individual policies themselves. I infrastructure but there is also the human
infrastructure and the capacity building. Underlyingunderstand that you are happy to go straight into

questions. If that be the case, can I ask you in the first everything that needs to happen in Africa is the
development of capacity, the development ofinstance to tell us a bit about your opinion on what

the strategy that was adopted is going to add to the institutions, of expertise. I think there are particular
linkages that could be created between Europeanwork of other organisations and bodies which has

already been carried out or is being carried out? institutions and African institutions. I see the
potential, for example, for some good, strongMr Wickstead: Thank you for inviting me to be with
linkages between the European Parliament andyou this morning. What was important about last
the developing pan-African Parliament. I have inyear was that we had a large number of bodies all
mind particularly the importance of physicalcoming behind Africa’s developing strategies. Of
infrastructure, to join Africa up with itself and to thecourse we had the Commission for Africa report in
outside world. I was very struck by a comment Iwhich I was heavily involved but we also had the UN
heard from somebody last week that the mostand the Sachs Report. It was very important given
important investment you can make for Malawi is tothe significance of the European Union as a donor to
develop Mozambique’s roads because what MalawiAfrica and a partner to Africa that there should have
lacks is that access to the sea and ports to get itsbeen some statement of the sort that we achieved in
goods out.December. Politically, that was a very important

step. The statement that was made is extremely
consistent with the other reports that were produced Q75 Chairman: We have all seen the strategy. Like
during the course of last year. As you rightly say, I all European Union documents, there is little in them
think the trick now is implementation and I am sure to oppose and they are all full of good things. Given
that is the correct focus. There are various areas in that there is a massive task here, what would you list
which the EU will have a comparative advantage. as the priorities? Would you attempt to prioritise?
For example, there has certainly been a refocusing of Mr Wickstead: I understand that the Commissioner,
attention on infrastructure and it is clear from the Louis Michel, is proposing to produce a subsequent
document that the EU recognises the need for that paper which will be about implementation. I assume
shift and I think the European Union can play an that that paper will essentially do two things. First of
important role in that. The paper also talks about the all, it will link the ideas in this paper with the
importance of partnerships between the European available finances and I think that is a very important
Union and Africa and proposes developing in issue: how will the things that are going to be taken
particular student partnerships and other forward be paid for? It will also give what the
partnerships on the lines of the Erasmus Programme. Commission sees as the key priorities for its own
There is a lot in that and that is where Europe has a programmes. When we had the G8 discussions and
major role to play. In particular, the new members of the G8 summit, what we wanted to happen with the
the European Union, the new accession states, can Commission for Africa report was that the G8
have a real contribution to make in this area. They countries would generally buy into the overall
have been through a transformation process of the strategy, but we did not expect every single G8
past 15 years. That is the sort of process that is now country to put finance and resources into every single
beginning to take root in Africa and I think they can one of the 90 or so recommendations of the

Commission for Africa report. Clearly, particularbring their expertise and experience to bear.
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Q78 Lord Lea of Crondall: It is very opportune tocountries have particular areas of expertise. If the US
decided to put a lot into HIV and AIDS, for example, hear your views about the approach to
that means that other countries in the G8 could put implementation. We have not yet had, as I
resources into other areas. I think the Commission understand it, feedback on our evidence from the
will need to choose its own priorities which will be European Commission but it may well be that our
diVerent country by country. In the countries that I emphasis on implementation was always going to
know well—for example, Ethiopia—I think the require a new document and provoke that. Before the
Commission has developed a particular expertise in British presidency put the suggestion to the Council
food security and food issues. That is very important of Ministers and the European Council, there was in
and I would expect that to continue. As I said earlier, December the longer document of 20-odd pages, the
this whole area of capacity building is absolutely EU strategy for Africa, and it was entitled “Towards
crucial. Europe has a particular experience to bring a Euro-African Pact”, which raises the huge question
to bear on this, given the experience of the last 50 or of credibility about who are the interlocutors. Who is
60 years and the fact that we now have an African talking to whom? On the face of it, it is the European
Union and many institutions which are either in Union talking to the African Union in so far as you
place, like the pan-African Parliament, or which are can identify any approximate part of that question.
proposed maybe a hundred years down the road, like We have been struck by how your Commission use
an African Central Bank et cetera. They are basically the jargon word “ownership” and there should be
following the pattern of what has been developed in African ownership of the strategy. That is absolutely
Europe. I hope that implementation document in a important but how do you suddenly get what is a
couple of months’ time will pull out those areas and European strategy to be “owned” by Africa? Is this a
focus very strongly on the priorities. huge credibility gap? Is it just wishful thinking?

Mr Wickstead: It is very important to get behind
Africa’s strategy. What we have seen over the last fiveQ76 Lord Tomlinson: I was interested to hear you
years is that strategy developing through specificallysuggest that there might be some benefit in an African
the new Partnership for Africa development. There isUnion parliamentarians/European Parliament
this interesting relationship between the Africandialogue. What gives you cause for feeling that that
Union and the NEPAD secretariat because NEPADmight be more successful in Africa than it has been,
came first. It built up a number of ideas about whatfor example, with the ACP?
specific projects and programmes needed to be put inMr Wickstead: There are a lot of new institutions and
place in Africa to support the overall development ofconstructions which are happening in Africa. We
Africa. Then the African Union came along and thehave the African Union and NEPAD.
AU is the over-arching body within Africa.
Everybody I think would recognise that there is someQ77 Lord Tomlinson: I have no doubt that they take
tension between NEPAD based in South Africa andit seriously. It is whether the Europeans would.
the African Union based in Addis Ababa about whatMr Wickstead: I think they are being taken seriously.
those key priorities are. Leaving that to one side,I think the pan-African Parliament too is now a
what we signalled in the Commission for Africaserious construct. There is an opportunity to get in on
report was that the G8, the European Union, thethe ground floor. It is a new body. Like so many of
international community, cannot aVord to pick andthese new bodies, I believe it has the political will, the
choose any more. We cannot pick this idea becauseright ideas, but it does not have the capacity and the
we like it; let us go for this one but let us not go forexpertise. There is a real opportunity, for example,
that one. We have to take a deep breath and say thatthrough developing access to electronic information
this is the package that Africa wants. This is thesystems. Every parliamentarian knows how
overall NEPAD package. These are the things thatimportant it is to have access to up to date, current,
Africa has put forward. We have to get behind them.correct information. Is there a role for linkages
In that longer document of the Commission as well asbetween this Parliament and other European
in the shorter one, there are very strong signals thatParliaments to help to build the capacity of the pan-
the international community is now ready to makeAfrican Parliament in those areas? I know that the
that step and get behind what Africa really wants.overall European parliamentary association is
You are absolutely right to suggest that there arelooking very carefully into ideas like that. To come to
perhaps diVerent layers of what Africa wants becausethe answer to your question, I think it is precisely
the African Union primarily is a coalition ofbecause these are not institutions that are 30 or 40
governments, supported by a secretariat, as with theyears old, that are there and have found a particular
European Union. I certainly think that if you talk toway of being and need to change, that there is an
African civil society they will say, “We do not ownopportunity now to help shape the way that they will
this African strategy that the African Union pretendsoperate by getting in absolutely at the ground floor

level. to have put forward. We have not been consulted
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clarified, that coordination can be eVective throughproperly in the process.” It may be that we need to
all these various initiatives, or do you think there is afind ways of deepening the dialogue at that level, at
risk that there is a lot of smoke and mirrors in all this,civil society, parliamentarian and other levels as well
that the money will not be forthcoming and that theas at the governmental level. I believe that shift of
coordination will not be adequate and so on?focus has taken place. There is a mindset change that
Mr Wickstead: I am convinced that there is a realhas happened over the last year or two where the
genuine commitment now to move towards theseinternational community has now determined to
figures. A very strong lead was given by the Europeansupport what Africa puts forward. Africa has put
Union in May 2005 and that helped to shape the veryforward a credible series of programmes and
positive response that followed later in the year, theprojects.
commitment by the European Member States to
reach this interim target by 2010 and the 0.7 per cent

Q79 Lord Lea of Crondall: You are in favour of what of GNI by 2015, with this other very important target
the Commission calls a Euro-African pact. In other for the new eastern European Member States to
words, here we have a huge table of contents of the reach the 0.33 per cent by 2015. That momentum was
Commission paper which is summarised in the picked up quite strongly by the G8. There is no doubt
strategy. It goes into everything under the sun. That that on the table there is a commitment by the
is going to be put on the table presumably by the international community to move ahead strongly,
African Union and NEPAD at the same meeting very specifically for Africa. That means a doubling of
somehow. Will there be some sort of negotiation? development assistance from $25 billion per annum
What does it mean to draw up a Euro-African pact? at the moment to $50 billion by 2010. Those
Mr Wickstead: Probably it has happened slightly the commitments are on the table. The G8 part of those
other way round. The sequence of events has been commitments was signed by the G8 leaders in front of
that Africa has put forward its ideas and its strategy the television cameras, in front of all the NGOs. It
as enshrined in NEPAD and the document of the has become a sort of contract almost, done in front of
European Commission points out ways in which the the world’s media and I think those commitments are
EU can support what Africa has already put forward. firm. Parliamentarians have a strong obligation to
I was very struck, reading through the document and ensure that the European and other governments
putting little ticks at the side where these were ideas hold to those commitments. There is the second level
which had been developed by Africa, and the of issues which you raise about precisely who is going
Commission paper talks about finding ways of to do what, how is it all going to be split up, and there
supporting the African Peer Review Mechanism, for is an element of flexibility and choice in how that is
example. Let us find ways of supporting this done. I am sure that some donors will choose to do a
infrastructure which is now a strong priority of lot of that through bilateral programmes. Others
Africa, of capacity building in tertiary education may contribute more through the International
which is now a strong priority for Africa. The Development Association of the World Bank. There
sequencing is that this Commission paper is on the is a degree of choice. That is why it is very

important—and that is very clear in this Europeanback of what Africa has already said it needs and its
paper too—that we have to be more coherent in thepriorities.
way that we deliver our development assistance; we
have to get behind Africa owned strategies when weQ80 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Could I take up your
are doing it. We need to get away from the businessintroductory remark about the multiplicity of
of tying aid. We should move wherever possible awayinitiatives last year, which I think left a certain from projects towards programme support and,

amount of confusion in some people’s minds, at any where possible, towards direct budget support. The
rate, as to both who was doing what to whom and key document for doing this—this again is reflected
which resources were being earmarked in what way. in this paper—is the country’s own Poverty
For instance, in the G8 commitments—which are Reduction Strategy Paper. That is the element that
very important—there was a mixture of should be absolutely at the focus of every donor’s
commitments by the European Union through the attention, whether it is the Member States, the
European Development Fund and commitments by Commission or the World Bank or whatever. It will
the individual European members of the G8 through not be easy to do it, but I believe the resources are
their bilateral programmes. Superimposed on those, there. If the international community uses the
from the millennium summit in September, you have Poverty Reduction Strategy as its strong focus, we
the UN structure asking all developing countries to could really make significant progress over the next
table their plans during 2006 which would enable five years.
them by 2015 to reach the millennium development
goals in the hope that the resources that have been Q81 Lord Dykes: You are enunciating exciting and
now promised would be automatically forthcoming. inspiring approaches to strategies. The whole

impression one gets is that Africa is beginning to beDo you feel satisfied that this confusion can be
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to get good, new people into those slots. It really doeson the move with these things. Perhaps at this stage it
come down to this issue of the need to build capacity.is useful and helpful to put the spotlight on the
Where the EU can play an important role is inAfrican Union itself as a body. Allowing for the
helping to develop that capacity. We have alreadyreality that we are on the public record in these
seen the willingness of some of the Member Stateshearings, please feel free to make some criticisms if
and the Commission to get involved in that,you wish. It is early days. Some people would say that
particularly on the peace and security agenda. If Iin 80 or 100 years’ time every continent has its turn in
may pick up one other point that you made about thehistory and maybe Africa will be the high technology
sub-regional entities and bodies, the African Union isdynamic continent by then. Who knows? In between
constructed on the five pillars of the five sub-regionalsome of the things you were outlining in the latter
bodies, north, south, east, west and central Africa.part of your answers is the African Union itself as a
The UN Economic Commission for Africa hasbody with its secretariat. There are many divergent
already called for this. There needs to be somemember countries in Africa with all sorts of diVerent
rationalisation of those sub-regional bodies and whatrequirements and their own unilateral
they do because there are a number of countriespreoccupations, naturally. How do you think it is
which belong to two, three or four diVerent bodies.going so far? How do you think it should try and
Tanzania belongs to SADC and the east Africanorganise the need to deal with so many of those
community. It does not quite make sense. I do notdivergent countries? This came up in the ministerial
believe there is any inconsistency between havinghearing before Christmas. Should there be sub-
strong, competent regional bodies and a strong,regional clusters, not only of the European Union’s
competent African Union as well.own structures and local commission oYcers but also

the African Union itself and how would it deal with
that? Do you feel it is of a dynamic, size and Q82 Lord Tomlinson: I can understand what you are
psychological will at the moment to be thrusting and saying but as you look from outside there are still
pushing ahead in terms of dealing with dialogue with fundamental problems that the AU seems incapable
individual countries, with the Union and G8 and of dealing with. Those regional groupings seem to be
peacekeeping as well, which is going to be a huge area in conflict with the African Union on them. Take, for
of activity? There has been a promising start so far example, Zimbabwe. There is this feeling in the
but this is a very big tapestry. How do you feel it is all African Union that they have to constantly embrace
shaping up at this very early stage? Zimbabwe and at the same time the South African
Mr Wickstead: I had the good fortune to be British Institution of Strategic Studies has been trying to set
ambassador in Ethiopia from 2000 to 2004, very up its idea of a new regional grouping, which seems
much at the time when the OAU was winding down very much to have the embracing of Zimbabwe as
and the AU was beginning to come into operation. It part of its role. How do you think some of these
has been a transition which has to be a good and questions that relate to the poor performance and
positive one. The African Union is not just the same governance of a particular country are being
organisation under a diVerent name but a diVerent grasped? It is quite easy to point the finger at Togo

when there is one person trying to usurp what was atype of body. I am enormously encouraged by the
clear constitutional position, but here you have asteps it has already made. It has an incredibly
country which is massively in default. The AU seemsimpressive group of 10 commissioners—incidentally,
to have no capacity to deal with it and there are otherfive men and five women—on the AU Commission.
regional groupings seeking actively to promote it.Africa can also lead the way for the rest of us in some
Mr Wickstead: It would be foolish to pretend thatareas. That is very positive. They are extremely
Zimbabwe is not a problem both for other Africancompetent people. It has already signalled its intent.
countries and for the international community.You refer to the positive signs you have seen on peace
Certainly in private many African leaders are readyand security. The Peace and Security Council was the
to acknowledge that.first of the bodies to be established. The AU has made

a real eVort to become involved in Darfur, which it
simply would not have contemplated five years Q83 Lord Tomlinson: But they still put Zimbabwe’s
previously. When the former president of Togo died name forward when they were looking for a little
and his son was about to step into his shoes, the AU grouping of people to nominate a successor to Sudan
wagged its finger and said, “You cannot do that. You if Sudan withdrew.
have to go through a proper election process.” The Mr Wickstead: The way to deal with Zimbabwe and
will is there. It has some enormously competent other countries that may be approaching that sort of
people at senior levels within the organisation. It is category is the African Peer Review Mechanism. This
still going through an organisational restructuring is a voluntary mechanism. African countries put
process. A number of oYcials at middle ranking level themselves forward to be looked at, for their policies

on accountability, on good governance andare being shaken out of the process. It is taking time
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How do you see all this being mediated through thetransparency. We have 24 or 25 countries which have
now put their names forward to be examined under strategy or do you think that is a hopeless objective?
this mechanism. The first two reports on Ghana and Mr Wickstead: On the use of conditionality, there has
Rwanda have just been published and I think were been an important rhetorical shift, which is words but
presented to the AU summit a week or two ago. I nevertheless it signals something important in this
have not seen them but I understand they are very move away from conditionality, which is associated
good. They recognise the excellent progress that has very strongly with structural adjustment
been made in Ghana and Rwanda in a number of programmes and that sort of stuV in the 1980s and
areas but they also point out that there are other 1990s, and now this concept of partnership. That is a
things which need to change and happen. Zimbabwe real shift. I think it is right and appropriate that
is not going to put itself forward for examination international donors, who are essentially funded
under the APRM. What will happen over a period of through their taxpayers, want to be sure that the
time is that naturally the international community resources they put into a particular country are going
will increasingly support those countries which have to be well used and that they are achieving this overall
put themselves forward for the APRM, which have objective of helping those countries to help
been through the examination process, which have individuals to move towards the achievement of the
come out either with a clean bill of health or are millennium development goals. That is why
determined to take action which will give them a taxpayers are ready to give their resources and money
clean bill of health in future. Countries like for development assistance. This notion of
Zimbabwe I think will find themselves increasingly partnership can embrace that. Under a partnership,
isolated. There are also very complex political as opposed to conditionality, we say we broadly
background issues to do with Zimbabwe which I am would like you to move in this direction. We like what
sure you are more familiar with than me. Mugabe is you are doing. We are going to give you plenty of
very well respected as a revolutionary leader. There is scope to choose your own policies, develop your own
the whole generational thing which is important in way of doing things. You decide how you are going
Africa. Countries like Zimbabwe are becoming to make the economy grow, but there are certain red
increasingly the exception rather than the rule. If you lines that we have to have. We have to know that our
look at the number of countries which have broadly resources are being used properly, that human rights
democratically elected governments now as opposed in your country are not being abused, that you are
to 25 years ago, there is no comparison with building systems. In Ethiopia there is a sense that
something like three countries in Africa 25 years ago some of those lines have now been crossed. It is very
and now it is 33. Although one can find examples of clear in the partnership agreements—I know this is
bad governance and rulers who are not doing what the case between the UK and Ethiopia—that you say
they should do, there are many other examples where you will try to work all these things out but, if you
things have moved in a very positive direction. cannot work it out, we may have to take a fairly

tough decision. The British Government has made
this decision not to cut back on the levels of aid butQ84 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: You are getting close
not to give it in the form of direct budget support. Itto the tricky ground which I suppose is called
is a very diYcult decision to make. I think it is“conditionality”. I would like to ask you what role
probably the right decision to make. What hasyou think the European Union, in implementing its
happened is that also all the other European Unionstrategy, should play to apply some degree of
Member States who are in the business of movingconditionality to what it is prepared to do for
towards direct budget support have made that sameindividual African countries. Let us move away from
shift of not cutting back on resources but of saying,Zimbabwe, which is a particularly diYcult one to, for
“We will deliver our resources for the time being in ainstance, a country you know even better, Ethiopia,
diVerent way.” In that case, there has been awhich is very much to the fore at the moment. Should
consensus within the European Union and thethe European Union be taking a unified view about
international donor community in Ethiopia morehow to bring pressure to bear for better standards,
generally. Whether you can achieve that in every casebetter human rights observance, more democracy
raises diYcult questions on which you are much moreand so on through its strategy or should you as in the
expert than me about the degree to which Memberpast just have a medley of individual national
States are ready to be corralled into a commongovernments taking slightly diVerent attitudes,
position, either by whoever happens to be in thedepending on what their historical links with the
presidency chair or by the Commission. There havecountry concerned were, sometimes in a negative
traditionally been tensions over these issues andsense like Britain being tougher on Zimbabwe than
those tensions no doubt continue. In Ethiopia, whereother people, sometimes in a positive sense like
you have an extremely competent set of oYcials in theFrance not wanting to throw the book at countries

like Gabon which have always been faithful allies? European Commission and regular discussions
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Mr Wickstead: I do not think so, no. In one way it isbetween the Commission and the EU Member States,
the regular dialogue is in place which makes it but it requires a psychological shift, if you like,

towards a more equal partnership, putting Africarelatively easy to reach a common position on some
of these diYcult issues. That is probably not the case genuinely in the lead of taking responsibility for its

own destiny and helping Africa to build thein every African country.
institutions and the credibility which will allow it to
take that responsibility seriously.

Q85 Lord Lea of Crondall: Can I follow up this
question of conditionality in terms of who sets the

Q87 Lord Truscott: Following up on the point aboutconditions? Would it be fair to say that, whereas
the security side of this, particularly focusing on thecolonialism and imperialism rhetoric fits Britain and
CFSP and the ESDP, there have been reportsFrance arguably in some sense historically, the
recently of the UN considering a peacekeepingEuropean Union does not quite trigger those words;
operation to the Sudan and in the Council’snor from the African point of view presumably. A
document on the strategy for Africa there is referencecountry that felt it was being subject to a David and
to the potential deployment of EU battle groups. WeGoliath relationship is not quite in that position as
had the MoD here the other week and they werethe African Union negotiating some pact with the
saying that potentially the battle groups can be usedEuropean Union. This comes up in a moment when
up to a range of about 6,000 kilometres, which I guesswe ask questions about security and defence. Before
would just about stretch to Africa. Could you see theChristmas, for example, we had a note that the
EU using its battle groups in Africa to help supportFrench Defence Minister said it would be perhaps
peacekeeping and peacemaking operations?easier if the four French brigades in Africa were put
Mr Wickstead: That would be a very politicalunder the EU, on a dotted line between London,
decision, obviously, for the EU Member States. InParis and Brussels, somehow reporting back to the
the Commission for Africa report, we were very keenCouncil of Ministers. Do you think there is a who
to put a very strong emphasis on prevention, on earlydoes what to whom thing that aVects how you do
warning systems, on the prevention of conflict,conditionality even if you do not call it
understanding the situations better where conflictconditionality?
could arise. I was pleased to see that reflected in thisMr Wickstead: Not really. We have moved beyond
document. It is not always going to be possible tothat stage now, probably. The main focus of
stop conflict from breaking out. Then one has to havedevelopment issues, at least for the coming period,
a plan for how to deal with it. I would have thought

will continue to be at the country level. I think it is that the key focus should be on how the EU can
enormously important to develop relations with the support Africa to carry out those peacekeeping
regional economic communities, with the African functions. This has happened in various places and
Union, particularly when we are talking about things anywhere where the lift capability has been
that span borders like the control of diseases or supported by Europe. The deployment of EU battle
physical infrastructure. The unit with which the groups is probably beyond my competence to answer
engagement will happen will continue to be at about in any meaningful way. Certainly, I would
country level. It will vary enormously, depending on hope that we are moving towards a situation where
which country is being talked about. Clearly in the the kind of serious conflicts between states which
Anglophone east or southern Africa, the UK has had might require that sort of intervention are becoming
a very strong, traditional presence and will tend to be fewer and fewer in Africa. What we have to do is
one of the key Member States involved in the support the African capacity to resolve its own
discussions. In Francophone west Africa, clearly the conflicts. A bit of further work needs to be done,
French are going to perhaps play a more prominent when that can be done, at a local level, at a regional
role in DRC or whatever. It will depend very much on level, through the African Union, when the UN needs
the historical context and I think that is important. to come into this, if necessary, and how the EU and
There has been a general move away from the the potential for EU direct involvement comes into
rhetoric of conditionality: if we are going to do this that.
for you, you have to do this. It has shifted to this
partnership concept: okay, this is what you have told

Q88 Lord Truscott: Is not part of the problem thatus you are going to do. We like it and we are going to
the AU does not have the capacity? That is thesupport you, but if you move too far away from what
problem with Darfur at the moment, is it not?you have said you are going to do we will have to
Mr Wickstead: I think that is absolutely right and itreview our position.
comes back very much to the question which Lord
Dykes raised earlier about the AU’s capacity. There

Q86 Lord Lea of Crondall: That is semantics, is it is absolutely no doubt, it does not have the capacity
or the resources at the moment. One of the issues is—not?
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a lot of conflicts within states all over the continent.and this is not an unfamiliar problem in Europe
either—getting the Member States to cough up what That is also true but I think it is worth saying that

those are in decline as well. Of course what we readis necessary in order for the African Union to be able
to carry out the programmes which the Member about in the papers, Darfur and Cote d’Ivoire, those

are the ones that hit the headlines, but I think thereStates want it to carry out. There is that lack of
capacity and resource in the African Union, and I has been some rather encouraging progress over the

last couple of years in a number of areas. Let us notthink the answer in the medium and long-term must
be, rather than working round it, to tackle it head-on forget that in Sudan, whilst Darfur is going on, there

is, nevertheless, this extraordinary breakthrough inand help build up that capacity. Of course, in the
short term we may have to resort to other measures. the north-south reconciliation process. We have seen

very good progress on Angola. Also, whilst there is
some way to go, DRC is showing some signs of

Q89 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: On the same lines of progression, but countries like Mozambique, which
security issues, I would agree with you that interstate 10 or 15 years ago were embroiled in severe civil
disputes are a minority on the whole and perhaps conflict, are beginning to do rather well. I think there
waning with Eritrea and Ethiopia of course. You had are some positive stories to be told around that. I do
some cause for concern about what Rwanda was agree with you that we need to match all the pieces
doing in DRC, but they are the minority of cases and, together better than they are matched at the moment.
in any case, they are fairly clearly regulated by the You are quite right, of course, to draw attention to
UN Charter and the Security Council’s activities and the lack of capacity, again, which we have discussed
so on. The key issues are surely the ones of state before. I think the European Union, the
failure, collapse and intrastate strife which still exists Commission, the Member States and other members
all over the continent, Darfur—Cote d’Ivoire and of the international community are beginning to
DRC and so on—where the African Union’s present recognise some of these important connections that
capacity is inadequate to act, where the European you are making between conflict resolution, the need
Union has a number of emerging instruments but it to have a strong judiciary, a legal system which works
does not yet seem that these things are fitted together and a police force that functions. Certainly in
very well. It is not totally clear to me—I would like to Ethiopia the European Commission has been one of
hear your comments—on how they can be because, the leading players in the dialogue with the
for example, it does seem to me that in any peace government around this whole area of security sector
operation within a state the African Union has a reform. I think the key, and you said this yourself, to
tremendous comparative advantage because it has this is that the African Union, or the African
got a charter which enables it to intervene in countries, must be at the heart of what happens, that
circumstances which are more intrusive than the they are the ones who must say, “We would like to do
UN Charter, or seems, although that has now been this ourselves, but we cannot at the moment. We are
somewhat modified by the commitment to still building our capacity. Please will you come and
responsibility to protect, but it does not have the help us in this or that area”, and then it is up to us to
means to do so. In any given operation probably respond. That is absolutely the fundamental point
the Europeans are the primary source of some of the underlying so much of the comments we have had
means which could be heavy-lift to get African troops today: this idea of African ownership and then the
in, but equally, it could be to provide some of the EU, the Commission, the Member States and others
civilian parts of a peace operation: strengthening the getting behind that.
judicial system or the civil service or other rule of law Chairman: We have touched on the peer review
activities which the Africans are not well placed to do mechanism. Lord Truscott, there is another element
because they do not have a surplus of such people and perhaps you would like to pursue it.
themselves. Every country in Africa is probably
strapped for people in this category, whereas the
Europeans do have a surplus in this and are able to Q90 Lord Truscott: I think we have covered that so
help. Is this concept of the Africans doing some I will move on to NEPAD. What further support do
things and the Europeans in partnership with them you think the EU can oVer NEPAD in its work?
doing other things something which can be put Mr Wickstead: I think there are one or two issues
together or is it too complicating, too diYcult and too about the future of NEPAD which need to be
fraught with the questions of having white faces addressed as the prior questions there. NEPAD was
doing one thing and black faces doing the less set up as a mechanism five or six years ago. It was the
attractive jobs and getting shot at? coming together of a number of diVerent plans for
Mr Wickstead: Of course it is a very complex issue, as Africa: President Wade’s Omega Plan from Senegal,

the Millennium Action Plan, (the MAP). They cameyou mentioned. Perhaps if I may respond first to one
point which is that conflicts between states are together into NEPAD, and subsequent to that we

have had the African Union. There exists, frankly,declining. That is certainly true, but there are also still
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one part of my answer to that. The second part is thatsome tension between the two bodies which are
geographically in diVerent places. It is now generally there is, as you rightly say, a tension not between

Johannesburg and Addis Ababa but between Southagreed that NEPAD is a programme of the African
Union. There has been a commitment agreed at the Africa and the rest of Africa. South Africa is diVerent

from the rest of Africa and I think the rest of AfricaAfrican Summit that NEPAD will be folded into the
African Union at some stage over the next two or does have this slightly ambivalent relationship to

South Africa, a slightly diVerent view of it. On thethree years. I think the more general point is where
specifically can we help NEPAD/AU? There are a one hand this enormous admiration for what it has

done, the dynamism, the way in which it is movingnumber of very specific areas where EU support will
be particularly useful. The physical infrastructure forward. On the other hand there is some

nervousness and suspicion that South Africa really isdevelopment, which I mentioned earlier, is very
important. One of the other elements which comes beginning to spread its wings across the whole

continent, particularly the private sector andout in the Paper, which I very much welcome, is the
recognition that we have got to focus more strongly business community and others are very nervous

about that, not least because what should be some ofon tertiary education, development of science and
technology and that sort of capacity building, if the other strong poles in East Africa of Kenya, and

in West Africa Nigeria have been through their ownAfrica is to take charge of its own destiny. NEPAD
put a strategy for that to the African Union Summit problems and perhaps we have not had the

countervailing there which have been necessary.a week or two ago. I am afraid I do not know what
the outcome of that specifically was but that seems to Again, to come to perhaps a third point, I do not

think there is really any dispute within Africa anyme to be one of the areas which the EU should be
strongly supporting. As I mentioned in response to more about the importance of the private sector, the

role of business, of the need to be part ofan earlier question, I think this is not just the
traditional Member States, the new Member States globalisation and not to refuse to join it, that is

simply not an option for Africa, most African leadersof the European Union, those who have only been
members for a year or two, have something really recognise that, the problem is not being part of

globalisation, that is a key part of it.important and positive to bring to bear here. They
have been through this transition period and I think
that experience can be enormously valuable to Q92 Lord Lea of Crondall: The private sector does
Africa. not just need these rules of governance and rule of law

it also needs rules of auditing and you cannot have an
independent audit function in Nairobi or Lagos inQ91 Lord Lea of Crondall: Johannesburg epitomises
the political setup. Does it not come back to thosecapitalism in some way that Addis Ababa does not.
questions of corruption and so on?You said there was tension between Johannesburg
Mr Wickstead: I think one of the most importantand Addis Ababa. Is there a tension because of South
recommendations in the report I was involved in, theAfrican imperialism or some sort of concept or
Commission for Africa Report, was this idea ofperception like that, or is it to do with the fact that the
establishing this investment climate facility which isprinciple of foreign direct investment, or banks, or all
now beginning to take root, it is going to becomethe normal rules of globalisation means some people
operational in the next couple of months. That isin Africa think “Stop the world, I want to get oV”.
precisely designed to help African governments lookGlobalisation to some people is the world economy,
at their whole systems of transparency, of audit, ofif you want to be part of the successful world
saying what is it that private sector companies want,economy you have got to get with globalisation and
what have they not got, what have they got, how dothat is epitomised by Johannesburg in a way that it is
we need to improve our systems to attract foreignnot epitomised by Addis Ababa so that tension may
direct investment to Africa? That is exactly what thathave to remain. Would you comment on that?
facility is designed to do. That has very strongMr Wickstead: I will, although you are trying to get
support across Africa.me into deep water I can see. I think there are two

areas which perhaps I might say a word on. It was
always intended that NEPAD should be housed Q93 Lord Dykes: Would that wash over into the
alongside the OAU or the African Union. The reason 10th EDF disbursements or not?
that it is in South Africa is because when Member Mr Wickstead: I do not precisely know how the
States were asked to come up with some facility will yet be funded. What we talked about in
contributions to fund the NEPAD Secretariat, South our report was a facility of about $550 million or so
Africa was the only country which put its hands into over a 10 year period but for the first three years,
its pocket and said “We will fund the NEPAD which would be a pilot phase, probably a sum of
Secretariat”. Of course, their condition for doing so about $100 million. Whether those sums can be

found quickly by Member States putting inwas that it should be based in South Africa, so that is
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now which is to work with the Association ofcontributions, I do not yet know, it is certainly
something to which there could be an EDF Commonwealth Universities in developing this pilot

scheme which the Minister of Education, Billcontribution certainly.
Rammell, has given £200,000 for. That is very
specifically to develop linkages between tertiary

Q94 Lord Freeman: Could I ask two very specific institutions in the UK and in Africa. This is such an
questions which relate to your new job. This is your enormous issue that whilst I think those linkages will
second day being Roving Ambassador for Business be enormously helpful and a great precedent, we need
Action for Africa and the Rammell Initiative. It to be building those sorts of linkages right across
concerns the constraints on sustainable development Africa and Europe. Many countries, including those
in Africa which you referred to very helpfully and in Eastern Europe that I have mentioned before, like
very clearly in your opening statement. My first Poland, Hungary and others, have a lot of experience
question concerns infrastructure and particularly in Africa. They had students coming to them from
roads. One thinks of the great problems, from Africa 20-30 years ago in very large numbers. I think
practical experience on my part in Northern Uganda the development of these link schemes between
and in Eastern Sierra Leone, and the importance of European institutions and African institutions can be
early development of new road building to bring very important. As with so much of what is
agricultural produce to market, to improve the social happening in Africa now, we have an opportunity to
and housing conditions of the population. Have you do things diVerently and better. Do we need to have
considered the initiative suggested by some in the a lot of physical buildings in Africa which are going
British construction industry of a PFI, a Private to deliver tertiary education? Since our great
Finance Initiative, whereby British construction universities were built things have moved on
firms will build the roads now in return for somewhat. We now have the Open University and
commitment from the European Union in paying, in others that are delivering tertiary education in
a sense, tolls for the use of the road over 20 years and diVerent ways: distance learning, through the use of
indeed any other thoughts you have in that field? all these new technologies, which means that maybe
Secondly, in terms of the Rammell Initiative, you we do not need to do that, maybe we can do this in a
talked about expansion of the Erasmus Scholarships, diVerent way. It comes back to the point I have been
which are extremely important. Could you perhaps making throughout that anything which can help to
for the benefit of the Committee develop that thought develop Africa’s capacity, which both of these things
a bit further? you have mentioned are an important component of,
Mr Wickstead: Thank you very much. I am not is fundamental if it is going to take charge of its
familiar with this specific idea of the British own destiny.
construction industry. What I am clear about is that Lord Freeman: My Lord Chairman, I think it would
infrastructure needs to be in place as quickly as be helpful to members if Mr Wickstead could,
possible and we should look at any available means perhaps through the clerk, circulate some brief
to ensure that happens. Some elements of information about both Business Action for Africa
infrastructure probably do not need public finance and the sort of Rammell Initiatives so that we can
and telecommunications, such as mobile phones, are consider and pursue it further.
springing up and growing faster in Africa than any
other part of the world at the moment. That seems to
me to be something that the private sector can very Q95 Chairman: Mr Wickstead, following on from

Lord Freeman’s question, what do you think thewell take care of by itself. Roads, bridges, some port
facilities, are things where we need to have some World Bank and the IMF can do towards achieving

the Millennium Development Goals? In parallel withcoalition between public and private finances and it
needs to happen very quickly because it will help that, what can the EU do to improve the activities of

those organisations, if, indeed, they can be improved?develop Africa’s capacity to trade between and
within regions, it will help children go to school, it Mr Wickstead: I remember one of the previous
will help people get to hospitals where they need to positions I held was on the board of the World Bank.
get to hospitals. Infrastructure, which some people I arrived in there 1997. We then had these things
see as being at the opposite pole from the called the International Development Targets, which
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals were the predecessors of the Millennium
actually is crucial to the achievement of the Development Goals. People in Washington were
Millennium Development Goals as well. Thank you extremely sceptical about these International
for pointing out that particular initiative, I will make Development Targets, “What are they?” “This is not
it my business to find out more about it and see really relevant to what we are doing”. I was very

pleased to see over the period that I was there, in thewhether there is some scope for developing that. The
second issue was on the Erasmus Programme. You late 1990s, an increasing understanding of the

importance of these objectives. I remember beingkindly referred to one of the new things I am doing
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then a Commission for Africa, an EU strategy forstruck by Michel Candessus, the then managing
director of the IMF, at one of the annual meetings Africa, Bob Geldof and Bono running around in

between, a Make Poverty History campaign, and thehanding around little cards to everybody and on
them were set out the Millennium Development whole thing becomes lacking in clarity and functional

direction. How do we get that into Africa, we notGoals. He was absolutely committed to that.
them?
Mr Wickstead: Again, what was remarkable aboutQ96 Lord Tomlinson: It sounds like the Labour
last year was the way in which we did have all theseParty pledge cards!
diVerent initiatives, all these diVerent reports goingMr Wickstead: This is a strong recognition
on, this strong commitment by governments, civilinternationally now, including in the Bank and the
societies, parliamentarians and others, but what wasFund, that the Millennium Development Goals are
truly remarkable was that they were all pushingseriously important objectives to hang on to. They
rather strongly in the same direction. Make Povertyare what development is all about. Development is
History was a campaign, so clearly it focused veryabout improving the quality of life of poor people. In
strongly on two or three very strong campaigningthe early years of the International Development
issues: more aid, deal with the debt, do the tradeTarget/the Millennium Development Goals, there
things and everything will be right. Of course thewas an assumption that meant you just do primary
campaigners know that in reality things are mucheducation, basic healthcare and you give people basic
more complex than that, but it is a campaign, that isshelter because that is what the Millennium
what you do, you focus on some of the key headlines.Development Goals see. I think, as I hope was
What I think was remarkable was that Africa wasimplicit at least in my response to Lord Freeman’s
very heavily and closely involved in putting thisquestion, it is much more complex than that. You do
together, it was not something that was beingneed the physical infrastructure there if you are to get
imposed from outside on Africa, Africa was involvednot only your goods to market but you are to get
in the process. In the Commission for Africa, whichchildren into schools which may be some distance
was one of the bodies you mentioned, we had 17away. The best way of developing your education
commissioners, nine of them were African. We hadsystem may be through tax reforms so that you can
huge consultation processes with African civilraise additional resources internally in order to build
society, African NGOs and others, so there is a sensethe schools et cetera, what you need. I think the Bank
in which this really does reflect a strong consensusand the Fund, both of them now, are very on board
across the international community, includingwith this, they are on side with this. They too have
Africa, that this is the way we need to go. I think themoved away from this conditionality mentality, if
way of dealing with that complexity now inyou like, towards a mentality of partnership. There
implementation, which was the nub of your question,will be questions continuing, and I am not sure
is that we have to get behind the Africa ownedwhether this was what you were getting at, of how far
strategy, which is, essentially, within countries thethe EU and the Member States should be adopting a
Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper. That is thecommon position within the Fund and the Bank.
document which in the best PRSPs they are linked toAgain, these are diYcult complex political issues over
how that country is going to make progress towardswhich many brains are struggling on a constant basis.
the Millennium Development Goals. There are some
encouraging signs now that the international

Q97 Lord Tomlinson: This question, which was community is getting behind that in a coherent way,
asked by my Lord Chairman, perplexes me quite a lot even within the UN system which, within itself, can
because I have tried to imagine myself, without great be not very coherent sometimes. Certainly in
success, as being the leader of an African country. Ethiopia they produced a very good UN
The only vision I keep coming up with is seeing Development Assistance Framework which set out
myself almost at the centre of some large sociological very clearly how each of the 22 UN agencies
and political experiment where the rules keep represented there were going to play their part in
changing. I tend to the view, and I ask for your getting behind the PRSP and helping Ethiopia to
reaction to it, that despite the complexity which deliver on the Millennium Development Goals.
exists, and taking on board what you have just said
to us, if all our multilateral bodies were very clear

Q98 Lord Tomlinson: At the same time, during theabout the Millennium Development Goals as being
tail end of last year I visited Swaziland and I sat therean objective, and if they all had operational plans
with the Minister of Health and the Prime Ministerthat geared into the execution of programmes which
when they were discussing how the reform of thehad the capacity to assist in the attainment of the
sugar regime was going to wipe out about a third ofMillennium Development Goals, then there might be
their income and I said, “What has the Commissionsome apparent coherence. But, at the moment, we

have got the Millennium Development Goals and for Africa done that is going to directly help you?
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I think we need to make a bit of a shift now and thatWhat is the EU strategy going to do other than
reduce your income?” Their answer was “We have has implications precisely for Poverty Reduction

Strategy Papers what regional pan-African rolenot got a clue. What we are having to do”, they said
“Is for the first time in our life finance the Ministry of might there be in that.
Health budget for the fight against AIDS by
borrowing”. They are borrowing to finance the Q100 Chairman: I suppose I am thinking aloud, I am
revenue budget for the fight against AIDS and these trying to search for the right question. If the African
are the things that they have high expectations of and Union does not have a role, is it in fact something in
it is the translation from the rhetoric, from the which they should have a role to the extent that the
declaration to the programme. I am still sceptical that European Union speaks to the African Union to find
we are anything but a long way oV. which of the Poverty Reduction Strategies ought to
Mr Wickstead: It is a very complex and diYcult set of be supported? Would that also give us a lever, if you
issues. I hope one of the things that came out of last like, to implement what the strategy says about
year will be that Swaziland will not have to borrow to successful development requiring various human
finance its HIV and AIDS programmes because one rights, democratic principles and the rule of law
of the things on which there was a hugely strong without making those decisions ourselves on a bi-
commitment was that African countries which have lateral basis? Does that introduce the African
committed to putting in place these programmes will element into it?
have the funding and the resources made available. I Mr Wickstead: I think that is an extremely interesting
think we have made good progress on this. It does not area. The philosophy behind the PRSPs was always
need me to tell this Committee about the complexities that there is not a standard model for a PRSP, it is
on the development assistance on the one hand, and developed by countries in the way that they judge fit
trade policy on the other. We all know what and there was no very strong guidance or there was
happened in Hong Kong and the problems around no specific format into which these PRSPs had to go.
those areas, the diVerent parts of the system fighting I think there could be a role for the African Union in
for diVerent objectives, if you like. With all of that saying these are the sorts of things that we would
complexity and diYculty nevertheless, I feel that over expect countries to be looking at in their Poverty
the last year or 18 months we have seen huge progress Reduction Strategy Papers and in particular we think
towards a general recognition that we have to get our it is very important to link this to the achievement of
act together, we have to be more coherent, that the Millennium Development Goals. Yes, I think
Africa is worth supporting, that it is making progress, there could be an important element to that.
we need to support that progress, we need to get
behind it and now we need to get down to the serious Q101 Chairman: Do you agree one of the problems
business of implementation. I hope that as a result, is we can equate the African Union to the European
not least of what this Committee is doing, that rather Union in terms of attempts to build some new
as the UK Government has now done, putting the institutions but actually it has not got any carrots to
implementation plan into the library, this is what will oVer, has it? Part of the success of the European
happen in January, this is what will happen in Union is perhaps that it could hold out membership
February, the European Commission can be to states that achieved the Copenhagen Criteria, to
persuaded to do something rather similar to get this use shorthand, but they have not got that carrot.
very concrete, “This is now what we are going to do”. Mr Wickstead: They do not directly have that carrot,

that is quite right. I think the equivalent carrot is the
Africa Peer Review Mechanism. I think by goingQ99 Chairman: What involvement, if any, does the
through the APRM process countries willAfrican Union have with the Poverty Reduction
automatically gain additional support from theStrategies of its Member States?
international community for doing what they areMr Wickstead: I think probably the answer to that is
doing. I think that will become the carrot.none because at the moment those are very much

done on a country-by-country basis. Poverty
Reduction Strategy Papers are very much done on a Q102 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is it not a corollary to
country-by-country basis. Again, one of the things the Chairman’s question that if there are 25 countries
that we have seen over the last year or two is this having an interface with 50 countries that is over
recognition that we need to shift away from that very 1,000 interfaces. This is also a questionable use of
strong country focus, we need to take more account resources, of people in African countries who are thin
of the regional pan-African dimension of some of on the ground as skilled professionals and not too
these issues. All the international agencies, on the thick on the ground anywhere. Therefore, in some
whole, tend to be structured on a country-by-country respects, the argument could run in the direction of
basis, DFID, the Dutch Development Agency. The saying more of the carrots should be channelled

through a rather more limited number of interfacesunit with which they deal tends to be the country and
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hand, the Africans have made quite big progress oneven though some of the countries’ action papers
would have to fit a wider pattern. It is a bit ridiculous governance, security issues, human rights and such

like far earlier in their phase of unity than theto try and have everybody cutting their own ribbon
to say, “I am the minister for Britain and our Europeans did. Do you not agree it is part of your

line about African ownership. The Europeans havetaxpayers have opened this road in Sierra Leone” and
the answer to that is there is something a bit weird got to work with the Africa that exists not the Africa

that they would like to see in their own view. I feelabout these professional resources.
Mr Wickstead: I completely agree with that. I think that we should not get hung up on the mismatch

between the African Union and its functions and thethat is absolutely right. There were horror stories of
last year in Tanzania the Ministry of Finance having European Union and its functions, we just have to

work with each as they are and the question of co-400 separate donor missions going in, that was over
one a day, not counting weekends and holidays, and ordination donors is a European issue but the

question of co-ordination of donees is something wetheir job was to be running the economy of the
country not to be servicing donor missions. I think it would be quite silly to put too much emphasis on.

Mr Wickstead: I think all those are very wise points.comes back to the point that was being registered
earlier of the importance of getting away from tying Perhaps the answer is that the AU can learn as much

from the EU’s mistakes, what it has done wrong asaid to country procurement, of having a common set
of rules and procedures that everybody follows so we well as from what it has done right. Certainly, I do

not think the AU is going to be created in the imagedo not have 40 countries involved in country X with
40 diVerent rules of procedure and 40 diVerent of the EU. Nevertheless, it is true that Africa does see

Europe as a sort of model. They do have ambitionsreporting and monitoring requirements, it is
ridiculous and I was very glad to see that highlighted for a European Central Bank and human rights

institutions which are based loosely on the Europeanas a priority in this paper.
model. I think there is, perhaps, a particular role that
Europe can play in helping that, but always keepingQ103 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: On the same point

I wanted to ask you if you agree that it is a bit of a in mind, which was the point you rightly made, that
this belongs to Africa. Our job is to support what itmistake to equate the European Union and the

African Union and to try to force the African Union is Africa wants and not seek to impose outside
models on Africa but use those models to help whereinto a kind of European Union mould because the

way Europe—the whole show—has got on the road they ask for it.
is from a completely diVerent end from the one that
makes sense in Africa, that is to say Europe an Q104 Chairman: Thank you very much. It has been

a very full and interesting session. Thank you soeconomic integration. Economic integration is a very
dubious proposition it seems to me in Africa in the much for coming and answering our questions.

Mr Wickstead: Thank you, my Lord Chairman, andearlier stages though later on it may, if African
economies develop, become more so. On the other thank you to the Members of the Committee.

Memorandum by Business Action for Africa (submitted by Mr Myles Wickstead)

History

Business Action for Africa (BAA) is a rapidly growing network of businesses and business organisations, from
Africa and elsewhere, launched in July 2005 to build on the momentum of the Commission for Africa (CFA)
and G8.

The founders of the network were closely involved with the work of the CFA, starting with a business
breakfast hosted by the Chancellor of Exchequer, the Rt Hon Gordon Brown MP, and Niall Fitzgerald (then
Chair of Unilever) in July 2004. Business Action for Africa was launched at the G8 Business Action for Africa
Summit on 5 and 6 July 2005.

Objectives

Business Action for Africa has three objectives:

— to influence positively policies needed for growth and poverty reduction;

— to promote a more balanced view of Africa; and

— to develop and showcase good business practice.
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Business Action for Africa is not a new institution, but a neutral platform to showcase existing initiatives and
to facilitate partnerships on new ones. Business Action for Africa aims to complement, not duplicate the work
already underway within Africa.

Participants

Currently, BAA has around 80 participants including:

— around 50 businesses;

— around 20 business organisations; and

— around 10 external partners (including DFID as a sponsor).

An Oversight Group is made up of BAA’s sponsers: Anglo American, De Beers, Diageo, GlaxoSmithKline,
Merck Sharpe & Dohme, SABMiller, Shell, Unilever, Visa, the Prince of Wales International Business
Leaders Forum, DFID, DWP/DfES, and UKTI.

Themes

Participants have decided to focus on six themes—these are the basis of building partnerships, knowledge
networking, advocacy and bringing in new participants:

1. Governance and Transparency;

2. Climate for Business;

3. Trade;

4. Enterprise and Employment;

5. Human Development; and

6. Perceptions of Africa.

1. Governance and Transparency

Good governance is the foundation of economic growth and poverty reduction. Business Action for Africa
believes that support should be given to the African Peer Review Mechanism as an innovative framework by
which to plan, measure and assess reforms.

Corruption is a global problem, but it hits the poorest hardest. Business must play its full part in tackling
corruption: companies must take a stance of zero tolerance to bribe giving. Business Action for Africa is taking
forward work to strengthen the capacity of the public and private sectors to tackle corruption.

A number of the participating companies in Business Action for Africa are lead members of the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI). Business Action for Africa welcomes the increasing adoption of
EITI within Africa and calls upon, and will aim to actively encourage, more countries and companies to work
together to increase transparency across other sectors.

2. Climate for Business

African governments must continue to improve the “investment climate”: tackling the barriers to and reducing
the costs of doing business. This is particularly important for the small-scale enterprises—who are hit hardest
by a weak operating environment. As part of this, eVorts have to be made to tackle Africa’s infrastructure
weaknesses.

Business Action for Africa welcomes the proposed AU/NEPAD “Investment Climate Facility” (ICF) as an
important private sector-led initiative to address these issues. To date, three participating companies have
announced their financial support for the ICF.

3. Trade

Trade has the potential to be a powerful engine for Africa’s development but only if action is taken on three
areas—an end to agricultural subsidies, increased access to developed country markets and support for
improving Africa’s capacity to trade. Given the disappointing progress made at Hong Kong at the end of 2005,
a concerted eVort is needed over this year.
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African governments, for their part, must work to enhance intra-African trade. Recognising the need for
business to join the debate, Business Action for Africa will continue to campaign for a more favourable trade
regime for Africa. At the same time, a number of members are driving forward work on a specific, critical
area—improving customs administration to facilitate international and regional trade.

4. Enterprise and Employment

A vibrant and successful private sector is key to sustainable growth. Encouraging Africa’s entrepreneurial
spirit—from its family farms and small firms to its larger companies—is important for growth and job
creation.

Business can do more to help small enterprises access capital, skills and training, as well as opportunities to
trade. A number of Business Action for Africa companies are looking to learn from each others’ experience,
with the view to doing more in partnership.

Youth unemployment is a particular issue in many African countries, and must be tackled as a priority.
Business Action for Africa will showcase youth skills and enterprise programmes, and encourage business to
scale-up eVorts through collaborative action. A number of participants are taking forward exciting projects
to support youth enterprise and employment.

5. Human Development

Strengthening education and health systems is central to enabling people to participate fully in the economy,
and is vital to long-term business growth. Specific attention must be paid to tackling HIV and AIDS and its
devastating impact on people’s lives, on business and on the economy. Business has an important role to play
to complement the eVorts of African governments and donors.

Business Action for Africa will be taking forward specific actions to complement existing initiatives, including
in the area of HIV and AIDS. Participants are also exploring options for building public and private sector
management capacity, including in the health sector.

6. Perceptions of Africa

The language of intergovernmental debate—of debt, aid, poverty and conflict—dominates the way Africa is
discussed externally, reinforcing perceptions of a continent of problems. Africa often appears to be seen as
one large risky country, with little understanding of its diversity.

But Africa deserves increasingly to be seen as a continent of opportunity. Africa’s new business leaders, and
most investors in Africa, feel this growing sense of confidence.

Business Action for Africa is exploring how the complex challenges, risks, opportunities and diversity of
Africa can be communicated through more balanced reporting.

February 2006
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Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Hannay of Chiswick, L
Boyce, L Lea of Crondall, L
Dykes, L Tomlinson, L
Freeman, L Truscott, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Dr Jakkie Cilliers, Executive Director, Institute of Security Studies, South Africa, examined.

Q105 Chairman: Dr Cilliers, welcome and thank you sustainable development and other issues rather than
trying to develop the latter simultaneously?for coming to give evidence to this sub-committee.

The evidence, as you know and have already been Dr Cilliers: My Lord Chairman, yes, I do. In actual
advised, is on the record and it is also being recorded fact, the United Kingdom has been at the forefront of

advancing what has become quite an importantfor subsequent broadcast at some stage on the
component of thinking within the broaderchannel. As you know, this Committee is a sub-
development community and that is without stabilitycommittee of the European Union Committee. We
development cannot happen. The issue here is thatare in the process of conducting an inquiry into the
both stability and security are primarily a stateEuropean Union Strategy for Africa. We have
function. The only addition I would make to thedecided that the inquiry will focus on the
general support is that requires both support to theimplementation of the various points rather than a
reconstitution of the defence sectors in Africa butdetailed discussion of those and how people see this
also to the criminal justice sector, something that isstrategy being brought into force. I do not know
often not adequately recognised. If you accept thatwhether there is anything you would like to say to us
you want to provide African countries with thein opening or whether you would like to go directly
ability to look after their own security and you acceptto questions.
that as a prerequisite for them to be able to provideDr Cilliers: Not much. I follow the AU quite closely
that security, you have to help them to build aand I think the only general remark I would like to
capable, eYcient, accountable armed forces and amake is I think the EU, particularly through its Peace
criminal justice system that is responsive to the needsFacility, has made a remarkable contribution to
and the demands of ordinary Africans, and on top ofbuilding peace on the continent. I think you will find
that you basically need a democratically accountablein my responses to your questions that I basically
system. My argument is that security ultimately isargue for a continuation and expansion and
firstly a state responsibility but cannot happen in thedeepening of that role.
African context outside of viewing this within aChairman: Thank you. Perhaps we will move to
democratically accountable state, which means youquestions then. Lord Dykes, would you like to start
also need a strong civil society because we all knowon priorities.
that one of the problems we have seen in Africa is an
excess of executive power and an absence of

Q106 Lord Dykes: Dr Cilliers, thank you very much appropriate leadership. If one speaks about
for coming. Welcome to London and the Palace of peacekeeping and the issue of security you have
Westminster. As you know, the EU takes, I hope, a raised, simplistically I would like to make the point
justifiable pride—some people might criticise it—in that you have to make a distinction between
being supportive and helpful but not, as it were, prevention, intervention and post-conflict
dictating, not interfering, not overdoing it and not reconstruction. I know this is not a linear framework
being a substitute for local action. The European but let me use that in that sense. Africa clearly needs
Union itself in developing this Strategy for Africa has to focus on conflict prevention. I know that the focus
been particularly troubled by and anxious to examine of the Peace Facility and the international debate on
the questions of instability, poverty and the linkage the Peace Building Commission is very much on
between bad governance and the gross abuses of conflict intervention, that is what the Peace Facility
human rights which has been the history in some and peacekeeping is all about, and the Peace Building
parts of Africa, as we know, but really does wish to Commission is very much about post-conflict
emphasise any eVorts in this field are supporting reconstruction issues. These two issues, as I think we

will come to, are only do-able with complete fundingAfrica and supporting the AU which itself is still a
new body emerging. Do you agree in that context one by the international community. Africa does not

have the means to fund this. The reason why thehas to really give top priority to peacekeeping and
security as an urgent matter in order to then lead to Peace Facility did so well was that it gave ƒ250
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solidarity, ownership by Africa, and I cannotmillion for Africa to engage in peace making on the
continent. We all recognise that conflict prevention is remember the third, something like dialogue, I am
where we should be focusing but if we accept that not sure. Basically whenever the African Union has
conflict prevention is about issues of governance, said, “Please, we wish to intervene in Sudan, Darfur,
democracy and human rights, that is also the most the Central African Republic, we need to plan for an
diYcult area for a weak organisation like the African intervention in the east of the DRC”, because you
Union and African countries themselves to engage in know they are busy with Somalia, then despite the
because it deals with issues of sovereignty and reservations that the European Union may have had,
sensitivity and interference in the domestic aVairs of it has said, “If we can get the nod”, not necessarily the
African countries. Let me stop there. agreement, “of the UN Security Council on this so

that we meet our international obligations, we will
follow Africa’s leadership”. This has given theQ107 Lord Lea of Crondall: This follows on the same
ownership and the political leadership to where itterritory in many respects. Could I just say that we
belongs, which is the African Union. I think that is aare per force trying to focus on the EU role and
central point. That is of a diVerent nature from thescrutinising and writing the report of our inquiry on
talked down relationship that Africa feels it suVersthe EU. Obviously the EU is an inter-state body, the
from consistently. The result is that you have a truepartner of which is the AU. Although we decided on
dialogue in Brussels and in Addis Ababa between thethis sort of methodology for an inquiry to some
African Union and the EU. It is a partnership whereextent, because we have got no alternative to think of
the EU provides the resources which Africa does notthe AU, as time goes by I think the timing of our
have and Africa provides the political leadership andinquiry and the points you have just made do suggest,
the ownership and the political cover. I think thosedo they not, that it is quite a good template because
principles have proven exceptionally successful thusit raises all the interesting questions of the credibility
far. It is important to add that the peace facility inof the AU and what we have started to call in London
particular was not designed for something likepolitical jargon, the “ownership” of the strategy.
Darfur. Darfur is a challenge that in my view restsHow can Africa “own” a European strategy? The last
with the international community, not with Africa.person who gave evidence said that it has got to be an
In the absence of the UN Security Council being ableAfrican strategy. We are looking at a European
to deal with Darfur because of divisions and a varietystrategy. There has got to be a dialogue, an interface.
of other reasons, Africa stepped forward at a timeDo you see it as leading to a pact, an agreement?
when the African Standby Force, which is supposedThere are one or two supplementary questions to that
to be the main vehicle that Africa engages with thisabout the organisation, resource and structure of the
on, had not yet been operationalised, but even so theAU. That is where we are coming from and I would
African Standby Force is not able and not designedbe very interested in a tour de raison on that from you.
to deal with something like Darfur. It is a challengeDr Cilliers: My Lord Chairman, the reason why the
that the African Union has done very well at but itAfrica Peace Facility has done so well, and it has been
has had to step into the breach left by thea remarkable success, is that it has been one of the

innovative measures that has given Africa the international community. It is important to
capacity to do conflict intervention where it did not understand that in building the capacity of the
have that capacity before. If you did an analysis of African Union through the European Union and
OAU—Organisation of African Unity—previous their support to the African Union you are not
interventions in Africa, peacekeeping stuV, the building an alternative to UN peacekeeping, you are
African Union did two, Burundi and it is now in building what the High Level Panel referred to as an
Darfur. Before that the maximum amount of money interlocking system of peacekeeping which is not the
that the Organisation of African Unity could put United Nations or nothing, it is the African Union
towards a peacekeeping mission was less than $10 can step in and deal and help make peace until such
million. The Peace Facility has put ƒ250 million time as you have a comprehensive ceasefire and can
towards Africa buttressed by the contributions by hand over to a United Nations Mission. The exit
individual countries: the United Kingdom, the USA strategy for peacekeeping in Africa is a United
and Canada, particularly in Darfur. What has made Nations Mission. I do not think that is always
it successful is the fact that the European Union has adequately recognised in the way that the debate is
adopted the leadership of the African Union almost unpacked, perhaps less so here than in places like the
unquestioningly. United States which sees a hierarchy of peacekeeping

developing of, I would rather call it the
regionalisation of peacekeeping, where Africa inQ108 Lord Lea of Crondall: How has it done that?
reality can take care of its own problems itself. AfricaDr Cilliers: Because in the framework within which
can do so to a limited extent to help build athe Peace Facility is situated there are three principles

that underpin the Peace Facility engagement: comprehensive ceasefire but as soon as you have the
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“We are not taking the chair, we will pass it on torequirement for a complex peacekeeping mission and
a requirement for post-conflict reconstruction there Central Africa”, then Central Africa would nominate

the next candidate, and that was what happened.is only one agency that can do it and that is the
United Nations. It is important to recognise that That was more or less what we expected them to do.

This is a long answer. This is one aspect of theDarfur is an exception. While the African Union has
done very well in Darfur, it is of a completely question but it is important to recognise that. The

extent to which the African Union has been quitediVerent scope from what I think it should
realistically aim at doing. outspoken in the way it has engaged in Sudan and

how the African Union has interpreted its mandate,
which is an observation Chapter 6-type mandate in

Q109 Lord Lea of Crondall: Can I ask one Darfur, quite widely and expansively, robustly, is
supplementary and then we will have dealt with this another indication of progress. I started my remarks
group of questions to some degree. I think you are by making the point that Africa is doing well when it
roughly aware of what our line of questioning is comes to conflict intervention through the assistance
going to be. I just want to pick up a point about the of its partners like the European Union. It is
rest of the AU-EU agenda. Obviously peacekeeping probably doing as well as one could expect it to do,
is not only big bucks but also as near to the heart of but it should not be doing Darfur. It should be doing
what is a nation state, what is a sovereign state. Have Somalia, the northern part of Uganda. It should be
you been surprised at how the African Union without building a comprehensive framework for a peace
collapsing, although Zimbabwe is an issue that settlement so that eventually it can move on and deal
perhaps should be touched on in the context of with the next hot conflict. The focus should be on
preparing for another AU-EU Summit, has shown conflict prevention. Then you come to issues like
pragmatism in finding ways in which the big players NEPAD and the APRM. For an inter-governmental
in Africa can wear an AU hat that is paralleled by the organisation it is very diYcult to engage with conflict
way that Britain, France and Brussels have been able prevention issues.
to take the lead somehow in wearing an EU hat and
reporting to the Council of Ministers? Could you
comment on the way we are getting round Q110 Lord Truscott: I was interested in your

comments on Darfur. On the one hand you said thatpragmatically some of the formal constitutional
problems, such as the Sudan presidency and all this the AU perhaps should not be dealing with Darfur

because it is not the sort of mission they should bebusiness?
involved with, and on the other hand earlier you saidDr Cilliers: You have asked a lot of questions. Let me
that the AU is doing well in Darfur. That is notjust make one point. It is important to recognise
necessarily a view that is widespread in some quartersprogress in Africa where progress does occur. The
given the violence and killings that are still going onfact that Sudan is not the chair of the African Union
in Darfur. In a sense, does not Darfur prove theand that African heads of state could engineer that is
fundamental weakness of the AU? It is not a politicala remarkable diVerence from what the situation was
criticism, it is really a criticism of the capabilities thatfive or six years ago. There has been dramatic
they have to deal with those sorts of missions. Couldprogress in Africa under the African Union, not only
there be another possibility here? What would youras a result of the leadership of people like President
view be on the EU deploying to Darfur having aMbeki and President Obasanjo but also the extent to
peacekeeping, peace making operation along thewhich President Konaré, the chair person of the
lines of the DRC operation?African Union, has tried to build the capacity of an

organisation that quite legitimately today sees itself Dr Cilliers: I may forget some of the questions as I did
before, so please come back to me if I do. I made theas the premier organisation dealing with peace and

security in Africa, and I am, of course, referring to the point that the African Union has done well in Darfur.
This is arguably a genocide, it is a region the size ofAfrican Union. Coming from the developed world,

one always wants to see a quick-fix solution to France without any roads, and there is no mandate
for it. The AU has not embarked on anything like thisAfrican problems that have developed over decades,

generations, but there are no quick-fixes, there is only before. In my view, that was part of the negotiating
strategy of the Sudan Government because basicallyincremental progress and it is important to recognise

that. The Sudan Summit, the location of which was they believed that Africa would not be able to mount
any credible peace mission. The only reason whydecided several years ago, was delayed by a year, the

tradition of which is that the country that hosts it Africa was able to mount a relatively credible mission
was because of the support from its partners,decides. The fact that heads of state could agree to

engage in discussions with President Bashir to move particularly the European Union. The previous
largest mission that Africa had engaged in was thethis is progress. The fact that the placement may not

be the world’s most democratic state, the reality is the ONUB Mission in Burundi where South Africa,
which has got by far more capacity than anybodychair rotates between regions, so if East Africa said,
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although the main structures may be similar. What iselse, served as the lead or framework nation. Then
suddenly you have Darfur and, in a sense, Africa is it that gives it, if you like, the clout over its members
challenged to step forward, and it did so. The or its influence?
challenges in Darfur are beyond the ability of Africa Dr Cilliers: The African Union is a collection of the
to deal with. I am saying that within that context it 53 weakest and poorest countries in the world. Its
does not have the capacity, it does not have the politics are therefore dictated by trade union
resources, it cannot apply the pressure and the dynamics, it is solidarity politics, because that is the
context. Let me use one other example which I quite only weapon they have. What we have seen in Africa
like using. You can compare the speed of deployment was after the Cold War, in a sense, Africa found its
and eVectiveness of the African Union Mission in own level of importance in the international
Darfur with the UN Mission in the south of Sudan. community, which is a very low level of importance
It is cheaper, the African Union is much faster, it is indeed, but the advantage of this, absent until the war
much more eYcient in terms of teeth to tail ratio and on terror came, was that Africa to a degree was left to
they have adopted quite an expansive interpretation sort itself out, it was water finding its own level. In a
of their mandate. We have all been hoping that what sense that is what has been happening in Africa
would happen in Sudan would be a two step process. Perhaps through lack of attention and no longer
Step one, the UN Mission in the south would change being a pawn in a global chess game, which was very
the dynamics in Khartoum to the extent that would much the situation in the Cold War, that has allowed
have a knock-on eVect and allow the situation in Africans the opportunity under their own conditions
Darfur to change, but there has been no progress in to accept responsibility for peace and security. I
the negotiations in Abuja and there has been a believe the African Union plays, and will continue to
worsening of the security situation in Darfur itself. play, an important role on peace and security issues.
You cannot expect 7,000 guys, who are running out I am quite sceptical about the role that the AU can
of money next month I should add, and who are play on other issues, including economic integration,
entirely dependent upon private contractors for the trade negotiations and so no. It has been remarkably
delivery of support, which in actual fact is proving eVective as a norm setting organisation where if you
quite eVective—I come back to the basic point I am look at the content of the protocol of the Peace and
making, it is a Herculean task for the African Union. Security Council, even of the constitutive act that sets

the Charter of the African Union, it is very advanced
in certain of the requirements but there are two keyQ111 Lord Truscott: Does the EU have a role there?
things without which the African Union would notDr Cilliers: The EU could possibly have a role there
have made that much diVerence. One is thebut my view, and perhaps it is a simplistic view,
leadership and the resources that particularly Southparticularly given the fact that the United Nations is
Africa has brought to Africa. The sense of obligation,deployed in the south, is that the obvious next step is
of debt, of gratitude that South Africa felt meant thatfor the UN to extend its mandate into western Darfur
a country which economically has an extremelyso you do not end up with competing mandates and
dominant role in Africa brought to it the leadershipthe opportunity for whichever side in the

negotiations to undercut the dynamics. The EU, and the dynamism of President Mbeki. That has been
possibly NATO has been mentioned, can play a role. quite remarkable, his role in making peace on the
The capacity is there as long as there is an integration continent. The second is NEPAD and other
of leadership, command and control, logistics and so initiatives have led to a regeneration and given
on and so forth. In an ideal world I certainly would content to this whole issue of African solutions to
hope we would see a transition from the AU Mission, African problems. You cannot make peace if you do
the African Union Mission in Sudan, to a UN not have the resources. That is the one thing that has
Mission. There is a danger at the moment that the happened. We have seen leadership come out of
north-south peace agreement in Sudan might unravel Africa—Mbeki is not the only one, Obasanjo and
if there is not suYcient progress made on the ground others are there—and we have seen a process that
in changing the dynamics in the negotiations. That Libya, ironically enough, started with the
was a long answer. transformation of the OAU into the African Union

and the appointment of a former president to chair
the African Union. President Konaré has done veryQ112 Chairman: Before we leave the African Union
well in raising the level of an organisation that wascan you just answer a question from me. You say the
not really held in high regard to an organisation thatAfrican Union has been successful and it is quite
has doubled its budget and is trying to build capacity,remarkable that heads of government came to the
but it is struggling. The budget for the African Uniondecision about the chairmanship of the African
for this year which was approved in Khartoum is justUnion, et cetera, but what is it about the African
over $130 million and this is for a continentalUnion that is giving it this influence? We should not

see it in the same terms as the European Union, organisation dealing with 53 countries. The third
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seen, the emerging partnership of European Unionthing, which is what we are discussing here, is the
contribution that has come particularly through the countries and partners helping Africa through a
Peace Facility because for the first time it has given variety of ways: provision of personnel, of staV, so
Africa the capacity to engage in these issues. Africa that it is not “there is the Africa Union and it is
does not have the capacity. If you want Africa to play supposed to do this”, but in actual fact it undertakes
a greater role, as indeed it should, in conflict its mission with almost integrated support and
prevention, management and post-conflict engagement from individual EU Member States and
reconstruction, I am saying it should work in conflict from the EU itself. That is also an important
prevention but I know that its primary eVective role development to make. There are a few I need to
will be in conflict intervention because it is the easiest remember that I was thinking of while I was
thing to do, innovations like the Peace Facility have speaking. I spoke earlier about the fact that the
given Africa the means to do so. There has been a African Union should be primarily engaged in
confluence of historical developments and conflict prevention. Some of the mechanisms within
opportunities but also certain developments on the the Peace and Security Council of the African Union
continent. In Africa it may be slow progress, it may are not yet operationalised. As you know, the Peace
not be clear, but you see a steady advancement in and Security Committee of the Peace and Security
democracy and the number of elected leaders and the Council consists of a system. There is a peace fund at
nature of the debate had changed. What happened in the bottom that funds everything and then there is a
Khartoum with the chair of the AU would not have continental early warning system that is supposed to
been possible 10 years ago, African leaders would not give a warning of conflict to a panel of the wise who
have allowed it. Having said it is lowest common intervene, a panel of elder statesmen. If that does not
denominator leadership, those lowest common work they give advice through a military staV
denominator leaders are all increasingly elected committee to the deployment of the African Standby
leaders who also have elections that are observed and Force. These are the components of the Peace and
are increasingly free and fair. There is a sea change Security Council of the African Union. There has
but it is a slow tide that is lifting the boats. been a tremendous amount of support and

engagement for the African Standby Force. It is
going to consist of a standby brigade of each ofQ113 Lord Freeman: Thank you very much indeed
Africa’s five regions. A lot of eVort and money hasfor that very clear explanation. Could you please
gone into building that capacity. Militaries canimagine yourself now transformed in the sense that
absorb as much money as you can throw at them soyou are in Brussels instead of here with not the
one must be careful about how much you spend inchairman, Lord Bowness, but the President of the
building the capacity of the African Standby Force asEuropean Union Commission, Mr Barroso, sitting
opposed to using it for its purposes in peacekeeping.where Lord Bowness is, and you have the
There has been very little movement on the otheropportunity to say to the Commission what more
conflict prevention and early warning mechanismsthey should be doing in terms of assistance to the
which are very controversial. I mentioned theAfrican Union for peace and security measures. If I
continental early warning system and the panel of themay quote you, right at the outset you said that you
wise. The way in which this system within the Africanhoped there would be a continuance, an expansion
Union works is still in a process of building this up,and deepening of the assistance. Could you be more
finding this out. If you read the communiqués thatspecific?
the Peace and Security Council put out today asDr Cilliers: The Peace Facility should be replenished.
opposed to what its predecessor did, which wasIt has been almost exhausted by Darfur, which it was
known as the central organ, they are chalk andnot designed for. If you want Africa to keep on
cheese, two diVerent worlds. They take a robustbuilding the peace elsewhere then certainly that is the
position on issues. While I am speaking very much offirst thing that must happen if you want Africa to
the African Union at the continental level, what alsocontinue to be able to engage in the type of events
needs to happen is there needs to be support to civilsuch as in Darfur, which I would argue it might play
society and research, lessons learnt, best practice, toa role in but in actual fact the responsibility lies
a degree the check and the balance that you have a lotelsewhere, where there are assessed contributions,
of in Europe but we have very little of in Africa, toparticularly through the United Nations or whatever
support and monitor and feed into, advise, some ofthe case may be, that can take over that function and
this capacity. The third component is what happensguarantee funding. The European Union may wish
at what you would refer to as the sub-regional level,to consider a supplementary mechanism to fund
which we refer to as the regional level, which is Westthose types of missions. I am talking about the larger
Africa, ECOWAS, Southern Africa SADC, IGADtype of interventions if they wish Africa to maintain
and so on. There is also considerable progress but aa role in that. That would be the second

recommendation. The third would be what we have lot remains to be done. There is such a gap between
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through years and many books, writing and research,what happens at the sub-regional level and the AU
level, there is often almost no communication that has influenced peacekeeping doctrine, state of

the art and influenced how militaries prepare forbetween those two. This is all part of the capacity
building that should happen. participation in peacekeeping and you learn lessons

at every level. In my view, that system is one of the
major absent blocks with the African Union. The AUQ114 Lord Freeman: Perhaps my final
informal state institutions will not be able to fill thatsupplementary question will be just for the record
gap. DiVerent from the system perhaps that I referredbecause the Commission and the Parliament are now
to in Europe and the UN, where you have got thedeciding the allocation of the budget for the next
capacity, in my view the AU will not develop thatround of allocated expenditure, as you know. What
capacity in-house, it has got to be outsourced. Thereis the nature of the replenishment of the Peace Fund
needs to be a diversity of external assistance providedrequired?
to the AU.Dr Cilliers: As I understand it, the Peace Fund was

designed for about three and a half years. The
thinking was this would be enough for about seven Q116 Lord Boyce: In that case, if there is not the
small scale missions. They have only been engaged system in place to do that maybe the EU should be
for about 18 months helping the AU and they have running a lessons learnt exercise obviously in
used up about two-thirds of the available ƒ250 consultation, they can take the lead in that exercise. I
million on two missions, Darfur and a small mission am sure the EU is not going to back oV from future
in the Central African Republic. Basically the Peace commitments and, therefore, it behoves the EU to
Facility needs to be replenished fairly soon, this year, point out what lessons have been learned. I guess
because the challenges remain. I have mentioned whether that process is underway is a question which
some of the other challenges in northern Uganda, we can ask, but they need to be doing it very much
Somalia, et cetera, where I think the AU can play a with the AU in tandem rather than going oV on their
very valuable role. African peacekeepers have proven own and doing it.
very appropriate for peacekeeping on the continent. Dr Cilliers: I do not want to belabour the point but
We see a situation where peacekeeping is very much lessons learnt is something that has happened at
more a third world aVair than a first world aVair. every level, the national level, the regional level, for

the PSC, for the EU, for the AU. It is not that a lot
more should be done, it is just that there is no cultureQ115 Lord Boyce: Thank you so far for your most
of this, no process of introspection. Let me return toilluminating words. You said earlier on that the EU
where you started oV. I said that one of the majorhas made a remarkable contribution to what is going
problems is we are not looking at lessons learnt. Weon and it seems to me also we should be saying that
run quite a large peacekeeping programme at thethe AU is going to continue to need EU support,
institute where I am and we are very concerned aboutparticularly in the peacekeeping area. Therefore, we
this issue. We cannot get the entry or the capacity toneed to learn as many lessons as we can as we go
undertake peacekeeping lessons learnt in Africa foralong to make sure that we can enhance that support.
Africa. I am not talking about any number of foreignI wonder if you could say something about what sort
consultants and researchers coming in and writing allof lessons we have learned from the EU support for
kinds of publications that are published in Europethe mission in Sudan. I know you obviously take
and North America, I am talking about stuV that isexception to the fact that the AU is in Darfur but,
heading into Africa. There will be interesting lessonsnonetheless, there must be some good on-the-ground
learnt, for example, on logistics and co-ordination. Itype lessons that we should learn which we can then
do not think either the African Union or theapply to further support wherever it may be. Can you
European Union thought they could put together insum up the lessons learned from the Sudan/Darfur
partnership with a number of private companies theoperation?
logistics and the partnership that has developed inDr Cilliers: I saw that question and I was supposed to
Darfur. It has got all kinds of problems but it hasprepare for it but I did not. I think the most
gone remarkably well. You remind me of one or twoimportant lesson at the moment is that there is no
other issues that I think I should raise as well. Thesystem of lessons learnt in Africa for African
Africa Peace Facility says it wants not to fund anpeacekeeping in Africa. We have not had the
entire mission but fund components of a mission. Iopportunity to prepare to learn our lessons from
think that is wrong. The problem that the AfricanBurundi and although there have been some very
Union faces is the European Union will say, “We willgood internal reports we do not have a systemised
fund budget lines five, 10 and 11” and then the AUsystem in Africa of distilling best practice, lessons
has to scrounge around to fund budget lines one, twolearnt from peacekeeping in Africa. The issue of
and the rest. I think the Peace Facility needs tolessons learnt and best practice has lost some of its

currency in countries like the UK and the USA but develop an integrated approach. I know the DAC
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important. I know that in a sense there is a desireimplications and what is DAC-able and that presents
a problem for the European Union, I recognise that. from the European Union, having invested so much

in Africa and building capacity, to almost want toCertainly a comprehensive package approach would
enhance accountability. When you agree to support take a more prominent role in Darfur. I wonder if

that would be entirely appropriate.the African Union you need to deploy with them the
financial and administrative components at the
strategic and maybe even operational level that can

Q118 Lord Lea of Crondall: I do not think that is thesupport the required levels of accountability you
philosophy of the EU Strategy document, I think it isneed. The EU is a remarkable organisation in terms
because the EU’s analysis links the security questionof its endowment of rules and regulations and they
to the governance questions and all those otherhave bent over backwards trying to help the African
questions. There is no point having a good fireUnion to an extent that has been quite remarkable.
brigade if the fires keep breaking out. That is to doThe AU is struggling with some of the management
with governance, economics, many other things.and accounting issues. You need to give it the ability
That is why if you pick up a typical EU document, itto put together the innovative solutions that we have
is not empire building, I would say it is trying to getseen develop in Darfur.
some coherence within the relationship between the
security dimension of policy and the governance,
economic and social dimensions of policy.Q117 Lord Lea of Crondall: Can I ask you about the

role of EU forces in Africa and how it relates to what Dr Cilliers: That is a very important point because I
we are talking about. The French Defence Minister, think there is a big diVerence between how issues of
who is a woman I was reminded last time, made a governance are perceived in Africa and approached
remark before Christmas that France was beginning as opposed to from Europe. It comes back to the
to think it could not go on being “the gendarme of capacity constraints issue. In simplistic terms, the
Africa” and the four French brigades from Reunion debate in Africa is that we cannot move forward on
through to Senegal should be put into some sort of the governance and the human rights agenda without
EU structure, maybe the Brits would like to do the capacity to do so while the European view—I am
something which would be complementary to that simplifying matters—is that if you advance on the
and there would be a sort of dotted line London/ good governance, human rights and democracy
Paris/Brussels relationship. I think I am issues then you will advance, in a sense, on the
paraphrasing reasonably accurately. How would you development side. That is a bit of a chicken and egg
visualise the EU working, pepper and salt-wise? How debate. It is influenced by where we come from
would you see the relationship? historically but it is a very important point to

remember. I made the point earlier that there isDr Cilliers: I come back to the principle that this is
something that the EU should engage with the progress in Africa but it is slow progress, it is two

steps forward and one step back, but it is progress.African Union on. The critical issue here, and it was
one of the negotiating tactics of the Khartoum The quality and the nature of accountability in Africa

is certainly increasing, but not to the extent or thegovernment as well, was basically they did not want
European soldiers on the ground. The African Union level that would satisfy the international community.

One must always situate that within the extent of thehas got a fairly clear idea of the limits of its own
capacity. Personally, I think that the system of an limited ability that most African governments have in

terms of running their own civil service, their owninterlocking global system of peacekeeping is the way
of the future where what you see on the ground is not armed forces, their police, running a functioning

state where the reality of African politics is in areally an AU Mission or a UN Mission or an EU
Mission but a composite of quite a complicated number of countries the state is the source of

everything. If you control the state you control theinterwoven system where each one plays to its
strengths. There has been a lot of discussion and economy. I think many would argue it is what the

church was to medieval Europe. This issue of whatdebate upon the follow-on issue in Darfur, for
example, but in Darfur I think the understanding in comes first, good governance, human rights,

democracy or development, or you must firstAfrica is that they would be prepared to hand over.
Their view is this is going to be a UN follow-on establish the capacity to be able to do that, underpins

what is often seem almost as a philosophical debatemission, not an EU Mission. The fact that the EC is
the major partner to the African Union in between Europe and Africa. If you want to eVect

change in Africa you have no choice but to acceptpeacekeeping in Africa is widely acknowledged but
the hierarchy of international responsibility is quite African leadership and ownership and to support

Africa’s slowly, slowly stepping forward. The resultan important one. It follows from the events around
1994 in Rwanda. There is a great sense that it is the that you have seen there with regard to African

intervention proves that there is some potential inUnited Nations, at least nominally, that should step
forward. Who executes that in practice is almost less that approach.
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African citizenry that will bring governance andChairman: I think we have started to go into the area
of governance and I know Lady Falkner wanted to individual security. Unfortunately, I must make the

slightly more diYcult argument that we do not havepursue that.
the luxury of only going via the developmental route,
we need both, but we all need to make major

Q119 Baroness Falkner of Margravine: Thank you compromises in doing so. Let me use two quite
for that, Dr Cilliers. I should preface my remarks by controversial examples to illustrate what I am saying.
saying that I used to work for the Commonwealth We have two particularly diYcult cases in Africa at
and worked with the governance watchdog of the the moment in Ethiopia and Uganda, that you
Commonwealth, the Commonwealth Ministerial referred to, where we have had an apparent
Action Group, so I have a history of a level of backsliding on economic and political globalisation.
frustration on this issue. I was very interested to hear There has not been much economic globalisation in
you say that there are no quick-fixes, there is only Ethiopia, but be that as it may. One can look at it as
incremental progress. That was the only thing that a cup half full or half empty. The challenge in Africa
kept us in the game in the Commonwealth, I am is partly the normalisation of politics. In a number of
afraid, so I very much agree with you that there is countries the bigger challenge is the end of the
only incremental progress. When one sits in this seat liberation leadership, the revolutionary leader,
and you see Zimbabwe, Uganda, latterly Kenya whether he is Robert Mugabe, Moi to a degree,
when Kibaki came in with such accolades and such Meles, who has achieved power when he has spent his
hopes, it is diYcult to see the incremental progress. I life fighting for something where he believes he is
would like your views on convincing us that there are right and everybody else is wrong and in a sense he is
better hope stories here. I will move on to the other proven and ends up with a very clear black and white
area which is the governance/corruption agenda. definition of right and wrong, of his own importance.
You said that there is a philosophical debate as to I would tend to argue that democratisation in Africa
whether development comes first or democratic often starts when the liberation leaders move on. In
institutions come first and you emphasised your the post-colonial period we all went through this
conviction that democratic institutions are terribly process when Africa was doing great in the 1960s. If
important in your opening comments. Perhaps this is you look at the role of the liberation leadership in
controversial but I was having a discussion in African politics then there is a school of thought
preparation for this meeting with an African emerging saying what we are seeing in Ethiopia and
academic last night and I very much agree that the Uganda is the start of the normalisation of politics.
state in Africa is, firstly, very weak but, secondly, all When the previous leaders, the liberation leaders,
encompassing in terms of people’s rights, their very moved oV the stage and there are now accountable
ability to extend. I put a controversial thesis on the politics based on—
table here. I suggest to you that maybe the problem
in this philosophical debate is that we, from the
European Union perspective, have got to put the Q120 Baroness Falkner of Margravine: But you had

that in Kenya.development first forgetting that the elections are
the end of an institutional process until such stage Dr Cilliers: Yes, when Daniel Arap Moi moved oV
when there is a level of development where people the stage. What we see now is the messy process of
have the liberty and the freedom to worry about democratisation where we had an incumbent come in
institutions, in other words the problems of poverty who has not done well but we are seeing the nature of
and conflict are so extreme that perhaps we need to nepotism and tribal politics and we have seen how
shelve the governance agenda for a little while. Kenya has been run. This is now coming into the
Would that be patronising on the part of the EU or open. It comes into the open after a process where the
is it reality? leadership country in East Africa has been ground

down by corruption and poor management andDr Cilliers: Thank you very much. We struggle with
these issues all the time. These are not only leadership. I am doing nothing else but talking about

the normalisation of Africa in one sense, of Africaphilosophical issues, these are real issues. I think
Africa has got very little choice but it has to develop reasserting itself on its own terms and taking a long-

term perspective. What is happening in Ethiopia, forand democratise at the same time. Democratise, look
after accountability issues, maybe not to the level of example, where by previous standards you had a

challenge to the Ethiopian Government, whetherEurope or the first world but at its own rate and pace.
We do not have the opportunity that the so-called there was manipulation of the elections is debateable,

but for the first time you have a real challenge toAsian tigers, Singapore and South Korea, have to
follow a strong authoritarian developmental path. President Meles in terms of power. African leaders, I

think most leaders, do not allow power to slip easilyGlobalisation, the demands of your electorate and
others, requires that there be accountability. It is also from their grasp. That is not only limited to Africa, it

is the situation all across the world. The onlytrue that in Africa it is that accountability from
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think there is a bit of truth in that. It is an acceptancediVerence is that in the rest of the world power, in the
developed world, power is diVerentiated, there are both of the realities of globalisation and, secondly, of

African co-ownership for itself and for its ownother sources of power, whether that is the private
sector, the formal economy, et cetera. That is not the problems and within that framework of NEPAD, the

APRM is a tortuously designed mechanism that is allcase in many African countries where if you lose the
state you lose everything. That goes back to the thesis about us not getting, I am not sure what they call it,

country poverty assessment reviews or plans from theI was trying to argue a little bit earlier.
World Bank and the IMF but that we design themBaroness Falkner of Margravine: Very briefly, I am
ourselves. It is a caricature of what is happening. It isconscious of the time, can you say how the EU can
the subtext of the APRM that I think is morebest support the role of APRM in NEPAD?
important than the framework. I think practically it
is going to be very diYcult to see that the APRM

Q121 Chairman: Can I just add to that. In the delivers anything tangibly. What will happen is an
context of the previous witnesses we have had, they instrument of African ownership and in that sense it
have placed enormous store by this peer review is important, but it is almost part of this broad
mechanism, particularly in terms of establishing discussion and debate that we are having. I think
governance and fighting corruption. I think we would there are shifts in the thinking around NEPAD and
like to hear from you not only how can the EU around the delivery instruments of NEPAD. Let me
support it but how eVective is it really? Are the people give you what I think is one important shift. When
who are doing the reviewing going to be reviewing it NEPAD started oV it was conceived, never mind the
to the kinds of standards which rightly or wrongly, I role that it played in masking South Africa’s
suspect, the EU and their electorate would be looking economic engagement in the continent which for our
to achieve? country has been quite remarkable, as something that
Dr Cilliers: Let me start by first making the point that looked at the regional economic communities and
I have tried to, amongst others, make the argument— states to serve as the implementation mechanisms.
I am not a development expert or a political scientist, That was how it started oV. Today, if you look at
I deal with peace and security issues—that what we NEPAD, the focus is on public-private partnerships
need in Africa is both democracy and development. and on commercially viable projects to attract
Therefore, one of the issues that I am arguing is focus foreign direct investment and so on. The nature of
by the European Union on issues such as building the NEPAD is changing and the APRM is simply a
capacity of African civil society and research mechanism yet again where the issue of ownership
institutes, building organisations of accountability and African leadership is taken down to the country
whether they are the Ombudsmen and oYcers, and level. I am not an expert on the impact that this will
auditing capacity. You need to do that in tandem have practically but politically and philosophically
with looking at issues of poverty alleviation and so for me the diVerence about the APRM is this issue
on. I think it is important, from my perspective, to re- about ownership and that changes the context of the
emphasise the point that I made when I started oV by debate. It may have an impact on levels so that
saying conflict prevention is the key and conflict partners may decide those countries are members of
prevention is about good governance, democracy, the APRM and really have shown a commitment to
human rights and those issues. There have been many it, we will prioritise them. I personally doubt that
plans for Africa to help itself, The Lagos Plan of because I think there are very diVerent criteria that
Action of 1980 was probably the most well known underpin the decisions that countries may make to
which led to the Abuja Treaty of 1991 with many bargain with particular countries in Africa.
eVorts. Each of them was situated in a diVerent global
context. The Lagos Plan of Action in 1980 started oV

Q122 Chairman: Thank you. Dr Cilliers, I think youas very much a reaction, “we need to trade with
have talked to us already about how we should lookourselves and you guys”, literally you guys, “are
at governance and how that should aVect EUresponsible for all of our problems”. What has
decisions on peace and security. Perhaps in closing Ichanged is that in the 1990s when the UN became
have two things. How do you see the role of the AU’sinvolved, that debate started to change to a greater
Peace and Security Council which you referred tosense of African ownership and identity, a mutual
earlier and emphasised its importance and the UNacceptance that we cannot keep blaming everybody
Security Council in the decision making process ofelse for our own problems. When you came to 2000
peace and security matters? How do the two fitand NEPAD, what happened was that NEPAD tried
together? Does the EU fit in there somewhere at all?to situate Africa diVerent from Lagos within the
In conclusion, for the record as much as anything,realities of the global economy, a liberal economic

framework within the context of globalisation, not a you will have seen the paragraphs on peace and
security in the EU Strategy document, I think it is fivereaction to globalisation. You can argue it is the

export of South Africa’s own views on this and I paragraphs working with the African Union
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caveat that what Africa can help do, and it is doingproviding direct support to the African Union
through the Common Foreign and Security Policy, that, is to help deploy forces, if you are talking

peacekeeping, to help build a comprehensive peaceenhancing support for post-conflict reconstruction,
redoubling our eVorts on the illicit flow of weapons, agreement or ceasefire, and that is the argument that

I have made before. It needs some latitude, and Ienjoining that African States can counter terrorism
worldwide. I have précised that a lot. Do you think the United Nations is quite keen to provide

Africa with that latitude, so I do not see any problem.essentially agree with the Strategy? Is it complete? I
imagine from the evidence that you have given the There was a time when there were concerns about the

relationship, particularly between ECOWAS, thesupport for the peacekeeping facility will be the top
priority. Your general comments on that in closing I African Union and the United Nations. You will

remember the debates particularly led by Francethink would be helpful.
Dr Cilliers: Thank you. Africa, more so than any when the Peace Facility was approved. I do not see

that as a problem. The Peace and Security Councilother region, believes in the United Nations. Africa is
the only region that I am aware of that really would exercises, in my view, quite appropriate leadership on

this issue. What I have read of the Africa Strategy oflike to develop a Memorandum of Understanding
between itself and the United Nations and there is the European Union there is very little in there that I

can find fault with. I think Brussels is emerging as asome talk about that. You may know the Africa
Union is busy developing a Memorandum of major partner for Africa, it is an extremely welcome

development. It brings an intimacy with Africa that isUnderstanding with each of the regional economic
communities, ECOWAS, SADC and so on, to help informed by years of engagement with countries like

France, the UK and Belgium in Africa. You are ourlook at this hierarchy and division of responsibility.
Africa does that not only because of a belief in the largest trading partner, our largest provider of

Overseas Development Assistance, you have amultilateral system, because as weak countries it is a
rules-based system that can defend us, that can give security interest in what happens in Africa. I think it

is a natural partnership and should be strengthened.us protection in the global world. There is a vested
interest in the advancement of a rules-based system I think Africa would not like that to divert the pre-

eminence of the United Nations. The Africanand in our view that still lies within the UN and that
is also why Africa is so intent on the issue of reform Strategy is a very welcome document. I have no

major beef with any specific issue in it. I would haveat the pinnacle of this, which is the UN Security
Council. I try to also make the point that the EU liked from where I am sitting, because I work at a

research institute, to have seen greater investmentPeace Facility says that it will support the leadership
of the Peace and Security Council of the African and focus on the building of research and capacity in

Africa to support Africa but that is a personalUnion if there is agreement between the Peace and
Security Council and the United Nations, not interest.

Chairman: Dr Cilliers, thank you very much indeednecessarily a Security Council resolution on, for
example, a peacekeeping mission and not that the for taking time to see the Committee while you are in

London. We are extremely grateful and I am sure ISecretary General can just agree to this. If it is
chapter six or if it is peace enforcement, that is a speak for all Members of the Committee in saying it

has been a very interesting discussion and one which,slightly diVerent issue. I think the role of the Peace
and Security Council should be situated squarely if it were not a quarter past one, I am sure we could

take on for a lot longer. Thank you very much,within the mandate and the role, the functions and
the hierarchy set by the UN Security Council with a indeed.
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Present Bowness, L Lea of Crondall, L
(Chairman) Symons of Vernham Dean, B

Boyce, L Tomlinson, L
Falkner of Margravine, B Truscott, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Alex Vines, Head, Africa Programme, Chatham House, examined.

Q123 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for is one area I think it will be very helpful for this sub-
committee to have a probe on because the reality iscoming this morning to give evidence to the
that diYcult areas are exactly what we need to beCommittee. As you know, this is a sub-committee of
focussing on if we are to make real progress. There isthe European Union Select Committee and we are
a similarity there also with the Commission for Africaconducting an inquiry into the European Union’s
report which avoids certain of the moreStrategy for Africa. A particular emphasis of the
complicated issues.inquiry and the direction we are taking is that we are

seeking views on the implementation of the various
Q125 Chairman: Can you be more specific aboutelements in that Strategy. The Strategy does refer to
what you consider to be the woolly areas? I am surethe connection between instability, poverty, bad
we all have our own views; what are yours on thesegovernance and gross abuses of human rights, but it
areas?also puts enormous emphasis on supporting Africa
Mr Vines: It regards Africa as a whole as an aspirationand particularly the African Union with a view to
but thevariability inAfrica isginormousandcertainlyAfrica and the African Union using its own eVorts to
this sub-committee, if it were to look in detail at whatnot only end conflict but bring about improvement in
has happened to the Euro-Mediterraneanpartnershipthe areas that I have referred to. There is a suggestion
and some of the problems on that, it would bethat peace-keeping and security is the priority. Do
tremendously illustrative of a good aspiration of theyou agree that that is the priority for the European
diYculties in reality. This document is much widerUnion to bring about sustainable development?
than that: it is aspiring for the whole sub-continent;Mr Vines: Peace and security and peace-keeping, I do
and the logic of the EU, even at the moment in itsagree are important and there is a degree of consensus
engagementof Africa, is the diVerentblocsandhowtowithin the European Union that this is something
reconcile them. On North Africa you have the Euro-where Africa can gain from European expertise. In
Mediterranean partnership and the associationthat regard at least there is a consistency across the
agreements, the European Neighbourhood PolicyEuropean family, here more than on some other
and the ENP Actions Plans, but then you have theissues, so that is an opportunity. There are always the
Cotonou agreements and South Africa itself is dealtissues of co-ordination but there is better co-
with separately. How do you factor all that into tryingoperation, although there is still some beauty
to interface with a coherent policy to the Africancontesting among the main countries that are
Union? From the European side there areinterested in this, that is France, the United Kingdom
assumptions that need to be scrutinised because it isand Germany and also the Nordics are engaged in
partly also looking at old relationships, includingthis to a degree. The bigger challenge remains co-
through the Lomé/Cotonou paradigm, and alsoordination by non-European stakeholders such as
dealing with the realities on the ground within Africathe United States; that remains a challenge.
today and the variability there. There is really
important progress to be made through the Economic

Q124 Chairman: On the Strategy generally, which Partnership Agreements but unless we understand
you are obviously familiar with, do you consider the what that means, both in terms of the European
Strategy document is comprehensive? Do you think Union but also within the African geography and
it contains all that it should? what is happening in Africa and the commitments to
Mr Vines: It is comprehensive; it ticks oV a lot of the that, I think we will have some problems.
boxes; it reminds me a little bit in areas of the
Commission for Africa document (that has clearly Q126 Lord Lea of Crondall: The African Union itself
had a degree of influence in this which is good to see). has been developing very rapidly in its aspirations and
There are areas that are a bit woolly and too to some extent in its constitutional scope in the last
aspirational without really thinking deeply what the four or five years in particular, and I suppose arising

from what you have just been saying we are certainlyproblems are and how to move forward. I think that
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Mr Vines: I think that is certainly one step. Also thegoing to be scrutinising the resources and competence
of the African Union. We had evidence yesterday document itself should be discussed more in Africa.

Dealing with stakeholders through the RegionalfromaSouthAfricandefenceexpert whothought that
the AfricanUnion’s rolewas vital and becoming more Economic Communities would be a good move.

Hopefully also this sub-committee’s report beingcredible—eg the collective decision as to how handle
the embarrassment about Khartoum and the widely disseminated would be a useful exercise. I am

going to provide a written submission to this sub-Presidency—but there is a feeling in Africa, which
holds Africa together somehow, that there is some committee jointly with the South African Institute of

International AVairs so that there is a southerncollective strength in doing things together.
opinion provided to you also. If you go to SouthMr Vines: Aspirationally of course the African Union
Africa I would certainly strongly recommend thatis very important and, as you have rightly said, related
they are on your visiting list as they have done ato issues such as Darfur it has been important. I see the
tremendous amount of research on EU StrategyPresidency of the AU with this interim year covered
towards Africa. The more southern voices withinnow by the Republic of Congo as a reasonable
Africa that you can have on this the better I believe.compromise given the circumstances. It was a very
On key areas of the EU policy to Africa, otherdiYcult situation to deal with but a logical one. I have
stakeholders within Europe would be good and notno problem with that. The capacity issue of the
just United Kingdom based expertise; I think thatAfrican Union is still a tremendous challenge.
would be very helpful also. Particularly also fromCapacity issues is one area where this EU Strategy
Germany because there is a strategic element to thisneeds to be more clear-cut because the capacity both
which is that I do not think we can aspire very muchwithin the African Union and the Regional Economic
for Africa during the G8 Presidency this year with theCommunities to negotiate deals is very variable and at
Russian Federation, but Germany has the Presidencytimes very weak. Development and training is clearly
next year and engaging Germany both as a Europeanan area where the European Union could be very
partner and the next Presidency of the G8 would behelpful, including for countries that are now being
tremendously advantageous I would have thought.oVered all sorts of attractive packages from revived

interest countries such as China (reviving an interest
that was very prominent during the Cold War) and

Q128 Lord Tomlinson: Mr Vines, you mentioned thealso India, a new arrival. We do need to be realistic
AU mission in Darfur, apparently approving of it.about how the Regional Economical Communities
What do you think about the sort of discussion therework; some are much more robust than others and
was in the Munich Conference on security policy lastsome are more enthusiastic about the African Union
week when there was very extensive Europeanand how they fit in within African Union aspirations.
criticism of the AU mission in Darfur for itsThese Regional Economic Communities are very
ineYciency, calls for a much stronger and betterimportant in how Africa is going to progress. You
equipped United Nations force and even demandshave real coherency on peace and security issues
from people like Senator Joseph Lieberman callingwithin ECOWAS for example, but in Central Africa
on NATO to impose a no fly zone over Sudan inthat is a very diVerent story indeed. The Southern
order to prevent the Sudanese air force fromAfrican Development Community on peace and
supporting militia attacks. Did we not makesecurity is extremely divided, particularly on the issue
demands of the AU in Darfur that it was always illof Zimbabwe. These are things that are real and still
equipped to perform?need to be hammered out by the Africans themselves,
Mr Vines: Ill equipped, yes; there is no doubt abouttheir relationships with the African Union within this
it. However, we need to see this as a global trend.regard.
There has been a global trend to try to get regional
entities involved in peace and security eVorts. If you
look at Haiti it was the same pattern, although whenQ127 Lord Lea of Crondall: Obviously the African

Union is based constitutionally, as I understand it, on it got too hairy it was then put back into the United
Nations’ fold after having gone to the Organisationsub-regional groupings itself. As far as the EU is

concerned it produced a very comprehensive of American states for a while. I do think that the AU
and even the Regional Economic Communities’commission document followed by an important

Presidency paper to try to put it all together. Who else aspirations are to have more ownership over their
peace and security and although we compare the AUcan it talk to, as it were, if it wants to get “ownership”

via Africa of some of the aspirations in that with the UN (the UN is something that I have a great
deal of personal experience of, last year I worked withdocument? It has to have an interface, does it not,

with the AU? What would you see as being the next the UN as a sanctions inspector on the Côte d’Ivoire,
spending much time there and have worked instep in what you might call the dialogue to get

African ownership? Is it an EU-AU pact or Angola for the UN and various other peace keeping
missions), the reality is that the UN does notsomething? What would it be that you have in mind?
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governance, on auditing, on the rule of law and so on;necessarily perform so much better than the AU.
Getting quality contingents to UN peace-keeping do you see that as a totally separate animal?
operations is tremendously challenging and diYcult. Mr Vines: NEPAD feeds into the African Union. It
In fact, a better resourced, focussed and trained AU is not a separate animal although its genesis comes
may be better than a very over stretched United out of a number of African states (Algeria, Senegal,
Nations peace-keeping operation. We see this, even South Africa in particular) and then what is
at the moment, with the crisis of Ivory Coast where particularly interesting is the African Peer Review
the US and the Security Council have said “Hang on” Mechanism which is of interest. It has tremendous
to the Secretary General, Kofi Annan, “more peace- potential and the European Union certainly in its

Strategy works with countries that have successfullykeeping troops to respond to the crisis may not be the
completed the APRM process (these are countriesanswer”, which is absolutely correct. At the moment
that clearly aspire to certain norms of betterin Côte d’Ivoire you have large numbers of peace-
governance and transparency, a number of them ifkeepers, for example from Bangladesh who speak no
the Peer Reviews happen eVectively), however, Ilocal language at all, no French, and are completely
think the EU needs to be careful not to inadvertentlyincapable of understanding the situation on the
subvert the APRM; it is an African initiative and itsground. African Union troops have the greater
legitimacy comes because it is African so there needsability to do that and in fact within the peace-keeping
to be a careful balance there. I do see this as aoperation inside Ivory Coast it is actually the African
promising area.peace-keepers who are better at intelligence gathering

and understanding the context than some of the
Asian deployments that have taken place there. I

Q131 Lord Boyce: You have alluded to it already Ithink in the short term you are right, but in the long
think, about the importance of the capacity to theterm we have very little choice. The African Union
whole peace and security architecture. Youneeds to be assisted in whatever manner possible to
mentioned there were deficits in certain areas, for

perform better in this area. Darfur, of course, was a example human rights. Where do you think the EU
first case and it was also borne out of the lack of support could be most usefully directed to help
consensus in the Security Council. There were several capacity building for the various components of
countries on the Security Council that did not want peace and security? How can the EU improve
to see a UN mandate, so you have had to work coordination for capacity building with other donor
through the AU for this. partners both specifically against human rights and

in more general terms?
Mr Vines: It all goes back to a matrix and mappingQ129 Chairman: We have been talking about the
of commitments and in which sectors. Even withinAfrican Union in the context of peace and security;
European partners there has been at times a beautythe Strategy covers other matters. How relevant do
contest even with competing initiatives for peaceyou think the African Union is to the other elements
keeping training centres. Your specialist adviser onof the Strategy? I think it was suggested to us
this sub-committee is better voiced in this thanyesterday by our witness that peace and security was
myself; he did a detailed mapping exercise of this lastthe major role for the African Union, do you agree
year. However, it is a reality and it continues to be awith that?
reality. You have had competition for exampleMr Vines: Yes, for the time being one cannot expect
between Germany and France which is unnecessary.the African Union to perform well in other areas. It
If Africans can use this constructively, thenis thinly resourced; it is overstretched; it has human
competition is not necessarily bad—it can be to theircapacity challenges. There are elements such as the
advantage—but at times it results in not a properAfrican Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights
needs analysis but just asking for too much revenue.based in Banjul that are tremendously interesting. It
Generally I have not seen a coherent mappingshould be supported. It has made some interesting
exercise of what the European partners are doingjudgments on Zimbabwe. With resources,
within Africa. Where you have a poverty strickenencouragement and space I think it can perform more
African country which is very aid dependent, therewidely, for example on Chad possibly and other
seems to be more policy coherence, includinglocations. That is something I hope this sub-
amongst the European partners. Where I think we docommittee does look at slightly because it is
not see this is in natural resource rich locations wherepromising.
you have real competition which can be to the
detriment of wider goals such as poverty alleviation.

Q130 Lord Lea of Crondall: NEPAD is somehow For example, if there is a juicy, lucrative licensing
round for oVshore Angola coming up, you will thenbeing wrapped up a little more within the AU

envelope and NEPAD is clearly not a security find that a number of European partners who have
super majors or major oil companies or evenquestion; the examination of countries on
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in the same direction for once? Would that be theindependence will be muting the sounds that their
host governments will be making relating to human rights that you mentioned or something else?

Mr Vines: Certainly not human rights because, forgovernance, human rights and poverty reduction. It
is a classic pattern that economic interests in these example, Portugal would be extremely muted and

even counter-productive on Angola because of itssorts of situations trump some of the other issues so
you see major EU policy incoherence in a country economic relationship. If you could find countries

with no deep economic interests then it is very easylike Angola compared with a country like Zambia. It
is a reality that we have to live for the time being and and possible, but as soon as you get into economic

strategy, and particularly oil and gas, I would argueit is maybe even enhanced by the competition with
the new Asian emergent countries looking to that you would enter into these diYculties. Oil and

gas bring their own particular problems so for thecompete in these arenas too. How one manages this
is a really important decision. emerging oil producers in Africa this becomes an

issue as the number of countries joining that rare club
is increasing at the moment.Q132 Lord Boyce: That is really depressing. You are

not going to achieve full coordination; people’s greed
will drive them away from coordination because they Q135 Lord Tomlinson: If we could turn to the
do not want to declare what they are doing in case proposed UN Peacebuilding Commission, how, in
someone else takes their idea. your opinion, should the AU and the EU, possibly in
Mr Vines: In a country like Angola where the partnership, be interacting with its development
competition is intense—I have worked on Angola for concerning peace operations in Africa?
many, many years—this is the reality. Even nice Mr Vines: The Peacekeeping Commission is very
countries—those that are not members of the promising as a concept, therefore in my view deserves
European Union but aYliated to it, like Norway— tremendous buy-in from all stakeholders. The United
who like to think of themselves as very consistent, Kingdom can certainly help within New York to
become very typical of this wider pattern when it bring in countries that have tremendous post conflict
comes to a licensing round. It is a reality. challenges such as Guinea-Bissau. I think the

Peacekeeping Commission should actually achieve
greater EU coherence; I cannot see any good reasonsQ133 Lord Boyce: We cannot look to the EU
within the European family to oppose it. Countriesbecause there is no-one powerful enough to prompt
that sit on the Security Council both permanent andthe leadership to produce an overall plot about where
non-permanent who are members of the Europeanthe support is being sent and to give us a feel about
Union can assist that process. Certainly the Unitedwhat is going on because they will not do it and it is
Kingdom has been quite progressive on this issue andtherefore probably a hopeless task for the AU to
engaged in areas that are not naturally of itsproduce a similar plot to say they are receiving it
interest—Guinea-Bissau is one example—which isbecause they may want to play the competition oV
very heartening. There is a wider strategic viewagainst each other anyway. They cannot produce
through New York that seems to be occurring and Isuch a coherent picture themselves. Or perhaps we
think that is very, very good, that goes away from theshould look to the AU to try to produce it as a way
more traditional approach of whether there isof flushing out what the EU is up to.
geographical or economic interest. This is a kind ofMr Vines: I think certainly the AU needs to be
thematic support process. Denmark is also pursuingengaged. The EU Strategy document does talk about
this very rigorously in New York on the Securitystrategic partner countries. South Africa is one but
Council and that is also a tremendouslyNigeria is another which touches on a number of
encouraging thing.these issues including of course that it is energy rich

with its oil, but aspirationally at the moment is
making the language related to transparency and Q136 Lord Tomlinson: When you say “quite
good governance and therefore should be looked at progressive on this issue” were you implying that the
to see whether some of the self-centredness of EU United Kingdom Government on other issues is
partner issues can be circumnavigated because of a substantially less than progressive? I wanted to go on
wider framework that it has imposed over the policy to ask you how well placed do you think the EU is to
on that country. I think one could generalise but take the lead in the international community in
would have to look at strategic partners first to see if supporting the non-military aspects of African peace
it can then be more widely rolled out. and security, particularly relating to issues such as

conflict prevention?
Mr Vines: This gets into deeper debate about the firstQ134 Lord Boyce: Is there one single thing where

EU support could actually bind together the EU part of your question, the UK policy to Africa. There
is policy incoherence in the UK’s capacity to deliverpartners, recognise that such and such an area really

could do with the support and get everyone working related to Africa. We had a lot of expectation and
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variable geometry to do with reporting back to therhetoric last year related to the UK commitment
towards Africa, but the reality is far more EU, to take the analogy back possibly to Iran with
complicated than that as always. The UK capacity to Britain, France and Germany reporting back to the
deliver on Africa has weakened; there have been a EU Council. Should we be giving more thought to a
series of cutbacks within the Foreign and bit more pragmatism in how some of the major
Commonwealth OYce. The closure of diplomatic players? Obviously France and Britain are the two
missions is not necessarily an issue to me; I do think hugely, most significant ex-colonial players in Africa,
that the United Kingdom should be wedded to an old although nearly everybody in the EU has some sort
colonial history but there are countries such as of ex-colonial history in Africa.
Madagascar which is extremely strategic from a bio- Mr Vines: It would be good that you take testimony
diversity point of view but also from a democratic from experts on French policy to Africa, but my
human rights point of view if you are looking at the experience of it is that it is very much in disarray at
strategic themes of the United Kingdom, and the moment. It is very traumatised; you cannot get a
economically one of the largest investments by a UK coherent policy. I have been slightly critical in my
based company just recently—Rio Tinto—and yet previous answer about the United Kingdom, but I
the British Embassy in Antananarivo gets closed have to say at the moment in comparison there is real
makes me wonder what the criteria were and how coherency out of London. I am not gloating; it is
that was decided. More than that, it is the human terrible actually in some respects. There is little
capacity within Whitehall itself, the Department for coherence in France except for on some development
International Development and the Foreign and policies; the French are not sure what to do and this is
Commonwealth OYce. You have a real emaciation reflected in quite a degree of disorganisation at times
of the geographical departments so you have desk within the Security Council on African issues. They
oYcers who used to cover a few countries now need partnership and France needs to discover how
covering five or six. You have a depletion of the to engage in this new millennium with Africa because
research capacity and a stretching of resources while the old clientist relationships are just not working at
at the Department for International Development all. In fact the anti-French bitterness in somewhere
you have an erosion of human capital inside DFID like Côte d’Ivoire is palpable to the point that ex-
and a greater reliance, it appears, on consultancy patriots like myself drive around in vehicles with our
without necessarily the appropriate systems of national flags on our windscreens to show that we are
evaluation. In those terms delivering on some of the not of one particular nationality because that gives us
aspirational statements of 2005 I believe is a a bit more safety. It is a very strange situation to be
challenge. In addition to that, if you are looking at in. What it does do is to provide an opportunity to
the G8 processes, the United Kingdom has always France to be more open for partnership and
regarded the Russian Federation as a gap year on cooperation on Africa than it ever has been before.
Africa, that it would never be very prominent, but That is an opportunity that needs to be really
why the Commission for Africa, for example, did not explored. There is already in the United Kingdom a
have a German individual involved given the G8 bilateral partnership on Africa at the Foreign OYce.
Presidency next year in Germany I do not The British Embassy in Paris maintains its relatively
understand. In process relationship terms there are senior position as an Africa watcher and this can be
real weaknesses here which may have come home to but good. We need to widen this beyond France
roost now as we are trying to see some continuity where there are enthusiasts related to Africa within
within the G8 process, which is a process that started the Union. The Nordics have traditionally got niche
from Kananaskis, has moved on to Sea Island; it was areas that they are very consistent on, Denmark and
here we now have real trouble with the Africa agenda Sweden in particular. That is something that needs to
this year in Russia and it is an open question whether be factored in. The Dutch also engaged in Africa in
the Germans are going to pick this up especially with more of a Nordic pattern, although recently they
the weakened coalition government that one has in

have down-graded their interest in certain areas.Germany.
These are all opportunities. The Euro-Mediterranean
countries are more eclectic and less interested, except
for their economic niche areas they look to beQ137 Lord Lea of Crondall: Where there are signs of
engaged with, but of course Portugal still wants to bebig countries in the EU wanting to get closer
engaged with its lusophonic partners in Africa; Spaincooperation, what can we do to generate that
is engaged where there is interest in fishery issues,support? Just before Christmas the French Defence
defence issues and also Equatorial Guinea. I thinkMinister said that she did not think that the French
that if one can work through some of these countries,could go on being the gendarme of Africa. I think she
especially the Nordics and Belgium, but also engagewent on to say something like “We think our friends
more consistently with somewhere like Spain andin Britain might consider how we can work out a

dotted line: Brussels-Paris-London”. That is a bit of Portugal, that could be very helpful. The other area
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recently which was Mauritania which has beenthat has not been explored is that some of the new
arrivals in the European Union have, from the Cold endorsed for particular reasons. I do not think we

should be too prescriptive. There are momentsWar Period, had very significant experience in Africa
and some of them are re-looking at whether they can where, if you have had a very undemocratic country

with a system where regime change throughengage. Those are opportunities because there is
expertise and experience in that area. For Bulgaria, undemocratic means may be a practical way forward

if that undemocratic process is very short lived andRomania, even some of the Baltic States, this is a
possibility. opens up to a democratic one. This is a challenging

area where I think the European Union and others
need to be very vigilant, but it is beginning to becomeQ138 Chairman: It all sounds like a series of bilateral
a norm that is very important to Africa. The AU, asarrangements; it does not augur awfully well for an
well as Regional Economic Communities, have beenEU Strategy, is that what you are saying?
lobbying very eVectively behind the scenes at aMr Vines: In the short term it does not augur well but
number of countries within Africa that areif one can coordinate some of this energy and bring
potentially ripe for a military coup. There is onetogether where there are common interests I think
country where the opposition is even advocating athat is possible. One is that you see a lot of
military coup. They want the military to get involvedparticipation of new entrants to the European Union
for change, which is tremendously dangerousin UN peace-keeping operations within Africa, so
actually. Both the AU and the Economic Communitypeace and security is an area in which these countries
of West African States are lobbying behind the sceneshave a common interest, sometimes also from a
quietly, including telling the opposition to cool it,nefarious point of view. Until a few years ago one of
that this might not actually be the best solution. I seethe good things of the European Union expansion
this as one promising area. On wider human rightswas that it has brought in countries like Slovakia,
issues, again there has been more behind the scenesRomania, Bulgaria who were very lively in providing
criticism of where there are gross abuses. The Africanarms and ammunition to Africa in defence exports
preference is not to grandstand and make publicoften in violation of UN sanctions. I have been to
denunciations. At time this has worked; at times itthese places regularly as a UN sanctions inspector.
has not worked. Of course you have issues such as theThat has cleared up quite dramatically as these
case of Zimbabwe which remains very challengingcountries join the European Union. To me this is a
and there is no consensus on this. That is why I saidvery clear cut benefit of the expansion of the
the African Commission on Human Rights in BanjulEuropean Union. These countries are now more
is an interesting possibility because it has buy-in fromengaged in the peacekeeping operations.
the African Union and yet it has had the robustness
to issue declarations, including on Zimbabwe, that

Q139 Baroness Symons: You paint a picture which is peace and security mechanisms of the African Union
quite grim in a lot of ways. I suppose one of the areas have not been able to do so far. This is a subject which
that would be of most concern is the abuses of human I think needs encouragement and support because
rights. They may not necessarily be abuses by there seems to be true independence of mind
government of the human rights that exist, it can be beginning to emerge there after a very long period of
inter-communal violence, it can be militias who seem variable quality of declarations; I see real possibility
to spring up in many diVerence parts of Africa whose now.
activities go pretty well unchecked. We have seen
some eVort in the African Union to deal with some of

Q140 Baroness Falkner of Margravine: We havethese abuses, at least a stated commitment that the
been told that progress on good governance in AfricaAfrican Union will try to address these issues, but in
is, by definition, slow and incremental—I notice thatreality what is your assessment of both the capacity
you have gone back 20 years in terms of militaryand the commitment of the African Union to deal
coups—and of course I am referring most recently towith human rights abusers?
the Kenyan corruption scandal. Looking at goodMr Vines: The African Union is gradually moving
governance across the board, good governancetowards bringing its members more to account. One
structures and recognising that the state is weak onof the most positive things over the last few years,
the whole in Africa, nevertheless, do you think thatwith one exception, is both the Regional Economic
the EU’s understanding of what good governance isCommunities’ responses but also the African Union
is compatible with African understanding of goodresponse to military coups. The coup numbers go up
governance? It seems sometimes they appear to beand down in Africa but over 20 years there has been
two rather diVerent things.steep decline and that is good news. On the whole
Mr Vines: There is no African view on goodnow a military coup within Africa—an undemocratic
governance. If you were to go to Botswana, forchange of that sort—is something that is condemned

by all AU members. There was one exception example, you would have a very similar model of
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general and stick to being auditor general; they hadwhat good governance is to what we would think of
it here in the United Kingdom. That is one of the to watch what they were doing because there is a
reasons for the success of Botswana, the transparent, monopoly of power in Africa—it is not a pluralistic
accountable manner the government on the whole society, there is a big generalisation, you do not have
runs in Botswana and the clever management of all the other career paths that are open to people
natural resources there. If you were to go to here—and therefore somehow one had to make sure
Equatorial Guinea good governance is not really an that one recognised which side of the bread the butter
issue on the agenda whatsoever except as a rhetoric had to go on. In a nutshell what is your own feeling
one for the outside world. It goes back to an early about this? Is it not the case that if through the AU-
point that I made to this sub-committee that there is EU you can get some African ownership of some
tremendous variability within Africa and diVering principles of governance that can mean that they are
capacities which is one of the weaknesses why Euro- signed up to something which is not colonialism or
Med has not worked as well as it could because there imperialism and this is where I am trying to get to the
were assumptions of a commonality which there is point. It is all very well having bilateral deals—
not. The variability has opportunities as well as Britain, France, Portugal, or anybody else—but is
challenges and that is not to be a disincentive but to the diVerence with the EU on these governance
be realistic and to look for areas where there is real questions that you can do a deal with the AU and get
potential, so as not to go into countries that may have some concept that they own some of these principles
shown little chance; to take countries that have a because they have come out of a negotiation, they
governance strategic value which you can then move have come out of something that does see that the
forward as a kind of pilot, who can also be false gross national product and the welfare of the people
multipliers if they are successful and I do believe that can in the medium term go forward and Africa, far
that needs to be the way forward. Countries like from being isolated from the global economy and
Chad or Equatorial Guinea are way down the list having only one per cent of foreign direct investment,
compared with Nigeria. we can find a way in which it can become part of a

modern economy. Is that the secret of what we are
trying to put our finger on?Q141 Baroness Falkner of Margravine: Given that
Mr Vines: Both are not mutually exclusive but therevariability, would you think that perhaps the EU
is a need for what is seen as aspirational norms withinshould be working more closely with other
Africa to which they need to aspire. To take oneorganisations such as the Commonwealth (which
example, the emerging African-wide position relatednow has three EU members) or Francophonie (which
to military coups, this is something that is important,does not have quite the same emphasis on governance
it will not be rolled out, every country will notand human rights but I understand is trying to move
subscribe to it straightaway but it is an accountabilityin that direction)? At least between those two
mechanism and long term this is what we aspire to,organisations they would cover some 40-odd
why has it not happened? It provides ammunition forcountries in Africa. Would that be more helpful for
emerging civil society, media and independent voicesthe EU in terms of using diVerent mechanisms and

diVerent levers and achieving the same ends? also to say that this is the AU position, why is that not
Mr Vines: For commonality of messaging certainly happening? Or AU, why have you endorsed the coup
the Commonwealth would be interesting, also in Mauritania whereas you have denounced it in
because a lot of Africa policy within the EU still three other locations in the last year? Yes, it is
comes through the ACP so it is a wider set of important; it is vitally important. The members of the
relationships which the Commonwealth would be African Union themselves have to work out their
helpful on. The Commonwealth is more development relationships with each other and how the Regional
and governance orientated than the Francophonie Economic Communities relate to the African Union.
and certainly the Portuguese equivalent. I am not They can only do that; it is not something that
quite sure what value added they would give in this outsiders can do. The geography within Africa itself
regard, although in some of these summits to have of the regional and economic blocks, there is much
these issues discussed would be helpful. I would put overlapping. For example, a number of countries are
less hope in the Francophonie and the CPLP (as the members of various diVerent entities which overlap;
Portuguese constellation is called). there is no natural coherence necessarily. That needs

to be worked out and it may well come clear in the
next few years. This is all important as we moveQ142 Lord Lea of Crondall: On what you might call
forward. It is very important that there are Africa-conditionality—or what one used to call
wide standards that are then compatible withconditionality—I have worked a couple of times in
international ones because I do not think Africa isAfrica a long time ago but it did mean that I followed
any diVerent from any other part of the world;the career of one or two people I knew. Those people

who wanted to get to the top could not be auditor Africans are members of the planet, as we in Europe
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it will make a tremendous diVerence towards povertyare, so there is a wider aspiration there; but it has to
come from Africa and in that way I do agree with alleviation, not exclusively but it would. The

governance deficit remains one of the challenges thatyou. Bilateral agreements and coordinating them are
part of this within the European process, but is a consistent theme. I believe that this is an area that

the European Union can certainly assist. It has itsencouraging the African Union at the centre—given
that at a political level their rhetoric is already experience from Eastern Europe and the expansion

of the Union to also help it. There are greatthere—is definitely the road forward.
similarities in some of the structures that I have seen
in Eastern Europe and places also further on theQ143 Lord Tomlinson: On the general question of
frontiers like Moldova, Belarus and the Ukrainegovernance and human rights, do you think that the
which have similarities to some of the structuralAU summit that has recently concluded has in fact
problems within Africa itself. This is something thatproduced an outcome which will enhance EU
I think the European Union comes with knowledgeconfidence in the AU as a mechanism, particularly
and experience. Also, what Africa really needs iswhen you see, for example, the decision that Congo-
investment in trade and to be better placed toBrazaville should take the Presidency this year but
compete in the global economy that we are now in. ItSudan can have it next year. They are incompetent on
is that sort of experience, how to hard negotiatehuman rights grounds to have it this year but they can
preferential agreements that will better Africa’shave it next year. Also, for example, a decision not to
position in the global economy that is needed goesproceed with the request of the Belgians for the
back to an earlier point that I made which is theextradition of the former somewhat dictatorial
human capacity terms to deal with detailed tradepresident of Chad.
agreements is very weak and variable and is an areaMr Vines: The summit in Khartoum was not the
that I think could be very, very helpful. This ties intoAfrican Union’s finest moment, although a
governance too; it is about accountable biddingcompromise deal was inevitable. The issue was: how
rounds and how to extract a good deal and to dealcan the Presidency of the AU also be the mediator in
with this new wave of Chinese investment that isan internal conflict? Darfur was the AU Presidency’s
coming into Africa that is there for the long term. Itown territory, so it just did not work. If you are
is about natural resource extraction and where issueslooking for a high water mark for governance and
of local content and development come into thehuman rights then the Republic of Congo is definitely
equation they are very thin and yet of course that isnot the case. President Sassou-Ngueso was a former
what Africa needs. It needs investment but it needs ingentleman who obtained power through a military
particular to employ a lot of Africans because youthcoup. He was then reinstated by regime change by
unemployment is tremendously rife and many ofAngolans who saw their engagement as part of a
Africa’s conflicts are fought by young people whocordon sanitaire against UNITA and there is an
have no employment and few chances of it.upsurge of internal conflict in the Pool area at the

moment in the Republic of Congo; the ICRC has had
to withdraw from it so this is not auspicious in those Q145 Lord Truscott: How do you see the AU Peace

and Security Council fit into this?terms but inevitably it was a compromise because a
compromise had to be found because Sudan could Mr Vines: The AU Peace and Security Council is

important because it should be the mechanism tonot take the Presidency of the AU this year whilst
Darfur remains a live issue. What I hope is that this decide where there may be AU interventions and also

sense where there are gross violations of whatputs some pressure and leverage on movement on
Darfur from the Sudan government’s point of view hopefully we are seeing as AU norms. That is to be

supported, including on issues where you cannotbecause they would still greatly aspire to be the
Presidency of the AU next year so this provides an reach consensus from the Security Council which

might become more prominent. We have seen this onopportunity related to Darfur that hopefully will not
be missed. Darfur because of Chinese interest so maybe where

Africa can decide about external input this could be
very promising.Q144 Lord Truscott: Mr Vines, to what extent do

you think the issue of governance should influence
peace-making operations on the part of the EU in Q146 Lord Truscott: How eVective do you think UN

sanctions are on Africa countries and how they actAfrica? What should the role of the AU’s Peace and
Security Council and the UN Security Council be in and operate and what sort of role should the EU take

in pushing that? On one level we have UN sanctions,that, and how should they inter-relate to one
another? when we come to governance the other big lever that

we have, conditionality, and we have discussed theMr Vines: In my view governance remains at the
heart of part of the problem with Africa. If you have case of Kenya which is much in the news. How do you

think that fits in?accountable, better managed government structures
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Mr Vines: Conditionality is an important tool. OneMr Vines: UN sanctions and their impact in the past
of my previous careers was as a human rightshave been very variable. UN sanctions are never in
specialist for Human Rights Watch; I worked inthemselves successful but they can contribute to
Zambia intensively during the Chiluba period whichprocesses. For example UN sanctions on Liberia,
saw some very serious human rights issues. Wesecondary sanctions to get Charles Taylor’s evil grip
advocated conditionality especially around theoV Sierra Leone were helpful; he had to back oV
World Bank consultative group meetings and for aSierra Leone which then provided space within Sierra
suspension of balance of payments support (notLeone for the peace process to move forward.
project support but balance of payment support). InHowever, UN sanctions in themselves to stop
a country as poor as Zambia that did have some eVectweapons and ammunition going to Charles Taylor
on calming down the pace of rights abuses.failed abysmally. I was part of the sanctions
Conditionality is out of favour. There have beenmonitoring team for two years there and we probably
DfID papers arguing that it does not work but I thinkfailed on 96 per cent of transfers. We were just doing
on governance human rights it can do if used wiselythe proverbial Dutch boy finger in the dyke sort of
and correctly in a kind of progressive manner whichstuV, but what do you expect? Four individuals, one
is aimed at touching the government and not the

being myself, trying to stop violations of an arms wider kind of poverty alleviation programmes.
embargo, that is not going to work tremendously
well. I worked on the Ivory Coast last year, the Q148 Chairman: We have referred in passing to your
sanctions are relatively well observed but only role as sanctions enforcer and how desperately
because there was no need to violate them. All the under-resourced that clearly was in terms of people
weapons were brought in prior to the embargo. There and money. Not in terms of amount, but do you have
was a big rush just before the embargo entered into any sort of feel about the level of resources that the
force so there was no desire. The issue of UN European Union is going to have to deploy towards
sanctions is that their impact is variable; they can be this strategy if it is going to be other than an

aspiration? There are clear aims and objectives inuseful tools as part of the wider diplomatic package
development aid; there are clear figures there. I amand they are most successful when there is consensus
not asking you to put a figure on it, but do you thinkboth in the Security Council but also amongst
anybody has really sat down and contemplated whatregional members. The chances for Darfur are not
is needed in terms of people and money to make thistremendously hopeful. The chances for Côte d’Ivoire
something other than an aspiration? Presumably theare better because the region is also very worried by
African Union does not have any money.Ivory Coast and there is a consensus more or less in
Mr Vines: That is correct, the African Union has nothe Security Council. Related to European Union
money; it has always got its begging bowl out but atsanctions, there are issues of implementation and
times it gets frustrating because all it is really askingverification on this. Of course EU sanctions may
for is money, money, money, money and it is notwork to a degree on Zimbabwe but of course Robert
about in kind training and so on where there could beMugabe is still able to travel to Rome for the funeral skills transfers. That is one issue. One of my worries

of Pope John Paul II or a World Health Organisation about this EU Strategy in Africa document—having
meeting, so they are patchy. What needs to happen read it very closely again because of being asked by
on UN sanctions is greater EU coherence. In fact you to testify—is that it falls into that constellation of
there is improvement; 9/11 is the watershed for this. reports and enthusiasm from last year and came out
The war on terror has contributed to greater of the tail end of the UK Presidency to the EU
coherence across the European Union in response to without really thinking what this means and where it
Security Council sanctions. This could still be greatly is going. It is the Strategy that I think needs to be
improved and there definitely needs to be lessons really deconstructed to sort out the good bits of it and
learned and inspection of how UN sanctions or the areas of concern if it really has a chance of having
indeed EU sanctions have fared. Certainly what the an impact. It is good that the document is here; it is
EU should not do is go into tokenistic sanctions progress that it exists, but it is how to realise it and

make it have an impact within Africa rather than justwhich is what the US likes doing at times when
remain on a bookshelf.Congress decides it does not like something so it

adopts sanctions, but they are more symbolic than
Q149 Chairman: That is all we have to ask you.real. That actually undermines sanctions.
Thank you very much indeed for coming. We are glad
that we were able to see you today.

Q147 Lord Truscott: Would you put conditionality Mr Vines: Not at all. You will receive our submission
by next Monday.in the same category?
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Memorandum by The South African Institute of International Affairs and Chatham House1

A CRITIQUE OF THE EU STRATEGY ON AFRICA

The EU Strategy on Africa attempts to bring together the key instruments that govern the relationship
between the two regions to work towards coherence, while not eliminating the need to treat sub-regions and
countries individually. It is a comprehensive document that highlights all the most important aspects of
Africa’s challenges and the role that Europe can play in ameliorating them. However, the devil is always in
the detail and in the logic behind the document.

The EU’s Strategy on Africa states that its primary objective is to assist the Millennium Development Goals
and to promote sustainable development, security and good governance in Africa. It identifies three key
priority areas:

— Peace, security and good governance, considered prerequisites for attaining the MDGs;

— Economic growth, trade and interconnection, that create an economic environment for achieving the
MDGs; and

— Social cohesion and the environment, directly targeting the MDGs.

The EU’s Relations with Africa

The EU’s relations with the countries of North Africa are based on the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership
(EMP) and Association Agreements, the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) and ENP Action Plans.
North African states included in these agreements are Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia. Libya is a
member of ENP but has observer status in EMP since 1999.

The Barcelona Declaration of 1995 launched a set of economic, political, cultural, and social initiatives,
intended to reinforce one another in an open-ended process of regional integration with the assistance of the
EU. The stated purpose of this process was to extend the European area of stability southward. It relied on
the notion of “partnership” to signal the intent to create more interdependence between the EU and non-EU
Mediterranean countries. EMP has a regional trade and integration objective. It aims to create a free-trade
zone by 2010.

All five North African countries are beneficiaries under the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP),
implementation of which started in 2005 with the adoption of a first set of ENP Action Plans, including those
for Tunisia and Morocco. The oYcial EU doctrine is that the Neighbourhood Policy reflects a continuation
and reinforcing of the Barcelona Process. The ENP does not include the perspective of membership to EU/or
oVer a role in EU institutions for the North African states.

The EU’s relations with Sub-Saharan Africa are governed by the Cotonou Partnership Agreement—the heir
to the Lomé Convention. South Africa has a special status in Cotonou because its economy is more developed.
South Africa is excluded from general trade arrangements and trade protocols and therefore is not eligible for
funding from the European Development Fund.

South Africa and the EU have a separate mechanism, the Trade, Development and Cooperation Agreement
(TDCA) of 1999. Aid is given to South Africa through a mechanism called the European Programme for
Reconstruction and Development.

Euro-Med might merit some scrutiny by the Sub-Committee. Regional approaches can be seductive for policy
makers as they can give the impression of a strategic focus when there is significant variability within the
targeted region. Euro-Med has performed poorly partly for this reason and there has been little discussion
inside the EU about its shortcomings. The EU is often insuYciently reflective on its policies and there is little
appetite for real benchmarks for the policy success or failure and a tendency to stick to policies in order to
claim there is policy, even if it clearly failed. Euro-Med is an example of this.

1 Elizabeth Sidiropoulos and Romy Chevallier of the South African Institute of International AVairs in Johannesburg and Alex Vines
and Tom Cargill of Chatham House’s Africa programme.
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Implementation

Four areas are critical to the successful implementation of the Strategy:

— Prioritisation;

— Coordination and coherence;

— Financing; and

— Dialogue.

This does not infer that the EC and its Strategy fail on all these counts but that in analysing it these elements
are important.

Priorities

Priorities refer to the substance of the analysis of what plagues Africa (so to speak). There is a clear need for
time and money to be expended on the resolution of existing conflicts. But the broader question is “How does
one make Africa more competitive in the global economy to allow it to grapple with poverty and related
developmental challenges?”

MDGs

The MDGs are good, but their attainment won’t necessarily mean that Africa can now compete better. In fact,
addressing the constraints to economic growth is critical to attaining many of the MDGs. Thus the
intermediate aims should perhaps include helping African countries strengthen their commercial
infrastructure (roads, electricity generation, port capacity, customs clearance); and promote rural economies,
among others (see Agriculture below).

Therefore, the Business Forum and the Infrastructure Forum proposed by the Strategy are appropriate.
However, how they are structured and how they go forward will determine whether they can move beyond
the talk-shop stage and achieve real delivery.

In both cases, it might be better to work with key countries and key private sector businesses in developing
the agendas and making progress on actions—eg, South Africa, Nigeria. The value of the Business Forum is
that it would also assist African business better understand the European business and regulatory
environment and European business the challenges and opportunities of investing in Africa.

Research and development are seriously underfunded in Africa, but are of immense importance in developing
more competitive economies—see India and China. The Strategy should perhaps focus on how the EU can
provide more assistance in that regard.

Peace, Security and Governance

The EU’s Peace Facility is an innovative instrument that can make a diVerence to the continent’s peace and
security eVorts.

However, if the EU wants to engage more seriously with peace and security challenges in Africa it should
engage with more than the AU’s Peace and Security Council and the Political AVairs Department. For
example, more funding support should be given to the Human Rights Commission in the Gambia, which in
the last two years has shown promise—most notably with the tabling of two highly critical reports on the
situation in Zimbabwe. This is necessary if one wishes to focus on the longer-term conflict prevention and
reconstruction approach.

On the more direct peace and security issues, such as helping to ensure that the Peace and Security Council
works the EU has made an institutional grant. Sustaining the AU’s Peace Fund, given that it is carried by a
few African countries and the donors, is a very real problem. The EU should consider funding allocations in
the context of its Africa Strategy.

The Strategy’s proposal to link aid to the African Peer Review Mechanism through a Governance Initiative
has potential, especially if it is seen as providing support to areas that have been identified by the individual
states as priorities. However, the EU needs to be careful not to inadvertently “subvert” the APRM as an
African initiative—there is concern among some quarters that too close an involvement by the North in the
APRM may give fuel to those in Africa who would like to see the process undermined.
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Agriculture

While the Strategy refers briefly to agriculture (as did the Commission for Africa report from 2005) it is an
area that requires much closer attention, given that 80 per cent of Africa’s population relies on the agricultural
sector, and most of this is subsistence. African agriculture (with some exceptions) remains untouched by
modern farming techniques. The EU should look more closely at this sector as a means of improving
livelihoods and rural economies more generally.2

Regional Integration and Trade

Institution-building and EPAs

Some time should be spent reflecting on the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs), which will be the key
instrument through which relations between the EU and sub-Saharan African states will evolve over the next
few years. These EPAs are comprehensive free trade agreements that will replace three decades of non-
reciprocal trade preferences by 1 January 2008. Beyond market access issues, EPAs will also address other
areas relevant to trade including competition policy, intellectual property rights etc. Their stated function is
to be agents of development, helping to foster regional integration. They are seen as helping developing states
to deal with liberalisation and a more globalised world.

Perhaps one of the potential stumbling blocks in this set-up is that the EU still sees Africa and the developing
world through the old ACP Lome geographical framework. The EPA process is selective about the countries
with which the EU will negotiate regional integration schemes and FTAs. Thus because the EU already has
an agreement with South Africa, this country is not part of the EPA negotiations; ironically its partners in the
Southern African Customs Union are negotiating EPAs, but are also de facto part of the TDCA—how do you
bridge these contradictions? The strategy document does not really provide any insight in that regard.

There is an ambiguity between the logic of tailoring the agendas of EPAs to the imperatives of the respective
regions and the perceived need among the ACP countries to negotiate the framework at a global level, which
gives the states more perceived clout.

Intra-regional trade is clearly an objective to strive towards, and the EPA process is a unique opportunity to
provide developing countries with the impetus for embarking on trade reform and liberalisation, but
negotiating capacity is a problem; as is the structural obstacle that African states are still trying to overcome
their colonial geographies which have hindered intra-regional trade; and the lack of consolidation of
institutions.

Climate change

Africa will be one of the worst aVected; there should be a two-pronged approach: the first priority is short-
term disaster management (eg, flooding in Mozambique), and the second is the more long-term aspects linked
to more eYcient energy, more eVective management of agriculture (soil erosion) etc.

Coordination and Coherence

The proliferation of initiatives on Africa by a number of international actors3, while putting Africa on the
global summit map, has not always been coherent or consistent. Coordination among the various
international actors is an important part of any strategy and actors need to try to identify a niche which they
focus on in terms of the list of priorities identified. Equally important is the need to coordinate and cohere
with the identified priorities of the African states and institutions, particularly the poverty reduction strategy
programmes and in the case of countries that have undergone peer review, their action plans.

Political dynamics among some key players:

— The Africa Strategy is driven by DG Development. While it was approved by the Heads of
Government summit in December, it is not clear to what extent the other DGs feel happy with the
Strategy. DG Dev defines the policy but only deals with the ACP component, while DG External
Relations (under which the EuropeAid Cooperation OYce operates) deals with all the others. At the

2 For more analysis on African agriculture and some practical suggestions see eAfrica, December 2003 and December 2005 at
www.saiia.org.za

3 The Africa Action Plan at the Kananaskis Summit of the G-8 in 2002, followed by the Evian Summit in 2003, the Gleneagles
Declaration in 2005, and the Commission for Africa linked to the “Make Poverty History” campaign. There was also the Financing
for Development summit in Monterrey and the UN’s MDGs. In Africa, the heads of state adopted the Nepad framework in 2001 and
established the African Union in 2002.
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same time DG Trade negotiates for the EU on the EPAs. The institutional context of the European
Commission is therefore equally important in terms of how eVective such strategies become.

— The EC has said that it will produce a separate Strategy for the “CP” of the ACP, implying that there
is a phased move towards diVerentiation within the ACP, at least insofar as the EC is concerned. The
ACP Secretariat is opposed to the gradual move by the EC to diVerentiate and fragment the ACP
grouping—for understandable reasons of strength in numbers. (The first such step was the decision
to negotiate EPAs not at the ACP level but directly with the regions.) However, tactical reasons
notwithstanding, diVerentiated engagements with each of the regions may make more sense—
although within an agreed framework such as the Cotonou Agreement. In the context of Africa, the
existence of diVerent EU instruments for North Africa, sub-Saharan Africa and South Africa reflect
that dilemma, which also provide ambiguity about the EU’s commitment to work closely with the
AU structures. In particular, the European Neighbourhood Policy, which applies to North African
states (but not to the rest of the continent) and oVers them “participation in many areas of EU
economic cooperation, and in particular the single market, and is said to be based on an ‘everything
except the institutions’ logic.”4

This discourse, however, reflects the old colonial paradigms and perhaps should be discarded to
reflect new dynamics within each of the regions—with due regard though for the legitimate concerns
of the ACP states about the potential erosion of their negotiating position.

The EU may have the capacity to work on a wide range of issues, but if its interventions are to be the result
of dialogue and hence ownership by Africans themselves, account must be taken of the continent’s thinly-
stretched capacity, at national, regional and continental level.

The most important constraint in cooperation is the vast gap in capabilities among the various regional
economic communities (RECs), which both the AU and the EU see as key actors in implementation. Some
are more capable or active than others. Furthermore, they don’t necessarily see themselves as “subsidiaries”
of the AU. This means that any number of AU documents may not always be taken into account by the RECs.

While the Strategy refers to monitoring imperatives, it is important that very clear action plans with
timeframes are developed. It is also important that the EC is able to show what was achieved but also the
sustainability of projects five years down the line—is a particular road, water project etc still working, being
maintained and so on.

Financing

Two areas are critical—ability to absorb funds; and proper monitoring, while reducing the red tape. At the
same time, the Strategy should help African governments increase their domestic revenue sources, some of
which require structural/systemic changes to their economies, while others simply require establishing a
regulatory framework that actively seeks to collect domestic revenue, (rather than perpetuating the sense in
some African states that domestic revenue collection is less important as long as there are streams of
international development aid. This perception may be strengthened on the commitment by the North to
increase aid volumes over the next decade.)

It is important to adopt the Action Plan on Aid EVectiveness, and Member States should ensure that this
happens. There is a real danger of getting caught up in the “fever” of more aid, equals better aid and is a
panacea to the developmental challenges. That is not the case, as has been documented by much research.

Dialogue

Many processes are already operating to ensure dialogue between the EU and African institutions, but it is
not always the case that the communication is eVective or that each partner understands the rationale of the
other. Political dialogue within the Cotonou Agreement is increasingly perceived as a way for the EU to
interfere in the ACP countries (articles 8 and 96). There should also be dialogue with other international aid
partners, but more importantly with the member states.

The Strategy says that this “partnership will be formalised with the conclusion of a Euro-African Pact at a
second EU-Africa summit in Lisbon”. The stumbling block to this has been EU sanctions against Zimbabwe.
If the Summit is to formalise this partnership, ways around this obstacle need to be identified.

4 Fernández HA and R Youngs, “Introduction”, in The Euro-Med partnership: Assessing the First Decade. Madrid: Fundación para las
Relaciones Internacionales y el Diálogo Exterior (FRIDE) and the Real Instituto Elcano de Estudios Internacionales y Estratégicos,
2005, p 17.
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The EU should also work more closely with “anchor” countries in Africa who can be champions in their
respective regions on issues such as good governance, conflict resolution, democracy and economic
innovation. These anchor countries do need to be carefully chosen as their continued political and economic
stability and growth are crucial for the wider Africa project.

In Conclusion

What the EU Strategy on Africa document should not be is another grand aspirational document on Africa
from 2005. The Sub-Committee should ask a critical question: what does the EU really want from this
document? Does it really want to prioritise Africa? Or is it a “gap filler” paper policy document, to fit the times?
The answer to this question determines the rest.

February 2006
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Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Hannay of Chiswick, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Dr Javier Solana, Secretary-General of the Council of the EU, High Representative for the
Common Foreign and Security Policy, examined.

Q150 Chairman: Dr Solana, first of all, can I thank Dr Solana: I will do my best.
you very much indeed for seeing at least part of the
Sub-Committee. It is very nice to be here again. As Q154 Chairman: Perhaps since Lord Hannay said
you know, we are conducting an inquiry into the EU we had taken the Strategy as given we will not
Strategy for Africa. Clearly, we would welcome your question that further, although it would be
views on certain elements of that, particularly the interesting to hear your views.
peacekeeping capability side, the governance and the Dr Solana: I will be frank with you and if I go too far
human rights. We may, if there is time, like to talk to you can cut it out.
you about some of that and some of the institutional
matters of the African Union. I do not know whether Q155 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Can we talk about
there is anything you would like to say. As you have the whole question of peacekeeping capability, peace
already observed, a transcript is taken because our operations, in Africa where there is what seems to us
reports are public. The evidence is published but, of at first sight a fairly messy situation in the sense that
course, we will send you a transcript to ensure that you have got the UN, you have got the African
everything is accurate. Union and you have got the EU developing
Dr Solana: My English is so poor you will need to capability, providing money and providing training.
alter it! Our question really is, do you think this can be made

less chaotic and more functional than it has been up
until now? Do you think that one can come towardsQ151 Chairman: Some of us know that is not true.
some way in which the roles are complementaryYou will be able to correct anything that perhaps
rather than risking undercutting each other? Themay lead to any misunderstanding. We will certainly
obvious question is how does Darfur fit into all thisensure that you receive it. Is there anything you
because that and the DRC are going to be the anvilswould like to say? Would you like us to go straight
on which all this is beaten out?into the questions?
Dr Solana: Let me start by saying that I agree withDr Solana: I think so. I am very happy to be here, and
everything you said with the exception of two things.it is a pleasure to have you here, as distinguished
Firstly, that it is chaotic, it is not and, secondly, thatMembers of the House of Lords, asking me questions
people undercut each other, that is not true. I wouldabout Africa, which is a very important subject and a
agree with the rest of what you said, but on those twovery important issue which is at the top of our
issues I do not agree. I think the work of the diVerentagenda.
African organisations, the organisation of generalLord Hannay of Chiswick: We are taking the
governance, is working in an organised fashion withStrategy as a given. We are not asking whether the
some of the diYculties of the African Union createdStrategy was the right strategy or should it have been
by the African Union long, long ago. At thedecided. We take that as a given. What we are trying
beginning the African Union, which was an evolutionto oVer some thoughts on is the implementation of
from the previous organisation, wanted to have thethe Strategy, but we have no interest or intention of
will to represent the whole of Africa. I remember veryquestioning the Strategy.
well the first meeting we had with President Mbeki
two or three years ago, when he said, “Whatever you

Q152 Chairman: I am sure you can assist us on the want to do in Africa about peacekeeping and
implementation of it. everything else, particularly on security elements,
Dr Solana: I hope you will assist me. you have to do it through the African Union”. Two
Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I hope so. We would or three years later they are more open to co-
like to. operating with other sub-regional organisations.

There was a moment in which the African Union was
to have full responsibility for African representation,Q153 Chairman: The paper which you fed into the

Council prior to the publication of the Strategy in particular on crisis management. For us the
existence of the African Union, the co-operation withcontained more details on implementation than the

Strategy itself. I am sure you will be able to help us. the African Union, the co-operation with the
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the African Union they agreed the same threesub-regional organisations, is fundamental to
principles. They are going to be there until the end ofguaranteeing the stability of the African continent. I
December. We have assumed the responsibility ofthink the more capabilities they have, the more they
helping to strengthen them. Secondly, fromare able to use them, and the more sophisticated they
tomorrow we are going to start to work on theirare, the better for all of us. I think the sentiment of the
weaknesses—I would like to use this terminology,Africans is they want to have ownership of their
although we have used it so many times—with asecurity structure, et cetera. We are very happy that
roadmap, with the hope of developing it within threethey want that. The question is if they are not ready
months. We have the responsibility of talking to theto take ownership completely, then we have the
rebels and to the Government of Sudan, which isobligation, if they wish to ask us, to come in and be
represented by Vice-President Taha who has theprepared to get an end result. There are not that
responsibility for most of their general needs.many organisations that work in Africa. From the
Thirdly, we need to have the possibility of having aAfrican side we have the African Union, SADCC,
peace agreement already signed so that by the end ofECOWAS, et cetera. There are not very many more
December, the beginning of the deployment of thethan that. From the outside world we have the
UN forces in Darfur, they will come as aUnited Nations and the European Union. NATO has
peacekeeping force and not as a peace enforcingdone very little. In fact, the only thing they have done
force—that would be much, much worse. This is theis co-operated on giving some help on the
type of thing we are doing now. We are co-operatinginfrastructure and logistics, et cetera. They have not
in a very constructive manner. Our relationship withput people on the ground like we have done. You
other organisations in other countries, the Europeanpointed to Darfur. Darfur started a long time ago.
Union with the United States, the Member StatesFinally the African Union decided to take full
with the European Union, is good and the meetingresponsibility and then the United Nations came up
was perfect from that point of view. The meeting withwith a solution. We assumed, the United States
the President of the African Union was perfect. Fromassumed, other Member States assumed and NATO
the Commission of the African Union Presidentto a certain extent assumed the responsibility and
Konare was here all day long, Vice-President Tahaobligation also to help strengthen the African Union
was here all day long and the representative offrom the point of view not of putting people on the
DPKO was here all day long as well. I think we areground, but of helping them on planning, logistics,
doing very eVective and very constructive work. Withcommunications and vehicles, et cetera. At the
that I do not mean this is the solution to all thebeginning this would not have qualified as being
problems, but this was probably the most importantchaotic because I think that is too strong a word, but
set of meetings because it was a long day withit was not perfect. In between perfect and chaotic
diVerent configurations of meetings, bilateral,great things can happen. Things have got better from
trilateral, et cetera, to try to see if we can get out ofthe point of view of the organisation but also from
the dramatic situation of Darfur. They will continuethe point of view of recognition from the African
with the deployment of UN forces, but at least weUnion that even if they want to have ownership, they
have a sense of direction on how to get out of thestill do not have the capability of handling an
dramatic situation that we are in. Why do I tell youoperation of the dimensions which were involved in
this? I tell you this because I think that just recently,Darfur. Last week we had a meeting here of all the
the co-operation between diVerent organisations ondiVerent organisations in which we spent the whole
the African side and co-operation between otherday together. The United States was represented by
organisations from the non-African side has begun toMr Zoellick, the United Nations was represented by
be really constructive and really positive. I do notDPKO, the African Union was represented by
mean there will not be ups and downs, there may bePresident Konare and the Sudanese Government was
ups and downs, but I think we are now getting a senserepresented by Vice-President Taha. We spent the
of positive moves in the right direction. I cannot

whole day here. We met in diVerent configurations on guarantee success, but I can guarantee that all the
the day and we arrived at conclusions by 10 March elements for potential success are put together.
similar to those which we agreed on the Darfur
situation. Firstly, we talked about how to strengthen
the armies and, secondly, how to strengthen the Q156 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: That is very
process of Abuja, which implies that it is the interesting indeed because it sounds to me as if what
responsibility of the Sudanese Government with the you are doing is what I think in our discussions we
political will to move the process forward and, felt ought to be done. That is to produce a more
thirdly, how we can mobilise the United Nations to integrated approach to African peace operations
strengthen, eventually, the presence on the ground in which recognises that no single organisation is quite
the region. As you know, on the tenth of this month right to do these operations, but that they are all

going to have to work together because otherwise ifafter a long debate between the Security Council and
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between NATO, the European Union and America.we stand back and watch the African Union fall flat
on their face it will be like what happened when the America may have them, but they are using them in

other places. As well as helicopters we need vehicles,Americans stood back in the Balkans and watched
the Europeans fall flat on their face. It does not help logistics, a little bit of planning, support for other

medical facilities, all these classical things which helpanyone at all, you just end up with a worse situation.
build a peacekeeping operation. It is not quite aDr Solana: In parentheses, working with the African
peacekeeping operation, it is a peacekeeping-plusUnion, with all the respect that I have for them and
operation. As they say, they want to recognise it as athe recognition of all the eVort they have made, is
peacekeeping-plus operation.sometimes not very easy, if I may underline the

“very”. They have a sense of ownership which is
really very important to them. At the same time, they

Q158 Chairman: Dr Solana, can I come back to thehave a need for support, and how to make the need
contribution that you made prior to the publicationcompatible with the ownership is sometimes not
of the Strategy. Obviously Darfur is an example ofobvious. You have to do things without oVending
one particular issue. We are looking at the Strategythat sense of ownership but, at the same time, provide
which is looking at Africa as a whole. In that paperhelp on elements like logistics, communication,
you drew some lessons from the existingsophisticated planning, et cetera, that they do not
deployments. One of them was that: “Kinshasahave. Remember that Darfur was the first operation
demonstrated the lack of resources that the EU wasthat was really led by the African Union. They did
able to bring on situations where we can make anot choose this matter, life does not allow you to
diVerence”. You also talked about developingchoose whatever you want, it came and they decided
integrated military and civilian security sectorto take it. It was not an easy situation for us or, as you
reform. You also mentioned the Peace Facility andcan imagine, for them. Therefore, striking the
that the Peace Facility implementation had to bebalance between ownership and support was not easy
combined more eVectively with police and militaryat the beginning. I think it is very much easier now
expertise, not lastly political oversight. These arethat everybody has experimented with (a) the
things which I suppose are lessons that we are goingdiYculties on their part and (b) modesty on our side.
to draw not just for the existing exercise but for the
future. There are some quite significant implications
in all those recommendations. Can you tell us a littleQ157 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Is this going to be
about your thoughts for each of those?robust enough to handle a situation where there is

not a ceasefire or an agreement in Abuja? Dr Solana: It was not very easy to get these ideas into
the paper, in principle they were approved. Why wasDr Solana: The positive part of the agreement of
that? I think historically we have had a sentiment ofAddis Ababa on the tenth is that it says that by the
how to deal with Africa basically on humanitarianend of September we would like to have the beginning
aid and trade. These are the two basic elements thatof a joint EU-AU strategy. The bulk of the force, I do
we use, forgetting sometimes that without stabilitynot think there is any doubt, will be from the African
much of the help that we have given could not be usedUnion, but it is true that the African Union
appropriately. I think that to change the thinking ofdeployment force must remember that it is there not
the humanitarian community, the NGOs, et cetera,to control the whole territory, but to give support to
so that they understand the element of security andthe Joint Evaluation Commission. Darfur was too
the element of stability which are fundamental tomuch for them, and what they had was too little to do
really get good use of all the resources that we arewhat they needed to do. The idea from now until the
spending in Africa, was not an easy task. We want toend of September will be to construct plans and
help these people who unfortunately have a standardrealistic outcomes in New York for diVerent
of living which is very much lower than ours. Thescenarios, finding the strength which is necessary
question is how to close the gap. To close the gap youwhich probably the African Union still does not have
need resources, but you also need stability so thattoday. That obliges us, the European Union, the
those resources are used properly and eVectively.United States, NATO, et cetera, to strengthen the
Part of the construction of humanitarian aid entailsAfrican Union force to a level where the transition
the guarantee of security, the guarantee of stability,will be a soft landing transition and not a hard
the guarantee of structures of police, military, etlanding transition. That is what we have to do. Now
cetera—are they democratic, are they carrying outit is our turn to fill as much as possible the needs that
their role properly? We have to disarm the groupsthey still have, for instance with regard to vehicles.
that are armed and do not contribute to the stabilityThey have a problem with helicopters, and we have a
of the region or the country. All these things haveproblem with helicopters. Helicopters are a problem

for everybody. We do not have that many. If you taken a certain amount of time to percolate, if I may
say so, into the heart and minds of our traditionallook at the problem we have now in Afghanistan, it

is helicopters. We do not have enough helicopters policy vis-á-vis Africa. We have a history of colonial
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country where people voted, but people voted in thepowers. We do not want to give the impression that
we are going to repeat another cycle of colonialism referendum. They voted on average equally in the

north and the south and the east and the west. In thethrough military presence, but we and they have to
understand that it is in the interests of both—for coming months we are going to have the next

election. To a certain extent there will be athem because the money would be better used, and
for us because the money would also be better used— finalisation of the process of transition which started

in 2003. If we stabilise the Congo and if we stabilisebecause in the end it is taxpayers’ money—to have
security and stability. This is fundamental. That is Sudan, since Angola is almost stable, we will have a

vertical column of Africa that may become stable. Iwhy I put so much emphasis on these issues. It was
not because I wanted to unbalance the paper, that do not mean that every single corner of Africa will be

stable, but we will have a vertical column which maywas the not the reason, and not that I wanted to
change the character of the humanitarian aspect, but become stable and that will very much help the

stability of the rest.to underline that security and stability is absolutely
necessary. We are not talking here about putting
patrollers on the ground or anything like that, but to

Q160 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Do you think youhelp Africans organise themselves in the domain of
have the diplomatic and military co-operationsecurity to prevent wars among themselves, to ensure
instruments that you need? What you have describedsecurity among themselves and civilisation among
are really quite complex operations. Do you havethemselves and, if that happens, to be able to resolve
enough on the ground in Addis Ababa in connectionthe wars themselves. To train the police
with NEPAD and others?democratically and to train the Armed Forces
Dr Solana: In fact, I do not have enough of anything.democratically is something we can do because we
We have a bunch of people that we can count on twohave experience which is not oVensive to them: they
hands, maybe more. What we have is a tremendousunderstand it very well and they can accept it. That
amount of goodwill, a tremendous amount of hardis not a pseudo-colonial attitude but it is really about
work, help from some of the countries and a clearhelping them with something which is fundamental,
idea. Sometimes you think that this is not enough. Ofthat they do not have the capabilities sometimes to
course it is not enough. I would like to have moredo, but we have. We can help them to upgrade their
people, but not very many more. I do not want tocapabilities so that the money, the resources, et
create a big organisation with more bureaucracy tocetera, which they have to handle can be handled in
do the things we need to do. We need people who area climate of stability and security without any fear of
well prepared and generals who are willing to givetheir being dealt with in another way.
their life for a period of time—maybe their life is 20
hours or 24 hours a day—to live there and to sacrifice

Q159 Chairman: Do you think the Member States themselves. Thanks to many people in many
are showing the will to be able to fund it? countries we have this kind of team. What I need is

more people—not too many, as I said—in particularDr Solana: I think the mentality of the Member
States and of the European Union as an institution from the countries that have more experience in

training the police and the Armed Forces. One thinghas changed very decidedly in the last few years in
that direction in order to incorporate all these I would prefer to happen is that the people that the

countries do have are used for multilateral and notaspects. I think the G7 has understood that also, and
the most important actors have understood that this for bilateral assistance. I think the yield of the whole

thing would probably be much better if the bestis a fundamental issue. To fight AIDS and poverty
the first thing we need is a climate in which you can people that some countries have were put on a

multilateral track because of the multiplicative eVectfight AIDS and poverty, one in which people do not
kill each other. We need to bring them out of crisis and because this would create better structures. With

the bilateral track, of course, it is very important forsituations. In the DRC we had to organise the
disarmament of the rebels and that was not an easy country A and country B to solve the problem and get

the credit, but they do not have to necessarily take alltask. At the same time, we had to help them
determine a number of new dates that today are the best people and put them in the bilateral track and

leave the remainder for the multilateral track. Yougoing to be very useful to control the territory for the
elections. In the DRC in 2003 we started the have to believe that cooperative arrangements can

achieve a tremendous amount. What we did the othertransition and it should end at the end of this year,
2006. We are going to have the elections in July which day here in talking about Darfur was impossible to

do with 25 countries, you would have to delegate orwill be the end of a process that included a
constitution which we helped write with them get somebody to do it. That is how the world is going

to operate. If you have 25 people trying to negotiatebecause they asked us. There has been a referendum
on this constitution in the DRC which is an immense one certain thing, you will never get anything done.

This experience that some of us, and you, have had incountry, and sometimes we thought it was not a
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established, constructive and positive. We have toour own lives we have to be generous enough to think
that others also have. think very carefully also about two issues. One is

conditionality. How do we use conditionality?
Conditionality is like a sanction, it is very easy to

Q161 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Can we talk a bit impose and very diYcult to remove. You never figure
about the issues of governance and human rights out how to remove it. This is not only a problem in
values and so on. We have talked a lot and what you Africa. We have to think in general terms, for the
said about the security aspects has been extremely Europeans at least, in which places we should use
valuable, but the less pleasant and less easy issues for conditionality. I am for conditionality, but we have
the European Union presumably in its dealings with to use conditionality intelligently and have an exit
Africa are these very diYcult cases where we have to strategy. When we use conditionality we always
face up to the fact that we cannot just put money into think, “We have to know from the beginning what
a country irrespective of what that country is doing the exit strategy is going to be”. Sometimes we go in
to its own citizens in terms of human rights, with conditionality and we do not know what the exit
irrespective of what it is doing in terms of elections strategy is going to be. I think we have to begin to
and so on. Even if one buys fully into the concept of think, “What is a dignified exit strategy to construct”.
empowerment of African countries, which I think The third thing I would like to say is that we should
those of the Committee who have discussed this do, not be a hostage to one country and break our
you do still come up against hard cases. Of course relationship with a host of countries which may have
Zimbabwe is a particular one, but it is not the only nothing to do with it. They should not suVer the
one. What would be very helpful for us to have would defaults of country X. We have spent many hours
be an idea of how you feel the European Union talking about Zimbabwe, but sometimes I think even
should handle this sort of issue with the Africans. Is with the drama of Zimbabwe and the brutalities of
it possible to handle it in a way that is eVective or are Zimbabwe Africa should not be held hostage to its
we totally at their mercy collectively? Can we only do relationship with the EU. It would be unfair. How do
what they are prepared to do? I think questions like we ensure this? Sometimes it is diYcult. As you know,
that are very diYcult to deal with, but we do feel the in the case of Zimbabwe we have a relationship at a
need to come to grips with them. certain level, we do not have a relationship at the top
Dr Solana: There is no doubt about that. We have to with anybody in Africa. As far as Zimbabwe is
think very carefully about that and how to do it so concerned, the president is there. At the same time, at
that the benefit is proportionate to the eVort we a lower level you continue working, you continue
make. There are two or three things that I would like helping and you continue allowing those countries to
to say about this. I think many countries in Africa develop. How to find equilibrium there is sometimes
have made a tremendous eVort with good results. For not easy, but I think we have to be creative enough
me sustainability is one of the most important things and intelligent enough to do it. Let us take the
that we have not clarified yet. Lets say country X has example of ASEAN or ASA with Myanmar, which is
a good team and a good president who has been something very similar. We cannot break our
elected twice and is to be elected a third time. If ASEAN channel because Myanmar is in Asia, we
everything goes okay he will want to be elected for the would not do that. These are the types of
fourth time. That is the moment at which the equilibriums that we have to seek in an intelligent
sustainability breaks. It is important that the balance manner because our excess of principles will damage
of duration of leadership is not upset. You have to get many, many other people who morally we should be
credit from the World Bank, a form from the IMF, supporting.
the management of the amount of money of these
facilities, the establishment of an agreement after a

Q162 Chairman: Can I make two points, partly forconflict which takes three, four, or five years more.
the record. I would welcome your thoughts, given allThe election of a new leader following a crisis, which
the other organisations that there are, as to what isis positive, can become negative because the elected
particular about the European Union and its abilityperson is too long in power. This is something that we
to play the kind of role that you are seeing for it inare working on now. We are starting oV with the
Africa. The second point I want to come back to isWorld Bank on how we can achieve sustainability
this question of money and the will of the Memberbecause we do not want to see the government
States. It seems that CFSP is very much under-changing every year because it has to be sustained. At

the same time, we do not want them to be in funded at the moment. The money for the African
Peace Facility is coming out of the EDF. Should thatgovernment forever. We have good examples. We

have to find a way for a government to have enough come to an end? Much of what is in the Strategy we
would all subscribe to, but we will not deliver unlesstime to produce a change but ensure they do not want

to be in power forever. I think South Africa has we have got the funds, and, unless we can deliver, it
will just then be another piece of paper. How do wefound a mechanism that could become well
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are going to work better, then you get good value foraddress that? What progress do you think you are
making with the Member States towards addressing money. It is better than having programmes that you

claim you are going to start today but, in fact, youthat?
start them a year later and you end up with the moneyDr Solana: I will say three things. Firstly, I think the
when the problem is over. Sometimes that happens,Peace Facility is a very creative idea because it is
as you know very well, because the bureaucracy ismoney that really belongs to the countries of the
like this. I am not saying that this is always the case,region. Voluntarily we agree that since security is so
but I have seen programmes that begin to struggleimportant for them in order to get better use of the
when the problem is over. I am not claiming this forrest of the money they are going to receive they are
the team of people here and we are not claimingable to sacrifice X, so that together with X, which we
quantities which are very big, but a little bit more willwill put as 2X, it goes into constructing an
make all the diVerence. I will give you two examplesenvironment of security so that the other money we
that were really dramatic. There was a moment inare going to give them will be best used. This is a sign
Kosovo when the Kosovo Serbs were still inof maturity because this is something which they
Srebrnica. There was a Bishop there who asked meaccept and we accept. We co-operate and we
for a radio, two cars and something like that. Thatcompensate them. Is the amount of money that we
was what they wanted, a couple of cars to move fromhave decided suYcient? We have demonstrated that
one place to another and a radio to communicateit has done a tremendous amount of good, but
whenever they were having problems with security. Isometimes it is not enough. We spoke about Dafur at
can tell you that we could not deliver that. A monththe beginning and the money that we have put in to
later the American was found. This is the type ofsupport AMIS, the African Mission In Sudan—in
thing where at the same time we are spending billionspractice we supported that and a very high
of pounds’ worth of money in the construction ofpercentage is owned by us—we are running out of
houses and in doing things that are never ending.funding and we cannot take more money out of the
They would have solved the Srebrnica crisis, whichAPF, so we have to get extra money which comes
was dramatic. It was not solved and the Bishop isfrom the Member States and comes from the budget
now in Serbia and the community is broken. It was aof the European Union outside the Peace Facility. I
sad thing. I would not say it is pocket money butdefend the Peace Facility. It is a deal between the
sometimes the flexible money, which is not immense,donors and recipients that together understand this
can be spent in the right way. The important thing isneed to put a little bit of money in the pot for security.
to have the money when the demand is there. TheWe put some in and they put some in and that is a
money which Europe is spending that is not needed isgood thing. It is true that the CFSP is under-funded.
waste. The important thing is to have the flexibility toI do not want to give you the figures because I am
use the money, it is not the quantity of money. Whenashamed to give them to you. I do not know how we
you want to solve a problem, if you spend the moneyhave been able to have the number of operations that
late then the value of that money is much less. Forwe have now. We now have 13 or 14 operations
instance, in the Congo disarmament, the centresrunning from Aceh to Rafah. I do not know how we

are going to manage it, maybe by a miracle, because where we put all the diVerent fighters from the
diVerent branches, will disarm everybody and thenat some moment people will become convinced at the

very, very end, but if it is at the very end it complicates those who we think are valid will go to the army and
the others we have to put in another job. That can bethe plan tremendously because you have not got the

money. In Hampton Court I convinced them to done very rapidly. If it is done very rapidly it is
beneficial because the people do not have time toincrease the APF by £300 million. Three hundred

million compared with what we pay to the become demoralised. We know what happens when
people become demoralised in that atmosphere. Iffoundation and what the Commission subsidises is a

pittance to do something which has been successful. you take a month, it is okay, but if you take seven
months, then you will not have anybody to go to theThe beauty of the thing is that it has been successful.

We have never done something which has been as army because they will have become corrupt and
have sold the goods that you have given to them andsuccessful as this. Maybe it would not have been

successful if we had a lot of money! The amount of it will be a catastrophe. It is very important to
generate dynamic results. I am very result oriented, Imoney we are going to need for Africa, unless we

have another 10 year operation or some big crisis that like things to be done. I do not think the important
thing is to publish a review and say, “I am going to dowe have to fund, which is for organising and training

the Armed Forces, reorganising the democratic this or I am going to do that”. It is very easy to say
that you are going to do it, but the important thing ispolice, governance, the organisation of justice and

the rule of law, is not great. These are things which to do it and to do it in time. I think this is the
philosophy by which we have to carry out all theare probably the best value for money because if you

guarantee that governance, security and otherwise actions pertaining to the human journey and with
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preparatory work at Doha you work with 22money and with food it is the same. If you say, “I am
countries, you work with China and other importantgoing to give thousands of tonnes of food”, but when
players, and it is not the UK who is there, it isthe time comes it is rotten then they have got nothing.
something which is called the European Union. The
ministers will know what is at stake when you knowQ163 Chairman: Again, for the record, we will be
what the number of bananas or textiles or whateverfaced, certainly in the United Kingdom from some
is that you are going to be able to import. They knowquarters, with people saying, “Why is the European
it is not for the Minister of Trade for the UK, it is forUnion involved in this?” and “Why are we not doing
others. We have begun to project all this. When wethis as the United Kingdom trilaterally?”
are talking about the G8, we are most importantDr Solana: You could do it trilaterally, but if you
providers collectively. On top of that the countrieslook at Africa and look at the United Kingdom,
provide aid, but collectively the amount is the firstwould you want to take the responsibility of Africa?
and the most important thing. If you do it properlyNo. You would want to share it with others. The
and do it eYciently, the result will be the combinationimportant thing is that you have the will, the
of the experience of a country like yours with theleadership and the know-how, but you do it in co- capacity of the 25 countries that we have here. In the

operation with other countries that may have more 25 countries there is a bunch of bureaucrats who can
knowledge of how to do it, they can teach you or do it, but if they do not do it properly then it is bad
learn from you and you can work together. luck. The combination of the people’s together with

the amount that we can put together, is the perfect
Q164 Chairman: I think it is not a view that is shared combination. That is why institutions plus Member
in our Committee, but I think it is quite important for States, or Member States plus institutions, is an
us to hear what particular advantages the European important mix. I learn from and use the experience
Union has as opposed to merely a series of bilateral that you have to oVer. You are probably the most
initiatives? experienced country on these issues. You have the
Dr Solana: It has tremendous advantages. The added-value of having both your own experience in
African world, like the ASEAN world, today the UK and of having the experience of collective
sometimes knows better than we do what the eVort and this is much better. I cannot be any clearer.

Chairman: That is very clear. Thank you very much.European Union is. When you go to Doha and do the
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Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Lea of Crondall, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr James Mackie, Programme Co-ordinator, Mr Jean Bossuyt, Programme Co-ordinator,
Head of Strategy Development, Mr Jonas Frederiksen, Programme Officer, and Ms Marie-Laure de

Bergh, Programme Officer, European Centre for Development Policy Management, examined.

Q165 Chairman: First of all, may I thank you very Ethiopia. Both of them have to deal with the AU, and
there are diYculties. No doubt they will get over itmuch for seeing us and thank you also for the written

evidence you have submitted. You will know that we and find a modus vivendi, but there are obvious
concerns about where the co-ordination will come inare, as a sub-committee of the EU Committee of the

House of Lords, looking at the European Union’s here. To the Africans certainly it is, “What is this?
Who are we dealing with?”. So that is a currentStrategy for Africa. We are not looking at whether

the strategy is necessarily right or wrong, but we are example, if you like, of the split between the Council
and the EC. Jean was emphasising the other oneaddressing ourselves to how the strategy can be

implemented, and that is the report. We are grateful before you came. It is the delegations and the
headquarters, and the need to work in the strategy onthat you have all agreed to give evidence on the

record. We will let you see the transcript, in case there three diVerent levels: the national level; the regional
level; and the continental level. It should be said thatare any corrections that you want to make before it is

published and goes into its final form. We do have a Michel is trying to do something about that. He is
already going round Africa to diVerent regionalnumber of questions, as you know, and I can see that

you have them there. They are all quite important workshops, stressing the importance of pulling these
three sides together, but it is another split that couldfrom our point of view, bearing in mind, as I say, that

we are looking at implementation. Do you see that be a diYculty.
Mr Bossuyt: May I add a fifth split, which is not sothe EU institutional structure is likely to cause any

problems, bearing in mind that the strategy does not much institutional but has institutional implications?
It is the thematic split: how you organise the keyactually correspond with the institutions?
components of the EU Africa Strategy. Looking atMr Mackie: We were discussing it before you came,
trade, the people dealing with trade and planningand I think that this is a fairly basic concern of ours:
negotiations have also to articulate this not only withthat there are a number of splits which could cause
sub-Saharan Africa—that is Cotonou—but with thediYculty. To summarise it quickly, first of all there is
rest of Africa and have to articulate this with diVerentthe fact that this is a strategy for the EU as a whole,
institutions. So also in the themes, the way youand foreign relations within the Union tend to be
organise themes, there can be splits. DiVerent peoplefairly diYcult to get coherence on altogether. Hence
deal with diVerent aspects of the theme. This year, wethe various proposals for mechanisms along the lines
looked at what the EC does to promote governancein the Draft Constitution, which has been rejected.
in all the Third World countries. There you seeThat was one of the reasons, and one of the big
exactly the same split. Now it is the theme ofconcerns in this area. We think that will aVect the
governance. It was very diYcult to get RELEXimplementation of this. More specifically, inside the
people involved in the discussions on governance.Commission there is the split between RELEX and
Even DG Development is distantly aware of this. TheDG Development. In terms of Africa, RELEX
main focus is on implementation of governance, butobviously deals with North Africa and DG
the three identities of the Commission do not fitDevelopment on the policy side deals with sub-
together in promoting governance. So more andSaharan Africa. There we have noticed tensions in
more there is a thematic split in delivering, besidesterms of getting the strategy together. Commissioner
implementing, stated policies. Here it is a key priorityMichel had some diYculties in getting the oYcials to
of the EC to promote governance but, if you look atpull it together, and so on. So that is on the second
the institutional set-up, everything pulls it away a bitsplit. The third one would be between the Council
and you find yourself without a coherent delivery—Secretariat and the European Commission itself.
which you need for governance, because governanceThere, Jonas and I were in Addis Ababa in the
is all about politics—autumn. A typical example of this is the appointment

of Pekka Haavisto as the EU Special Representative
for Sudan. He has been appointed with a staV of Q166 Lord Lea of Crondall: In Britain as illustrative,
about 10 people. He is not sitting in Khartoum; he is there is criticism from time to time that the Treasury,

the Department of Trade and Industry, thesitting in Addis Ababa, next to the EC delegate for
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now in a pan-African approach, however, there youDepartment for Work and Pensions, DEFRA, DfID
and the FCO all operate separately. All governments have a very good example of what I am trying to say.

It is very diYcult for MEDA people to talk tohave to have diVerent divisions. Are you saying
something more than that? Cotonou people, to build this kind of evidence

linkage so that each comes from its own origin.Mr Bossuyt: I saw it for governance, and I think that
it also applies for trade and development. If you see Hence all the diYculties in having a coherent

approach—even to have a coherent faminethose who negotiate the trade agreements and the
development people, who do not really know how to approach. Some innovative mechanisms have existed

in Africa. The Peace Facility was one of these, wheretrade, the issue is not that they have separate
responsibilities; the issue is that they do not talk to the whole of Africa funded an Africa Peace

Facility—but it was a nightmare to arrange.each other enough. More and more, they are diVerent
animals, diVerent species, in the same building. That Mr Mackie: Even there, you never actually got

funding from the MEDA component.is the issue: not that they have specific competencies,
because that is everywhere, in each government
system. More and more, you see that they are pulled Q168 Lord Lea of Crondall: Does not the fact that
away a bit; that they are distinct identities. It is more we are confronted with a dialogue between AU and
the linkages between the diVerent departments. That EU—a “sextet” I think we are now calling it—
is also a little the policy mix concept; it is a little the fortuitously drive us in the direction of getting more
inter-institutional co-operation, which is there on coherence? Because, if you are going to get African
paper—it is advocated, Commissioners try to do country ownership of a strategy which is agreed
this—but in practice, certainly for governance, it is through this kind of a joint implementation strategy,
very diYcult to bring together these diVerent some of your concerns will inevitably be addressed
institutional cultures. That is in fact the answer to and confronted by the fact that you are trying to
your question. It is not a problem that they are benchmark some of these cross-cutting policies?
separate and separate competencies; the diYculty is Mr Mackie: I think you are right that trying to get a
the linkages between them, the co-operation between joint implementation strategy will push them
them. Then, more and more, you could say the EC is towards more coherence, but that does not mean that
fragmented. It is a whole process that continues. it will necessarily be an easy job. Round Europe, I
Many people who were there 10 years ago say that it think that the question of policy coherence has been
was then much easier to come to a coherent policy, to a very diYcult one for all the EU Member States to
implement a coherent policy, because identities were be really eVective on, ever since it was first mooted as
closer to each other. We had an overall responsibility; a policy in the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. You now
the linkages were there. Now, more and more, you have a few Member States which have taken steps to
see disjunction rather than collaboration on the basis put in place mechanisms for greater coherence. The
of specific competencies. You are right. Each Swedes have probably gone the furthest in having a
government, each agency, has this kind of conflict. whole-government approach with a goal—

Q167 Lord Lea of Crondall: It is strange, is it not, Q169 Lord Lea of Crondall: There is one area of
because one knows the opposite criticism? policy coherence where we understand that until last
Democratic centralism. Everybody saying that the week there was some open criticism of the
Prime Minister, or the Chancellor of the Exchequer Commission trying to have a common response
in our case, should control everything. There is a strategy on the delivery of development aid. There
balance, but the criticism could easily be tipping over are newspaper accounts saying that some countries,
in the other direction if people in aid delivery, with which shall be nameless, were a bit uneasy about this;
years of experience of aid delivery, thought that they but the Commission of course pointed out that
were getting mixed up with somebody who was trying strategies or regulations from 25 diVerent countries
to organise improvements to the judiciary, or in a typical African country must itself strain
somebody else who was looking at money resources and be totally ineYcient. Are not some of
laundering. It is inherent, is it not? the initiatives of the Commission that try to address

policy coherence actually leading to a rather unfairMr Bossuyt: Yes, it is certainly an element. Take
Africa, for instance. It is a strategy for the whole of critique?

Mr Bossuyt: Yes, absolutely, because the EuropeanAfrica, as it is a strategy for the whole of Europe.
Focus, for instance, on the split between MEDA consensus, this whole EU Africa Strategy, the joint

implementation strategy, of course are positivecountries and Cotonou countries—that is a typical
example. History has brought these two regional advances, where you could certainly say the EC has

tried to have a more coherent European approach.agreements, with their own life, and that is fair; that
is inherent to any system. Bringing them together Certainly here, from the Centre, we see these as very
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Mr Bossuyt: Yes, absolutely.positive moves. There is also the fact that they tried
Mr Frederiksen: In terms of ownership, it is theto give a leadership position to the African Union. I
political ownership that matters here. It is the buy-inthink that the Commission has been a driving force
from European Member States and the national levelbehind this: that you also need a coherent
into the implementation of the strategy that willinterlocutor in Africa, the African Union. These are
matter on the EU side. If it is taken over by thevery positive evolutions. Do they bring more
European Commission and the Council’s Secretariat,coherence? It depends. There are two elements which
then I think that there will be only partial ownershipare crucial. Who really owns the EU Africa Strategy?
or a bureaucratic buy-in or an administrativeWho owns it, beyond these initiative moves?
ownership, and then we risk that this paper will be
another good initiative that did not trigger major
changes. If the perspective is similar on the AU or on

Q170 Lord Lea of Crondall: Can you give us a the African side—
picture of what you mean by the word “ownership”?
We have had diVerent interpretations of the word.

Q172 Lord Lea of Crondall: There is some degree ofDo you mean ownership by some formal statement in
symmetry there, is there not? The sextet is exactlya troı£ka or sextet meeting in Bamako, or do you
designed to reflect that symmetry.mean in Abuja or Lagos? What do you mean by
Mr Frederiksen: Your report and your investigation“ownership”?
here is very important in mobilising and focusing onMr Bossuyt: From my experience—let me talk mainly
the political buy-in.about the African Union and the African actors—I
Mr Bossuyt: And disaggregating the concept of

think that they do not yet really own the strategy. The ownership. I very much like your question, because
strategy has been proposed mainly by Europe. That also at the EC and EU there is a tendency to assume
is good; that was the first move. They still have to ownership, to limit it to formalised statements, while
make it a really joint strategy, in my view. Steps have the real challenge of ownership—like the national
been taken; dialogue has been taking place; but the programmes—is to see who buys in, who really does
first consultation and the first dialogue are something what, who changes, what changes. That of course is
diVerent from saying “Yes, that is truly a joint a process; but it has to be monitored carefully. Hence
strategy”. The steps that have been there in Bamako the buy-in of the African Commission, the RECs. At
and now the Commission-to-Commission talks in this stage they do not really know the strategy.
February are first steps, but we are not yet there. Mr Mackie: I think there has been some consultation
When they say formally—and, in my view, in the but in a fairly formal way.
African Union this needs a summit—perhaps the
next summit in Banjul could be the moment when

Q173 Chairman: You talk about political ownershipthey say, “We, the African Union, fully stand behind
from the EU side. How many of the Member Statesthis EU strategy”. Now it is a new strategy towards
do you think will really want to be involved?Africa. It is not yet a joint strategy. Commissioner
Mr Bossuyt: Good question!Michel is aware of this, and so they are trying to take

steps to get it shared. You are right that it has a
Q174 Chairman: A lot of them will be happy for it toformal side. For the African Union, I think that it is
be an EU strategy, but not something that they arethe summit. However, you still have the ownership of
involved in on a day-to-day basis. We talk about thatall the players. That is a diVerent story. It could be a
ownership. Are we really talking about a relativelyvery nice policy document but, to translate it—and
small number of Member States that haveyou are concerned with implementation—into joint
traditionally been involved in Africa, plus one or twoprogrammes with the RECs, that is the whole actors’
perhaps, like Sweden?dimension of ownership. That is diVerent from a
Mr Frederiksen: I think that in practice it will have toformal declaration, “Yes, let’s go for it”. It is a
be like that; but even a nucleus, a number of Memberpositive move. It is step by step. We cannot expect
States that can buy in and focus on and maybe eventhat it is suddenly there in five minutes. That would
guide implementation, will be very important. If webe the wrong approach.
look back over the last five years at EU level, a
number of initiatives have been taken at the highest
policy level: the revised Cotonou Agreement; a

Q171 Lord Lea of Crondall: You have answered European Development Strategy; now an EU Africa
your own question, have you not? Step by step. If you Strategy, and soon strategies for the Caribbean and
try to get the horse to jump the second fence before it the Pacific. These are good documents, but it is the
has jumped the first fence, you will only confuse the whole follow-up that lags behind. There, I would say

that the EU Africa Strategy puts in place a newhorse, will you not?
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Test out what the real buy-in means there. Then youopportunity; that is, that extra buy-in to the
agreement which you have seen from Member States. will see that this is not easy to deliver this kind of
It was adopted by the European Council. That is the coherence in the implementation. You are right,
highest stamp; you cannot get any higher up. however. It is an opportunity. Let us use it; let us see
Mr Mackie: I would say of the EU Member States how the Commission can be helped in its eVort to
that a good number of them actually supported the convince Member States. Many Member States are
buy-in strongly. Okay, some of the new Member not used to this. For them, it is completely new to
States probably find it very hard to participate, but open up to this broader perspective. Most donor
most of the old Member States have a deep interest in agencies in Europe have big capacity problems at
Africa, I would say. Member State level. I think that, with the
Mr Frederiksen: Everybody bought into it when it professional DfID, you are a bit spoilt in the UK
was agreed to in December. Fine—it should not stop compared to other agencies. We certainly see that
there. If you could only mobilise a number of EU many agencies are in crisis in the Member States. So
Member States to help the strategy and implement their capacity then to buy in to these broader
it— programmes with a real, genuine strategy is not

evident.
Q175 Chairman: It is like so many things, is it not? If
it goes wrong, everybody will blame the Commission.

Q177 Chairman: Worrying about discussions takingIn fact, it will be the fault of the Member States.
place and who owns what, what do you see are theMr Mackie: You even get Spain—and traditionally,
most eVective channels or mechanisms for getting theSpain is one of the Member States that has not been
dialogue going in a realistic way between Europe andinterested in Africa—looking at producing an Africa
Africa? I guess that is shorthand for the EU and AUstrategy of its own.
in many ways.
Mr Mackie: We have, as you were saying, the

Q176 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is this not a key point? Is matching system on either side. So you can have the
it not the direction of travel? Years ago, Britain and dialogue from one side to the other, which gives you
France were always pulling each other apart in a starting point. I would say that the dialogue
Africa. We always knew that the Francophone zone between the two Commissions is developing quite
and the Commonwealth were in competition. The

well. We have had some exposure to that. We haveFrench defence minister said before Christmas that
been in touch with some of the oYcials who areshe thought these three or four French brigades from
participating in that on both sides, and they areSenegal through to Réunion should perhaps be
talking to each other more regularly. I think thatlooked at in a diVerent context. “We can’t go on
there is a greater level of understanding, and so on.being the gendarme of Africa. We don’t want to be
The Member States’ level is more patchy. That isaccused of imperialism and colonialism.” They are
partly aVected by the blockage on the summit. Thetherefore inclined to look a little more European than
troı£kas? Yes, there is a lack of continuity, probablythey were. Maybe you could be cynical about that,
on both sides. The familiar problems with rotatingbut is it not a question of the direction of travel?
Presidents, the EC, et cetera—where you do not yetMr Bossuyt: That is the positive change. It is really a
have many other channels eVective. You couldmove towards an all-European response to Africa.
potentially have a Parliament-to-ParliamentWe are in contact with Member States enough to
channel—Pan-African Parliament to the Europeanknow that this is a general trend. So that is very
Parliament. There is some interest in that on bothpositive. It has been triggered by the Commission.
sides, I think; but that has not taken oV yet, becauseAlso, there is the recent Communication on how to
it is not fully operational. It has had its first bureaumake aid more eVective. It is in the context of the
meeting, and so on. In the future I would hope thatthree Cs. They are launching a new set of
would work. Equally on the ECOSOC side, theCommunications, linked to the Paris harmonisation
Economic and Social Committee, the African one isagenda. You really have windows of opportunity to
only just taking oV and so you really do not have thesay, “Let us respond collectively to the challenges of
potential for that yet. Outside the formal structuresthis continent which is our neighbour continent”,
you obviously have civil society talking to civilincluding on migration issues and new topics. That is
society, and diVerent things like that. However, theycertainly the direction of travel, but the devil is in the
are very disparate in terms of focusing on thisdetail. There, it is an implementation challenge, as
strategy. I would say that we are a long way from it.you know. For us, the approach is to say, “Let us test
To sum all that up, it basically comes back to theit in very concrete dossiers”. For instance, on trade—
Commission-to-Commission, where you are gettinga big issue where Europe has a joint responsibility as

the Union—on governance, on peace and security. the most eVective dialogue at the moment.
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approach has many advantages. If you take socialQ178 Lord Lea of Crondall: Could I ask you about
development, you need dialogue with social actors. Ifcivil society? I was a trade union oYcial for 35 years.
you have trade discussions—and this is taking placeTherefore, I would naturally say that in Africa, for
more and more—on trade negotiations you see thatthe best part certainly of 50 years and maybe nearer
the private sector is coming in more and more. It is a100 years, there has been the development of freedom
laboratory. The direction of travel is very clear. Weof association. Although home-grown civil society
need to associate the relevant actors and enable themorganisations are in some respects in short supply,
properly to participate—which is not evident—andthis is very much part of the problem of pluralism in
let us innovate institutionally, the African Uniona typical African country, with the single party
being only one of the fora for dialogue. A lot of workfollowing independence, and so on. If we think of the
has still to be done. It is a big challenge for Europe tomodel as the Economic and Social Committee or
support these dialogue processes in a pluralist way.something like that, it also means that you are

identifying players as in employers, workers, and so
on. How do you relate that to other concepts of civil Q179 Lord Lea of Crondall: We have run into the
society? Obviously it is very important that, as well as same diYculty as you have about how to embrace
public-private partnerships, private sector business is trade negotiations, and we are in no position to
a driver in many parts of the world. Some people are criticise people for not having trade negotiations as
very suspicious of the multinational corporation, but part of the road map for the implementation of the
other people do not think that they are the main strategy. You cannot easily, in Hong Kong or some
culprit in all this capital leakage out of Africa—on place, see an EU-Africa trade negotiation. I think
money laundering, and so on. How do you see the that we have to be realistic in that respect, have we
picture of civil society as it relates to business, as not?
opposed to the local voluntary organisations? Mr Bossuyt: Yes, absolutely. May I add one
Mr Mackie: Can I just correct one misunderstanding mechanism for dialogue which I think is very
maybe? The model the AU is using for the ECOSOC important in implementing the EU Africa Strategy?
is closer to the UN model than to the EU model. So It is the programming—a coherent programming of
it will not be based on this three-pillar system that we support. At the end of the day, Louis Michel clearly
have here in Europe: labour, business, and the other says that programming of the 10th EDF for the
sectors. On the other hand, they are involving NGOs, countries, for the regions and, for the first time, also
civil society organisations from across the continent, for the African Union—you have to say Imshallah—
including employers’ federations, et cetera; including will happen and be aligned to the EU Africa Strategy.
trade unions, as far as I know; and the diaspora, The programming is now taking place, this year.
Africans outside Africa, which they are quite keen on What will Europe support? What will Europe
involving. In that sense, one has to see that they are support consistently at national, regional and pan-
looking at things a little afresh. Civil society and African level? That is a very important process for
business—how much are they involved? dialogue, and even for joint dialogue. If you only
Mr Bossuyt: At the regional and pan-African level it programme separately at national, regional and
is still very weak. They are getting into the African levels, it will be a cacophony; but if you can
mainstream development discussions and co- find a way to programme EU support—a lot of
operation discussions with Europe at national level money—for a coherent implementation of the
more and more. Dialogue is taking place. The EC is strategy, as advocated by Louis Michel, that again is
supporting all kinds of programmes aimed at a very big implementation challenge. Yet dialogue
building the capacity of this. They do not call it “civil takes place there. Louis Michel is now touring all the
society”; they call it “non-state actors”, in all their regions of Africa, to say that governance will be a key
diversity: non-state actors encompassing the private priority for the programming. That is all about
sector. At national level that is moving. If you then dialogue. Do the Africans agree? Is this the way they
look at the regional level, and especially at AU level, want to see it? What are other priorities? It is a
they are taking their very first steps. So you could technical issue but it is fundamental. It is the
largely say that any dialogue is still government allocation of the resource of the EU from a pragmatic
dialogue. However, everyone is aware that perspective, and we would say that that is much more
mechanisms have to be found to involve them. Is the concrete than the rather formalised political
ECOSOC the only way? No, ECOSOC is one way. dialogues. There you make choices. The
The ECOSOC in Africa will have some advantages, programming is in 2006 and, as you know,
but certainly the President of the African programming in the EC is now an evolving process.
Commission has always said, “We need to invent In our experience, it is the primary focus for dialogue,
other ways to dialogue with diVerent stakeholders on and the big challenge will be to articulate this in a

coherent way.specific dossiers”. There again, the thematic
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Q184 Lord Lea of Crondall: It is hard always to keepMr Frederiksen: And to link this with the political
level, because this is the programming of to one line of an agenda here, and I may be

trespassing. As you mention EDF, there are issuesdevelopment funding. It refers more to the
development part of the EU Africa Strategy. What is about the Africa Peace Facility and how that relates

to the EDF. Then there are questions about how faras important, however, is the linkage between the
programming of these development funds with the people, in good faith, knew what they were doing at

Gleneagles or at some other meeting, when it comespolitical parts of the strategy. We can look at security
areas and we can look at the trade in small arms, et to the level of writing to a minister and saying, “Can

you remind us of some of these numbers?” and thecetera. So it is not only doing the programming and
using that as a dialogue mechanism, but also linking answer is, “With great diYculty”. That is not

necessarily a criticism because, with people like Bobit to the more political dimensions of the strategy.
Mr Bossuyt: There you can have surprises, if you do Geldof on the scene, what do you expect to do? Can

you say a bit about how you would do it better?this. I was informed today that on 22 May the
European Commission will gather the RECs onto the Mr Mackie: The funding of the APF?
programme—the diVerent RECs in Africa—with the
African Union, to see how it coheres. When we Q185 Lord Lea of Crondall: Yes.
support the African Union, are we not duplicating? Mr Frederiksen: If I understand you rightly, there are
Are we coherent? That will be a very nice dialogue! If two issues. There is this whole issue of to what extent
you link it with the political issues, I can imagine that will the EU Member States and the EU deliver on
this will be a real dialogue. their financial commitments and what is the follow-

up to this. I think that I have submitted an analysis of
this to you. If not, then I have one here.Q180 Lord Lea of Crondall: Which meeting is that?
Mr Bossuyt: The gap between the financial promisesMr Bossuyt: That is a meeting where, I was informed,
and delivery.they will try to align the diVerent programming
Mr Frederiksen: There is a table here which will showprocesses which now take place—
you very clearly what is the ground to be covered.Mr Mackie: The regional ones.
There is a list of the percentage by which eachMr Bossuyt: . . . with the African Union. So they will
Member State has to increase its funds in order tobring the African Union together with the five
meet the financial commitments made in 2005.regions on 22 May, to see how we fund, in an
Mr Bossuyt: A huge increase.intelligent and coherent way, our priorities, linked to
Mr Frederiksen: There is that, and there is the fearthe Africa Strategy. If you do not have this coherence
that there is a huge challenge. The ongoingcheck, you may end up by funding all kinds of things.
negotiations of the 10th EDF are just another
example of how EU Member States are now reluctantQ181 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is that under the
to put money into this fund. There are other fundingumbrella of the ministerial sextet in Vienna?
mechanisms or channels that can be used. That is a

Mr Bossuyt: I do not think so. It is Commission-
whole discussion, but a very important discussion:driven. It is the 10th EDF. It is to make sure that all
what is the financial backing that enables Europe tothe funding for implementing the EU Africa Strategy
follow up and implement its strategy? Then there is ais allocated in a coherent way.
more specific issue about the funding of the EU’s

Mr Mackie: You heard about this from the
Africa Peace Facility. There are no realisticCommission.
possibilities of establishing or topping up than by

Mr Bossuyt: Yes.
using the funds from the 10th EDF. There have been

Mr Mackie: So it will be in some Commission report
long discussions in the European Council andto the ministerial—
between the Member States about whether it should
be continued and, if so, how should it be funded. I

Q182 Lord Lea of Crondall: I assume that the EDF think that the 10th EDF will be used as the only
discussions are— possibility. There is no real interest on the part of the
Mr Bossuyt: Yes, EDF discussions. It is purely EDF. EU Member States in putting in fresh funds or to

fund an EU peace facility through bilateral
contributions.Q183 Lord Lea of Crondall: So the Council will have
Mr Bossuyt: Or stability instruments.to be involved.
Mr Frederiksen: It is a compromise.Mr Bossuyt: Yes.

Mr Mackie: This will be the preparatory phase before
they go to Council. It will be Commission oYcials, Q186 Chairman: It raises a question about the whole

strategy, does it not? While you can always wantpreparing their proposals before it actually goes to
the EDF Committee, I would imagine. more money, whatever you are trying to do, is there
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that that is a more direct route. On the other hand,really any prospect of the EU funding all the elements
of the strategy in such a way as to make it eVective there is the question of the eYciency of spending
within a foreseeable timeframe, or will it have to money via Brussels. So there is a debate and it is hard
prioritise? Will top of the list be peacekeeping to say that there are not two sides to it.
anyway? Mr Mackie: Clearly, yes.
Mr Frederiksen: Everybody will have to prioritise. Mr Bossuyt: But if you apply it to the Africa Peace

Facility, I think the challenge there is a common one
to the European Union. It is to say, “At the end of theQ187 Chairman: With respect, nobody ever admits
day, we are trying to do this”. However, it is thethey have to prioritise! Whenever you ask the

question, they tell you that everything is important African capacity to deliver peace. That is not so much
and they are doing something about everything. We the channel of Europe versus the European
probably, and I certainly would, take the view that Commission; it is trying to say, “Let’s make sure that
with something like the strategy you cannot possibly there are institutions in Africa”—that is the big
implement everything without some priorities, and implementation challenge of the strategy. It is
certainly without some money. sustainable institutional development. At the end of
Mr Mackie: The level of the commitments—it is not the day, that is what this facility tries to do. It is not
just at Gleneagles; there was also the UN Summit, only a financial facility; it tries to enable the African
and so on. They have attracted a lot of political Union, with the RECs, to be there as the key players
attention from around the world. That is clearly not in future peace delivery. That is a challenge that, by
enough to make sure that it will go through. and large, bypasses who will manage the money, who
Chancellor Schro£der, before he left oYce, was is in charge. Of course it plays a big role when they
already making noises about whether Germany decide here in Europe but, at the end of the day, that
would be able to meet this commitment, and so on. is what the EU Africa Strategy tries to deliver. There
So, yes, at the end of the day it is whether the Member is a second point which is perhaps related to the next
States will be willing to raise the level of funds that section—more aid to Africa. I think that there is now
they are willing to put into it. The British growing agreement in the literature and in other
Government have put a lot of emphasis, political documents that this cannot be done unless you
weight, behind increasing it. It is not just the Prime fundamentally improve the governance situations on
Minister; the Chancellor also seems to have been the continent. A large majority of these countries are
behind it. So prospects are perhaps better there than not ready to absorb more aid, because the
with some. governance conditions are not there. As you know,
Mr Frederiksen: Actually Britain is very reluctant in all the donors try to provide budget support, because
the discussions on the 10th EDF. that is good for national policies, national ownership,

and so on; but even the EC has had recently to
Q188 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is that because, in your withdraw budget aid—your Government as well—in
interpretation, Britain does not want to see any shift Ethiopia and Uganda, because they see that, “Oh, we
of the overall weight of our taxpayers’ money—if I cannot move”. Even the idea of channelling more
can use that expression—going via Brussels? resources is therefore very much linked to better
Mr Frederiksen: Maybe. You are probably in a better governance conditions. In my view, the financial
position to answer that question than I am, but I discussion is often too disconnected from this
think that plays a part. There is also this fundamental second pillar of improving the
consideration that, if you cannot get all the Member governance situation in Africa. Governance is also a
States to put money equally into this fund, why question of institutions—capable institutions. That is
should one, two or three EU Member States do so? the big challenge of the African Union. All these

topics are linked. I hope that you can also convey this
Q189 Lord Lea of Crondall: Looking at the merits of in your report, because in Europe we often have the
the question, there is the argument on the one side tendency to slice them up.
that one does need a lot more of the share to go via
Brussels, because a typical medium-sized African

Q190 Chairman: Before we go on to governance,country with a GDP of one-hundredth of Belgium, or
you have talked about capacity-building at the AUsomething like that, is not in a position to have 12 or
and the Regional and Economic Communities. There15 diVerent people coming along with slightly
are two things really. What ought the EU to be doingdiVerent agendas, and so on. On the other hand, for
to support that element of the AU that is supportingthe taxpayers in the big European countries, perhaps
capacity-building? How good an institution do youthere is some merit in seeing their minister on the
think the African Union is, in your experience, in thetelevision, cutting a white tape to show that they are

opening a bridge or something. There is an argument dealings that you have had with it? If you read the
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partly because they are afraid of it. I think that thestrategy, it is a vital element of implementation. How
much are we building on solid foundations? best way is to make sure that, yes, you build its

capacity but also make sure that more AfricanMr Bossuyt: A very good question!
member states are prepared to pay for their own
African Union—that will be a big challenge—and

Q191 Chairman: Can it really speak for Africa, or do help the Commission in this. As you know, there are
the regional organisations speak more appropriately? some member states who are willing to do this—
Mr Bossuyt: We are working with the African Union South Africa, Nigeria, Algeria, and a number of
since the beginning, since 2002, as a foundation. The others—but there are a whole number of countries
essence is that this is an institution in the building. It which have money, which have resources, but which
has very weak foundations, but that is precisely the simply do not pay their contributions. That weakens
big challenge of development. They try to create, enormously the credibility of the African Union; but
relatively from scratch—because the OAU had it is fighting in every domain.
outlived its usefulness—and building on a very weak
institution something which is credible and solid. Let

Q192 Lord Lea of Crondall: However, most peopleus be very clear, that is a 15 to 20-year perspective. I
will genuflect towards the necessity, will they not?think that the Commission has been great to support
Mr Bossuyt: Absolutely.this long-term institutional transformation process.

We will never forget that, at the beginning when we
Q193 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is that not typical ofwere also working there with the new people who
how politics move forward? Someone once said,came in the African Union, including the presidency
“Hypocrisy is the homage paid by vice to virtue”.and the vice-presidency, they said, “You will have to
Mr Bossuyt: In this sense it is very interesting to seegain credibility, to gain legitimacy. You will have to
that the most performing unit of the African Uniongain credibility from our Member States”. They said
in terms of capacity-building is the peace department.it bluntly. An important number of African countries
It is very interesting to see why. Now they gaindo not want a strong African Commission; they do
credibility and so they are respected by the RECS.not want a strong African Union. We saw it with the
For me, there you see the African Union CommissionTogo crisis. To put it bluntly, this cost, and will cost,
in 15 or 20 years’ time, if their other departments canthe re-election of the president, because many people
catch up. The EC is supporting it. They are nowdo not want a pan-African body that can say, “These
putting in ƒ55 million.are African rules. These are African processes. These
Mr Mackie: Just to add to what Jean has said, theare governance rules”. For instance, talking about
other attractive thing about the AU is that, for manygovernance again, they really had to fight to get this
people in Africa and indeed Africans outside Africa,in their mandate. It was supposed to be an economic
they see this as an opportunity not to be missed. So itkind of body, a kind of peace body; but to get the
has succeeded in attracting a certain level ofgovernance, the political mandate, for Member
expertise, reformist thinking, and so on.States to say, “What are you doing there in Ethiopia?
Mr Bossuyt: NEPAD—What are you doing there in Togo? What are you

doing there in Uganda?”. No—the Africans do not
Q194 Lord Lea of Crondall: We have heard theaccept this. This is an enormous battle. I would say
expression “South African imperialism” fromthat politically it was a great move by the EC, and
somebody, but do you think that there is a diVerentnow the EU, to support the African Union. It will be
push from South Africa than from some of the othera long, diYcult road, with many ups and downs—like
regions? We know that there are the five regions ofnow. They face a diYcult moment. However, I think
the African Union. How do you characterise thethat we have no choice other than to build on this
position of South Africa?African Commission—especially the Commission—
Mr Bossuyt: In the African Union?to gain its place, to gain its credibility. Is it only a

responsibility of the EU? No, absolutely not. The big
problem now—the biggest in our view—is the Q195 Lord Lea of Crondall: Yes.

Mr Bossuyt: Compared to NEPAD? They have thelegitimacy of the African Union. How much are
African states prepared to pay for a union? The support of two processes, do they not, James?

Mr Mackie: Yes. I would have said that both MbekiAfrican Union has a ridiculous budget now. So
Europe can come in and pay almost for the whole and Obasanjo, who work quite closely together, have

seen this as a way to launch a new phase on theconstruction, but then you do not build anything
sustainable. The African Commission has been African level. It is the NEPAD challenge, if you like,

but the NEPAD challenge based on a solid Africanfighting for a minimally credible and viable budget. It
has had big diYculties to attract it. This again reflects base. To me, they are typical of the sort of people who

are looking ahead and working for a new type ofthe fact that member states do not really want it,
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written evidence, you argued that “Indirect supportAfrica. They are not alone, however. They have been
joined by people who are less likely, like Bouteflika. to the AU for peacekeeping eVorts should constitute

the EU’s long-term strategy, with a more directIn some ways it has been a bit of a containment
exercise around Gaddafi as well, who also wanted to military role being played in the short to medium

term”. When do you envisage the EU making thatmove quite fast on the AU.
Mr Bossuyt: They are all afraid of him! move from direct to indirect support, or is it a

question that is not capable of an answer at theMr Mackie: In a sense they reacted to him and
realised that they had to move faster and to get moment?

Mr Mackie: There was a slight misunderstanding inahead. The Tanzanian President came in; the
Ethiopian, the Mozambiquan—a number of leaders the way you understood that paragraph. At least, we

get that impression from the way you have wordedhave joined the process.
Mr Bossuyt: Maybe we should also give the anecdote, this question. We did not want to argue that the

indirect support is only long-term; it should also be inthe picture conveyed to us at the beginning of the
process by high oYcials of the African Union who the immediate term. If you like, the APF is indirect

support. In that sense perhaps it was not worded verysaid that it was felt that this whole African Union was
a “battle between reformists and obscurantists”. I clearly. Our experience was that, looking at the APF,

there was a very valuable role played there in terms offound this to be a marvellous quote. It captures very
well the fundamental stakes. For your information, supporting what the Africans themselves were doing

and in terms of setting up peacekeeping supportthere are two very interesting processes that are
relevant to capacity-building. It is not only operations, et cetera, and that is a more useful

support to be providing than direct militarystrengthening the Commission you have to look at,
there are also two other fundamental institutional intervention.

Mr Frederiksen: It is not really about either/or; it ischallenges. Who does what in Africa? What is the role
and added value of this African Union in Addis, as a about doing capacity-building and other indirect

support programmes, as well as sometimes doing thepan-African level of governance? What should others
do? The RECs. In the strategy planning you will see military and direct support. It cannot be separated.

They have to go hand in hand. The evaluation of thethat they call this the “institutional rationalisation”.
At the present time Africa is an institutional African Peace Facility also shows that there is still

some way to go before there is a synergy betweencacophony: all kinds of institutions doing the same
thing—even NEPAD is there. So now the African indirect support and direct support, provided by the

EU as a whole through the Africa Peace Facility,Union is trying to clarify who does what. You cannot
do capacity-building if you have not first defined the through the current foreign security policy, and

through bilateral aid.mandate. That is a very important process. The
second very important institutional process is the
governance of the Union. How do you govern an

Q197 Chairman: Thank you for that clarification.African Union? This was never a debate in the old
Perhaps we ought to go on to the governance andOAU because there was just a secretary-general, but
human rights now, as time is going on. We talk aboutnow they really have to sort out the governance of the
good governance. Do you think that the AU and theUnion—what we call here the “inter-institutional
EU are describing the same thing when they refer todialogue”. What is the role of the parliament? What
it?is the role of member states? Now the member states
Mr Bossuyt: No, not yet. That is the answer. It is anare micro-managing the Commission. At this level
area on which we have to work at lot, on both sides. Itthey are completely tied. They have therefore now
is nothing to be surprised about. It reflects the generalput on the table the discussion on “How do we
state of confusion on what governance really means.govern the Union?”. These are very important
Also, if you look at the EC level it has, in a few years,processes for the European Union to support: not
become the all-embracing concept. If you look atonly because they are brothers and sisters, but
Cotonou a few years ago, it was sneaked into thebecause it is the fundamentals. It is the rules of the
debate. Now it has become the overarching policygame in the African Union. This is going on and I
where you put everything: democracy, human rights,think that it is a positive move. It shows that, if you
rule of law, decentralisation, et cetera. All this is nowgive it a bit of time—to come back to your question—
governance. It is now the centre-stage concept of theit will have a stronger foundation, but certainly with
European Commission. That has been a swift move,many ups and downs.
so everyone has digestion problems. They really have
to digest what it means. That is at the EC level. At the
African Union level, they had to fight to have aQ196 Chairman: Perhaps we ought to thank you for

that and move on to the governance and human political mandate and then they had to fight to get
governance on their agenda—the Commissionrights. Before we do, picking up something from your
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approach—where corruption has a very importantinformation people. So they are also starting to get
concrete contents as to what governance means for place, of course, but you will not tackle corruption by

creating an anti-corruption body. That is notthem. Typically in the African Commission they
focused on corruption. As you know, that is only a enough—and the Africans also say this—unless you

have a holistic approach to how governance works.tiny issue, though an important issue, of the whole
governance agenda. So, yes, they are quite distant That is what I meant by “tiny”. It is a narrow,

technocratic approach to governance. That was thestill but they are growing towards each other. It is not
an easy process to grow towards each other. That is case at the beginning, if you looked 10 years ago.

Also, in Africa it tended to be a narrow, technocraticthe second element that I would like to emphasise. At
this stage, there are relatively few real governance approach, and not going to the real issues. Why is the

government managed like this? What is thedialogue opportunities, to come close to what it
means. Europe is building up its policies here in explanation for the division of power? How can you

change this? What are the drivers of change in theBrussels with some, but limited, consultation; while
in Africa, as you know, a lot of governance initiatives society? All the African societies have fantastic

governance agendas. They are not implemented.are taking place. The Africans are not waiting for
Europe to tackle their governance problems. So, What is the black box? What is in that black box?

Then you are condemned to a holistic approach.more and more, you see a bewildering richness of
initiatives, even in very diYcult countries like That is now the move—towards a holistic approach

on both sides. That is the positive evolution. In ourZimbabwe; but these two worlds are not yet
connected. I would say that on both sides a lot of Centre, and personally, we very much like the

concept of governance, provided there is a realpolicy development is taking place on governance,
but they do not yet meet. dialogue between the two Unions. That is a real

challenge, because you see tension. You also ask the
question where do they tally and where do they not

Q198 Lord Lea of Crondall: I do not understand why tally. I think that they do not tally about the danger
you say that corruption is a very tiny part of all this. of seeing governance as yet another conditionality. I
Most people now accept in broad terms the statistic think that in Africa they are very afraid that this is
that there is as much money flowing out of Africa per just a new word, to impose all kinds of
annum, or per decade, through embezzlement as conditionalities in the old style. That would miss the
there is flowing in through aid. I do not know opportunity that is now provided by governance.
whether you call all of that “corruption”. There
might be some other aspects but, in broad terms and
for want of a better expression, let us call it Q199 Chairman: I am going to use the word that we

should not use now. How do we avoid, if we want tocorruption. Does this not mean that, regarding the
specific governance question—for example of an further governance, in eVect making some elements

of the strategy, and particularly development aid,auditing function in a medium-sized African country,
Kenya—how is anyone to have a career as an auditor conditional on progress being made in that area?

Mr Bossuyt: That is the $1 million question!unless the auditor-general can avoid having his legs
chopped oV, metaphorically, by the president of the Mr Mackie: One thing that I argued in the submission
country? Is it not the case that a holistic approach to was that there is value in emphasising the voluntary
governance quickly gets you into the necessity of character of some of these processes in Africa. You
looking at things like the auditing function? Whether will get much stronger eVects if it is something
or not it is the multinational corporations who are created by the people themselves. It is one of your
locked into some of this—and let us call for a level questions here: should not the APRM remain a
playing field—I do not mean to say that it is totally voluntary mechanism? What I would be afraid of is,
within their control to have the choice—is it not the if it did become a formal conditionality, “Thou shalt
case that you have to have quite a systematic be a member of the APRM if you want to receive
approach to how government works? Are you aid”, then you will get a lot of token membership.
questioning that it has been of value to put everything Already, one questions the motivation of some of the
under the banner of “governance”? We can all African countries who have signed up. Will they
disagree about the value of umbrella words like really be open to scrutiny, namely in the way the
“globalisation”, but is not “governance” actually a debate has arisen in Ghana? We are less sure about
rather good one? Rwanda, but there seems to have been quite a bit of

discussion around Ghana. If you impose an externalMr Bossuyt: It is a fantastic one. Perhaps I did not
explain myself fully. When I say “tiny”, what I conditionality on top of it, you endanger that even

more. The exciting thing, in my view, is that thewanted to say was that it is a narrow element, and
hence it can confine people to look only at motivation is coming internally. It is people with a

will to see changes in the way their country iscorruption, forgetting the need for a holistic
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Q203 Chairman: You may like to expand on that,governed. You are getting more and more ordinary
because we would perhaps like to know how theyAfricans saying, “We are fed up with this sort of
should go about it. Are you actually saying that thecorrupt approach to government. We want facilities
countries that get ahead and improve governancethat work”.
should not be at any advantage in terms of aid at theMr Bossuyt: Also, in things like water, education,
end of that? How do the EU and the governments ofauditing, and everything.
Member States justify to their taxpayers puttingMr Mackie: The role of the Parliament is in that, et
money into places where people would agree that, bycetera.
most standards perhaps, they did not match up to
any of those?

Q200 Lord Lea of Crondall: There is a big diVerence, Mr Mackie: No, I am not saying that. What I am
is there not, between having an organisation like the saying is that you should not make it an explicit

conditionality. I think that a de facto conditionalityEuropean Union, where Romania, Serbia or
will happen. It will occur like that. You will startwhatever, have to meet the Copenhagen criteria
getting precisely the sort of argument that you arebefore joining and the African Union elsewhere, e.g.
advancing being used by oYcials, quiteSudan, does not have to meet any criteria to join. It
understandably, and Africans will begin to see thatis an automaticity organisation, like trade unions to
that is the case. If you now go in and say, “We will nota large extent. You can have an organisation where
give any more aid in Africa unless your country iseverybody is there, and that does determine the
signed up to the APRM”, then you are pulling thepower politics within the organisation. There is no
carpet out from underneath what is an indigenousdoubt about that.
process. You will then become an European stoogeMr Bossuyt: Yes.
process, if you like, and you will immediately loseMr Mackie: But not the APRM.
part of the value of it.
Mr Bossuyt: May I perhaps give the key conclusions
of this overall evaluation which was done on the ECQ201 Lord Lea of Crondall: No. We are talking
support to governance. The three conclusions areabout policy being made through the AU. The
very relevant to the question here. Conclusion 1: ifAfrican Peer Review Mechanism is a one-oV each
you are really serious about development in Africatime. Are you thinking that you could build up some
and implementing the strategy, governance should bebroader role? How would that work then? What sort
at the core of everything you do. That is also theof democratic structure could you have in order to
message that Michel is now bringing along. Let usgive a bigger role, as you are implying—are you?—to
not use a diVerent name; Europe should be verythe APRM?
outspoken about this. We cannot use taxpayers’Mr Mackie: You are right to say that we can impose
money if you are not dealing properly with your ownconditionality on new Member States of the
aVairs—at all levels. Your example is a very goodEuropean Union and we have a whole process for
one. You can give hundreds of examples where all thethat, and that the AU faces a fait accompli that all
potential of Africa is spoilt because you have thatAfrican countries are already members, therefore
provenance. Every single objective in the strategyyou cannot do that. However, the APRM is
cannot be achieved without governance: sustainablesomething that is being built up now. The member
infrastructure; sustainable environment; health;states have to sign up to a process and have to agree
MDGs. Without better governance, you will not getto it before they become members. It is up to the
it. As a fundamental observation, civil society, localprocess then, those who run it, to ensure that they
governance, and business are asking for this—for

mean what they say, once they have got the process assistance with central governance. Europe really has
going—that they will indeed insist on carrying out no choice other than to say, “We have to put this up
thoroughly the various steps of the investigation of front much more than in the past”.
the APRM. It is not quite comparable, but at least
you have the possibility of saying, “Wait a minute.

Q204 Lord Lea of Crondall: Would it be useful toAre you really playing the game? Are you really
analyse how far governance leads to a big hijackingjoining? Are you really serious about this?”.
of the budget, including the EDF, if it leads to
military failures of conflict? Darfur costs a lot of

Q202 Chairman: Not to take too much time over it, money. I know from a report we did on the Balkans
but the EU probably has a lot of capabilities to help some time ago that, for every billion that we spent
build good governance. over five years on development, five billion was spent
Mr Bossuyt: Absolutely—which they do not yet use over one year on the military. So if you come in as a

fire brigade all the time, without figuring out why theproperly.
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what the EU Africa Strategy is all about: that youfire brigade keeps having to be called—and some of
them are old-fashioned territorial disputes like really have this equality. Yes, let us support

governance but let us show that we translate whatEritrea but most of them are not, most of them are
governance disputes . . . . governance means here. How are you organised?

There is fragmentation of our own constitutional set-Mr Bossuyt: Look at the Ivory Coast. Why is Ivory
Coast imploding? It is a governance issue, and there up. For the Africans, this is a sign of bad governance.

So if we have a budget that is promised at Gleneaglesare many other examples.
and everywhere, and then we have half or a third of
it, they say, “What about good governance on yourQ205 Lord Lea of Crondall: Does the penny not side?”. Maybe that is the conclusion, for me at least,

drop? Put it this way. There is the whole issue of on the governance side. It will not work unless you
Sierra Leone, Liberia, and so on. Do not people also respect the third element, that of reciprocity and
realise that there are fundamental linkages between mutual accountability. It is there in the discourse.
governance and peacekeeping? You were advocating You cannot find one donor agency now which does
a holistic approach and making sure that things are not plead for mutual accountability. We are back to
joined up. One thing that is notoriously diYcult to the first question: policy coherence. That is also all
join up is governance on the one hand and a about governance of our own aid system. This is the
peacekeeping facility on the other. If all the money is litmus test because, if you are not serious about this,
taken by the military, that must be the example par I think that the whole Africa strategy will be just one
excellence of the failure of joined-up thinking. more of the processes that we have had in the past.
Mr Bossuyt: Absolutely. The African Commission is On both sides, therefore, the mindset has to be
now trying to say, “Peacekeeping is nice and a long changed.
life to the Peace Facility, but it is much more Mr Frederiksen: To give you a concrete example, in
important that we prevent conflicts; that we invest in Europe we have been talking a lot about the Africa
all this kind of stuV that they call ‘peace-building’ and Peace Facility. We have related it to Darfur and we
even conflict prevention”. That is the broader peace have said, “This is it”. We are really putting in a lot
agenda. Then you are fully into the governance of money here. The African Union Commission says,
agenda. The first condition that came out very clearly “Yes, but don’t think that just because you are
at the evaluation was that the European Union coming with the money that you can decide how we
invests in governance, and it is very central in the EU are running our mission. Don’t think that you can
Africa Strategy, as you have seen. It is a central control the future and how we approach things just
component. The second one—and it relates to what because you come with the money”. They have a
James was saying—is if you really want to support diVerent take on governance and conditionalities. I
governance, try to support truly domestic agendas think that Europe will gradually become aware that
that are defined by diVerent stakeholders. What do we can only make a certain impact through
we want as governance in Ethiopia? What is development funds and by contributing resources.
governance in Kenya? If you build on these home-
grown agendas, you have home-grown Q206 Lord Lea of Crondall: You did say at the start
conditionalities. The art is in making sure that these that the antithesis of imperialism must be ownership,
agendas exist. In some countries they are moving and you are saying that, two steps forward and one
positively in that direction, where you can support step back, we are making progress on ownership.
domestic agendas. That is the second condition. The Mr Bossuyt: We are making progress, yes.
third one—and it is extremely important for Africa— Mr Frederiksen: There is still a long way. In reality,
is to say, “What about the governance of the aid ownership is never an either/or. When the Europe
system?”. If there is one very clear message from Commission goes and conducts its programming
Africa, it is that they say that it is nice to support sessions in the regions—take West Africa or the
governance here, but it will not really work unless Central African Republic—they do not always really
you also tackle the overall governance of external own what is being programmed.
action, the governance of aid—from predictability to Mr Mackie: But the trend is there.
double standards, to businesses, to corruption. There
is also a governance issue here in the way in which we Q207 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.
use our external aid resources. I think that is a Mr Mackie: Does that help?
legitimate request from Africa, to apply the famous Chairman: It is very helpful indeed. Thank you all for

giving us your time.concept of mutual accountability. For me, that is
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Introduction

ECDPM, the European Centre for Development Policy Management, is an independent and non-partisan
Dutch foundation established in 1986 specialising in ACP-EU relations. The Centre works on a continuing
basis with all the principal actors of the Cotonou Partnership Agreement on both the state and non-state sides.
Over the past four years we have also developed expertise on AU-EU relations through working on a number
of studies for both the European and African Union Commissions. Our work focuses on policy oriented
research, capacity building, communication and the promotion of dialogue and debate aimed at promoting
development and strengthening cooperation between the EU and its partners in Africa, the Caribbean and
the Pacific.

The responses below are based on ECDPM’s research and experience in the diVerent areas addressed by the
questions in the Call for Evidence. Where possible, additional material and specific studies have been
referenced in the footnotes.

Responses to Questions in the Call for Evidence

1. The EU’s Role in Africa

— What value does the Strategy add to previous initiatives on Africa such as the G8 Action Plan for
Africa?

The value of the Strategy has to be seen both in a European political context and in a development context.
So far neither the EU nor the EC has ever had a single policy document providing an overall reference point
for all their cooperation with Africa. The Cotonou Partnership Agreement, which is the framework for the
relationship between the European Union and the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries, concerns
Sub-Saharan countries only. South Africa is a signatory to Cotonou but also has a separate agreement with
the EU. The cooperation between the EU and Northern African countries takes place in the framework of the
Barcelona process (Euro-Mediterranean partnership) and since 2004 the European Neighbourhood Policy.
The EU Strategy thus provides a single policy framework for EU dealings with Africa.

The primary value of the Strategy lies in its scope and the strong political status acquired as a result of being
approved at the highest level by the European Council. It is a framework for all EU relations with Africa
including those of the EU Member States as well as of the European Commission and it is not purely restricted
to development assistance, but covers other areas of external action as well.

In terms of content, the Strategy largely summarizes the commitments previously made by the EU and does
not include any major new commitments. For the EU as a whole, it provides a single framework for EU
Member States to improve the complementarity of their policies and actions complementarity being one of
the guiding principles of EU development policy according to the Maastricht Treaty—which should
henceforth take place within the framework defined in the EU Strategy towards Africa. The Strategy should
serve as the main guidance to implement EC development cooperation towards Africa as well as EU Member
States bilateral policies. It has been conceived as an answer to the new African institutional context with the
political rise of the African Union and NEPAD.

One of the main challenges for the Strategy lies in whether it can be implemented in a coherent fashion. The
institutional context is not promising in this respect as the current organization of EU institutions does not
correspond to this policy framework (In the Commission the split between DGs: DEV and RELEX; in the
Council the distribution of working groups) and neither do the Community instruments. The EDF, and the
three new instruments1 ENP, DCEC and Stability, will all cover diVerent areas or aspects of work with Africa
and it will be crucial to see how and to what extent they are used in accordance with the Strategy.

— How can the EU supplement the work of the United Nations and its associated organisations in
working towards achievement of the Millennium Development Goals in Africa?

1 EDF: European Development Fund will continue to be outside the EU budget. The ENP, European Neighbourhood Policy, DCEC,
Development Cooperation and Economic Cooperation and Stability Instruments will be introduced in the new EU budget framework
as from 2007.
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The EU is committed to working closely with the UN and other international partners as per its policy of what
is known as eVective multilateralism. This involves coordination at many diVerent levels and in diVerent fora.
EU Member States and the Commission recognize the importance of MDG8 on establishing a sustainable
partnership and their responsibility in the achievement of this Goal. In the donor community the EU is the
biggest single block of donors responsible for more than 50 per cent of global ODA. The EU is also the main
source of funds for many UN organizations. The EU can therefore, if it is willing, swing the direction of
international cooperation in a particular direction and it is clear that the MDG would not be achievable
without its support. Having such a prominent position also carries responsibilities. In the past few years the
EU has shown itself willing to rise to the occasion and has been a major force in pushing the donor community
to commit themselves to a renewed eVort to increase ODA levels to the agreed UN goal of 0.7 per cent of GNI.
In this context the key issue is therefore less about the EU “supplementing” the work of the UN and far more
about ensuring that it delivers the increased levels of ODA that it has promised.

For Africa the relationship with the EU also oVers other aspects of interest over and above what the UN can
oVer. In particular the EU is an important market for African goods and the Union has direct experience of
regional integration processes. In these areas the EU has clear added value as a cooperation partner.

— How will the EU coordinate its eVorts in Africa with other international and bilateral partners?

The EU, both EC and Member States, is committed to the Paris Declaration on Harmonisation and
Alignment (March 2005). Within the context that these commitments provide the EU’s emphasis is first on
in-country coordination but eVorts are also made to coordinate at regional level. To give some examples: at the
country level EC Delegations are instructed to follow closely the World Bank’s PRSP processes and wherever
possible use it as a basis for their own programming. EU missions will also seek to do the same. The same
happens at the regional level. For example with the SADC in Southern Africa or with the AU Commission
in Addis Ababa donor coordination mechanisms have been established that involve EU Member States, the
EC and the appropriate UN agencies.

— What should be the role of civil society in designing and implementing EU policy in Africa?

Civil society should be fully included in the design and implementation of EU policy in Africa by making
constructive inputs in the implementation plan that will be adopted in the first semester of 2006. It should
monitor the implementation of the strategy and in particular EU’s financial commitments. The Strategy
cannot be implemented without fully integrating the role of civil society in its components. For instance
improving a country’s governance cannot take place without national and regional civil society playing its role
as a watchdog and questioning the diVerent institutions/powers on governance issues. This should be fully
taken into account in the implementation of the Strategy.

Most EU Member States and the Commission have long standing records of working with civil society
organizations. The EU’s attachment to this principal is also well established with the EU’s partners in Africa
and written in to major agreements such as the Cotonou Partnership Agreement. The AU equally provides
for the involvement of civil society in diVerent ways. The main formal forum for this is the AU’s ECOSOCC
that is currently being established, but civil society is also involved in many other aspects of the AU’s work,
one can imagine therefore that the importance of involving them in the implementation of the EU-Africa
Strategy will be readily recognized.

2. Policy Coherence

— How can the EU best ensure that its policies in the fields of development, trade, governance, peace-
keeping and weapons control complement one another?

— How should prioritisation be balanced against a comprehensive approach to ensure that
development, peace and security, good governance and human rights are pursued along parallel
tracks?

— What more should the Commission Directorates-General be doing to work towards the goal of
policy coherence?

Some institutional mechanisms to promote coherence have been put in place by the European Commission
mainly in the context of the reform of external assistance management initiated in 2000: (i) a Country Strategy
Paper format which provides a single framework to look at the diVerent components of the EU’s relation with
developing countries; (ii) an inter-service Quality Support Group ı grouping oYcials from all the external
relations DGs—has been created to check the quality of these documents as well as the reports of the diVerent
implementation reviews; (iii) country teams meant to coordinate the Commission’s various interests and to
ensure policy coherence look at all programming and review documents; (iv) policy coherence working groups
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have been created on diVerent matters and (v) impact assessments function as a tool for improving the
coherence of measures under preparation.2 However this setting could be improved within the Commission
by associating more closely DG Development to issues that have a major impact on developing countries, for
instance on EPA negotiations, agriculture or on matters dealt with by Justice and Home aVairs. Looking at
diVerent EU Member States’ practices in this respect, further steps could also be taken in the Commission such
as establishing a global commitment of all EC administration to policy coherence for development, each DG
being responsible to take this aspect into account while making its own decisions.

— Is the Strategy well-aligned with other EU initiatives including the new Development Policy
Statement, the Barcelona Process, the European Neighbourhood Policy and the Cotonou
Agreement?

In stated policy terms alignment between these diVerent frameworks is generally good though each one does
have its peculiarities. The Africa Strategy and the new DPS, The European Consensus, in particular are very
consistent as they were drafted in parallel and by and large the same groups of oYcials were involved in their
preparation and negotiation. More eVort will have to be made with respect to the other two policy frameworks
so as to ensure that their implementation is consistent with and supportive of the Strategy.

— Can issues relating to trade and agriculture be isolated from the rest of the Strategy and left solely
to the outcome of the Doha round of WTO talks?

In the case of developing economies, certain basic conditions must be in place for free trade agreements to lead
to economic development and export growth, so that countries are able to both face possible costs and grasp
potential benefits of liberalization. On the one hand import liberalization aVects government revenues due to
reduced collection of tariV duties and may cause disruption in domestic economic sectors due to increased
competition from foreign producers. On the other poor economic infrastructure, unfavourable investment
climate, weak institutions and lack of trained work force (generally referred to as “supply-side constraints”)
prevent several developing countries from taking advantage of new export opportunities created by trade
liberalization in developed economies. Without adequate policies and resources to adjust to economic
transformation and to produce and market their goods competitively, ACP countries are unlikely to fully
benefit from any new free trade arrangements, being with the EU or as part of WTO talks.

Therefore issues relating to trade and agriculture cannot be isolated from the rest of the Africa Strategy, as
strengthening infrastructure, governance, etc is a prerequisite for an outcome to WTO (and EPA) negotiations
that can be beneficial for Africa.

The EPA negotiations are also intimately linked to the WTO and therefore trade and agriculture cannot be
left solely to the outcome of the Doha round of WTO talks, as they are an integral part of the ongoing reform
of ACP⁄EU trade and economic cooperation.

3. Priorities

— What should the EU’s priorities be in setting out its action plan for the Strategy?

In preparing an action plan for the implementation of the Strategy the EU should attach a high priority to
ensuring it itself has the appropriate mechanisms and the continued political will to deliver on the Strategy.
As has already been indicated above, some of the main challenges to achieving the Strategy lie in inappropriate
institutional structures of the Union: the workings of Council groups, internal structures inside the
Commission and the confused division of responsibilities between the two institutions. Equally fundamental
is the real willingness of EU Member States to work together and with the Commission in a coordinated and
complementary fashion. In practical terms for instance, many diplomats and aid oYcials in EU Member
States missions in Africa are poorly informed about the way the Union is expected to operate and their
governments’ commitment to work under the framework of a single EU Strategy for Africa. Action therefore
needs to be taken to ensure these institutional constraints are removed at an early date if the Strategy is going
to work.

2 For further details on these mechanisms, see ECDPM and ICEI, Scoping study—EU mechanisms that promote policy coherence for
development. Maastricht, July 2005, pp 31–33
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4. Financing

— The Strategy purports to treat Africa as a whole. How can this be reconciled with the diVerent EU
funding regimes for the ACP countries and those of northern Africa?

It will be very diYcult, if not impossible, to “treat Africa as a whole” with the existing EU budgetary and EDF
structure. The recent legal objection by the EU Council Secretariat to a Euro 7.7 million transfer from the EU
budget to the African Peace Facility is just one example of the constraints to be overcome. Another challenge
is the EC’s organisational split between one service which deals with Sub-Saharan Africa (DG Dev) and
another which deals with Northern Africa (DG Relex for the ENP). From 2007–08 onwards the prospects will
be better, though not perfect, as the new EU budgetary instruments as well as the revised Cotonou Agreement
allow for cross-funding. The legal problems will thus be reduced but politically, organisationally and
procedurally many challenges will still need to be resolved. On top of these internal EC challenges come a series
of EU wide challenges, mainly related to coordination, complementarity and coherence of the EC’s and EU
Member States’ interventions in Africa.

— How can the Commission best monitor the commitments made in May 2005 of ODA worth 0.5614
of GNI by 2010, with half the additional billion euros going to Africa, and 0.7 GNI by 2015?

There are a number of issues of concern here: (i) the EU Member States are past masters in disguising their
actual level of delivery on their aid promises, (ii) a number of escape routes exist for EU Member States (eg
changing the OECD/DAC definition of ODA, exceptions to the promises made etc) and (iii) the EC can only
hold the EU Member States accountable to a certain extent as it is reluctant to criticise individual EU Member
States directly. The EC can thus monitor progress, but actual delivery depends on collective political will on
the part of the Member States.

That being said, a number of monitoring mechanisms already exist: the EU Africa Strategy requires a bi-
annual review of progress with implementation. In addition, one could imagine that the EC could also
highlight the delivery of the commitments made to Africa in its monitoring of EU MS’s contributions to the
MDGs and Monterrey commitments via the annual reports submitted by each EU MS. Other options are to
include a specific chapter on monitoring of aid commitments in EuropeAid’s Annual Report or in the Annual
Orientation Debate.3

— How best can funding for the Africa Peace Facility be continued? Should funding continue to be
taken from the EDF (or its successor)?

As evaluators of the African Peace Facility ECDPM has made a number of recommendations on this issue4.
Our point of entry is that it is first important to establish certain key principles for continued EU financial
support to African led peace support operations: ownership, sustainability, longer-term funding,
predictability, the value of an integrated approach to conflict5 and diVerentiation between small or forgotten
crisis (eg the FOMUC operation in CAR) and politically sensitive conflicts (eg AMIS in Darfur)6. If one
follows these basic principles then one option is to ensure that the EC can take the lead and/or manage the
funds for urgent needs and small scale PSOs (while of course coordinating with the Council Secretariat and
EU MS) from, for example, the EDF. At the same time a diVerent management system could be found for
larger or more politically sensitive PSOs that need stronger involvement of EU MS and/or the Council (and/
or NATO). In this latter case further and additional funding from non-EDF instruments such as Athena or
the ESDP/CFSP budgets could be envisaged.

— What level of control will the AU have over the disbursal of the Facility’s funds in the future?

The answer to this question depends, to a large extent, on where the EU funding will come from. If it comes
from the EDF, then the AU will have more room for manoeuvre than if the funds are coming from the CFSP/
ESDP or the EU budget instruments, as the EC has generally closer relations to the AUC and is more willing
to work in partnership with the AUC than the Council Secretariat. The APF evaluation report shows that the

3 See attached three ECDPM technical notes on EU Financing for Development.
4 The Report of this Evaluation from January 2006 will soon be available on the EuropeAid website.
5 Tackling conflict does not just imply the funding of PSOs but also supporting conflict prevention work and post conflict reconstruction.

This broader work need not be funded from the APF but reducing the incidence of conflict by working on conflict prevention or moving
promptly on post-conflict rehabilitation so as to reduce the risk of sliding back into conflict will also relieve pressure on the APF, hence
the importance of an integrated approach. An overview of what the EC does and can do in the conflict prevention area in Africa can
be found in: Alexander, L. Higazi, A. Mackie, J. Nino-Perez, J. and A. SherriV. 2003. Regional approaches to conflict prevention in
Africa; European support to African processes. (ECDPM In Brief 4). Maastricht : ECDPM.

6 To date the APF has provided funding for two Peace Support Operations and some capacity building work. The two PSOs are the
FOMUC, Force multi-nationale du CEMAC, in Central African Republic and AMIS, the African Mission to Sudan, in Darfur.
FOMUC is run by the sub-regional organization CEMAC (Communaute economique et monetaire de I’Afrique centrale) while AMIS
is run by the AU.
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APF principles of ownership, partnership and solidarity are essential to the future of the APF and
strengthening of cooperation between the EU and the AU. It is also doubtful whether the AU would accept
too many EU conditionalities on the funding and/or cooperation. In the end, the APF is just one out of several
funding sources the AU can turn to.

— Following agreement of the financial perspective 2007–13 at the European Council on 16 December,
what further firm financial commitments could the EU make towards implementation of the
Strategy?

The key question is not about further financial commitments but rather about delivery on the existing ones
(see attached paper (not printed)). EU and donors have made many aid commitments since the mid 1970s.
Not all of them have been honoured, so for most African countries it is about how to ensure that the EU
Member States are also doing what they promise. The levels of funding agreed in the Financial Perspectives
package and for the 10th EDF in December 2005 do not reflect the commitments the EU has made on
increasing ODA levels up to 2015. This implies EU Member States do not a priori see the EU budget or EDF
as the channel through which they intend to disburse these increases. The EU, collectively, should therefore
be clarifying what channels it is expecting to use to meet the pledges for increased development assistance
declared in the Strategy. That being said, apart from Member States each simply increasing their bilateral aid,
opportunities could still be found for further collective delivery on these commitments, for example: (i)
establishing new EU-wide financing mechanisms for Africa which should clearly involve new and additional
funding; or (ii) moving collectively to total debt-relief (based on governance reforms).

5. Conditionality

— To what extent should support to African countries be conditional upon achieving certain criteria
in terms of good governance and respect for human rights and the rule of law?

The Cotonou Agreement already has what are known as essential elements (human rights, rule of law,
democracy, non-proliferation of WMD) and a fundamental element (good governance). Abuse of the essential
elements can lead to the suspension of EU aid through the process of what is known as Article 96
consultations. This is also possible in cases of serious corruption under the good governance criteria.7

— How should the EU determine those criteria?

There are however practical diYculties in applying this process. The essential elements themselves are defined
in international and UN law. The real value of the process however lies more in the dialogue that it provides
for. If a serious dialogue can be established in which both parties are willing to engage fully this can lead to
measures to correct the problems encountered and the avoidance or at least progressive reduction of sanctions.
Once aid is suspended, this can cut oV any hope of further dialogue and therefore any viable route to resolving
the diVerences. Sanctions are thus a blunt instrument which do not necessarily open the way to achieving the
objectives donors seek. They should therefore only be used as a measure of last resort.

The concept of good governance is however not defined in international law which is why the ACP argued
that it should not be seen as a Cotonou ‘essential element’ which could provide the basis for suspension. Given
the lack of a clear, internationally agreed definition of good governance it is diYcult to see how the EU could
in practice determine criteria for conditionality that would be generally recognised and accepted.

— How much reliance is being placed on the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) to promote
governance?

In such a context the APRM provides a more hopeful avenue to explore. Because the APRM is a voluntary
process of peer review of good governance it stands a much higher chance of initiating open dialogue and
debate out of which should emerge action to improve governance standards than any externally imposed
process would.

— Should cooperation with the APRM be specifically linked to aid?

Whether or not to link cooperation with the APRM to aid is a delicate question. A priori it would seem an
ideal solution for donors to do so, but the strength of the APRM lies precisely in the fact that it is a voluntary
mechanism that AU member states can choose to join or not. A government freely choosing to join is the first
guarantee of its willingness to collaborate fully with the process of review. Was membership to be a condition
for receiving EU aid it is likely that some states would join but then not collaborate with the process. What

7 ECDPM has published a series of Discussion Papers on the use of Article 96 that is available on the website: www.ecdpm.org . The
series includes an introductory paper that explains how the process works: Mackie, J. and J. Zinke. 2005. When Agreement Breaks
Down, What Next? The Cotonou Agreement’s Article 96 Consultation Procedure. (ECDPM Discussion Paper 64A). Maastricht:
ECDPM.
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would be far better is for membership of the APRM to become the accepted norm in the African community
of nations. This would be more likely to ensure the system was taken seriously. It should be noted that already
half the member states of the AU have joined the APRM.

6. Delivery of Aid

— Should the EU be moving towards greater budget support for those countries which meet the
conditions laid down?

Direct budget support has over the past few years become an important aid modality for the EC8 and some
EU Member States; though others are concerned about its use feeling that it is too risky. On the positive side
it is clearly a way of giving maximum ownership of the aid to the recipient government and equally it ensures
maximum alignment with the beneficiary country’s own development programme. From the EC’s point of
view it is also an attractive modality because the procedures for its administration are considerably simpler
than those for regular EDF programme so as a modality it drastically reduces transaction costs.

Certainly direct budget support carries risks, but these can be minimised by careful consideration of the
recipient entity’s institutional ability to manage its own budget and ensure transparency and accountability.
Budget support should probably also always be used in conjunction with a programme to strengthen any weak
governance procedures or mechanisms and in a context where there is a high degree of eVective dialogue
between the partners.

7. Security and Peace-Keeping Capabilities

— How can the EU most eVectively support the development of the African Standby Force (ASF), in
line with the Roadmap for the Operationalisation of the ASF, at both continental and sub-
regional levels?

The APF provides substantial ear-marked funds for capacity building which so far have not been fully used.
These should be devoted to building up the capacity required to establish the African continental peace and
security architecture agreed by the AU, one component of which is the ASF. Funding for the ASF is a key
element of the support the EU can provide, but there is also considerable technical know-how that can be
provided as and when required. Building up operational planning capacity is one key issue for instance. The
EU does however need to coordinate its inputs better in this latter respect, as there are still major diVerences
of approach between the military thinking of diVerent EU Member States in a position to provide the
assistance. A lack of coherence in the support will lead to wastage and delays.

— What lessons can be learned from previous EU operational experiences in Africa?

The main conclusions and recommendations of the EC evaluation of the African Peace Facility outline a series
of lessons. Some of the most important ones are: (i) African ownership and partnership between the EU and
AU/Sub-regional organisations are essential; (ii) the funding basis for small and large scale operations needs
to be improved at the EC, EU and international levels (UN); (iii) the EC/EU faces a number of challenges
to ensure a more comprehensive and integrated approach to conflict prevention and resolution in Africa; (iv)
institutional capacity building is absolutely necessary and should be the main focus of EU donors; and (v)
close linkages between capacity building and implementation of PSOs should be ensured. Useful experience
is being acquired in the African PSOs supported by the EU and the collection, analysis and use of lessons and
best practices from these PSOs should be done systematically during the course of each operation.

In addition to the two operations supported by the APF (FOMUC and AMIS, see above) three further PSOs
in Africa have been supported financially by the European Commission before the African Peace Facility was
established. PSOs in Liberia (Euro 8 million), Burundi (Euro 25 million) and Ivory Coast (Euro 12.5 million)
were funded from the EDF B-envelope in the National Indicative Programmes for those countries. Actual
spending was lower in all cases and unused amounts were decommitted and then used for reconstruction
including support for elections. In all cases, the Cotonou Agreement’s Article 11 provided the legal basis for
support to the enhancement and running of the PSOs. The timeframes for EC financial support were relatively
short (less than a year). In most cases, additional direct or indirect support was provided either before or after
through the NIP, RIP or the Rapid Reaction Mechanism. All three PSOs were also relatively small scale (max
3,200 troops) and had estimated total annual budgets of Euros 100-110 million. EC funding never stood alone
and supported: the establishment and running of oYce for ECOWAS Special Representative; troop
allowances, military observer daily allowances, food, water, fuel, medical consumables, TA on financial

8 Volker Hauck, Oliver Hasse and Martin Koppensteiner. 2005. EC budget support: thumbs up or down? (ECDPM Discussion Paper
63). Maastricht: ECDPM.
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management, monitoring and evaluations. These budget lines are similar to the current support provided by
the APF. The EDF procurement rules proved too cumbersome and unworkable so now the EC avoids support
for articles that need to be procured. This lesson came out of the support to Liberia where ECOWAS had
serious problems with the procurement system. Financing Agreements were signed with the National
Authorising OYcers (NAOs) whereas the individual Contribution Agreements were made directly with either
ECOWAS or the AU. The NAOs had to be involved due to the joint management responsibilities listed in
Annex IV of the Cotonou Agreement. The APF later avoided this legal issue by first decommitting the NIP
contributions from all Sub-Saharan NIPS and then consolidating them in the APF budget.

On the EC side the support programmes for Liberia and Ivory Coast were initially managed by the EC
headquarters but then devolved to the EC Delegations. The EC Delegation in Ethiopia was responsible for
monitoring the implementation of the support provided to the AU for AMIB (Burundi) from the beginning.
AMIB was also the first mission managed by the AU. At the handover of AMIB to the UN in May 2004, the
AU chairperson expressed his “appreciation for the excellent work done by AMIB, in spite of the very severe
financial and logistical constraints the Mission was faced with”.9

The exit strategy for both the missions in Burundi and Ivory Coast was a UN take-over. There was no explicit
exit strategy foreseen in the case of Liberia. All the support programmes show concern with the institutional
capacities, financial management, planning and implementing capacities of the AU or ECOWAS. Budgets for
technical assistance in financial management, monitoring and evaluation are foreseen in all the EC support
programmes. None of the three EC support programmes have a dedicated budget for capacity building and
none work as on-going facilities but rather as specific projects/programmes.

— Given the post-conflict focus of the Peace building Commission, what initiatives will the EU
undertake to support African capacity to prevent conflicts?

The EU, that is both EC and Member States, has a long-standing record of undertaking work in post-conflict
areas and extensive experience has been gained in what measures are most eVective. Any initiatives undertaken
should be based on the lessons that can be drawn from this experience.10

— Should the EU focus its peace-keeping eVorts on indirect support such as AU funding and the
provision of expertise, or on playing a direct military role in peace-keeping missions?

It is clear that the EU should focus on indirect support to the AU and sub-regional organisations as a long-
term strategy. The EU’s experience with the AU, CEMAC and ECOWAS detailed above shows that this
option has good potential. It is also the cheapest option for the EU and it is the only way to ensure that African
organisations (and countries) can solve their own problems and provide sustainable stability on their own
continent. In the short to medium term, the EU might occasionally—depending on the country and the
situation, and ideally in close consultation with the AU’s Peace and Security Council—play a more direct
military role in PSOs in Africa. African organizations, whether the AU or sub-regional organizations, may
also benefit from using EU expertise in an African led PSO, but again this should be done in the framework
of building up African capacity for the continental peace and security architecture. If the EU chooses to play
a direct military role itself, it is important that it finds a balance and that the military option does not become
predominant.

— What further support does the AU require in order to play a significant role in peace-keeping in
Africa?

The five key areas of support the AU probably requires most are:

(i) Sustainable, flexible, reliable and long-term funding for the implementation of the AU peace and
security architecture including PSOs—the lack of such funding is the Achilles heel of AU lead PSOs
at the moment;

(ii) Sustained institutional capacity building support;

(iii) A good media/communication strategy so as to sell better what African PSOs are capable of
achieving and improve their international image;

9 Communiqué from the African Union, 22 May 2004: “The Chairperson of the AU Commission welcomes the Decision of the UN
Security Council to authorize the deployment of a Peacekeeping Operation in Burundi”.

10 In 2000–01 ECDPM conducted a series of 6 case studies of the EU’s political and development response to the situations in: Somalia,
Sudan, Rwanda, Congo, Burundi and Guinea Bissau. These were published along with an overview paper as ECDPM Discussion
Papers Nos 25–31.
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(iv) Less direct interference from EU politicians/leaders and a more coordinated, coherent and
integrated EU/donor approach, and

(v) That international partners (UN, US, EU, China, Russia . . .) actively help to solve the crisis via
diplomatic means rather than basing their activities on self-interest.

8. Ownership

— What is meant by African ownership and responsibility in the context of this Strategy?

By identifying African ownership and responsibility as an underlying principle of the Strategy, right from the
start in its introduction, the EU Council emphasises the importance it attaches to the concept. This is directly
in line with the spirit of NEPAD, the New Partnership for Africa’s Development, proposed by African leaders
to the international community some 5 years ago and is consistent with the policy approach the EU has
adopted to its dealings with the African continental institutions since then. It is also in line with the well
established development principle that projects tend to be more successful the more they are owned by those
directly involved.

— Many of the Strategy’s initiatives focus on relations with the AU. How can the EU grant ownership
of the Strategy to African sub-regional organisations and individual African States?

One of the recent high profile examples of the practical programming implications of the EU adhering to this
principle is the Africa Peace Facility where ownership stands alongside solidarity and partnership as the three
principles upon which the Facility’s strategy is built.11 In this case the EU institutions used the principle of
ownership as the basis for establishing the Facility as an instrument that would place funds at the disposal of
the AU and the African regional organisations to conduct African peace support operations (PSOs). In other
words it is the African institutions that are responsible for using the funds and implementing the work by
establishing and operating the PSOs. Requests for funds therefore have to emanate from the AU or an African
sub-regional organisation and be approved by the AU’s Peace and Security Council before they are submitted
to the EU for consideration.

The European Commission and Council have adhered to this principle of African ownership more widely in
all aspects of the relationship they have built up with the African Union Commission since 2003. At the same
time the principle is not foreign to EU cooperation with Africa and clearly has roots in the Cotonou and Lomé
tradition of partnership and joint management.

— What steps can the EU take to support the AU’s and sub-regional organisations’ institutional
capacity as primary mechanisms through which to achieve progress in Africa?

The EU, that is both the EC and Member States, can continue their already existing institutional development
support programmes to the AU Commission and the sub-regional organisations. Increasingly, as the AU and
the SROs strengthen their own coordination amongst themselves12, it should become more and more possible
for the EU to provide this support in a coherent fashion across the continent that is closely aligned with the
AU and SROs own planning. On the EU side there is also an eVort to be made to ensure maximum
coordination between the bilateral programmes of individual Member States and with the EC in this area.

— How can the Strategy be transformed into a joint EU-Africa Strategy as envisaged by the last
ministerial Troika on 2 December 2005?

Given the historical background of the emphasis that has been placed on African ownership and joint
management in the Cotonou Agreement and the EU’s relations with the AU, it is reasonable to assume that
this new EU Strategy for Africa can be transformed into a joint European-Africa strategic partnership
through dialogue. Institutionally this can be envisaged at diVerent levels: national, regional and continental:
the European Commission is already in dialogue with the state organisms at each of these levels and these links
can certainly be further exploited to build a common strategic understanding of the collaboration. Individual

11 This subject is explored in some depth in the recent Mid-term Evaluation of the Africa Peace Facility conducted by ECDPM, ISS and
CECORE for the European Commission. The Executive Summary of this study is attached (not printed) and the full study will be
available on the European Commission/EuropeAid website in the next few weeks.

12 The rationalisation and coordination of the diVerent roles of the institutional structures for regional integration in Africa is a key
element of the AU’s Strategic Plan and work is currently on-going to refine and approve a Memorandum of Understanding between
the AU and the SROs.
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EU Member States also have relationships with these African entities that can further bolster the eVort
towards a joint strategy. What is likely to be most diYcult however is how best to derive a single coherent
message and strategy out of these diVerent levels of dialogue with multiple state actors. This goes not just for
African actors, the same is often also true within the more limited confines of the EU.

An answer to this dilemma is to invest in the unifying and coordinating structures created by each set of actors
in Africa and in Europe and consistently use these as the framework through which to build higher levels of
consensus and more cohesive and unified strategy. Hence the importance the Council’s strategy document
rightly attaches to the AU.

9. Dialogue

— What role do the AU and other regional organisations have to play in the development of an action
plan for the Strategy?

The AU and the sub-regional organisations in Africa will to a large extent be the coordinating and
implementing agencies of any action plan for Africa and if they are in any sense to own and take responsibility
for this they must be involved in its development. The conversion of the OAU into the AU at the beginning
of this decade is a major historic opportunity on the institutional side in this respect, especially when combined
with the willingness to engage and take on their own responsibilities that a group of far-sighted African leaders
exhibited in launching NEPAD about the same time. However, the task that faces these forces for reform and
renewal in Africa are immense and far reaching radical change cannot be expected overnight. The AU for
instance cannot and should not be the only actor for reform and development in Africa any more than the EU
can be in Europe. It has to rely on proactive collaboration with a wide range of existing state and non-state
organisations and take advantage of whatever dynamism and capacities these exhibit. In terms of a Joint
Strategy for Africa the regional economic organisations (RECs) are thus crucial players. The AU sees them
as the “pillars” on which much of the work of the AU can be built. Ultimately the RECs should thus be the
actors that execute a lot of the pan-African development work that is required. The AU is therefore engaged
in an on-going dialogue with them building up an active collaborative framework based on common
understandings and a gradual harmonisation of approaches. Implementation at the national level is also
important but many African states are weak and have limited capacity. Ideally the framework provided by
the RECs and the AU and the support from NEPAD should help bolster the eVorts of national state
organisations that cannot make much headway on their own.

A good example of the type of support that can be useful for national governments is the APRM set up by
NEPAD and operating under the AU umbrella. The first APRM country report for Rwanda, which came out
in late 2005, demonstrates a good level of constructive criticism and commentary on the national governance
procedures. It is also a concrete indication of the willingness of African state institutions to take on the
responsibility themselves for tackling some of the more diYcult governance questions with which they are
confronted. The APRM is a voluntary and purely African process: ownership and responsibility are therefore
fundamental to its modus operandi.

The role that the AU can play in providing a framework for dialogue with the EU has already been alluded
above. The two Unions, though very diVerent from each other in various respects, also have similarities and
are ideal counterparts for each other in many ways. There is also a strong interest on the AU side in dialogue
and collaboration with the EU and the two Commissions have already built up an active dialogue process.

— What are the realistic prospects for a second EU-AU Summit?

This Commission to Commission dialogue also extends to the member state level but has so far only been
conducted at ministerial level, or, more regularly, using a troika model. Whether this can be extended further
to holding a full blown EU-AU Summit depends largely on the willingness of the EU to invite all African
leaders to attend a summit on European soil and not exclude any that may be subject to sanctions at the time.
The only other political obstacle to resolve is Morocco’s non-membership of the AU. In 2000 the EU insisted
that Morocco should attend and that the Summit should therefore be called the EUAfrica Summit rather than
the EU-OAU Summit. The OAU was flexible in accepting this nuance and many Africans feel that the EU
should equally show some flexibility on attendance at the delayed Lisbon Summit. There are on-going
discussions between the AU and Morocco on the latter’s possible adherence and so it could be envisaged that
the next Summit is a real AU-EU Summit with states on both continents that are candidates for membership
being also allowed to attend. In both EU and AU circles there is a growing recognition of the importance of
organising such a Summit in the not too distant future.

February 2006
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Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Lea of Crondall, L
Hannay of Chiswick, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Alain Kundycki, Deputy Chief of Staff of Mr Karel De Gucht, Minister for Foreign Affairs
of Belgium, Mr Frank De Wispelaere, Councillor, Director, DG Development Co-operation,

Mr Michel Lastschenko, Deputy Director of the Cabinet of the Minister for Development Co-operation,
Mr Jan Mutton, Special Envoy to the Great Lakes Region, and Mr Michel Tilemans, European Co-

ordinator, Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Co-operation, examined.

Q208 Chairman: Good morning, gentlemen. influence of the EU of our ideas and views, compared
to what individual Member States would be able toMr Kundycki: Good morning. It is a privilege for us
do—and this in relation with other major donors.to meet with you and to have the opportunity to talk
Also, a joint approach by the European Union inabout the African strategy of the European Union.
terms of development fosters integration on theFor Belgium this is a very important matter. We
African continent, in particular encouraging theconsider it as a priority for us. We have received a list
African Union integration eVorts and the integratedof very good questions, which we have already dealt
approach by African countries in responding to thewith here at the Ministry of Foreign AVairs, so that
local and continental challenges that they face. Thewe can have a very eVective exchange of views. To
principles are those that you know. There is a definitestart with, I would like to introduce the members of
linkage between the political, like peace, security,our delegation. To my left is Mr Frank De
democracy, rule of law, human rights andWispelaere. He is a Councillor and Director of
governance issues, with the economic, like fair trade,Multilateral Co-operation and Co-operation of the
opening of markets, a free social economy, andEuropean Union at the Directorate General of
regional economic integration and development.Development Co-operation. Mr Michel Lastschenko
This is nothing new. This was also the approach thatis Deputy Chief of StaV of the Minister of
was presented in September, at the MillenniumDevelopment Co-operation. To my right,
Summit at the General Assembly of the UnitedAmbassador Jan Mutton is Special Envoy of the
Nations in New York. The principles to which weMinister of Foreign AVairs to the Great Lakes
totally adhere are the African ownership andRegion. Mr Michel Tilemans is our European
partnership with the international donors, andCorrespondent, in charge at the Ministry of all that
mutual accountability. Very shortly, a couple ofhas to do with, among other things, EU policy and
priorities that are particularly important for ourCFSP and ESDP matters at the EU. You know that
Minister of Foreign AVairs. I am sure thatI am Alain Kundycki, and I am the Deputy Chief of
Ambassador Lastschenko will also elaborate on howStaV of the Minister of Foreign AVairs. By way of a
the Minister of Development Co-operation sees it,short introduction, I will give you a few ideas of how
and there is no contradiction at all. However, for thewe see the European strategy towards Africa from a
Minister of Foreign AVairs, Minister Karel DeBelgian point of view. We think that, thanks to this
Gucht, there is a particular emphasis that he puts onstrategy, we can achieve more eVectiveness through a
good governance and state-building. We areharmonised, complementary and co-ordinated
conducting several actions, in particular in centralapproach in defining the objectives of our
Africa, in order to achieve progress in these fields. Sorelationship—in particular as far as development is
this is by way of a short introduction.concerned—with Africa, as well as defining the

programmes and the objectives of carrying out the
programmes. It enables us to have a coherent Q209 Chairman: May I thank you and your
approach toward development and helps us to colleagues for agreeing to see us? The inquiry that we
streamline the individual Member States’ eVorts, are carrying out, as you know, is into the EU Strategy
thanks to a joint approach. Also, it allows us to have for Africa. We are looking not so much at the content
more capacity by the pooling of resources in order to of the strategy but how it will be implemented. With
tackle very large projects, in particular related to Belgium’s experience and involvement in Africa, it is
infrastructures that are beyond individual Member very helpful for us to have the opportunity of talking
States’ possibilities. We think that, through this to you. If we may, our questions will be addressed
African strategy of the European Union, the towards implementation. As you know, this evidence

session is on the record. We will let you have aEuropean Union can achieve a larger impact and
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very necessary to do. I applaud the approach youtranscript, of course, before it is actually printed. An
uncorrected transcript is put on the web took to it, because the setback of the Constitutional

Treaty means that what you might call the organicstraightaway. We have heard some evidence which
suggests that there is not as much coherence as there way of achieving a united approach is blocked for the

moment. You therefore have to find a way that doesshould be between the activities of the Council, the
Commission and the Member States to make the not make use of those mechanisms, because they are

not available immediately. When you come to thestrategy work. Speaking as a Member State, how do
you see the Commission and the Council working implementation phase, however, it seems to me that

it is far more important, and likely to be far moretogether on this strategy?
Mr Kundycki: I will perhaps give a very short answer problematic in fact, because then you are talking

about people running programmes. Are they runningand then, if you agree, give the floor to my colleagues
who have been directly involved in this. To define or them in a coherent and consistent way, or are they

running them in a way which competes or cuts acrossto get to what this European Union African strategy
is now, we have already had to insist that the each other and which does not support each other?

That is what we are trying to get our minds round. ItCommission and the Council would work together.
The Commission came with a first paper and an is how to achieve that unity of approach at the

implementation phase, which it seems to us seems farexercise was launched in September. Our feeling was
that these two exercises, although dealing with the more important than at the conceptual phase—

which, as you say, has been rather successfully done.same issues, were conducted in parallel without
enough interaction between the Council and the
Commission. In the last months of 2005 we insisted,

Q211 Lord Lea of Crondall: Could I also add a pointand we participated through various meetings in
in this equation? There is not only the problem ofseveral bodies and entities, in order to have the
diVerent actors; there is the problem of whether oneCouncil and the Commission produce a common
has too many separate compartments of policy in thepaper on this. This was not so easy. (Speaking to
matrix. If one wants to see the relationship betweenLord Hannay of Chiswick) You have been a UK
governance, auditing and democracy, and the role ofrepresentative for a long time. I guess that these
the EU in security questions, it is an even morebodies live their own life, as in many international
complex jigsaw, is it not? Not only does one have toorganisations, and it takes some eVort to have them
see how the actors can gel, but also how you getco-ordinate and work together. However, we
ownership on the African side, and how you makecertainly had the impression that we needed to push
sure that the matrix is not just a lot of separate boxesfor these two to come together. The Belgian delegates
to tick. It is even more complicated.in these various forums have been insisting on this
Mr Kundycki: It is a very complex issue we arebeing done. I would say that the paper we have now
dealing with, so we should not take it for granted thatis a result, we think, of the eVorts to have the Council
we just say that we are going to have an Africanand the Commission consolidate their eVorts. What
strategy and that everyone will agree around thewe have seen is that that does not come naturally.
table. Even we, as individual states, are dealing withThey have their own dynamic, I would say, and at
a co-operation which needs to be comprehensivetimes they have diVerent views. So there may be a role
enough as to include peace and security as well asfor Member States who believe in a consolidated
building hospitals or having health care. It is notapproach to force them to work together.
easy. That is the experience we have as a Member
State, and I am sure that it is true for you. I know that

Q210 Chairman: When you are talking about the it is, because sometimes we participate in meetings
paper we have now, you are talking about the where there are British representatives and you can
strategy that was published at the end of the year? see that there are diVerent angles. This is normal. It is
The strategy of the Council? not easy to flesh out a strategy where every piece fits
Mr Kundycki: Yes. We saw various versions that perfectly in place. It is even more diYcult when we
obviously did not meet this concern, or this desire, have 25 around the table. My answer to that—and
that we had to have a document that was really the then I will give the floor to my colleagues—is what do
outcome of an eVort where the Council and the we have now? Is this satisfactory? I guess that all of
Commission were in agreement. us who have had experience in these countries can

only have a lot of sympathy for countries which haveLord Hannay of Chiswick: It strikes me that the
problem—and I would like to hear your comments a lack of capacity to deal with their own government

aVairs, having to deal with 25 EU Member States,on this—becomes much more acute when you get to
the implementation phase. What was being done in plus the international financial institutions, plus the

other donors. This would be unmanageable forthe run-up to December was to fuse two sets of words
on paper, which you can always do but which it was countries like ours and it is what we, as the
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commit to do a number of things per chapter and perinternational community of donors, are imposing on
pillar of activities of the European Union. Simplythem. One way or another, therefore, you have to
put, it comes down to seeing that action is put behindstreamline this. You have to come to a coherent
the words. Our understanding is that, with a strategyapproach where the beneficiary country has the lead.
that is also an action plan, we can achieve that. TheWe have to help it to do that, to define how it sees its
other point I want to make is that we are talking a lotown development. If not, with the system we have
about the Commission and the Secretariat of thenow, each of us is dealing with these diYcult issues
Council. There is a very important issue, however,separately and we just put the burden on these
which is the political will of Member Statescountries. I think that all of us have to accept that this
individually—of all Member States individually—tois not satisfactory. I will now ask Michel and other
play the game, and to implement the strategy bycolleagues to elaborate on the questions you have
putting political weight to it. This is far less evidentposed.
than it seems. It is not because the strategy has beenMr Tilemans: First and foremost this is the approach
adopted that one will discover in the coming monthsthat we have adopted. That is important, in the sense
that everybody is fully on board. What we would likethat the approach of Belgium and the other Member
to see is that not only the Commission, not only theStates has been and will continue to be an approach
Council Secretariat, but also the Member Statescommon to the Commission, the Council, but also to
collectivise their eVorts: be it in CFSP matters,the Member States. There are instruments that we
development matters, contributions, or the generalhave to use and we have to use them to the fullest
approach that they take in order to get a coherentextent possible. One of the basic things is this. You
answer. Experience tells us that in the Europeanknow that COREPER is the organ in the EU which
Union the political will of Member States isis charged with an overall and horizontal view. We
sometimes a key for advancing programmes andhave requested a tool to enable COREPER to have
strategies of the European Union.this horizontal view and we have received it to a large
Mr Lastschenko: When we discussed those papers thatextent, from the diVerent actors within the European
led to the strategy—as you know, there were severalUnion the Commission and the Council, through the
papers and very diYcult negotiations betweenpreparation of this matrix that you are talking about.
Member States and the Commission—although atYes, it is a complicated exercise, but it is a basic
the end of the day we came to a common paper, oneanalytical tool that we have to use. Starting with this
could see that there were countries which were not attool, we can then go to the next step, which for us is
all sympathetic with the Commission having avery important: a schedule. That is to say, first and
leading role, or for the EU to appear as one body withforemost to know exactly who is doing what in the
one strategy. Some countries, for their own reasons,European Union in terms of the implementation of
decided that either the strategy should be a kind ofthe strategy, and when the work of the diVerent
implementation paper of their own policy, or theybodies and institutions will be delivered; then to have
were very reluctant to give to the Commission anya complete overview of what the diVerent working
new role. For instance, we have just raised the issuegroups, institutions and entities have produced;
of democracy and good governance, which are ofsubmit it to COREPER; and then to have this agreed
course crucial elements of any policy in the world.at a high level, at the level of Ministers. You also
They want to limit the Commission to infrastructure,know that, during the negotiations and discussions
building roads, and suchlike; that was the role of theregarding the strategy, one Member State in
Commission, and not the more “sexy” items such asparticular obtained that we would review the strategy
democracy, and so on. As Michel Tilemans has said,only every two years. That was a bit of a
the diYculties we faced in drafting that paper weredisappointment for us, because we believe that the
the diYculties of a diVerent approach to the EU asstrategy should be reviewed every year. An
such in general, and the political will to come to aevaluation of the strategy and its implementation
paper which was implementable in a certain way.should be done every 12 months. That said, to
Now that we are in the implementation phase, or atcompensate for the lack of evaluation on a yearly
the beginning, I think that we will again have thebasis, we believe that we can implement it
same diYculties, probably with the same Membersystematically with the schedule and a time line. That
States, on the very idea that we could do things

is on the bureaucratic side. Globally speaking, first together. Some countries believe that they do it better
and foremost the strategy, as it was produced by the alone and sometimes that is true, but I think that this
Council, the Secretariat and the Presidency—the UK is the real issue.
Presidency at the time—is basically an action plan.
Already it saves a little time in knowing exactly how
it will be implemented because, when you read the Q212 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: By “countries” you

mean Britain and France?strategy, it is a form of action plan in itself. We
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terms of the EU preparing these steps forMr Lastschenko: Not necessarily. Certainly Britain
and France have and always have had an African implementation, together with the AU—if that is in

fact what is going on—how much are they drawingpolicy; but on the general issue of the Commission
having a special role in development policy, for on the expertise of Member States such as yours and

ours in that preparation?instance, you see that the Scandinavian countries or
the Netherlands do not want to surrender a part of Mr Kundycki: I think that, although through this

strategy we would like to consolidate the integrationtheir responsibility to something which would be
more collective. of the African continent, we have to be very aware

that it would be a mistake to think that the African
Union is something which is comparable in allQ213 Lord Lea of Crondall: We have read that
aspects to the European Union. Certainly there is ancountries such as you have mentioned—Denmark,
imbalance there. We hope through the strategy toFinland, the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK—are
help the African Union become a more capable andconcerned about the Commission having ownership
stronger organisation than it is now. So it is certainlyof a common response strategy over development. Is
something we have to take into account and not thinkthis the same debate as the one on how to make
that we have two partners that are equally developed.progress on commitments in negotiations with the
Lord Lea of Crondall: The Austrian Presidency toldAfrican Union on the matrix, or is that a diVerent
us something which we did not know, namely that, indebate?
building up a matrix, the African Union has madeMr Lastschenko: I think that it is perhaps a diVerent
inputs, not only in response to what happened indebate. The debate was more an institutional debate,
December but had already been putting things on thedisguised under the issue of development.
table. It is not just transferring ownership to Africa
of a European strategy; it has elements of an AfricanQ214 Lord Lea of Crondall: Presumably there is a
strategy which is also two-way. Would you commentdebate about how the European Council of Ministers
on that: that it is not just us exporting a Europeancan work. We know that on the defence side the
strategy?French minister said that perhaps Paris, London and

Brussels should have a dotted-line relationship in
leading the EU. I do not know whether “Brussels” Q216 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Before we go on to
means the EU, Belgium, or both, but that is what she that, it seems to me that this is a very tricky area
said. That clearly has some merit, in the sense that where a certain amount of caution—which I welcome
there are some countries which will see it as a big your expressing too—is needed. Of course the people
concession to put their African responsibilities and in Addis and the African Union have an interest in
history into a European pot to some extent; but that using the strategy as an integrational instrument for
is diVerent from some of the other countries of themselves, just as the institutions of the European
Europe. Is that not realism? Union have often used external relations in the same
Mr Lastschenko: Yes, maybe. sense. That is perfectly legitimate. We jut have to
Mr Kundycki: These countries, and Belgium also, recognise it. A question that always comes to us is to
have had some experience and expertise in Africa. We what extent is the African Union actually able to
are certainly willing to put that experience and deliver commitments that it writes down on paper, in
expertise on the table; not to try to direct everyone, to a dialogue with the Commission and the Council for
steer it by ourselves, but to share it with others. We example. Is delivery feasible for them? This becomes
realise that, if we want to be eVective, we need to do very acute because, in the end, our policies will be
it with other Member States, with other donors—not delivered in 55 African countries, individual
just Europeans. countries with diVerent situations, diVerent

governance arrangements and diVerent pluses and
minuses to them. It seems to me that we cannotQ215 Chairman: This brings us on to

implementation of the strategy itself. In a sense we simply opt out totally of approaching Africa as 55
individual countries. We cannot give ourselves overhave been talking about the strategy, how we got

there, and some of the diYculties. We now know that to, “We’re only going to deal with one entity, the
African Union, and it’s up to them to deliver the 55”.the Austrian Presidency is preparing a road map, as

it has been described, which as we understand it will Somehow or other we have to find a balance between
those two policies, and it is very diYcult to do. Theset out some of the steps to be taken in

implementation for a number of years. I think that EU institutions are likely to pull us towards a
stronger involvement with the African Union than isthis eVectively brings us to the question of the African

Union: what you can tell us about the African Union, probably quite realistic in the present state of its
development. I do not know what you think aboutits involvement in that; how you see the capacity of

the African Union to cope and to deliver. Indeed, in that.
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stability in the Great Lakes Region in central Africa,Mr Mutton: Perhaps I may come back shortly to the
previous discussion. First of all, in terms of sharing there should be another body of regional co-

operation. So the diVerent partners will also changebilateral policies and Community policy, I think that
we are one of the foremost countries which has and develop on the ground. The African Union as

such will therefore need capacity-building. We maybrought our bilateral policy in Africa to the
European forefront. In our priority area in Africa, have to see, as the implementation moves on, how

that capacity has to be adjusted and, looking at thewhere we put on most of our programmes, central
Africa, I think that we have been very prominent in diVerent levels in the African Union, where the

African Union co-ordinates, where the regionalbringing that into the EU fold. When you ask our
opinion on this, therefore, we do not see any problem organisations come in, and where the national

programmes have to be developed. This will alsothere in approaching Africa and its needs as much as
possible in the European context. Secondly, as far as have to be looked at in these first few months. We

may reflect upon this, but it is probably a littlecoherence in implementation is concerned, we must
also understand that this is the beginning of a new premature now to have fairly firm views on exactly

how it will work. It is a landmark strategy. It is stillstrategy. The fact that we have the strategy is
extremely important, and we are now at the at the beginning for everyone, and we must make it

work.beginning of this implementation. We have a number
of instruments. We have COREPER; we have an Mr Tilemans: The fact is that, once again, the
Africa Working Group. In these first months of Commission has all the instruments it needs to
strategy, it is also finding what kind of co-operation implement the strategy with the Member States and
is best. In the first couple of months we shall have to the Secretariat of the Council. It would be a mistake
find the best way to materialise this coherence. From to ignore the depth and richness of the instruments
our point of view, for example, we are very active in that are at the disposal of the European Union.
the Africa Working Group. We feel that, through the Answering the question you have asked, the point is a
Africa Working Group, we can have a regular very simple one. There is a dialogue and a connection
discussion on implementation, coherence, and so on. between the European Union and the African Union.
We are discussing with the Austrian Presidency That is directly between Addis Ababa and Brussels.
having the strategy planned and programmed on There are diVerent ways and forms in which to carry
every agenda of the Africa Working Group, so that on this dialogue. However, there is also the
every month we know that the strategy will be on the agreement of Cotonou, which allows the
agenda consistently and that every month, as the Commission and the Member States—because this is
Africa Working Group, we can follow up on a mixed treaty—to have an individual targeting of
implementation. We can do the planning, the looking each and every beneficiary country in Africa. You
forward, and so on. Then, because the Africa have multiple approaches possible, therefore, and
Working Group under COPS and COREPER— that is where it is important to keep the coherence. In
COREPER is the overviewing body—from a Belgian our view, however, the Commission is probably the
point of view we intend to put all of our eVort in best placed to survey that this coherence will be
there, to make this coherence work. However, in the kept—because it is basically the main partner in these
first months of this strategy it will be a matter of negotiations. I repeat: on the one hand, dialogue with
working together to make it work, and to use the the African Union and, on the other, implementation
structure at our disposal. This is our initiative there: of the Cotonou Agreement on these diVerent articles,
to have it oYcially as a regular topic on every agenda enable Member States and the European Union
of the Africa Working Group. We shall comment on institution to keep track of the commitments made
this at the next meeting, which is on 29 March. I on both sides.
requested the Austrian President to be able to take Mr Kundycki: To summarise, I think that these
the lead on it, to introduce the subject. Then, in a co- instruments allow us to have a consolidated
ordinated manner with the Council, for members of approach. We have to encourage our African friends
the Commission present in the Group to work out to do the same. We in Belgium, in three countries of

central Africa, have been encouraging the revival ofhow as Member States we can work to go forward in
the coherence and implementation. Turning to the the CEPGL—Communauté Économique des Pays des

Grands Lacs—which was born in the 1970s andthird point and the African Union, there also we shall
have to see how we continue to implement on a worked well for three years. There are various very

important topics of economic integration. We thinkcountry-by-country basis. There are also the regional
organisations, which change from time to time. For that it is very important for Rwanda and Burundi,

which are landlocked countries with no naturalexample, I see that Rwanda and Burundi is joining,
as of today or tomorrow, the East African resources, that they can have a close economic

relationship with Congo, which is a vast country withCommunity. We also feel that, to find peace and
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encourage them to do more of that; and that their willa lot of resources, a lot of land. We think that there is
a complementary aspect possible. We also encourage to go on to do more of it is very strong. When you
them to look for other arrangements with other turn to the issue of governance, human rights and
economic groupings. I think that we all have to do conditionality, it is quite diVerent. Their will to do
that, maybe with countries or regions where we have something exists largely on paper. In the case of, say,
a particular privileged tie, to encourage them to work somewhere like Zimbabwe they have done absolutely
with their neighbours. Also in the strategy we have nothing. A realistic assessment would probably be
the economic partnership arrangements. Is that the that they are not going to do anything very much
correct wording in English? either, unless things get even worse, which they could

well do. There is no evidence really, apart from a very
few straws in the wind like in Togo, that they have theQ217 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: NEPAD?
will to get to grips with this. Therefore, if we try toMr Kundycki: No, the EPA, which encourages the
run our policy on governance through the AfricanAfrican countries to integrate regional arrangements.
Union, we may be very badly disappointed I wouldThen special agreements—maybe it is economic
have thought. We may find that they say a lot of nicepartnership agreements—between these regional
things and nothing actually happens. The sameentities and the European Union; some special
human rights abuses continue and the same leadersarrangements will be made in terms of trade and
continue to get away with it. I give that as a rathereconomic aVairs. I think that we have to encourage
crude contrast between two diVerent major areas ofthe Africans to make the eVort that we are making
the strategy which will present diVerent problems ofourselves, knowing that they do not have the same
implementation, in terms of whom you use tohistory, the same expertise and experience. We will
implement.also, through the strategy, give them the capabilities

to conduct this very complex exercise that we are now Mr Kundycki: First of all, I think that we are talking
trying to do in Europe, knowing that it may be a little about ownership. We generally believe that there has
further behind. to be some ownership. The ownership means that it

is their programme; it is their development. In a way,
they have to be convinced that this is the way theyQ218 Lord Lea of Crondall: On Lord Hannay’s
should go about it and not leave it to some pseudo-point about the bridge not being able to carry the
democratically elected leaders to decide how this isweight of the traYc that some people now think can
done. We want to see some democracy in thesego across the bridge, could you comment a little
countries. Then I think that automatically we will seefurther about that? About the credibility of the
that they will also have to be accountable to their ownAfrican Union.
public opinion. Certainly in the exercise we are allMr Kundycki: I am sorry, I am not sure that I
conducting in Congo that is what we are doing. Weunderstood the question.
hold the leaders of the transition accountable to theLord Lea of Crondall: It is Lord Hannay’s point,
agreements that they have signed in Sun City with thewhich I did not hear an answer to, which is very
help and the accompaniment of the internationalimportant for our report. It is all very well having all
community. I think that can be taken as an example.these ambitious matrices on paper but the African
They have agreed on these principles. We have toUnion partner—with all the ambitions which in the
make sure that they implement them, not for us butnext 20 or 50 years we may think are very reasonable
because their own public opinion, theirand necessary—in the short term that vehicle cannot
constituencies, expect them to do so. For goodsensibly be expected to deliver enormously
governance, NEPAD is now an African instrumentchallenging and ambitious—
that we support. I do not think that we are
particularly satisfied with the way it is working. WeQ219 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: In practical terms
believe that certainly some improvement can beyou can perhaps identify two diVerent areas, one of
made, especially in terms of implementation. Thewhich, dealing with the African Union as a unit, is
statements and declarations have been made, butalmost certainly necessary and probably very
maybe not enough result in something new. We haveeVective. That is, the whole area of security and
to look at this as a process, where you start from abuilding up the African Union’s capabilities, through
given point that is not satisfactory and you want totheir security council, to conduct peace operations,
go somewhere. You have to start doing it. Youand so on. It would be useful for you to comment a
cannot expect that the conditions are already met atbit on how you see the best way in which Europe can
the beginning; we have to work on this. In the last 24do that. However, there it does seem to me quite
months, again thinking of Congo, when we firstevident that they have already identified ways in
talked about good governance our minister inwhich they can and do work together—in the Sudan

or wherever it may be—and that we should particular did it in a very blunt way. Some people
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Mr Kundycki: For us, peace and security are of thesaid, “How is it possible? This is not diplomatic
utmost importance. We are very happy to have anlanguage: talking of good governance and saying,
integrated approach, but this is an essential element‘You have to abide by good governance rules’.” We
for us. The Africa Peace Facility is a very importanthave been insisting on this, not to be oVensive
element in this. Perhaps I should give the floor to Mrtowards the leaders but saying, “It is good. You have
De Wispelaere to comment on this.agreed to it; you have acknowledged it. Now let’s put
Mr De Wispelaere: I was actually planning to go intowords into practice”. CIAT (Comité International
more detail on the human rights and governancepour l’Accompagnement de la Transition) was very
issue, if you allow me to tackle that first.close to having an agreement in Congo, but a lack of

enough co-ordination among the European Union
members made the process derail. We were about to
have a mechanism in Congo to be able to monitor
good governance in various very important fields. I
take this just as an example, good and bad; of good Q221 Chairman: We certainly want to address that
intentions where we were not able as an international as well.
community, in the European Union in this case, to Mr De Wispelaere: Seen from the development side,
implement. However, I think that could serve as an we think that the programming process for the 10th

example of the kind of approach we have. We will European Development Fund will be an interesting
also work with NEPAD. You cited the example of one, in particular regarding the aspect of good
Togo. I think that Togo is a good example. I do not governance. One of the key ideas of that
think that it would have happened 15 or 20 years ago. programming process will be to give some extra
It would probably have been considered by the money to countries that commit themselves to doing
African leaders as being Togo’s business and no one certain things—for instance, in the area of good
would have liked to comment on it. They did and they governance. There is a kind of stick and carrot. We
put on a lot of pressure. We have also seen it with have the stick available, with the political dialogue
Rwanda. At the end of 2004, after the Dar es Salaam and the Article 96 consultation of the Cotonou
conference, Kagamé signed the Declaration and the Agreement. However, now we have something like a
ink was not dry on the document stating that there carrot as well. The important thing will be that, on
would be no aggression towards neighbours when, a the EU side, we will succeed not only in a joint
few days later, he sent in troops to the DRC, going analysis of the situation in a particular country, but
after the ex-FAR and Interahamwe. There was also also coming up with a joint response strategy, and for
some international pressure among the Africans to the 25 to agree with that particular country on what
say, “You cannot be seated as a very important they should do in the field of good governance and

human rights. If they do not agree among themselves,person at the table and sign with us and then, a few
then it will be hard for us. The other side, the partnerdays later, send your troops into Zaire, contradicting
country, will notice it and they will set up one EUwhat you and all of us have agreed to”. I think that
Member State against another. If we pull one stringObasanjo intervened; at least, we spoke to him. We
and say, “If you do this, then on the EU side wethink that there is progress, therefore. We are not
commit ourselves to giving you extra money”, thatwhere we want to be, but we look at it as progress.
will be a totally diVerent signal. I think that it will beLearning from experience, we will continue to help
worthwhile to look at how that kind of dialogue andthem be convinced that these are the principles and
process unfolds. The second remark I would makethat they have to agree them; and not only agree to
goes back to the first part of the discussion and thethe principles but also agree to implement them, and
implementation issue. On the side of developmentthat together we will look at how this is done.
policy, we have all the normative documents we need.
We have the European consensus which was adopted
by the Council, the Commission and the European

Q220 Chairman: Can we look specifically at some of Parliament. It gives us indications on how we should
the points Lord Hannay raised about peace and implement coherence; how we should co-ordinate;
security and the Africa Peace Facility? How do you how we should be coherent with 25. The question will
see that being funded? Do you still see it being funded be: how do we do it and how do we actually deliver?
primarily out of the EDF? Is there is a willingness by There again, the programming process for the 10th

Member States to find other monies for that EDF will be the first test. As to the Peace Facility, I
particular role? What is it that the EU, rather than think that Michel Tilemans can elaborate on that but
the individual Member States, ought to be doing with we are very much in favour of EDF funding, with the
the African Union, and how directly should they be one proviso that there should be a very clear political

steer exercised by the COPS.involved? It is that whole issue of peace and security.
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of the CFSP budget. This CFSP budget is basicallyQ222 Lord Lea of Crondall: On the level of funding,
do you think that the position is now becoming for EU peace and security actions, in particular to

finance a number of operations of an ESDP nature.clearer? Going back to Gleneagles and all these other
commitments, what is the size of the pot? Not only That is where we know, and we have been warned

again and again, that the European Union will havewhat is spent from the pot, but who is putting which
part of their budget into the pot—has all that been very important ESDP commitments to meet in the

Balkans and in other regions, in diVerent kinds ofclarified now? We found it diYcult to get up-to-date
figures as to what are the commitments to Africa military and civilian operations. The Africa Peace

Facility is of a diVerent nature. First and foremost, itarising in practice.
Mr Lastschenko: In general? is and should remain an instrument of the

Commission. Again, in an approach that needs to beLord Lea of Crondall: In total and in detail. What is
the position now? a coherent approach of all the institution and

Member States, the Commission must also remain an
actor in support of the CFSP and ESDP purposes.Q223 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: It is not relevant,
The best way to do that is to continue to have thisDavid, to your question about the Peace Facility. The
instrument activated by the Commission. Basically, itanswer from the other side of the table was that you
means that using the European Development Funddo it out of the European Development Fund. The
to finance the African Peace Facility is the best wayEuropean Development Fund is clear because it was
also to keep the Commission involved and to keep thesettled last year. It has shares for Member States and,
African partners involved. To answer in part thein theory at any rate, the money is there. It is also
question you have asked, member states of thedivided up between each African country.
African Union and African countries individuallyMr De Wispelaere: It is clear for 95 per cent.
have themselves requested and have agreed the use ofLord Hannay of Chiswick: So if you say you will
the Fund for the Africa Peace Facility. The lastfinance the facility out of EDF, which is eVectively
example was South Africa. So there is clearly aout of development money, then you have identified
commitment from both sides—the European Unionwhere the money is coming from.
and the African Union—to have this kind of
commitment executed for what they also consider toQ224 Chairman: I think that we must have this
be a priority, namely the build-up of their peace anddiscussion when we get home. We would like to hear
security system. That is also made possible mainly byour friends on the other side of the table finish their
the Africa Peace Facility.contribution.
Mr Kundycki: Referring to other ways of financing,Mr De Wispelaere: Regarding the figures, the figures
we felt that there was a threat that it could be reducedare there. We have the commitments made in the run-
or that they would eat up other budgets that areup to the MDG Plus Five Review Summit. There are
important. So, for the reasons that Michel hassome technical matters still outstanding for the EDF
underscored but also to keep stability in the funding,envelope. Do we include administrative costs? Do we
we thought that having it funded by the Europeinclude overseas territories? Apart from that,
Development Fund was the best solution in thehowever, we have the figures. The figures are there.
present circumstances.So the commitments are very clear.

Q226 Lord Lea of Crondall: I think that there areQ225 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Are the Africans
a couple of questions on governance. You have ourhappy for that to be used?
agenda and we have probably been hijacking itMr De Wispelaere: I think that they can live perfectly
ourselves. However, on questions 8 and 9, do youwell with the figures that have been put forward.
have anything that you could add to what you haveThere has been some frustration on their side,
said? In particular, about the relationship on thebecause we were not able to put them forward
Peer Review. South Africa—we had some very goodearlier—at the end of the revision of the Cotonou
evidence, and I think that there is some tensionAgreement. In December, thanks to the UK
between Johannesburg and Pretoria and AddisPresidency, we were able to come up with one figure.
Ababa, in the sense of which instrument is reallyMr Tilemans: On the financing of the Africa Peace
doing this job. Do you see any contest between theseFacility, let us be very clear: it would be unwise and
two instruments?impractical to use another method than financing

through the European Development Fund. The Mr Mutton: I would also like to come in on what
Lord Hannay was asking. As far as goodother solutions or options that have been proposed

are a diversion of resources from other priorities. governance is concerned, is it a wise thing to ask the
African Union to take care of this in Africa, etSpecifically, Belgium is pleading very strongly,

alongside many other Member States, for an increase cetera. I do not know if that is really the issue here.
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Mr Tilemans: The other possibility would be toAs was said earlier, good governance is something
which recently we are also insisting on, in bilateral suspend or not deliver the aid for countries which

do not implement.policy and now in EU policy. So talking about
having good governance in the strategy is a very Mr De Wispelaere: That is the stick.

Mr Kundycki: Certainly we will be ready to do that.important debate, but it does not necessarily mean
that it is transferring the responsibility on the Mr Mutton: APRM is there. It needs to be

supported, but also we may have programmesAfrican side, to the African Union. I think that it
will be important that we all speak, in a bilateral necessary for the recommendations coming out of

an APRM. It is not only supporting the drafting ofway and through the EU, with the African Union
and with individual African countries along the the reports and helping people to make their

reports, it is also helping the countries afterwards,same lines, with the same voice and with the same
messages. We will continue, on a bilateral basis, to after they have submitted their report, to implement

whatever their peers are recommending. Last year,have good governance foremost in our policy in
these countries on which we are really focused. The at our Africa Partnership Forum, within the

framework of NEPAD, G8 and some OECDsame will apply to the European Union in terms of
having good governance. There is the Cotonou countries, Rwanda came forward with such

requests—in a NEPAD conference—to support theAgreement; there is Article 96 and Article 8. They
have their own instruments to work with and we recommendations coming out of the report. So in

the future we may have to look at this. This will behave our policy. However, the main thing will be
that, both the European Union and on a bilateral part of the more global African strategy, apart from

the individual country-based strategies.basis, we really focus along the same lines, with the
same messages. From the African side, it is not that Mr Kundycki: There is a good governance facility.

I do not know who is suYciently well versed to saywe require from the African Union that they be
primarily responsible to make sure that good something about that. Some very substantial

amounts will be mobilised to follow up on reportsgovernance is being implemented everywhere. It is
also important on an individual basis. We must see and recommendations.
how the AU can gradually take some responsibility
in this and co-ordinate how good governance is Q228 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: So basically your
being applied. There is the instrument through response is rather positive to the thought that we
NEPAD of the APRM. When we look five or 10 should use our instruments to support their
years ago, there are now four countries—starting instruments, as it were, both in rewards and
with Rwanda and Ghana—which have already punishments, but also in terms of, as you say,
implemented APRM. They have reported. We may helping them implement a particular APRM report
have our opinions about these reports, and so on; which might say, “You need to train your judges
but the fact that they did submit it, that it is there, more”, or whatever it is. The Europeans could say,
that it will be discussed by their peers, is a very “Okay, we’ll back that programme”. That is what
important thing. So I do not see that we are you are saying, I think.
delegating good governance through the African Mr Kundycki: Yes.
Union. It is more that we must all work together
there, and we must gradually give the African Union

Q229 Chairman: This brings us towards the end ofresponsibility—as they are doing for peace and
our questions, and almost back to where we started.security, good governance, and so on.
Given that as we understand it there will be the joint
implementation strategy announced by the AU and

Q227 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I notice that you the EU, hopefully in May, from your perspective
have spoken about sticks and carrots, and giving from working with this how eVective have the
rewards. Do you think that the money the negotiations been to get into that strategy not only
Europeans have available should be explicitly the issues that we want to raise but the issues that
disbursed, in some cases more to a country, for the African Union clearly have had on the table for
example, that had submitted itself to an APRM and some considerable time?
implemented it and less to any country that refused Mr Kundycki: I think that the matrix is already a
to accept the APRM? That is, do you think that way for them to put forward some of their
European instruments should be used to strengthen expectations and their priorities. I would say that
African peer review instruments or do you think this is a way to take this on board and to have a
that would be counterproductive? real dialogue, taking into account what they want

as our partners. However, we would look at this asMr De Wispelaere: We do not have an agreed
position on that, but I could imagine that would be being a process in the making. I am sure that we do

not expect anything spectacular to happen on thatone of the possibilities.
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commitments are evaluated by both partners at thedate, but to have a step-by-step approach in which
we can agree on some principles, on some ideas, on highest level, it will be very diYcult to proceed.
a road map, and that, as we go along, we pass from
one step to the other.

Q231 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: You do not think
that an alternative method of co-operation between

Q230 Lord Lea of Crondall: The road map and the the two sides can be operated for as long as this
matrix are somehow the same thing, in the sense that problem of Zimbabwe is with us?
you have an ongoing process; but how do you get to Mr Tilemans: Yes, it can be done, but we will always
a time when that is a commitment if it is just ongoing? have a kind of handicap.
You therefore go to a troı£ka in Vienna—as I
understand it, what we have now to call a “sextet”, it

Q232 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Because it is veryis six—and all 55 of the African countries have seen
diYcult, frankly, to foresee a solution. It is not likelythe matrix, although their negotiators are via their
that Mugabe will behave as intelligently as theown current president and people in Addis Ababa. Is
Burmese behave with regard to the ASEANthat how it works? What is the credibility of pushing
presidency, for example. He tries to use all theseforward the matrix or the road map? Is it something
occasions, of course, to maximise his legitimacy.that will be formally published at some stage, as a
Since we are all agreed that he is not legitimate, itcamera shot at a moment in time of where the matrix
is rather diYcult. I sympathise with what you areis? What sort of publication do you expect at the time
saying, but do you not think that you are asking forof Vienna? Is it just a short note saying, “We’re
something that is very diYcult for the Europeans tomaking progress”? Progress can go on forever. Can
give, without creating the impression that Mugabeyou say where the commitments fit into this matrix
has got away with what he has done?evolutionarily?
Mr Kundycki: Certainly we would like to see a finalMr Kundycki: Saying progress can go on forever—we
solution, without giving in to Mugabe’s views.want to be extremely practical about this—we would

not be satisfied by a statement like, “We’re working
on it. Don’t worry”. Certainly we would like to see, in

Q233 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: It is not justa very specific way, that we are progressing. We need
Mugabe. If we give in, it then very much weakensbenchmarks and dates. I think that Michel and
everything that we have been talking about—theFrank are working on this.
APRM, and all these other things—because basicallyMr Tilemans: I was going to answer at least one point
you are driving a coach and horses through some ofof this question. There is a problem that the EU and
those substantive policies if you accept a regimethe African Union have to solve, and that is the
which clearly is breaching all those policies. That isorganisation of a summit. I know that summits are
the trouble. It is not a question of face only, it seemssometimes big events that do not always produce
to me, although of course with the Britishwhat is expected. However, the African Union and
Government that inevitably does raise domesticthe European Union have not had a summit, namely
political issues; it is also that it has implications fora meeting at the level of heads of state and of
the strategy as a whole.government, for a long time, because of a problem
Mr Kundycki: In this case, although there is no clearregarding Zimbabwe. We have to go beyond that and
view on how we will solve that important issue,find a solution. As long as there is not an event where
certainly we want to have the other Africans putit is possible to pinpoint commitments made by heads
Mugabe under pressure. That is the key. The problemof state and of government, we will have a problem
with Zimbabwe, but also with other Africanwith the African Union that we do not have with
countries, is that when we get into a situation where itEuromed and that we do not have with other
is one of us who has a particular problem, and whichpartners, including ASEAN and even including
Europeans agree with, Africans often very quicklydespite the problem of Myanmar. We have to apply
refer to our problematic relationship with them ina solution to Zimbabwe, maybe a solution
past times. It kind of stops there: you cannot gocomparable to what was done with Myanmar and in
further than that. This has also happened to us on aorder to organise ministerial meetings and a clear
few occasions. We know that other African countriessummit at one time or another, because five years
see things diVerently, but there is still a solidaritywithout a summit is beginning to have its burden on
among them. We have to continue to convince themthe relationship between the European Union the
that this approach is not to their own benefit. It is notEurope and Africa. We can continue to talk through
to the benefit of their countries and of the Africantroı£kas, through ministers, and through meetings at
continent to have that solidarity when one of thea lower level; but, as long as you do not have an event

that marks the moment where the strategy countries is obviously misbehaving. They know it,
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session and we are most grateful. As I said, you willbut they just do not want to admit it. So we continue
to work—we have contacts with South Africans and of course see the transcript—and indeed the report.

Mr Kundycki: Thank you very much. It has beenother important partners in the region or in the
continent—to let them know that we would like to see an interesting debate. We are certainly very keen on

having your perspective on these things and also tothings progress. I do not see any other way.
share ours with you. This is of very great
importance. We are very happy to have had theQ234 Chairman: On that note, I think that we must

thank you and your colleagues for being very opportunity to meet with you, and we wish you a
pleasant and fruitful stay in Brussels.generous with your time. It has been a very helpful
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Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Elmar Brok, Member of the European Parliament, Chairman of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, European Parliament, examined.

Q235 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for then he has a chance to develop positions from a
common point of view and one which is not the lowesttaking time to see us. As you know, we are part of

the House of Lords’ European Union Select common denominator. Then the Member States and
the Council, where it is an intergovernmentalCommittee, the sub-committee that deals with

foreign aVairs, defence and development. We are situation, can decide as they do now, but they have
another type of proposal on the table. So the chancedoing an inquiry into the European Union’s

Strategy for Africa. I should say that is the title of of coming to a one-voice policy is higher. It will not
happen every time but it is higher, because the startingthe report, but we are looking at the implementation

of that strategy: how it will be implemented and who point for the discussion is a diVerent one. That is the
main concern, I think.will be involved, rather than questioning the

strategy itself. I know that my colleagues have a
number of questions, but can I ask you one thing Q236 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: We are probably
which has come to our attention in the day and a all of a similar mind to you on that, namely that it
half that we have been here? That is, the diYculty would be a great deal better if the Constitutional
in getting co-ordination between the various Treaty were in force. This would have brought a
institutions, in particular the Council and the number of very helpful synergies to bear. However,
Commission—perhaps not the institution but the it is not. So what we are faced with is how to make
Member States—for implementing that. How do recommendations relating to a strategy which the
you see it? What is the Parliament’s and your European Union adopted last December and which
Committee’s involvement in all this? will be implemented for quite a considerable amount
Mr Brok: I think that this is one of the main problems. of time without the help of the Constitutional
It is also the question for Parliament of what Treaty. However much we may agree with you, and
parliamentary scrutiny means. Even within the we do I think—I personally do anyway—it does not
Commission you do not have a clear definition of much help in so far as oVering recommendations for
responsibilities, and then you have the problem the here and now. Moreover, there is an element
between Commission and Council, because it is partly beyond the one you mention. You are quite right,
Community matters and partly intergovernmental. of course: there is the purely Pillar 1 activity, which
Being human beings, if you have diVerent people or is the Commission European Development Fund
diVerent agencies responsible, after a time you find and so on, and there is the intergovernmental, which
that there is more of a fight between yourselves as to is CFSP. Of course, in the case we are talking
who is the most beautiful than there is a good output. about—the strategy for Africa—there is an
I think that you have that at every level, and here we enormously important third element. It is the
see the real proof of that. Therefore the question of the Member States’ own bilateral programmes, whether
Constitutional Treaty, with the double-hatted Foreign they be of military assistance or of developmental
Minister, is so important, because he can bring both assistance, and so on, which are not actually in
agencies together, has legitimacy from the either of the other two. I think that our initial feeling
Commission and also the Parliament, but also, via the is that it is the lack of coherence between the
Council, has the support and confidence of the Member State programmes and the other two bits
Member States. He can lead it to one, streamlined rather than the lack of coherence between the first
policy. For example—and this relates to foreign policy two bits which is the real problem.
as a whole but also towards Africa—if the Foreign Mr Brok: Already the first problem is too much for
Minister, as a member of the Commission, can use the me, but you have mentioned another one. I think
Commission fully and everything to do with Third that you must be much more open between the
Country issues, has all the potential of the manpower Member States—because what they conduct there is
and the money that is there, and at the same time has between them, under the auspices of the Council—
the confidence of the Member States as the higher to come to a really good division of labour.
representative, is also leading the Foreign AVairs However, we cannot do that in an institutional

sense, because we cannot take over Member States’Committee where he has the right to set the agenda,
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55 African countries, and also the Caribbean andrights in that respect; but I think that we could save
a lot of money and have synergy eVects if this co- the Pacific—but they are outside this.
ordination was done in a better way. Most of the Mr Brok: Not only this. There is the development
questions when it comes to Africa are Pillar 1 instrument that it is used for development countries,
questions. Here there must be closer co-operation but not only that. To have a certain flexibility
between the Council and the development ministers, included—10 or 20 per cent of that might also be
et cetera. That would meet the Lisbon Process: the used for other, poorer countries which are not
benchmarking that everyone puts their proposals on development countries, where something happens
the table and discusses it with the others. I know such as an earthquake or whatever. They have the
how diYcult it is for national agencies to accept possibility to act in a proper way. At lunchtime I
that! had a conversation with Michel Magnier. He is

preparing a report for President Barroso and
Q237 Chairman: Can you tell us a little about what President Schu£ssel for May about civil crisis
role you see for the European Parliament in the management, from military involvement to
implementation of this? I know you say it is only catastrophes, and how to make it more eVective. I
partly within your remit, but on its funding and think that could be quite a decisive report. Perhaps
what you can do, not just in the implementation but you should talk to him too.
as a Parliament in terms of the dialogue between
African—

Q240 Lord Lea of Crondall: One of the teasingMr Brok: If we come to the money question, we are
problems is the credibility of the dialogue partner,in the middle of negotiations about a foreign policy
the African Union. So far as the implementation ofdevelopment instrument—stability, pre-accession,
the EU strategy is concerned, there is no doubt thatand neighbourhood, I think. Here we fight for the
the leading dialogue partner is the African Union,rights of the Parliament. In development, until now
and of course we would all like to reflect on thewe have co-decision rights. Because of the

centralisation of the programmes, if the proposals ability or the ambitions of the African Union but
are decided as they are proposed by the recognise its limitations at the moment. When you
Commission, the Parliament will lose influence and meet African parliamentarians, either from
therefore it is not acceptable to us. On the other individual countries or in some pan-African sense,
hand, I believe that it is not up to the Parliament how do you find that they react to the credibility of
that we have influence on the details. This is a the African Union talking to the European Union,
question for the administrative side. How can we as opposed to talking to parliamentarians in Abuja
find a balance, so that the Parliament has the budget or somewhere?
decision and in principle decides the regulations, Mr Brok: I think that the African Union does not
and has the possibility of control with clawback? have a high credibility there, but neither do the
Here we have major negotiations, not just with this member states in Africa under this system. So I
instrument or especially with this instrument, the think that is one of our main problems: that we are
Parliament gets a clawback right. If in our scrutiny dealing with partners who are mostly not partners
work we believe that in these programmes the who want the good of their own people. How can
Commission is going in the wrong direction in the we conduct a development policy and development
use of this money, we must have the right to call the aid around governments so that it goes to the
regulation back and change the regulation, and people, and not into Swiss bank accounts? Here we
force the executive branch to do it in the way also have—and it is my criticism to friends who
Parliament wishes. So the right weight of overall

work hard in the ACP process—that it is notcontrol decision, but not doing the administrative
politically correct to criticise dictators in Africa. Wework. That balance has not yet been found here,
say we are the bad people; we were the colonialbecause of decades of development in Member
powers; and we have no right to say what they areStates between Parliament and the governments.
doing wrongly now.

Q238 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: What you are
speaking about presumably does not apply to EDF Q241 Lord Lea of Crondall: Yes, but it has been
money, does it? represented to us that imperialism, as a label, is less
Mr Brok: No, there are the four instruments. There easy to pin on the European Union than it is to pin
is the development instrument— it on Britain, on France or on Belgium.

Mr Brok: That is true, but anyway that is always
used. I must say that this type of politicalQ239 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Yes. In so far as
correctness—not to tell the truth to such people—isEuropean Union money is concerned, it is pretty

well all EDF money. It is money therefore for the one of our main problems in terms of eVectiveness.
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bank accounts—because Switzerland is not the mainQ242 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Do you think you
can help the Member States and the European priority for our aid money—does the European

Parliament have any resolution or dialogue processUnion by having a dialogue with African
parliamentarians in which you bring home to them itself to confront the balance between sticks and

carrots? To have the understanding that there havethat this is not governments that are putting this
pressure on them; it is parliaments who are putting to be sticks and carrots?

Mr Brok: The instruments are very limited in Africa.pressure on their governments to do so? That could
be a very eVective support for what the European Who can we punish? If you use the sticks, is it a

stick against a dictator or a stick against the people?Union, it seems to us in our inquiry, is trying to edge
its way towards. We have had several people who It is very diYcult to find the right balance so that it

really works and that you do not beat the wronghave said to us that we must back up the African
Peer Review Mechanism on human rights by people. The other point is that what we are doing

at the moment, and what we want to strengthen viarewarding people who submit to it, and particularly
people who submit to it and implement our Human Rights Sub-Committee, is looking more

at the operational use of the human right clauses ofrecommendations made by the Peer Review; and, at
the same time, by not rewarding people, like European treaties and agreements with such

countries. In many of these treaties we now haveZimbabwe, who refuse to have anything to do with
the process. I wonder if you could comment on human rights clauses, but do they have a use in

practical terms? We need to find mechanisms onwhether you think there is a role for the Europe
Parliament and parliamentarians to help Member how that can be done, in order to enforce such

clauses in such treaties.States and the Union to pursue a policy that is a bit
less feeble than the one you describe.
Mr Brok: I think that it is a good thing to talk to Q244 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Are you satisfied
parliamentarians, but it is always a question of the with the way that the Commission has used the
system of the country. You have mentioned human rights clauses in Cotonou?
Zimbabwe, where at the moment it does not make Mr Brok: No.
a lot of sense but where perhaps it is possible to talk
to opposition people. At the moment we are Q245 Lord Lea of Crondall: Do you think that the
discussing two points in the Parliament. First, we African Union, as a dialogue partner, should be the
want to have a fifth instrument from the main idea in our minds in terms of building up some
Commission, the human rights instrument, which benchmarking? It has been put to us by a whole
can be used for such purposes. The second one we range of people that at least, if it is lip service,
have discussed from the Parliament side is to give everyone from the President of Nigeria through to
money to the political groups, with clear control the Presidents of Egypt or South Africa, everybody,
that it is used only for human rights and democracy pays more than lip service to some quite challenging
work. So that political groups can go to their principles—at least they feel that there is some
political families and people who are thinking in the moral framework in which they are operating.
same direction in such countries. Sometimes you When somebody invades the next-door country,
cannot do it as a whole institution—all of the they have something they can point to that all the
European Union—but the Socialists can do 55 countries have signed. Is that a complete illusion
something there and the Conservatives or the in our minds, that there is anything going on there?
Liberals can do something elsewhere. It would give That there is no progress? Or do you think that
them the possibility to have this direct contact, in there is any progress on this path of dialogue with
order to support discussions in the party political the African Union?
environment, in civil society, and so on, and help to Mr Brok: I think there is progress, and I believe that
increase the responsibility in such countries. That is the Commission is totally aware of that; but are the
something we would do via the Westminster instruments sharp enough for that? Is there really
Foundation or something like that. I believe that it sustainable monitoring on this question, or does it
is a good idea to use the political groups, because come up only if something happens like in
then you have the flexibility that everyone can go to Zimbabwe and it becomes unclear for everybody? It
the group in a country which has credibility. is day-by-day work. Does it have the same

monitoring and operational answers as other parts
of such treaties have? I think that here things mustQ243 Lord Lea of Crondall: Can I relate this to
be strengthened.conditionality—what some people now call “sticks”

and “carrots” as a more homely metaphor? If there
is a complaint about imperialism or something like Q246 Chairman: You gave very definite answers to
that, and presumably the idea that our taxpayers are Lord Hannay that you were not satisfied with the

way the Commission had used the human rightspaying money that they do not want put into Swiss
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in its origins. Of course, there are enormousclauses in the Cotonou agreements. Bearing in mind
that the strategy places great emphasis on development problems in Ethiopia which, quite

rightly, are taking a lot of time and eVort; but thatgovernance, human rights, democracy, and so on,
and given the diYculties about conditionality, could you cannot have the same people also trying to

work out how the European Union should help theyou give us some examples of where you think the
Commission have not used the agreements African Union mount a peace operation in Darfur,

or whatever it is. They require diVerent skills, andcorrectly? What lessons ought we to be drawing
from it, for making the strategy eVective in this they are not staVed to do this. This is very much the

point you are making, I think.area?
Mr Brok: I cannot give you an example on that now, Mr Brok: Also, we are making it even more

problematic, now that every time somethingwithout preparation. What I can say, however, is
that it always comes up as an issue if it is a real case happens Solana or the Council sets up some special

envoy. We were together last summer inand made public in the media. Then we catch up
with it in the Parliament and the Commission; we Afghanistan. We had an invitation by the special

envoy of the Council. He is a good man.ask the Commission to do something about it.
However, the day-by-day work is not done. That is
perhaps where we have talked about the delegations. Q250 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Vendrel.
At present the Constitutional Treaty is not in place Mr Brok: Yes. We had a dinner invitation from him,
and we do not have these “embassies” of the but the representative of the Commission delegation
European Union. Does it make sense to strengthen was not invited to that. We had to force him to
the delegations of the Commission? I had a invite him. If you have such a relationship, it
discussion with Commissioner Ferrero-Waldner becomes ridiculous. Both are understaVed and fight
about it last week and she shares my views. Legally, each other.
it is still a Commission matter but it could also be
used by Parliament and Council as a type of Q251 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Is there any way
embassy for monitoring, and so on: having really of remedying that, do you think, apart from the
qualified people there on the ground who could Constitutional Treaty?
report and say, “Here is a problem, and we have to Mr Brok: No, I think that if the Constitutional
do something”. Treaty does not come, then I would say to the

Commission, “Just do it. Make it stronger”. If it
Q247 Chairman: You believe that the existing works and has an output, then the rest will come.
delegations are under-resourced? Convince by qualification.
Mr Brok: Too weak, under-resourced, not well-
qualified; they have no diplomatic training. I believe Q252 Chairman: What sort of contacts are you
that these delegation members should go for one or having as the Europe Parliament, if any, with
two years to national diplomatic schools; not to the Pan-African Parliament or individual
build up a new European one, but circulating to the parliamentarians from individual countries? Is there
national diplomatic schools and teaching them a lot of contact?
there. I think that would be a very important point; Mr Brok: Not from my side. I have contact if they
and also in relation to the national embassy and the come here. I am not in Africa much myself. That is
European delegation, because very often people done more by the Development Committee, and we
who have learnt together then trust each other. I have a certain division over there. We are only
think that could be a good combination. involved in questions like Darfur, when it comes to

such crises, but not the day-by-day policy in
Q248 Chairman: Is there a problem with the Africa—with the exception of North Africa, which
financing of that, or could it be done? belongs to the Neighbourhood Policies, where we
Mr Brok: It could be done. I have told Ms Ferrero- have very close contacts. But not black Africa; it
Waldner that, if she were to come up with a is limited.
proposal, we would make sure that the Parliament
would help, step by step, to get the money for it. Q253 Lord Lea of Crondall: One of the things that
They are small, practical points. we came across at an earlier stage of our inquiry was

the idea that “there is no such place as Africa”. It
is only a thought in people’s head. It is a continent.Q249 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: We were told by

one of our interlocutors that, for example, the There is no connection between the two sides of the
Sahara Desert. But then somebody pointed out thatCommission oYce in Addis is quite inadequate to

handle the complexity of the dialogue that is now there are enormous, impossible dilemmas when you
see on the television 200 people a night beinggrowing up between the European Union and the

African Union, because it is basically developmental drowned, trying to get to the Canary Islands or
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about the operation in Darfur, which has notgetting over razor wire to get into the Spanish
delivered suYcient security, while the operation ofenclaves in Morocco. Leaving aside AIDS, drought,
DR Congo also faces huge challenges. We are allet cetera, where would you put these continental
aware that doing nothing is not an option; yetquestions? I do not mean within the European
funding mechanisms need to include an incentive toParliament structure; I mean in terms of the agenda
deliver results. This may also entail a clear indicationgenerally. Is it because you cannot do much about
that the absence of results will have consequences forit in the Parliament and people give up the ghost?
future funding.”How would you describe the position of Africa?

Mr Brok: I think that we have become more and
more aware, especially when we saw these migrants
in Morocco last autumn. Two weeks ago I had a Q257 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I think that is the
discussion with the Moroccan Prime Minister. He other end of the problem, which is how the money is
agreed very much that, if we want to solve all these spent when you give it to the Africans.
problems of migration for such countries and for us, Mr Brok: We have seen with the Darfur question that
there must be communication between countries like it has not really given positive results so far.
Morocco and us, not just talking about what we do
in the sense of home aVairs, and so on, and how to
stop the people at the frontiers, but how can we co-

Q258 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Yes, but I think thatoperate so that they do not even go to that place
we must be a bit careful about being too critical of theand that they stay at home?
African Union. It is the first big operation they have
ever mounted. Although I absolutely agree with you,

Q254 Lord Lea of Crondall: It is not the countries to and the results in Darfur are completely inadequate
the north of the Sahara Desert; it is the less than $500 and shameful really for all of us, but I do think that
a year people, on the south side. we have to be very careful not to be too critical of the
Mr Brok: With these North Africa countries we have African Union. It is being asked to do something
a certain co-operation so that we can solve these astonishingly complex and diYcult, which is to send
problems and do more together for the sub-Sahara troops hundreds, sometimes thousands, of
region; because, if they start to move, then it is mostly kilometres away, to a pretty inhospitable place, to do
too late. I think that in this way we can also convince a job for which they do not have a very clear
our population. Nobody likes to give money and mandate. I think that our feeling, because we are all
development aid is not very popular amongst our rather supportive of the idea that the European
voters. However, if we say, “If we do more for Africa, Union should strengthen the Africa Peace Facility, is
then we do more for our security”—it is not just that you do have to be rather careful—and this is
charity; it is our security. I think it is therefore a better certainly the view that Solana expressed to us last
argument, in order to convince people that we have week—not to be too critical about the Africans in

this. It is the first ever time that they have tried to doto do that more.
something like this. When we tried to do it first in
Bosnia, we were not terribly successful either.

Q255 Chairman: We have had some very logical Mr Brok: We certainly have to see how we go, but we
arguments advanced to us as to why the Africa Peace have to help them to understand how to organise
Facility should be financed out of the EDF. Does the mandates which can have proper results. We know
Parliament have a view about that, or do you accept how diYcult it is in such countries, because everyone
the logic of it? is afraid that, one day, this might be an interference
Mr Brok: I am sorry, could you repeat that? in his own sphere. Therefore, if I remember rightly, it

was diYcult to set up this mandate before they could
start; it lasted so long. If we were able to organise self-Q256 Chairman: The Africa Peace Facility and it
help and improve that ability, they could organiselargely being financed out of the EDF—we have had
some stability themselves. It is better than Europeanssome logical arguments put to us as to why that
parachuting in and trying to do that job.should be the case. There are other people who

express some concern about that. Is it a concern that
is shared in the Parliament, or do you share the view
that it is the logical way, and the only way at the Q259 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Could I ask you a
present time, to fund the Peace Facility? question as a German MEP? Do you feel confident
Mr Brok: I will just read this to you. “Funding for the that the German Government will be able to deliver
Africa Peace Facility must be closely linked with the commitments that it has entered into at
controls on its proper use and on the eVectiveness of Gleneagles and at the UN Summit for a very big

increase in German bilateral aid to Africa?operations supported. There are major questions
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Mr Brok: Yes. Benchmarking is always a good thingMr Brok: I think the German Government has said—
and it is in the governmental contract between the because, if you do not deliver, you then have
two big parties—that they want to deliver the problems to explain at home.
Millennium Goals some time, but that will not be
before the end of the period 2009–10, because of the
patchwork problems with the Maastricht criteria.

Q261 Chairman: Is there anything else that youHowever, the aim as such is in the governmental
would like to say to us, Mr Brok, that we might notprogramme.
have raised with you in questions?
Mr Brok: No. Perhaps I should give you what hasQ260 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: So the idea that the
been written for me on these questions.European Union will have to monitor all the Member
Chairman: That would be very helpful. Thank youStates’ performance under these commitments is a

pretty valid one, in fact? very much indeed.
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Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Lea of Crondall, L
Hannay of Chiswick, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Nicholas Grono, Vice-President for Advocacy and Operations, Mr Gareth Evans AO QC,
President and CEO, and Mr Romit Jain, EU Liaison Officer, International Crisis Group, examined.

Q262 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for conflict, and so long-term conflict prevention
measures are key.seeing us. As you already know, we are conducting an

inquiry into the European Union Strategy for Africa
and, in particular, its implementation. We are not Q265 Lord Lea of Crondall: How many of the
really questioning the strategy. As I say, it is the conflicts would you say are territorial between states
implementation aspect that we are looking at. I do these days and how many are domestic? When I say
not know whether there is anything that you want to “between states”, I mean an Eritrea type of idea, and
say in general, or whether we should proceed to perhaps one or two in West Africa; but all the rest are
questions. what you might call civil conflicts. Would you say
Mr Grono: I have no general comments. The only that is broadly the position?
point we should make at the outset is that obviously Mr Grono: Less than five per cent are what are
our expertise and focus is on conflict and conflict classified as inter-state conflicts. There was an
prevention. I am certainly no development expert, excellent report put out last year called the Human
although we come across those issues and grapple Security Report, put together by an academic, Andy
with them. Mack, at University of British Columbia. I have put

together some slides, where you see internal conflicts,
civil wars in which the state is a party, and inter-stateQ263 Chairman: Accepting that is your particular
conflicts. It is a very low number.area of expertise, do you nevertheless agree that that

is probably the most urgent priority within the
strategy? Q266 Lord Lea of Crondall: (Pointing to slide) Is

that 1952?Mr Grono: Yes.
Mr Grono: Up to 2002. So fairly steady in terms of
inter-state conflict; a peak of internal conflict, civilQ264 Lord Lea of Crondall: If you say that it is an
wars in the early 1990s.emphasis on conflict prevention rather than dealing

with conflicts, there is perhaps a question that it
Q267 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: That is Bosnia.would be useful to have your take on. In terms of
Mr Grono: Bosnia, and Africa immediately post-financial resources and in terms of the policies, the
Cold War. Lots of proxy support from Russia, and sogovernance questions and other questions about the
on. You have the Congo. What we have seen—and itfailed states phenomenon explain why the fire
is quite a nice statistic—is a 40 per cent decline inbrigade has to be called out so often. So conflict
these civil conflicts over the last 15 years.prevention is not just a question of what you do when

there is a conflict.
Mr Grono: That’s correct. We traditionally analyse Q268 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: But still at a high

level.conflict as a cycle, in the sense that you can have
instability and your actions are geared towards long- Mr Grono: Still at a high level, and these are the

statistics for Africa. But these statistics are onlyterm peace-building activities; but if that process
fails, the country becomes less stable, you may where a party is a state. It is still internal, but it is

government versus insurgency group or rebels. Inengage in short-term conflict prevention measures. If
you fail on that, you have your conflict; you have the fact, if you take into account conflicts where you have

two non-state parties, like militias in the Congo, ormeasures you might take to resolve conflict and, post-
conflict, you have the long-term reconstruction. If rebel groups and militias, you have as many conflicts

again—although still showing that long-term-trendyou are unsuccessful in your post-conflict
reconstruction eVorts, then there is a risk of countries decline. I will pull out one other statistic from this. It

is battle deaths. You will see that most of the deathsslipping back into conflict. There is a very disturbing
statistic, which the World Bank cites on a regular in these conflicts are in Africa. At the turn of the

century there were more battle deaths in Africa thanbasis, that half the countries coming out of civil war
will fall back into conflict within five years. Hence, the rest of the world combined, in these

predominantly civil conflicts. There is a falling-oV inone of the key indicators of future conflict is past
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play to their comparative advantages. There are all2002, but then you will have to take into account
Darfur, for which the statistics are not captured here. sorts of areas in which the Europeans do have

comparative advantages, the civilian aspects beingIt is just a snapshot of some of the conflict issues in
Africa. obviously the heavy lift, but also logistics, and so on.

On the other hand, the Africans do not have too
much problem finding infantry battalions. It strikesQ269 Chairman: The strategy seems to be saying
me—I do not know what you think about this—thatthat what the EU should do is channel resources
one of the directions we ought to be pushing thethrough the Africa Peace Facility and the African
European Union along, and the UN for that matter,Union, to enable them to respond themselves. Do
is a greater capacity to integrate operations in thatyou think the strategy is soundly based in that way?
way. Does that make sense to you?Mr Grono: It is diYcult. There will always be this mix
Mr Grono: It makes absolute sense. You will not haveof measures that needs to be adopted. A strategy, in
African ownership until you have African capability.so far as it approaches the problem with the
You will not get African capability without extensiveperspective of African ownership, understandably
support. We have seen in the AU mission in Sudan,focuses on things like the Peace Facility, which is
AMIS in Darfur, a beginning of this exercise. In somesquarely in the ambit of African ownership.
ways it is a little unfortunate, because you have theHowever, any strategy that is looking at Africa and
newly established AU coming into place in 2002, andlooking at peace and security up front has to be
its Peace and Security Council in 2004. Thenbroader than that. Some of the issues that struck me
suddenly it is thrust into Darfur, which it seizes as anwere about EU direct involvement. We see perhaps
opportunity because it wants to demonstrate itsone of the most valuable roles that the EU can play
capability. However, Darfur is way beyond theas being in this issue of direct involvement in
capabilities of a fledgling AU mission. You have hadpeacekeeping missions. We have seen it with
some EU support logistically and NATO support,ARTEMIS. This is the EU and the Member States
and a lot of it is taking place by placing EU militarythat I am talking about. We have seen it with the
oYcers in with African oYcers in AMIS. We did aFrench going into Côte d’Ivoire. We have seen talk of
report on it late last year and the feedback we had wasthe Germans leading an EU battle group into the
that this was eVectively capability development onCongo, Kinshasa. What you have in Africa in terms
the run, by necessity. As I said, this mission wasof the peace architecture is the desire of Africans to
probably too big for the AU to cope with, but theyhave eVective peacekeeping capabilities. So they are
were learning on the ground and the interaction withseeking to develop their capabilities in terms of the
NATO and EU oYcers was an eVective process.Standby Force; they are seeking to develop their
Sometimes you will still have diYculties. If you needinternal capacity to deal with this, but it will be a long
to intervene within a month or within 10 days, youtime until they can do that. They are talking of the
may not immediately be able to arrange this mergingAfrican peacekeeping force being operational by
of African capabilities with EU capabilities; but in2010. I doubt very much whether that will be the case:
the long term that is a very eVective way of gettingin which case there is lack of capabilities to intervene
there. When it comes to development policy, one ofin conflicts like the Congo, Darfur—and we are
the challenges is that there is often this desire forseeing that right now, whereby the Darfur mission is
short-term results, which means that you go in,soon to be re-hatted, one hopes, as a UN mission. So
completely take over the operation—be itthere is a willingness and capabilities that can be
peacekeeping or be it institution-building—and thensupported by the EU, and that is absolutely key if you
pull out, on the basis that you have a stable situationwant African solutions, but there is still a lack of
or you have an institution handed over to keycapability, and the EU and the West can eVectively
Africans, only to find that in fact you have not builtsupport African solutions by directly intervening
the capacity in the process and therefore there is nowhere appropriate.
long-term sustainability.

Q270 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I take what you say
Q271 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I think that is whatand rather agree with it, but do you not think that one
several people who have talked to us have said, in theway through this is to think more in terms of
same sense. The other thing, however, is that at theintegrated operations that involve not just Africa but
moment it seems that everything is being done on analso the Europeans, rather than the Europeans
ad hoc, one-oV basis. Each time, whether it is Aceh,themselves operating on their own? There are
helping AMIS, or whatever it is, you start from theproblems about this because of the EU command and
ground upwards, and no attempt so far seems to havecontrol arrangements, and so on, which are very
been made to approach this at all systematically; totricky in this respect. However, I keep asking people
work up building blocks, as it were, that can be fittedwhy we cannot move closer to an integrated

approach in which the EU, the UN and the AU all into each other; to work out how each other’s
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Mr Grono: And that is a reflection of lack ofaccounting systems, for example, are to mesh
together—and all sorts of nitty-gritty things like that, ownership of the policy and it has to be determined
without which you just have endless diYculty, at the highest political levels. If you cannot get EU
grinding in the gearbox, improvisation, and so on. bodies to co-operate in a country, then it will be
Do you think that is a direction which we ought to be diYcult to expect co-ordination—
recommending people should push a bit more?
Mr Grono: Yes, but it is always problematic. A

Q276 Lord Lea of Crondall: No, I am not talkingdiVerent but related problem is to call for better co-
about EU bodies taking all the rap here; I am talkingordination. Everyone talks about the need to
about national governments not transferringimprove this. It is mentioned throughout the
ownership, any more than Liberia wants to transferstrategy—improved co-ordination—yet I am
ownership.astounded by the utter lack of co-ordination we so
Mr Grono: Again, you can look at it in various ways.often see and in so many ways. I am not just talking
If you are talking about ownership at the EU andabout the EU here, although it can happen in the EU
Member State level, so between these, there are bigat the most basic levels. We looked at the EU in
problems. We are going to see it in Guinea any timeAfghanistan and were astounded to find that there
now. This is something we have just been looking atwere not regular meetings between the EU Special
very closely. The President of Guinea wasRepresentative and the delegation in Kabul, and that
MedEvac’d on Friday to Switzerland. Guinea is athe EU Special Representative had not seen the draft
transitional state; the EU is very actively involvedCountry Paper being prepared by the delegation. We
there, and in fact has played a pretty productive role,put this in our report. They now have weekly
with conditionality on aid which has begun to lead tomeetings. However, you would not have thought that

it would take an ICG report to encourage co- political changes. However, EU policy and certain
operation at that level. Member States’ policy are quite diVerent in Guinea,

as they were in Togo when we had a coup and a
transition process. Some Member States take the

Q272 Lord Lea of Crondall: No, but is that not approach that stability is best guaranteed by dealing
because the analysis of what you have just been with those parties in power or close to power. The EU
saying is not quite accurate? We have been discussing is taking an approach in Togo, and in Guinea, that
“ownership”. It is a word which we thought we would you need a democratic transition. There is a conflict
ban from our vocabulary, but now, from Solana

there. Because many of the European states havedownwards, everybody is using it all the time, so we
close ties to former colonies or to regions, there willhave to use it about Africa. It is true in Brussels as
be a disconnect—not always, but often there will bewell, is it not? Is not what we are talking about here
a disconnect at some level—between Member Statethe diVerent grabs at ownership of the policy?
policy and EU policy. I do not know how that getsOwnership therefore begs the question about
resolved. I know that there is talk of developingpeople’s political necessity to get ownership. I am
grand strategies, but—slightly over-egging the pudding, but could you

comment on the fact that there is no point in our
criticising Africa pointing out that they have conflicts Q277 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: In that case, when
of ownership of the policy when there are conflicts of you say “EU” you mean the Commission, do you?
ownership of the policy in Brussels. Mr Grono: EU Commission in Guinea?
Mr Grono: Issues around who owns the policy?

Q278 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Yes.Q273 Lord Lea of Crondall: Yes.
Mr Grono: Yes. I talk about it very loosely, but alsoMr Grono: Yes, there are big issues.
the political direction provided by the Council. If
there is a threatened coup or something, the Council

Q274 Lord Lea of Crondall: And totally analogous. and Solana will be out there—
It is not just an African problem; it is the European
Parliament.

Q279 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: When you said thatMr Grono: Absolutely.
there was a disconnect between some Member States,
presumably France in particular—

Q275 Lord Lea of Crondall: It is not just a question Mr Grono: On West Africa, yes.
that some idiot is not co-ordinating with somebody
else and showing them the document—although we

Q280 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: . . . and the EU, youcan understand why people do not show people
documents. It is a question of who owns the policy. meant the Commission?
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Mr Grono: These are the kinds of issues you runMr Grono: Yes.
across in most places. In Africa you have particular
problems, because there can be very close ties

Q281 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: So to some extent it between the British Government and former
is also a reflection of the fact that the colonies, the French and former colonies, and a
intergovernmental aspects of the EU are not being perception of the spheres of influence in a more overt
properly meshed with the more supranational sense than you might get elsewhere. Looking at
aspects. Afghanistan or Nepal, it is more a lack of co-
Mr Grono: It is a big problem. We have raised it in ordination there. There are not completely divergent
Nepal, where you have an EU delegation and you interests; although, for instance, the British have a
have a number of Member States, where the much more active role because of their historical ties
eVectiveness of the EU—and I am talking there of the there. So that does perhaps become an issue. I think
EU in the grand sense of Member States and the that you see it more glaringly in Africa because there
institutions—is undermined by the fact that there is a is heavier engagement and because of the closer
complete lack of co-ordination. Sometimes it is ongoing ties.
because there are diVerent interests, understandably,
and that will be very diYcult to prevent; sometimes it
is just because there is a lack of eVective co- Q285 Lord Lea of Crondall: What about non-
ordination. The latter can be addressed much more European? Nepal—you might mention India and the
easily than the former. United States. Are we just talking about the EU

countries?
Mr Grono: No, you are talking about everyone. InQ282 Chairman: I think you said that you will not
Africa, something that you really have to look atresolve all those sorts of issues, but in so far as they
when you are looking at strategy and so on, is China’scan be resolved presumably they have to be resolved
growing role. China is very actively engaged in Africawithin the Council by the Member States. You
in two very interesting capacities. One is the searchcannot just suggest that it is all the EU in general.
for resources, whether it is oil, gas or minerals. TheThat is where the political will will come, is it not?
other is in creating markets. China’s role is somethingMr Grono: Yes, ideally that is where it is resolved,
that is beginning to get a lot of attention and has allperhaps in some of these issues. As I said, I am
sorts of implications for development strategy,identifying Guinea because it is somewhere I am
because China is actively engaged; it has made it quiteengaged with quite actively at the moment. However,
clear that it has a diVerent approach to African statesperhaps by more publicly expressing the Council’s
than perhaps the EU does—for instance, it does notview—if there is a risk of a coup or a risk of transition
believe in conditionality. I was in Côte d’Ivoire theand the Council or Solana comes out and says, “This
week before last. China had just built the culturalis the Council’s position. This is the approach that we
centre; China had just built the national assembly; itfavour”, which supports that espoused by civil
is in the process of building the presidency. It is verysociety in Guinea, or by the political parties
active engagement, in a way that is often much morethemselves, that perhaps makes it more diYcult for
welcome to African leaders than EU engagement andMember States to pursue a path of their own; but
conditionality. China is very actively involved inonly to a certain extent.
Sudan, in the oilfields, in a way that European and
North American countries probably cannot be.

Q283 Chairman: You are saying that there is a Canadian companies pulled out of the oilfields in
reluctance on the part of the Council to do that? Sudan; China very happily got very actively engaged.
Mr Grono: No, I am not saying that. I do not know. China is very actively engaged in Nigeria. It is very
On Togo there was a fairly clear position from the interesting dynamic and something that I think will
Council. I do not know if it was expressed as clearly increasingly play a prominent role in Africa.
as that. On Guinea, we have not got there yet.
Certainly Javier Solana is pretty active in all of this,

Q286 Lord Lea of Crondall: Do you have anybut there are always political constraints. Then you
numerical way of—are running into the institutional constraints.
Mr Grono: No, we do not. It does not mean that there
is not stuV out there, but there has not been a lot of

Q284 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Looking at this research done on it.
worldwide as the ICG does, how would you rate the
EU and its Member States’ performance in Africa

Q287 Lord Lea of Crondall: What is your feel of it?compared with other parts of the world? Is it better?
Mr Grono: My feel is that it is going to changeWorse? Or much the same? In this respect, of pulling

this act together? dynamics.
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there are impacts at the lower level, the consumerQ288 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is it half as big as
Europe and growing, or is it one-tenth? Is this big level, and then there is the impact on leadership. I do

not know if the negative impacts at the lower levelcheese?
Mr Grono: We are talking about tens of thousands of might impact suYciently on leadership to make that

an unattractive proposition.Chinese employees in Africa. We are talking about
significantly impacting on markets. If you go to
Zimbabwe, there is a very heavy presence of Chinese Q292 Chairman: Given your particular interest, this
manufactured goods there. Robert Mugabe has is a sort of economic involvement. There is no
talked about looking East instead of looking West— suggestion that they may be oVering military support
partly through necessity. Yes, a very big impact and a to regimes. I do not mean in terms of troops, but
growing one. China’s Foreign Ministry has identified supplying—
Africa as a critically important place for it to be Mr Grono: They are a very active arms supplier, as is
engaged in. You have had high-level visits over the the US, as is Europe. There is Chinese engagement in
last couple of years to Africa by the Chinese Foreign Sudan. It does have conflict implications. If you are
Minister, the Chinese Premier, that you have not had seeking to influence Sudanese behaviour by, among
upon that scale before. So I think that there are very other things, imposing sanctions, you can have
interesting developments going on there. problems at various levels. One is that at the political

level, starting at the UN, there may be a reluctance on
behalf of China to agree to sanctions in Sudan—Q289 Lord Lea of Crondall: You think that it is

undermining, if not setting out to undermine, and which has been quite clearly evident in the past. Also,
political pressure can be undercut by very activeplaying on the African resentment of too many sticks

and carrots, saying “We can be the alternative”? engagement. From a Chinese perspective, of course,
they have diVerent interests. However, to the extentMr Grono: I do not think that there is any particular

intention. I just know that if you are an African state that western development policy is conditioned on
this ongoing engagement, including conditionalityand you have China prepared to build your roads,

either at cheaper cost or with fewer conditions, less and including incentives, I think that Chinese
engagement will complicate that process and it isconcern about environmental impact studies, and

perhaps fewer concerns about the response by civil something that you need to be conscious of.
society to these kinds of projects, then there is a great
temptation to engage. If you look at things like the Q293 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: It strikes me that it
Chad oil pipeline— is almost axiomatic that the Europeans will continue

to take a more conditional approach than the
Chinese will. You will not persuade the Chinese toQ290 Lord Lea of Crondall: They are cleverer than

the Russians were, are they, in the old days? take the same sort of conditional approach as the
Europeans, since often enough it is based on humanMr Grono: I do not know. I have not followed the

Russian engagement; but it is a very systematic, rights criteria which the Chinese are as bad at
observing as the Africans they are helping are. So youincreasingly prominent engagement.
are not going to win on that. Nothing can stop the
Chinese throwing large amounts of their money, ofQ291 Chairman: We are identifying a problem here.
which they have a huge amount now in their reserves,Do you have any solution?
in such a way that it is very attractive to the Africans.Mr Grono: No. The beginning of a solution is an
What is the solution? I suppose if you talked moreawareness of the problem. I have not looked into this,
with the Chinese about African stability, Africanso I cannot tell you. There are advantages to
growth and so on, you could hope to developEuropean engagement, I would think, that might not
somewhat more common ground in this, since afterbe present with Chinese engagement. I have talked
all it is in China’s interest that Africa should growabout some of the benefits to African countries of
economically and should not all the time beChinese engagement, but there are also detriments.
collapsing in a heap in a civil war, and so on. So IChinese products are undermining domestic
suppose you could hope to establish a bit morecapacities. Someone was talking to me in Côte
common ground. I cannot think of anything else,d’Ivoire when I was there recently about indigenous
frankly. It is our old friend dialogue, is it not?cloth production using indigo and cotton cloth;
Mr Grono: Yes, I think that your options are limited.about how there had been Chinese investment in one
You can hope to influence Chinese behaviour as itof their factories, basically to learn the skills of the
becomes a more international player, but I do notindigo dyeing process. They were then going to bring
know if that is a short-term option.in Chinese synthetic material, which could be sold

much more cheaply in Africa, thereby undercutting
both the market and having other impacts. So there Q294 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: You are not going

to win on any of the hardball issues, are you?has been a bit of an examination of this. Of course,
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Mr Grono: I do not know. I think that we are seeingMr Grono: No. However, having said that, there is
a more mature relationship between China and India,lots of room to engage in Africa. There is an awful lot
at least on the surface; but I am no expert there.required. China is not going to corner the market.

China may well look at cornering a market in terms
of resource-rich countries. My concern is that there Q297 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: On the issue of
might be a rush to lowest common denominator governance, human rights and so on, in Africa, to
standards. If China is prepared to splash money what extent do you think that the African Union
around in Mauritania, then western companies that instruments, the Peer Review system and so on, have
are engaged in Mauritania will be competing with an any robustness at all? Do you think that the
engagement with minimal standards. So if you are Europeans, through their strategy, can help to
looking at investing money as a minerals company strengthen that by giving rewards to countries that go
there or elsewhere, and the Chinese are actively through the process and implement it, and
speaking to figures in authority, it will be very disincentives to countries that refuse to? Do you

think that is a fruitful way forward?diYcult for you to say, “We’ll engage in a particular
Mr Grono: I do not know that much about the Peerway, because we have certain obligations and so
Review Mechanism. I have not looked at it.on”—whether it is corporate social responsibility,

whether it is environmental standards—when China
is saying to those who are handing out the Q298 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Because you are
concessions, “This is what we will give you and this is mainly concentrated on security issues.
what we require or do not require”. Mr Grono: Yes. But I am a believer in eVective

conditionality. The little I have looked at NEPAD
and the APRM, the crunch will be when there are

Q295 Lord Lea of Crondall: Does not China have negative assessments that countries are called upon
aspirations to be part of all the bits of the world to rectify. I saw that Rwanda has just been through a
system? I do not think China would have signed up to Peer Review process. I would be very interested to see
the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, for what that says about democracy and political party
example; but where is the agenda? Who is talking to participation.
the Chinese about how they take things on board? I
was a trade union oYcial and there was a big debate Q299 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: They apparently
then about the ILO. Where do you think China is in immediately came and asked the Europeans to help
this? It has not been part of our agenda, but it is an them implement it, which is a very good thing—so we
extremely important factor. Are there not pressures were told earlier today.
for them to join the world system? Mr Grono: Taking your question more broadly, the
Mr Grono: There are, and a lot of the developments trouble with addressing behaviour of African states
have been positive: Chinese accession to the World that does not meet good governance standards is that
Trade Organization and their implementation, and there is often no incentive, in fact there are negative
as it has more actively engaged with Europe, for incentives, to the ruling elite to change. They have
instance. You can have the EU-China dialogue as a captured the machinery of state. They remain in
means by which you can talk about these issues, I power. It is a generalisation but, on failed and failing
assume. China has pursued a policy of much greater states, or shadow states, they remain in power by
engagement internationally over the last decade or so patronage; they depend on access to resources which
than it has historically, compared to the 1960s and they control through the institutions. To address that
1970s. It was then often a force of disruption, behaviour it is not good enough to say, “You have
supporting revolutionary movements. It clearly does signed up to these mechanisms and we expect you to
not do that now. It is much more a force for the status engage in good governance reforms”, because the
quo. Look at Nepal: China is one of the friends of the cost of such reform is too great, especially when there
regime in Nepal, the king, even though it is a is often this total lack of diversity of political power.

If you are in power you have captured the whole“Maoist” movement that is challenging the authority
state; if you are out of power, you have lostof the royal government there. I think you have to
everything. I am talking about, say, Côte d’Ivoire—hope, yes, as it becomes a more active partner and a
right in the middle. This conflict, on which we havemuch more significant player—because of its
done some analysis, is distressing but quiteeconomic weight and of its growing military
interesting when you analyse it. Côte d’Ivoire isprowess—that it will see an interest in being a force
essentially divided in half at the moment. Thefor good.
government controls the southern half; there was an
attempted coup which failed and the rebels retreated

Q296 Lord Lea of Crondall: They would quite like to to the north, and they have control of the north. Côte
d’Ivoire is the world’s major cocoa producer; it is stillundermine India though, would they not?
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You cannot approach governance in Africa as a one-relatively wealthy. Both sides in power are doing very
well out of the civil war. The rebels are doing quite size-fits-all. The governance problems in Côte

d’Ivoire are utterly diVerent in many respects fromnicely. They extract taxes; they get some money from
timber. It is a duty-free zone essentially, so there are governance in Ethiopia. That is the challenge, but I

do not think that there is a lack of understandingincentives there. The government controls much of
the cocoa revenue in the south and to a certain extent about what forms good governance generally.
the status quo is very beneficial to the elites on both
sides; but of course absolutely devastating to the Q302 Lord Lea of Crondall: What sort of dialogue
ordinary citizen. The EU is very heavily engaged in do you think is the most productive? Because we are
Côte d’Ivoire; the UN is very heavily engaged; but the looking at the EU strategy agreed in December, the
real challenge is changing the incentives for President logical next question is: what is the capacity of the
Gbagbo and addressing the fact that those in power dialogue partner? That is the African Union, faute de
fear that, if you have multi-party democracy and so mieux. That is how things are. Would you think that
on, they risk losing everything, because if the other there should be quite diVerent ways of looking at it
parties take power there will be no room for them. To than beginning from there, or in addition to
approach a problem like that and say, “We need beginning from there?
governance reform” or “We need to address issues of Mr Grono: We have said all along that we think that
corruption” is very diYcult, because the costs of the African Union is a very significant improvement
losing are so high. on what went before it, and a very important player.

For the most part, you have seen a qualitative
diVerence in the way the AU has approached Darfur.Q300 Lord Lea of Crondall: Does that also apply to

the multinational corporations? Some NGOs The AU identified that there was a real problem; the
AU got involved at an early stage. We can be criticalcontend that kleptocracies have every reason to

embrace multinational corporations with a few that perhaps it has not gone far enough but,
compared to past eVorts, the AU has done extremelybackhanders, because that suits both sides. How do

you get out of that? well. To the extent that the strategy focuses on
strengthening the capacities of the AU, I think that isMr Grono: Certainly some corporations, in resources

or actively engaged in commerce in West Africa, have absolutely critical. You have to remember that the
AU is not just a peace and security organisation. Allan interest in a close relationship with the ruling elite,

whoever they are, and stability, and perhaps do not the focus and attention has gone on peace and
security capacities, but it also has eight otherhave a particular interest in democracy. So, yes, there

can be problems that way. You can address that by directorates. It has health, trade and industry—
where very little eVort has gone into developing thosethings like the EITI, trying to exert pressure in other

ways. Soros’s Publish What You Pay initiative, the because, unfortunately for the AU, Darfur has
landed on its doorstep.Kimberley process—promoting transparency and

creating disincentives or incentives to aVect your
behaviour, but you are doing that by raising the costs Q303 Lord Lea of Crondall: Because that is where its
of engagement, or raising the costs if you do not strengths are. Some people say that the first strength
behave appropriately, but it is still incentives and is in the peace and security, and maybe there is a
disincentives. cluster embracing governance; but, when it comes to

health, education, AIDS, that is not where its
comparative advantage lies. The possible exception isQ301 Chairman: We use the term “good

governance” in all these documents and in looking at cross-Africa infrastructure, although the
critics will say there that that is ridiculous. It is theconversation. Have we tried suYciently hard to

ensure that there is a common understanding sort of back-of-an-envelope, Cape to Cairo railway,
and that is a waste of money.between ourselves and, say, the African Union as to

what we mean by that? Mr Grono: That is moving out of my conflict
expertise, but the AU is a very eVective dialogueMr Grono: I do not think that there are any real

problems at the African Union level in understanding partner for the EU and the AU will be much more
eVective at speaking to African states about health,what is good governance; I think that the real

challenge is understanding how to get there. You infrastructure, trade and so on, than perhaps the EU
will be, particularly if you are talking about Africanhave many African states that have excellent

governance, starting with somewhere like South ownership. So I would have thought that there is a lot
of interest in building up the AU’s capacity across theAfrica, with governance fully understood. If you read

NEPAD, there is a clear understanding of where you board: partly because if you create an elite, eVective
African institution, hopefully you attract the bestwant to end up. What is far more diYcult is the

process of getting there. That is challenging partly and the brightest, and hopefully then it provides a
mechanism by which there can be much morebecause there are big diVerences between countries.
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doing it for them and was making it clear that theyeVectiveness. The EU is much better set up to have a
dialogue with the AU than with— would not put up with any intra-European quarrels.

You are right to that extent, but it is not quite the
same thing as foreign policy. Policy amongstQ304 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is it also the fact than
Africans is not really, for Africans, foreign policy.the AU, looking at the medium term presumably,
Mr Grono: No, except that it is adopting a leadershipcould legitimately think in terms of the nature of the
role and becoming a preferred interlocutor. I do notEuropean Union, and being a member state
need to tell you about the High-Level Panel report ororganisation with aspirations to develop its role in
In Larger Freedom, talking about engagement withthings such as the rules governing mergers, or labour
regional institutions, setting them up as the preferredmarkets, and so on. In other words, that it has
partners of the UN. There is certainly a perceptionexperience of a unique relationship between the
that that is an eVective way to go.capacity to deliver at EU level and at member state
Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Yes, that is my view.level. Does that not legitimately have some

attractions as a model? Even though people have
Q306 Chairman: Can we go back again to the Peaceconsistently told us, “Please don’t overstate the
Facility and your particular interest? In a sense, weanalogies between the European Union and the
talk very easily about the EU role: that it can helpAfrican Union”, nevertheless it is obviously a
with command and control; that it can help withthought that has crossed the mind of the architects
heavy lift and logistics generally. That is fine. In yourfor the future of the African Union, is it not?
opinion, do the African countries, or at least some ofMr Grono: I think that—big picture, long term—that
them, actually have forces that lend themselves tois feasible; even if it is on a basis that you can develop
that sort of assistance, i.e. in terms of numbers, basicthe AU’s capacity to oVer technical assistance. Being
training, discipline, equipment at the lower level ofAustralian, I have always wondered what the
things?Commonwealth does now as an organisation. But I
Mr Grono: Some do, but the capacities are limited.recall talking to someone who was working there and
We have seen that with AMIS. We have had sometheir saying, “So much of our work is the technical
African countries providing reasonably capablecapacity-building: holding these workshops, doing
troops—Nigerians, Rwandans—but very limited inthe low-level stuV, providing copies of the statutes,
terms of their equipment. Most of the contributionsand so on”—which is critically important if you have
have had to be extensively outfitted when theyan environment in which that can take hold. There is
arrived; completely limited in things like liftno reason, if down the track you have a capable AU
capability, so it has been NATO—and so on. A lot ofwith active engagement for international partners,
work needs to be done on development ofwhy it cannot perform that role, probably much more
indigenous forces.eVectively than outside organisations. I do not know

whether you will have the AU, in the next decade or
so, promoting a single market in trade and services. I Q307 Chairman: Is there an EU role in this?
think that we have a way to go. It is also interesting, Mr Grono: With the EU, in terms of the Member
because the EU started as a small organisation which States, it is already happening. There is lots of
has gradually increased confidence, and only now is bilateral engagement; there is lots of training, often
getting into foreign policy in a big way; whereas the between former colonies and so on. There is French
AU has done it the other way round, where it has engagement in training. There is actually a bit of a
stepped right into peace and conflict issues. problem, as I understand it, which is diVerent
Lord Lea of Crondall: That is a paradox, is it not? The training standards, diVerent objectives: the British
very things that we are now thinking about and where training troops; the French training troops; Belgians
the most reluctant Member States, i.e. Britain and engaged in training processes in the Congo;
possibly France, now think that we should take more Americans very actively engaged in training some
prominent role, is exactly where the AU started from. elites in certain countries, primarily focused on

counter-terrorism. So, to the extent that the EU
could get engaged and, at least on the Member States,Q305 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: That is slightly
impose some kind of uniformity, yes, that would bewrong, because the AU is talking about the
welcome.relationship between its members. The EU is talking

about its relationship with countries that are not its
members. So it is a slightly diVerent thing. You are Q308 Chairman: We cannot do it amongst

ourselves!right, though, that the AU is trying to develop
instruments for regulating the relationship within Mr Grono: It is problematic. I have tried to get some

information on this African Standby Force, aboutand between its members which go beyond anything
that the EU ever tried to do in its initial stage. It did where it is at: the proposal is that you will have an

African Standby Force by 2010, which will consist ofnot need to, because the American federator was
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Q312 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: 80,000, I think.five brigades, basically one brigade for each of the
Mr Grono: 62,000 troops. This does not includeRegional Economic Communities. ECOWAS is by
military observers and police. Most of them are infar the most advanced. It usually reflects one highly
Africa. There are big problems with the quality ofcapable, or relatively highly capable, state taking a
many of the member contributing countries, to thelead—so Nigeria taking the lead in ECOWAS—but
extent of even not being able to speak one of thethere does not seem to be much happening on the
languages.Standby Force. You need to bear that in mind

because, more often than not, the strategy talks
Q313 Lord Lea of Crondall: In order to put some ofabout supporting African capabilities, of which the
those figures into the record, you say 50,000 are inStandby Force is one; but if you are not going to have
sub-Saharan Africa out of a UN total of 61,600.a Standby Force, then the need for European
Mr Grono: I can email this to you.engagement will continue at that level.

Q314 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: The Sudan figure
Q309 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: One way I suppose will go up exponentially if the Darfur expedition—
you could see it evolving is that the Europeans do a Mr Grono: It will automatically be re-hatted. You
sort of short-term involvement, with a battle group have about 7,000 at the moment.
or whatever it is, which is then taken over in the
longer term by an African force. That would remedy Q315 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Yes, they will
the lack of an African Standby Force for some time, basically be most of the AMIS troops with blue
if it could be done. helmets out there.
Mr Grono: Yes. Mr Grono: Yes. But, again, huge problems. They are

predominantly African troops there now; a strong
desire on behalf of the AU that they stay

Q310 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: That has not yet predominantly African, but there needs to be an
been tried, of course, but it is one of the things that expansion. Crisis Group has consistently argued that
could be tried. As far as the capacity of African you need between 12,000 and 15,000 at a minimum in
troops is concerned, if you read Romeo Dallaire’s Darfur. There are about 7,000 now. We put out a
book—I do not know if you have read that? report last week, arguing that you need a stabilisation
Mr Grono: I have read parts of it. force led by, we said, France, but ideally led by a

military-capable country. However, the African
contribution will be a significant player, whatever the

Q311 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Apart from the fact UN force is in the end.
that it was one of the most bloodcurdling books I
have ever read, it is perfectly clear that the only Q316 Chairman: Is that just because of unsuitable
troops who were any good in Rwanda that he had troops, or there is just not that number of troops?
were the Ghanaians. The other two, the Belgians and Mr Grono: When we argued for the French?
the Bangladeshis, vied with each other in total
incompetence, and then both ran for it when things Q317 Chairman: No. You were saying that the
got diYcult; whereas the Ghanaians stuck it out. I African Union would want the additional troops to
think myself, from that and other examples, that the be African, and you said that there was great
African ability to undertake these operations, if given diYculty.
the things they totally lack—like equipment, Mr Grono: It is African ownership.
training, logistics, backing and so on—is pretty
considerable. Q318 Chairman: Yes, and I understand that. It is
Mr Grono: I do not have enough detail about getting the numbers; it is not just flying them in, is it?
individual capacities. I know that, when we have They just do not exist in trained numbers on the
looked at ECOWAS engagement in Liberia and ground within the continent.
Sierra Leone in the past, it has been problematic. Mr Grono: This is just UN peacekeeping. You did
Whether it is leadership issues, lack of support, have an African Union mission in Burundi, which
discipline, there is a deep resentment towards has been re-badged as a UN operation; but I presume
Nigerian troops in certain West African countries, predominantly African troops there. Africa is just
because of the past history of engagement. I don’t sucking up the demand for peacekeeping troops, and
want to single out one country, but it is more that there are problems. The French want an expanded
they are better placed to provide the troops. This is UN mission in Côte d’Ivoire. The UNSG has asked
not limited to African troops; you have problems for an increased mission in the Congo. Europe will
with the UN. There are about 62,000 UN troops come to the party with a short-term mission there. It

is just a lack of numbers: both African and troopsworldwide.
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economic development and the welfare of the peopleworldwide. Part of the reason being that Europeans
are very actively engaged elsewhere, and there is a are being put at risk? I am trying to get round this

sticks-and-carrots problem and the Chinese. The factdistinct unwillingness to contribute troops on the
ground in Africa. is, even if the Chinese can give you goodies, they

cannot give you sustainable economic development
unless they control the military side of things; and noQ319 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Do you think that
one is suggesting at the moment that the Chinese areAustralia has anything to teach the European Union
going to do that.on its experience in the south Pacific?
Mr Grono: You have to look at what the problemsMr Grono: There is very little attention paid to a very
are. Poverty on its own is not a conflict indicator; it isinteresting exercise, which was the Australian-led
one of them. There are poor countries that do not gomission in the Solomon Islands, which in many
through a cycle of conflict on a regular basis. Therespects has been very successful. It is quite diVerent
World Bank has done some research and it says thatfrom many of the peacekeeping missions you have
if you want to look at indicators, it is the poorseen. It was predominantly a police mission. It went
economies with declining growth and a predominantin with the explicit authorisation of the Solomon
dependence on natural resources exports. So it is aIslands Government. There was a very strong focus
combination of factors. You do not have to worryon rule of law, to the extent of going out and arresting
just about economies that are poor; you have to lookpeople and processing them through the courts. It
at the factors that have this kind of strongstabilised the situation and has slowly drawn down,
relationship to conflict. Then obviously long-termand promised a long-term commitment. Australia
development has a big impact on conflict. Richerwent in there and was able to say, “We will give you
countries are less prone, generally speaking, toa ten-year commitment”, which is something we
conflict than poorer countries. Again, this is theargue for all the time in terms of engagement in
World Bank view, if you move up the percentile.Africa. A small engagement but a very tricky one,
However, I think that you are better focused, if youthat I think has been relatively successful. So there
are looking at the conflict perspective, on things likeare lessons to be learnt from that. There are lessons to
the natural resource cycle; identify the entry pointsbe learnt from Australian engagement in East Timor
and—under the UN ambit. Again, quite a successful

mission in very diYcult circumstances, partly because
one country was prepared to contribute much of the

Q322 Lord Lea of Crondall: Is that because, as inresources—which has all sorts of advantages in
Nigeria, in the delta, there is huge wealth from thecoherence of the operation, and so on. So there are
state owned oil companies; it is easy to siphon oV; sosome lessons that can be learnt.
it is easy to get your guerrilla bands paid for by
somebody? Even the regional administrators will

Q320 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Do you think the finance their own little armies.
European Union is learning lessons from Australia at Mr Grono: It is a whole combination. There is this big
all? Do you think they even know what has been debate in this area about greed versus grievance. Is it
going on there? greed, this desire to capture resources and so on, that
Mr Grono: I doubt it. I doubt that there is much drives conflict? Or is it grievance, in terms of ethnic
interest in what happens on the other side of the hatreds, exclusion from power and things like this? It
world. really is a mix of all of these factors, but there are

certain things you need to sustain conflict. You need
Q321 Lord Lea of Crondall: Going back to the resources; you need funding, and so on. So once
African equation, we have talked about the conflict is underway, the access to resources can help
relationship between the security side and the ensure that conflict will last a lot longer than it
governance and that, unless the governance is right, otherwise would—which is part of the thinking
you would get more and more fire brigade behind things like the Kimberley Process on
requirements. However, it is also the case that, in diamonds or the EITI. Attack the sources of revenue,
terms of reaching Millennium Development Goals, shut down the revenue, and it will have an impact on
economic development grinds to a halt overnight conflict. In somewhere like Nigeria, therefore, there
when you get these conflicts. I suppose, trying to are disputes that have ethnic elements to them, but of
think holistically about this, there is a question, course access to oil, and the bung climate and so on
which you perhaps cannot focus on because you are that goes on there, enables these conflicts to be
coming from a security perception. Would you say sustained.
that the countries that have the most conflict have the
least economic development, and therefore we in the

Q323 Lord Lea of Crondall: Angola is anotherEU have somehow to have an across-the-board
emphasis on how the objectives of increasing example of that sort of thing, would you say?
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Mr Grono: And it will be a big problem. KimberleyMr Grono: Angola is the classic example of oil
funding government and diamonds funding the diamonds is another example: Europe is a major
rebels. consumer of diamonds and it can encourage

adoption of these processes.

Q324 Chairman: Those sorts of issues are very
diYcult for the EU to address. Does the strategy Q330 Lord Lea of Crondall: Do you get into money
really address that? laundering at all? I do not mean personally!
Mr Grono: The EU has a key role to play in Mr Grono: Unfortunately my salary does not justify
encouraging the success of the Kimberley Process money laundering!
and the EITI. In those initiatives I think that it has a
very good role to play.

Q331 Lord Lea of Crondall: The EU has a money
laundering initiative and so on. I think that a quarterQ325 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: The Transparency
of the GDP of Africa goes out of Africa, and theInitiative, of course, is precisely one of the areas that
amount of money that goes out of Africa thoughthe Chinese can make nonsense of.
embezzlement is equivalent to all the aid moneyMr Grono: Yes.
going in to Africa. That is the statistic. If it is true that
you need a natural resource to fuel the conflict, it isQ326 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: The idea that the
also true that it is likely that you do put the money inChinese will publish the accounts of the oil that they
the famous Swiss bank accounts.extract in the Sudan, or whatever it is, is probably for
Mr Grono: It is the issue of capital flight. Not so muchthe birds!
money laundering, but another problem with conflictMr Grono: Yes.
is funding from diaspora communities, which often
will support more extreme elements internally and is

Q327 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: I should have a very active sort of funding. We have seen that in Sri
thought that is typically one of the areas where the Lanka and elsewhere.
EU has, as you say, a major role if it managed to Mr Evans: Perhaps I may add one thing on the money
spread across Africa, through European companies, issue. To the extent that the loss of resources is
proper accounting and, through those companies, through formal channels, finance ministries,
compel certain African governments to show more of government, either receipt-gathering agencies or
their hand; but this is exactly one of the areas where expenditure agencies, the most robust form of
undercutting by the Chinese is only too likely to intervention there has ever been internationally in
take place. this respect has been in Liberia, with this particular
Mr Grono: No, it is going to be a big problem; but programme that the World Bank and the other
there is still enough leverage, at least at this stage, for

donors insisted on and stuVed down the throats ofthe EU to apply pressure to countries—both
the previous Liberian quasi-government. Ellencompanies incorporated in the EU, companies that
Johnson-Sirleaf has accepted it. It is hugely invasiveare trading on EU bourses, and so on, people who
of sovereignty, but none the less it basically involves,want access to EU markets. That is leverage, and
if someone is caught cheating the GEMAP—whateven perhaps on the Chinese down the road. As the
is it?Chinese increasingly become international players,
Mr Grono: Governance and Economic Managementthey will be engaging not just in China but also in
Assistance Programme.Europe and in America. Theirs is perhaps a norm-
Mr Evans: Assistance involves an internationalsetting role.
sitting right in the central governing financialLord Hannay of Chiswick: I think that transparency
institutions and controlling the money flow, in andand accounting will be the last things they are going
out, to ensure that at least it starts oV going to theto come to us with.
right places.Lord Lea of Crondall: There is no reason why we

cannot ask for this as part of the EU-China
dialogue though. Q332 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: That is what the

Europeans did to the Turks in the Ottoman Empire
Q328 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: No, I agree. It is just in the late 19th century.
that realistically— Mr Evans: It is pretty successful, if you can make it
Mr Grono: You are right. It is a classic work. It has been successful in Liberia. There is an
demonstration— attempt now, which we among others are advocating

to be done in the Congo, for example—which is one
of the most catastrophic examples of diversion ofQ329 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: . . . they are not

naturally transparent people. resources.
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instance, therefore, where the European Union isQ333 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Because of the
history, I would suspect that it would be extremely getting involved.
unwise for the Europeans to do that. It would be Mr Evans: A payment chain which was a classic
much better for something like the World Bank or diversion and siphoning-oV.
someone who has a little less of a post-imperial Mr Jain: It is to make sure that it is the soldiers on the
history. ground who are getting the money, rather than it
Mr Evans: A lot of that is not for Louis Michel, I going to the generals and then dispersed or put in
suppose, as a Belgian. their pockets.
Mr Grono: The way it worked in Liberia was that the
EU was engaged. It conducted audits, and ECOWAS

Q335 Chairman: Is there anything that you want toconducted audits of the institutions. There was such
say to us that we have not asked you?blatant corruption that the donors, including the EU
Mr Grono: I think that we have covered it prettyand the World Bank, said, “We won’t get engaged
exhaustively. There is just one thing.here unless you introduce these controls”: among

them being this co-location of internationals, with
the idea that the money comes transparently into the

Q336 Chairman: Perhaps you could tell us that andcentral treasury and, hopefully, is disbursed for
also, if you were writing our report, what would beproper purposes. The other side of GEMAP, which
your number one recommendation?is a very interesting side, is on the one hand intrusive
Mr Grono: If I were writing your report, my numberfinancial controls and, on the other, to pull out of the
one recommendation . . . .political sphere—so do not micro-manage the

politics; encourage the development of civil society;
encourage things like freedom of the press, freedom Q337 Lord Lea of Crondall: While you are thinking
of association; and hope that civil society will play an about that, what was it that you were going to say?
active role in ensuring appropriate disbursement of Mr Grono: I was going to say that one of the issues in
these monies. At one level this might sound like pie- which we think the EU can play a more active role,
in-the-sky NGO stuV, but in Liberia over the last year and there are certain restrictions, is the need for
hawse have seen a very active role by civil society, to security sector reform. It kind of touches on security
the extent of levelling corruption allegations against sector reform, but in the past has been constrained:
the Speaker, the Deputy Speaker, the head of the partly because of DAC guidelines—the OECD
maritime registry—who were in the end charged. I Development Assistance Committee—which
think it has been quite a while since Liberia has seen basically said that you cannot spend money on
corruption charges against figures like this, who have military matters. However, if you go into somewhere
stepped down or been prosecuted. So something we like the Congo, the military and the security
tout, for Liberia at least and maybe adapted it structures are so wrapped up in their problems that it
elsewhere, is a very interesting use of conditionality,

is not a case of funding their military, et cetera. If you
encouraging civil society with a mix of diVerent

want to address the root causes or some of the drivers
approaches. Liberia is not a special case, but Liberia

of conflict, you have to address their securityis a small country with, potentially, a great amount of
apparatus. You can only do that by going in anddomestic wealth from timber, from diamonds, from
engaging in security sector reform, which embraces athe maritime registry.
whole lot of the issues that the EU very strongly
supports. At its broadest, it includes rule of law and
so on, but it is eVective, responsive military, chain ofQ334 Lord Lea of Crondall: Iron ore?
command, all that kind of stuV: security forces thatMr Grono: Iron ore. So there is potential for
are adapted to their functions, whether it issomething like that to work there.
protecting borders or looking after the civilianMr Evans: The Liberian strategy is so intrusive that
population. Aldo Ajello, the EU Specialit is almost impossible to imagine it being able to be
Representative for the Great Lakes, has beenimposed or implemented elsewhere; but it remains an
banging on about this for years, because the EU willideal, in the sense that if you can get local buy-in and
fund a whole lot of things but tends to step away fromcan work to get local buy-in through a transitional
security sector reform because of this problem.period, it is so tough and so robust a strategy that it
Military that prey on their populations, securitycan cut the sequence and give you a chance of starting
forces that prey on their populations, are a hugeagain. So, yes, it is not totally pie-in-the-sky to think

about recommending that in this context. problem and something that does not get enough
attention. As the EU seeks to engage more actively,Mr Jain: The European Commission launched a
it is something that I think they could very usefullyproject at the end of last year to reform the chain of

payments of the army in the DRC. That is an look at.
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operationalised. I was not aware that you wereQ338 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Presumably the
focusing specifically on the implementation side ofdecision which appears to be coming out, that they
the strategy, because my prime concern about theare going to support the Africa Peace Facility and all
strategy has been that it says all the right things, itthe other things from the EDF, is precisely that, is
addresses all the right topics, none of which we wouldit not?
ever disagree with, but does not say how you get fromMr Grono: But the EDF has the same restriction.
the big picture to the actual implementation.
Chairman: That is why we are doing it!Q339 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Yes, but they must

have overcome those restrictions. Q341 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: There was not
Mr Grono: No, they fund certain things and cannot much point in us trying to comment on the strategy
fund other things. There is a pool of money, including anyway, since they have got it. That would be a waste
bilateral contributions by states. of time.

Mr Grono: I have pulled out, very briefly, a couple of
Q340 Chairman: What is your number one their previous statements which say all of these things
recommendation? and which are still being addressed. I know that there
Mr Grono: The number one recommendation is that, is a commitment for an implementation plan, and so
yes, the focus on peace and security is absolutely I would be very interested to see it.

Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.essential to development, but let us see how it is

Nick Grono
Vice President: Advocacy & Operations
International Crisis Group

The European Union’s
Strategy for Africa

Meeting of the Select Committee on the European Union
21 March 2006, Brussels
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Conflict as development in reverse

• Each year of civil war reduces a country’s 
growth rate by an average of 2.2%

• Given an average length of 7 years, this 
amounts to a 15% reduction in growth

• Growth rates in neighbouring countries fall by 
0.5%

• The average cost of a typical civil war for a low-
income country and its neighbours is estimated 
at $54bn

Source: Paul Collier and Anke Hoeffler, Copenhagen 
Consensus papers, 2004

Source: Human Security Report 2005
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THURSDAY 30 MARCH 2006

Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Freeman, L
Boyce, L Hannay of Chiswick, L
Dykes, L Lea of Crondall, L
Falkner of Margravine, B Tomlinson, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Bob Dewar, UK Permanent Representative to the African Union, examined.

Q342 Chairman: May I welcome you to this meeting Q343 Chairman: Before we move to our questions,
may I ask you about the African Union. Clearly thatof the Sub-Committee. We are part of the European

Union Select Committee and we deal with foreign is a key element within the strategy and great
emphasis is placed on working with the AfricanaVairs, defence and development policy. We are

carrying out an inquiry into the EU strategy for Union. We have found it quite diYcult to get direct
evidence from the African Union itself orAfrica, which was published last December. When I

say an inquiry into the strategy, we are not actually representatives of Member States. I should be
grateful if you could share with us your feel of thequestioning the strategy itself, but looking at its

implementation. We are therefore very grateful that organisation. On the one hand great hopes are
pinned upon it; on the other hand some of theyou, as the Permanent Representative to the African

Union, are able in your travels to find time to come evidence that we have had suggests that its structures
are weak and its resources, both in terms of moneyto talk to us. I do not know whether you would like

to make any opening statement or whether you and people, are somewhat limited. Are we really
speaking about a serious interlocutor when we talkwould like to move straight to question.
about the African Union?
Mr Dewar: The answer to the last question is yes. WeMr Dewar: Thank you very much for the invitation;
are talking about an evolving, new institution. In thatI am really delighted to be here and to have this
sense, the relationship with Europe and the Europeanopportunity to talk to your committee. If I may, I
Union, taking forward the strategy also, is one whichwould like to make a few short remarks of
is evolving, evolving from the introduction of newintroduction on a personal basis. My perspective is
structures only a few years ago in Africa. There havethat the arrival of this strategy really symbolised a
been some very encouraging signals and steps taken,step change in the relationship between the European
both in terms of the commitments made by theUnion and Africa. That is marked by some of the
African Union in their statute, when they set it up ascomments made at the European Union/African
African leaders, by their commitments made underUnion ministerial troika in Bamako just before the
NEPAD, and there has been a decision to integrateendorsement by the Council. That was under the UK
that into the African Union, and by some of the verypresidency and the European Union was represented
concrete steps taken, including a start to building newby Lord Triesman. The ministers recognised the
institutions, including the Peace and Securityremarkable eVorts to revitalise and redynamise the
Council of the African Union, including also thepartnership between Africa and the European
African peer review mechanism. These are at a veryUnion. In that meeting the Africans also welcomed
early stage and have been tested very severely alreadythe strategy, on which they had been consulted. It
in terms of peace and security by Darfur. If I mightcame at the end of a year where, under the UK
just run through a couple of the principles enshrinedpresidencies of the G8 and the European Union,
in the Peace and Security Council and the charter ofinformed and catalysed by the Commission for

Africa and its recommendations, tremendous energy the African Union which are worth mentioning.
and commitment were shown within the G8 and the Included in the PSC protocol is the right of the Union
EU to help transform Africa, both in terms of to intervene in a Member State pursuant to a decision
resources pledged and heightened importance given of the Assembly in respect of grave circumstances;
to Africa’s agenda. The focus is now on references to the respect for the rule of law,
implementation. It is important to note that the fundamental human rights, freedom and sanctity of
strategy was drawn up in consultation with Africa human life, international humanitarian law. The
and I feel sure that having the focus of a strategy and procedures are also quite interesting, if we look at the
the energy and the force and the commitment of what PSC and how it works. Just to give you an example
was achieved in 2005 behind it will be positive in from the conduct of business, in the rules any
looking forward. member of the Peace and Security Council which is
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Q347 Lord Tomlinson: I was very interested to listenparty to a conflict or a situation under consideration
to what you had to say but I should like to try to putshall not participate either in the discussion or in the
you in the position of the man or woman in the streetdecision-making process relating to that conflict.
who perhaps does not know the fine words which areThese are departures from the old OAU. It is
there in the documents. What they see at the momentimportant to recognise the challenges and the
in relation to the African Union is what they perceivecapacity constraints which you have mentioned and
as a massive failure of the AU mission in Darfur andthe other challenges which are very real. It is an
an even worse summit which took place inevolving institution and I should say that amongst
Khartoum, the results of which find that Sudan is notthe challenges for the future as they go forward one
acceptable this year but will be acceptable next year.would include the leadership on preventing and
In the meantime, when we are talking about goodmanaging conflict, the rationalisation they have set
governance, simultaneously we shall have thefor themselves of the regional economic
presidency taken over by Congo. How do youcommunities, where there are many diVerent
explain to anybody in the street that they should takeoverlapping memberships; the relationship between
that organisation seriously?NEPAD and the African Union; and performance in
Mr Dewar: Your points are important points. Imeeting their own very high standards set by African
should like to start, if I may, just by commenting onleaders in governance and human rights and peace
Darfur. The chairperson of the African Unionand security. There are critical challenges, but I do
Commission, Professor Konare made very clear atfeel that we have a very important interlocutor. I
the Khartoum summit that Darfur continues to bemight just mention the new UK international
our greatest concern with its humanitarian tragedy,strategy launched only two days ago on 28 March by
the potential for the spill-over of the conflict into thethe Foreign Secretary which recognised the
region and indeed attacks against the Africanimportance of Africa and within that the important
Union mission.role of the African Union. It says that because of its

scale and the nature of the problems, its impact on
UK interests and our moral obligation to act, Africa Q348 Lord Tomlinson: It remains a concern because
will be an urgent priority for the next decade. the mission has failed so far.
Regional actors, in particular South Africa, Nigeria Mr Dewar: They are acknowledging that there is a
and the African Union, will play a central role in very serious situation in Darfur. The African Union
shaping the future of the continent. mission is faced with grave challenges there. We are

doing our best to support them in their mission. I
would say that the role of the African Union missionQ344 Chairman: How many other countries have
has, despite all the diYculties, been helpful in thepermanent representatives to the African Union,
initial stabilisation of the situation. I should also likeboth from the EU and the rest of the world?
to point to the considerable eVorts made by theMr Dewar: The main group comprises the permanent
African Union and by the Member States, the keyrepresentatives of the African nations. That is an
leaders on the African continent, to try to get ainstitution per se of the African Union. They are there
political settlement on Darfur, without which it isand permanent.
more diYcult to have a sustainable peace; in other
words, the eVorts made in Abuja and significant
eVorts have been made. It is true that the situationQ345 Chairman: A sort of COREPER thing.
remains very grave. The determination of the AfricanMr Dewar: Exactly.
Union after the Khartoum summit when the Peace
and Security Council met was to have a renewed

Q346 Chairman: I meant people in your position. eVort both in terms of pushing forward prospects for
Mr Dewar: Exactly; they are representatives of the a political agreement in Abuja and in terms of
Member States and very important. The interesting making AMIS, the African mission, yet more
development in terms of us and other partners has eVective in preparation for handover to the United
been the accreditation last year of the non-African Nations. Going back to what Professor Konare said,
partners as permanent representatives. There is a there is an acknowledgement of the very grave
very large diplomatic community based in Addis problem and crisis faced in Darfur and an attempt to
Ababa because that is where there is interaction with confront it head on. They have recognised from the
Africa for many countries, including many non- beginning that peace and security are a major
European countries; it is a principal point of contact. challenge and the need to promote peace and security
I am afraid I cannot give you exact numbers, but a throughout Africa as a prerequisite of development is
significant contingent and usually a significant part one of the basic principles. Explaining this to the man
of the work of those on the ground is indeed on the or woman on the street is diYcult. However, we do

think it is the right way to go, that we are supportingpan-African agenda, including us.
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You need to know and have the trust and mutualAfrican eVorts to resolve peace and security issues, to
prevent, mitigate, manage on their own continent respect of our partners in Africa and that means

people getting out and about and not just sittingand to support that. Part of the background I would
say is that it is natural to expect that Africans behind a desk. So there is an issue there. We have had

support in Addis, we are well resourced, we have athemselves would have knowledge of the situation on
the ground, would have the potential with the very stretched workload but the members of our team

are excellent. I might just say that we have a pan-political will to try to put pressure on the parties in
the conflict, knocking heads together, trying to get African team specifically working on pan-African

issues within our mission. In addition we have a teampolitical agreement. It is really an African dimension
at the forefront of those eVorts; naturally there are working on Ethiopia; in addition we have a team as
wider implications for peace and security as well. part of both working on issues relating to the Horn of

Africa. I do feel that it is a very exciting job. We are
on the ground in the diplomatic centre for Africa at

Q349 Lord Dykes: Thank you for coming today; I a time when African institutions are evolving. Can we
wish you well with your portfolio with the many help Africans meet their own objectives? It is a big
duties and much travelling. Of course that is the focus question, but tremendously challenging and exciting
of the EU and it was agreed that peace and security with real opportunities for us.
were the priorities and that would then lead to
sustainable development. In fact so many people in
Africa also requested that, particularly coming from Q350 Lord Boyce: I am not sure we actually got the
the bitter experience of the emergency areas here, answer there to the question. Are you suYciently
there and everywhere. May I ask you something more resourced?
on the domestic front first of all? On the Foreign Mr Dewar: Yes, I would say so.
Secretary’s launch of this programme and your own Chairman: We must resist the temptation to have an
position I wish you well; a massive task and a massive inquiry into the Foreign OYce at the same time as the
portfolio for you as the Permanent Representative. Africa strategy.
As we know as outsiders, or we glean anyway, morale
in the Foreign OYce is not high at the moment with

Q351 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: May I change thebudget cuts, reductions in resources and reductions
focus of the question a little bit to the issue of the EUin posts and asking people eVectively, who already
in its relationship with the African Union, which iswork flat out night and day in the Foreign OYce, to
after all what we are inquiring about? Do you believework even harder. I think that does aVect morale. Are
that the EU mission in Addis is properly structured,you personally confident that you have the resources
properly staVed, adequately organised to conduct allavailable for your onerous and heavy tasks, your
the diVerent aspects of the dialogue which will needperipatetic future and the resources you require to do
to take place if the strategy is to be delivered.this job properly?
Obviously not only in Addis; clearly bilateralMr Dewar: Thank you very much for the question.
contacts in each of the 53 Member States are veryGoing back to the launch of the amended strategy by
important. Some of the evidence we heard in Brusselsthe Foreign Secretary the other day, it is very
last week led us to suppose that they were notimportant to recognise that we do have these
particularly well structured, for example to deal withinternational strategic priorities and those are the
the very detailed issues which will come up if the EUpriorities around which we are going to focus our
becomes more and more involved in helping thework. Our job on the ground is to deliver for the
emergence of an eVective African peace and securitywhole of HMG, to use our influence, use our reach to
capability. That is the first question. The seconddeliver for HMG. In that context we can prioritise,
question is: to what extent do you think what youwe should prioritise. Where it is a real issue
said about the African Union and its eVorts on peaceeverywhere of whether we have too many tasks on all
and security . . . and I actually agreed with every wordour tables, good management means prioritisation
you said about the desirability of helping themand really focusing around the strategic priorities.
become more eVective and Darfur is a bad case, butMany of those priorities relate specifically very much
it is the first time that the Africans have ever tried toto the heart of what we do in Addis Ababa. I should
do anything like this and when the Europeans tried tojust like to make a point about the Foreign Service.
do something in Bosnia, they fell flat on their facesWe are here to deliver for Britain abroad. I should

say that it is the most fantastic organisation for any too, so we should be a little bit careful about slating
the Africans for that. To what extent do you thinkyoungster wanting a job in the international scene. I

believe that is particularly true in Africa, because in that the African Union as a unit is actually bringing
any kind of eVective pressure and influence to bear onAfrica we can help make a diVerence and we can see

it. It does require resources; in my view it requires the good governance side of the African Union’s
remit on the issues covered in the peer group system?resources on the ground so that we can influence.
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Professor Konare has made that his first priorityIs that showing any signs of eVectiveness at all or is
that a weaker link even than the security link? following the Khartoum summit.
Mr Dewar: I think the European Commission
delegation will continue to play an ever more

Q353 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: Human rights?important role on the ground in taking forward what
Mr Dewar: On the APRM and human rights, again awill be very concrete and detailed and professional
very important issue, you are now seeing thequestions in the relationship with the African Union.
emergence of the first reports under the APRM; twoIt is important that the Commission continues to
of them have now been tabled from Ghana andkeep under review how best to structure that. I have
Rwanda. The first implementation reforms arebeen very impressed by the Delegation. I have felt
coming through from those. Twenty-six countriesthat they have spent a lot of time and good eVort in
have signed up for the APRM. The fact thattheir engagement, but it is complicated. Just to take
countries want to sign up is a very interestingthe UK example, we have benefited from having a
indicator and more and more have done so. Therange of professional skills within our own mission,
performance in coming through with the reformsincluding a regional conflict adviser and a specialist
which are actually recommended will be veryalso in non peace and security areas because that is
important in showing commitment. It is a peer reviewanother dimension to the African Union which we
mechanism, it is a new process, it is very much Africamust not forget. We must work towards engagement
owned; they want it to be their own. I do not knowthere. There is an issue in terms of the skill base for
how long our own peer review process took inthe evolving strategy. There is also frankly a benefit
OECD. Was it 10 years? It does take time. That is theto be had, if we are really serious about
way to go in Africa, by peer example from the keyharmonisation and coordination. We are sharing
reformist leaders who are willing to take the lead;very well already and we are trying to work in a
amongst those of course I would have mentionedjoined-up way as European missions on the ground.
President Obasanjo, President Mbeki and PresidentWe must build up that dimension to our relationship
Bouteflika, who were also at the heart of thewith the African Union through the heads of mission
formation of NEPAD as being peer leaders.or through the follow-up to the troikas. It works well

together and the liaison group on Darfur likewise, on
a wider front which includes non European Union Q354 Lord Lea of Crondall: I was interested in your
members, USA and Canada, works well together. It comment on African ownership and you said the
is important that we do take harmonisation seriously, strategy for Africa was the result of quite a dialogue
just as one works on bilateral terms with African with the African Union. The question which might
governments. There could be scope for sharing of otherwise be hypothetically posed is: how can a
experiences between African Union missions should European strategy for Africa suddenly be owned by
one have more experience in one domain than

Africans. You are saying that it was actually the
another and that is the way to go. It is something to

result of a process of discussion. When we met the
bear in mind. Your second question was the extent to

Austrian presidency in Brussels last week, theywhich Africa is really committed to using influence.
described the current process and subsequently
showed us the “matrix” document. I suppose that the
question could be: is that just a box-ticking exercise?Q352 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: More about
How do you get from there to the commitments onwhether it is really eVective in using influence. Words
the ground? Is the policy coherence at all analogousare there on paper.
to the policy coherence problem in the EuropeanMr Dewar: This is a key issue for Africa: leadership
Union when people criticise “Brussels”—I supposeand political commitment are key issues for Africa. I
you might criticise “Addis Ababa”—for sins whichhave been very impressed by the way in which the
they have not committed? In other words, it is thecore key leaders of Africa have actually been involved
Member States who do not coordinate, notin their continental problems, going to visit on the
something called “Brussels” and not somethingground and try to help sort out through political
called “Addis Ababa”. Would you think that thispressure, through the traditional African way of

resolving problems, to get warring parties to sign a matrix process is going to be an eVective way
forward? Finally, as a footnote to that, you describedceasefire, to work towards political agreement. I do

think that the core group of prominent African a troika which Lord Triesman chaired in Bamako; it
is not just that it takes two to tango, it actually takesleaders has actually been very committed to the

process of exerting pressure and influence. The six to tango, does it not in this case? Two troikas, is
that right? Can you describe how that works and howeVectiveness of that on Darfur is a question, but I am

sure that eVorts are still underway at the moment and it gets ownership not just in Addis Ababa in a box-
ticking sense, but in some other sense?will be for the next six months to up that pressure and
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taking Africa forward but the others, as well allMr Dewar: Very interesting questions for this
institutional transformation process. I should like to buying into the African agenda, the policies, the

vision and the added value of the African Union. Ongo back to emphasise the fact that the African Union
is in evolution and so is our own relationship. There the troika question, we have this mechanism for a

European Union ministerial troika dialogue every sixwas consultation on the drafts of the strategy. That
does not mean to say that the Africans do not have months and on the European side it is very clear. On

the African side it is a troika but we had considerableviews which they will want to put forward if there
were ever to be a joint strategy. That is a European preparations for November in Bamako; the African

Union side will typically have a wide process whereUnion strategy for Africa, but it was welcomed. The
matrix is symbolic of the new way we are trying to they involve chefs de file, individual countries who are

leading throughout the African continent onwork. The Africans very much want to see
implementation of the promises and commitment particular subject areas who will feed into the troika.

The actual troika was threewhich were made, including those made in 2005. Part
of the message from the Africans was that they want
this to be a joint process and that is what we want: a Q356 Lord Lea of Crondall: May I just take the
joint process. We want a joint agenda; that is what analogy with the European Union one stage further?
the Commission for Africa was all about. So this Going back to Monet and Schumann in the 1950s, it
matrix idea of having a joint matrix for follow-up was clear in the European constitutional
action is symbolic and it is very detailed and it is an arrangement—not a constitution, but a
experiment. constitutional arrangement—that there were

directives, possibilities to interfere in the internal
aVairs of Member States through agreement. ThatQ355 Lord Lea of Crondall: How can it be symbolic
was the nature of the beast. In the African Unionas well as detailed?
constitution, which I do not think we have yet studiedMr Dewar: In the sense that it is the first time one is
in suYcient depth, has it now got any analogy withtrying to put commitments by both sides down
the commitment and the obligation to carry out sometogether and who will do what and so on, rather than
decisions in Member States made by the Africanhaving just an EU programme for action or an
Union?African one. It is joint and it is being negotiated at the
Mr Dewar: The Assembly of the African Union,moment between the troikas in Addis and then it is
which is the heads of state assembled, is the supremebeing looked at in the wider Brussels machinery. It is
decision-making body, so the heads of state of thenew. There are issues about how credible the African
Member States are the key decision-making organ.Union will be and will evolve to be and is. There are
Their decisions are expected to be applied54 Member States and this is at an early stage. The
throughout the African Union.African Union is a few years old, so there will be

issues and there are issues relating to buy-in to the
Q357 Lord Lea of Crondall: But there is no court ofcontinent and to the added value of the continental
justice. As soon as you mention the analogy of courseinstitution for the African Member States. I would
it breaks down, but it is perhaps an interesting way ofimagine that happens with every Member State. They
looking at the early stages.will have the prism of their own national country and
Mr Dewar: Yes, although I do think it is importanttheir dialogues with donors there, international
not to think that the African Union should copy thepartners there, they will have their regional
European Union in every respect.organisations, many of which are advanced and then

they will have the continental institutions which they
have set up. Where they see the African Union adding Q358 Lord Tomlinson: Particularly not the length of
value will no doubt be a question in their minds. One the constitution; they have learned a very good lesson
area which they have definitely decided is adding real there and they wrote a very short one.
value already is the peace and security area. Mr Dewar: Some of the institutions are yet to be
Questions will be asked about that. I should just like really properly set up; the African Parliament has
to say that Professor Konare, who is the chairperson only just been set up, the Peace and Security Council
of the African Union Commission, also has a only since 2004 and others are being set up. We are
particular role and he and his commissioners have a really in an evolutionary stage, but the institutions
particular role under the new institution. One of his are clearly there. I did not answer the question about
issues is getting buy-in from Member States. At the Khartoum. The decision for the chairman of the
last summit, if I recall correctly, I think it was the case African Union this year not to be the host nation was
that 16 Member States had not paid their dues and an important decision and it broke with the OAU
are now under AU sanctions for that. There is an tradition. It gave a very clear signal that if you have
issue of African Member States, not just the core a problem in your own country of the nature and

scale and gravity of Darfur, it is not appropriate thatreformist countries with the leadership that is really
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on. I hate clichés but how does it actually walk thethe country concerned should be the chair. That is a
departure from previous practice because talk? What are the prospects of actually delivering

something as opposed to having lots of nice bits oftraditionally, the country where the summit is held
would be the chair for the following year. paper and lots of good committee meetings? If you

think the prospects are not particularly good, then
should the EU be perhaps playing a more direct role,Q359 Lord Boyce: It has been implicit in what we
in other words an operational role in responding, forhave been saying so far this morning that the EU is
example, to a crisis as opposed to just talking aboutcorrect to emphasise support for African peace-
it and giving advice?keeping capacity and perhaps you would like to say
Mr Dewar: We have to support and look hard at whatwhether that is wrong. If that is the case, what are the
role we can play. I should like to mention some areasreal prospects of being able to enhance the
where the EU already are actually helping in a veryinstitutional capacity in order for the AU to get up to
practical sense and in particular circumstances. Forspeed suYciently to do its conflict prevention and
example, we are contributing in the DRC and Sudanmanagement of that? There must be a worry whether
through police missions and we are also now agreeingthere is a real prospect as opposed to ideals. How
to provide a standby force to support MONUC, theshould the EU be targeting its eVorts to ensure that
UN mission in the DRC. We have small targetedwe can help in the best possible way? What should the
groups of EU personnel deployed in support of thebalance be between support for conflict prevention
AU force in Darfur. A bit more detail about theversus a crisis response? How should we prioritise in
police force in Darfur: the European Member Statesterms of financial or technical support? Would you
deployed civilian policing experts to that mission inlike to say something about that please?
August 2005 and the deployment of advisers andMr Dewar: The priority so far has been in trying to
trainers is helping the AU strengthen its civilianhelp in conflict management. The African peace and
policing capacity, including through thesecurity architecture is very much there and I do not
development of policing units with the AUknow whether you are aware of the components, but
secretariat in Addis Ababa. We have also helpedessentially prevention and early warning and other
AMIS with equipment and logistic support. Thoseinstitutional capacity, panel of the wise and African
are some practical examples of where we are trying tostandby force crucially; very important. There is
see where we can add value in particularalready a fair amount of discussion, workshops
circumstances right now.under our G8 presidency, to help and to catalyse,

inform, help, provide experience, to enable African
thinking on that to evolve. Capacity is an issue and Q361 Lord Boyce: So you are suggesting that there is
capacity, capacity, capacity is a big concern also of a direct role for us to play. You have not answered
the chairperson. The institutional transformation is my question yet. What are the prospects of the AU
moving on. You have seen quite significant changes actually gripping this themselves and being able to do
in personnel since 2003, but it is still going on. You it, as opposed to talking about it and particularly
have a hybrid institution. Where we are engaged, we doing it without the help of the EU? Where the EU is
must not forget the non peace and security playing a direct role, do you think there are better
dimensions which are very important for the African ways in which we can coordinate our peace and
side because they have 10 commissioners and they are security activities with other partners, whether they
trying to think how they can add value across the are bilateral partners or international partners?
continent in many fields. Part of what the European Mr Dewar: The African Union are doing their very
Union can also do is to look at whether we can help best to grip the problem of Darfur. The issues have
in those non peace and security areas, development, been identified, very serious issues and constraints
governance, trade, infrastructure, migration and so and that is why we need to be there very much in
on and see what contribution can be made. In support, trying to do our very best to help make the
working with the African Union, we are looking as objectives a success. It is the first big test since the
the UK at whether we can do more in non peace and Peace and Security Council and it is proving to be a
security areas. We also have to be mindful of this massive test. I would say that there has been partial
weak capacity and those issues relate to financial success and a lesson-learning experience. There will
management and other areas as well. In helping we be other conflict issues and the African Union will
also need to think about how we are strengthening need to learn lessons from Darfur and be involved in
the institutions per se of our partner organisations in them in Africa. Then the respective roles of the
order for us to have the confidence. African Union and how it measures with the United

Nations and European Union is a learning process
and how the interface is going to work. How can weQ360 Lord Boyce: I understand all this; we all have
better interact? Just one issue: we need to provide theideas and always worry about whether the right

architecture is in place and there is a lot of talk going sort of support which is really useful, but we should
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Mr Dewar: Those are very important points whichnot swamp what is a relatively small and evolving
need to be worked on. The contributions of theinstitution. Sometimes I have seen visiting
European Union have been value added anddelegations which are much larger than the home
significant value added. I would particularly like todelegation of the African Union they are actually
mention the policing. The fundamental in situationstalking to. We have to balance things however much
like Darfur is to have a multi-disciplinary commandour frustration and our wish to help and to do
and control approach and that does involve havingeverything are on the table. An important way we can
integration of policing, which in the Darfur sense washelp is by sharing experience, but doing it in the right
brought somewhat late to the table, but lessons haveway. We have a lot of experience to share and they
again been learned on that. That is critical to havinghave very much appreciated that. It is having an
the respect of your local communities and themimpact, but our expectations need to be realistic.
having the confidence to return. We have to work onLord Boyce: It is important and that is encouraging.
the movable join between the African Union and theLord Hannay of Chiswick made a remark earlier on
United Nations and the European Union and try toabout how well the EU did in the Balkans when they
make it as eVective as possible; possibly an Africankicked in for the first time but one should not be too
peace-keeping operation with an African face as youpatronising about this.
inferred. That does involve all the staVs working very
closely together. My experience in Addis has been

Q362 Lord Hannay of Chiswick: What you say about that things have gone quite well and that where the
capacity building being vital is very well taken and diVerent organisations have come together they have
everybody we have spoken to agrees about that. wanted to coordinate, share information, add value
However, if you look at any realistic capacity- to each other, so we have a good liaison group and

the role also of NATO within that support,building approach, for instance at the UN summit of
particularly added value that they can provide, haslast September they talked about a ten-year
also been part of what is being done in terms ofprogramme and that was probably quite
support in Darfur. I do think it is a real question.conservative in fact, it is probably going to take
These are new areas and there needs to be seriouslonger than that. It does strike me that capacity
planning for them.building is common ground for everyone and the

methods can be debated, but it is not going to deliver
a fully operational African Union capable of

Q363 Lord Lea of Crondall: May I go back to the
conducting every single one of the multi-faceted question of the coherence of the two sides, beginning
aspects of a peace operation any time soon. The with the European side? I know that you do not have
question from Lord Boyce, which I should like to long experience to go on, but in the troika times two,
follow up on, is how we best organise this transitional that is the sextet meetings, do you find that the
period which could be quite long before it is at all council presidency in oYce on either side can turn up
realistic to say “Okay, African Union, you do this on the day with priorities which are clearly diVerent
one on your own”. It seems that both the UN and the from the priorities of the Commission?
EU have a major role: the UN perhaps in some cases Mr Dewar: My experience in preparations for the
normative and the EU in practical terms, but is Bamako ministerial troika was very, very good. We
Addis, Brussels, New York properly organised to worked really well together. The logic of using the
deal with the diYculties of mounting peace Addis Ababa arm of the coordination machinery
operations which might contain elements of all three rather more and better preparations is now accepted
organisations involved? There are very complex and a lot of work has been done on the ground there
accounting discipline issues and I just wonder—and and that is the way to go. Coherence is an important
I should like your comment—whether they are issue. As far as Brussels are concerned the principal
properly organised to do this. At the moment the EU mechanism for ensuring that is discussions in the
interventions, which are real, as you say, in the COREPER level in the run-up to the progress review
Congo and so on, are tiny and they are very, very ad at the European Council at the end of this year. There
hoc; they are just “There’s a terrible need for are working group levels where the Council,
something. Ask the EU. Yes, they’ll provide Commission, Member States, are present and at
something”. They are not at all systematised and also expert meetings on the issues. The specific tool of the
bringing the UN in on Darfur and moving towards a joint matrix is also being discussed in Brussels. There
UN takeover, which after all will actually mean most is always scope for improved coordination and
of the African Union troops simply taking oV one hat coherence. There will be further discussions in
and putting on another one because they are not Brussels around the programming for the tenth
going to go away, all that seems at the moment to be European development fund and how decisions on
extremely Heath Robinsonian. Is any eVort being that are taken. In terms of UK and EU coherence, I

was very impressed by the way in which the Europeanmade to have a more systematic approach to it?
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budget, deflecting that to the war zone in the north ofUnion strategy really took on board many of the
very, very good recommendations which came out of Uganda. Should the European Union also have what

I would describe as a tough but probably necessarythe Commission for Africa and the G8 summit and
building on that work. I really do think that there has strategy?
been a step change in the energy and resources and Mr Dewar: It is very clear that our partnership with
commitment. One of the interesting challenges is Africa is based on mutual commitments: on our side
follow-up. Again, the Africans very much want a commitment to help support Africa, to meet the
implementation, the African partners’ forum, of millennium development goals and scale up our aid
which a meeting was held in October, will be the and be more eVective; and on the African side
mechanism for joint review of the commitments. commitments to good governance, human rights,

peace and security. Part of that dimension is their
performance on corruption; absolutely. In theQ364 Lord Lea of Crondall: Just on the African side
European Union context we have a very robustof this thing, when the Foreign Minister of Nigeria,
mechanism under the Cotonou Agreement, which iswas at Bamako, the presidency in oYce, would the
where there is an article 8 dialogue with the recipientNigerian Foreign Ministry have done a lot of work
state—and it is not just the government, it is meant toon that input, being the presidency, like the British
be with other stakeholders as well—that dialogueForeign OYce certainly did a lot of work on the
incorporates human rights, democratic principles,input? Is there any analogy there or maybe you could
rule of law, governance. That dialogue is extensivetake the further point that it does commit a country
and designed to be extensive. Where it is considereda bit more. Arguably the theory of the European set-
that a state has failed to respect an essentialup is that it does try to commit each country in turn
obligation, human rights, democratic principles, ruleby having the presidency and would you think that
of law, as laid down in the agreement, a consultationhas been true of Nigeria?
procedure is envisaged which can lead to discussionsMr Dewar: I agree with you; it has. I could see a very
under article 96 and, if necessary, in a case ofdynamic chairmanship from my Nigerian colleague
corruption article 97, including suspension ofon the ground in Addis. I am pretty sure that he was
community development assistance as a last resort. Iin good touch, regular touch with his Foreign
should also just like to mention one other element ofMinister about this troika dialogue. We had several
partnerships on the ground which is on a donor-widemeetings. He obviously had instructions. Clear
basis in most African countries. There is a discussionAfrican issues were tabled and they would like the
around the poverty reduction strategy of the countryjoint agenda going forward to include African issues
and within that it is generally accepted thatreally important to them. That again gives them
governance plays a central part in development andownership and commitment from capitals saying this
that discussion of governance and human rights andis a real dialogue, we are really talking about the real
sometimes matrices and indicators as part of theissues for us, the transfer of the chairmanship now to
dialogue around the PIC is an accepted norm. AgainCongo, Brazzaville, I have not yet been able to gauge
that is a very important mechanism for dialogue into the same extent how much that is working between
getting points across in both directions whichmy Congo colleagues and Brazzaville. Certainly in
obviously involves European Union at the heart ofthe Nigerian case it was really impressive and they
the donor community. Pressure can also be exerted astook very, very seriously their chairmanship.
necessary on the issue of corruption. There is also the
issue of ratification of the UN convention against

Q365 Lord Freeman: Good morning Mr Dewar and corruption which we and our EU partners take very
best wishes in your task, which is enormous. My seriously.
question relates to the connection between aid and
behaviour. By aid I mean financial aid coming from

Q366 Lord Freeman: Can you think of a recentEurope and behaviour by the recipient African states
example of European Union action in this regard?and indeed organisations, not only good governance
Mr Dewar: The most recent example under article 96but participation and the peer review mechanism,
is on Mauritania. Where there are issues ofrespect for the rule of law, involvement in the peace
governance and human rights, in my view it is veryand security mechanisms, which have already been
useful to have a frank and honest discussion andreferred to, and also corruption. May I draw your
dialogue and to be really honest about the issues.attention to the report published yesterday by the All
This is where the African peer review mechanismParty Africa Group in Parliament—and Lord Lea of
itself can be very important. We are not trying to sayCrondall will give you a free copy of the report which
that African countries must follow the UKdeals with corruption on both sides—givers and
democratic example, this is the best model, but werecipients. The United Kingdom Government
shall be arguing very much for the general principlesbelieves in using aid as a discipline and Uganda is the

most recent example: a cut of £20 million to the embodied in Westminster. From the African side,
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Q370 Lord Dykes: One can understand the self-they have actually signed up to very high standards
under NEPAD and under the APRM and in many evident care taken by the AU and the national

underlying Member States thereof in formulatingcases under their own constitutions and under
international conventions on human rights which these contacts and policy supports not to appear to

be post neo-imperialistic in giving advice andthey have signed up to. It is their performance against
their own commitments, it is the way one would want sounding condescending; that is axiomatic and very

important. Presumably you would, I hope, agree thatto present the arguments, but it is very important that
there is that performance because development is so and we and others are certainly not doing that.

May I ask you a question about information? It issupport is all about partnership and trust. If that is
breached, and certainly if it is felt back in your early days and I appreciate that also in building up

your oYce capacity in the capital you need time andnational institutions and the parliament of your
country that there has been a real breach, that is a real there may be staYng problems about covering every

single detailed area and particularly on pressissue in terms of what can be done.
comment in the newspapers. Of course it is a whole
continent, so this is a diYcult task. Do you feel the

Q367 Lord Tomlinson: May I just go back to part of African newspapers, those who have local
my first question which you did not quite get round possibilities of commenting freely in the various
to answering? You just referred to the chairmanship Member States, are beginning to generate interesting
of the AU moving to Congo-Brazzaville, instead of commentaries on this process of linkage and work
being with Sudan. Their record on human rights is between the EU and the African Union on these
nothing like that which I would consider to be matters? Or is it too early to say that is so and so they
exemplary and it will go to Sudan next year, all other do not normally make many references to what is
things being equal. In the context of good going on? Do you get more comment the closer Addis
governance, what message do you believe that sends Ababa you get rather than a long way away and so
out from the Africa Union, notwithstanding all the on? How is the general picture about press comment
wonderful things which are written into on these matters?
organisational structures and treaties and Mr Dewar: Building up African dimensions to news
agreements and constitutions? What is the actual and reporting is an important question. African
message of the performance which came out of Sudan networks are growing and indeed there are plans for
and the decisions they made? an African television. Some of the Member States
Mr Dewar: It was a really diYcult issue at Khartoum. have quite a reach in this area and can support. The

African Union itself does have an information arm.
It is quite important to bring over to the citizens whatQ368 Lord Tomlinson: Sure it was a diYcult
the African Union is all about and that is part of thedecision, but what do you think about the outcome
way that Kanari sees his role taking forward withof the solution?
civil society and making them understand what theMr Dewar: I should just like to go back to the actual
bigger picture is.issue, which was not to pass the wrong sort of signal,

which would have been given by Sudan retaining the
chairmanship in the context of Darfur. There are 53 Q371 Lord Dykes: Are you agreeably surprised by
African states and the African Union Commission the volume of commentary in newspapers or is it very
under Professor Konare have a problem in the sense sketchy still and early days?
that there is an issue of rotation by region. They may Mr Dewar: It could be improved a great deal, indeed
well accept some of the arguments that you made. also the coverage in the West of African aVairs.
Equally, they might say that what they have come up
with is the least bad alternative for that particular Q372 Lord Dykes: Very limited.
availability from the central African region for the Mr Dewar: It depends on the particular newspapers,
next year. but relatively.

Q373 Lord Lea of Crondall: The picture which hasQ369 Lord Tomlinson: I am asking you as our
permanent representative there what message you been painted of the African Union being a

membership organisation with 53 members, with nothink that it sends. How would you report back to the
Foreign OYce? Would you say that this is a Copenhagen-type criteria to test whether Hungary or

Slovakia, Serbia, whatever, can be a member, meanstriumphal example of good governance?
Mr Dewar: No, but I should say that it is important that you have countries like Zimbabwe, whether you

like it or not, entitled to attend every meeting whichto respect the African decisions which have been
taken and to work in a very honest way as a partner, is a plenary meeting of all 53. Some people think it

does not matter that you do not have decision-mutual respect, with the current chairman and with
the African Union in the coming year. making meetings or summits of AU/EU. Other
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Mr Dewar: Yes, the Africa partners’ forum will be apeople think that it is rather desirable to get a
follow-up mechanism for the whole interfacecommitment made for all of the regions in a more
between the donors and the African side in terms ofobvious way than is done just by troika/sextets.
commitment, so it will be wider than the EuropeanWould you comment on that? Is there any possibility
Union. I do think that the strategy, as far as theof ducking around this in some way with regional
European Union is concerned, is an importantrepresentatives coming together as a total African
component and development and takes forward thedelegation? Or do you just think that a summit is not
commitments also made clear at Gleneagles.a runner and it does not really matter all that much?

Mr Dewar: The dialogue is important and it is taken
Q376 Chairman: What about the chefs de file? Thisas such by both sides. The ministerial troika in
presumably flows from the European Union strategyBamako was an excellent event, taking forward the
does it? They are European Union countries whichpartnership. The decision at Bamako was to continue
are doing this, are they?to look for imaginative ways of having a dialogue.
Mr Dewar: No, I was referring to the African side inWhen Lord Triesman spoke to you earlier I think he
preparation for their own troika. The tendency is tospelled out the full position vis-à-vis the full summit.
be very inclusive and to make sure that all theCertainly from the African side there is a great
diVerent issues are presented with the full Africanstrength of feeling that there should be a summit and position.

it is important in raising the global visibility of the Chairman: I apologise, I misunderstood you. I
relationship and the partnership. thought you meant our side were doing this.

Q377 Lord Lea of Crondall: I take it that it is notQ374 Chairman: May I just pick up one particular
from your perspective supposed that the Africapoint which you made about coordination and I am
partnership forum would in any sense duplicate andsorry, I should have pursued it at the time? If I heard
have its own road map, matrix, dialogue, whichyou correctly, you said that various Member States
arguably would look a bit of a nonsense if they werewere taking the lead in various countries on diVerent
diVerent, with the EU being a big component? Withtopics; chefs de file. Personally I do not remember
two thirds of the aid to Africa coming from either thethat having been mentioned before when we were in EU or the Member States of the EU how could it be

Brussels. Perhaps you could just tell us a little bit that it is adding much value if it tried to have such
about that. Also in a sense on coordination, we have wide ambitions through the Africa partnership
seen the follow-up report from the Government forum, road map and all the rest of it? We know that
about G8 and the Africa Commission and all the rest in a small country like Burundi they already have too
of it and the reference to the EU strategy only gets a many people coming and saying they should do their
briefest nod in that. Should we be worried about auditing this way and somebody coming the next day
that? and saying they should do their auditing that way and
Mr Dewar: I am sorry, the last question was . . . ? they only have one man and a dog to deal with it.

Would you comment on that?
Mr Dewar: It is an important point relating to

Q375 Chairman: A report was produced recently—I coherence. It is important that there should be
cannot remember the name—but it was in a sense a coherence in the EU positions in all fora. The African
review following the Africa Commission and a review partners’ forum will be important for both sides, but
of where we were on the Gleneagles commitments. It the Africans especially are putting great store by it in
says in there that the Africa partnership forum is terms of the implementation.
going to be the principal mechanism for following
that. It is interesting—at least I think it is Q378 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for
interesting—that it says very little, very much by way giving us as much time as you have; our committee is
of a passing reference, about the EU strategy on extremely grateful. It has been very interesting and
Africa. Clearly there needs to be a relationship we do appreciate that you broke your travelling to do
between the two. Do you see that relationship this. Thank you very much indeed.

Mr Dewar: Thank you for the invitation.happening on the ground?
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Written Evidence

Memorandum by the Africa All Party Parliamentary Group

SUBMISSION TO “THE EU AND AFRICA: TOWARDS A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP INQUIRY”
HOUSE OF LORDS SUB-COMMITTEE C

The Importance of Policy Coherence

We warmly welcome the initiative taken by House of Lords EU Sub-Committee C to pick up on this important
issue following the publication of the new EU strategy for Africa and following a number of commitments
made by the United Kingdom Government to Africa over the past year.

This very brief submission focuses on the issue of policy coherence, which we feel should feature more
explicitly in the EU strategy and which we feel should form a major part of this inquiry.

The strategy paper refers to coherence but does look explicitly at some of the policies that continue to
undermine development policies. The AAPPG believes the House of Lords inquiry provides the opportunity
to look in more detail at the problems with policy coherence at the EU level, in particular by looking at policies
outside of the remit of the commissioner for Development and Humanitarian aVairs including those managed
by the commissioners for trade, industry, justice, health and so on.

In March 2005 the Africa APPG published a report looking at issues of policy coherence in the United
Kingdom in relation to Africa. A copy of that report is attached [not printed]. These issues also need to be
considered by the EU and by its Member States. We ask the Committee to consider the issues raised in the
report and to investigate the level of policy coherence in the EU on each.

Trade

The current barriers to African trade with the EU need to be addressed. Inability to trade undermines the
eVectiveness of aid. Barriers include the Common Agricultural Policy, which needs to be urgently reviewed to
ensure it does not continue to contradict the EU’s Africa strategy.

Rather than the tariVs and quotas that exist in the agricultural and other sectors Africa’s development will be
assisted by more preferential terms of trade and not just in terms of primary products but also for processed
goods. To develop Africa needs to export goods after value adding processing. Yet at the moment while cocoa
and coVee may be grown in Africa most is processed in Europe, due in part to high tariVs imposed on the
processed versions.

Meanwhile over-production by the EU die to the incentives crated by the CAP has led to surpluses being
dumped on fragile markets in Africa and elsewhere, undermining the economic viability of local production.

Corruption and Money Laundering

The African Union estimates that the continent looses $140 million per year to corruption. While corruption
is an issue that can only be tackled with African leadership companies from European countries must ensure
that they are not adding to the supply side of the corruption problem by giving bribes. State supported export
credit should be at the vanguard of good anti-corruption policies in writing and in practice. There is no reason
why the EU should not push for minimum standards in export credit and wider anti-bribery law.

Secondly we must take further action to address the problem of laundering the proceeds of corruption,
something for which the United Kingdom is particularly guilty of within the EU, but other Member States
are also used. The Third EU Money Laundering Directive is a welcome addition to current legislation but
further loopholes need to be closed.

Within the EU and between EU Members States and other countries legal cooperation should be enhanced
to ensure prosecutions for bribery and money laundering are investigated and prosecutions brought.
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Finally anti-corruption and capacity building programmes in African countries to help tackle corruption and
capital flight must be a central part of any development strategy. Where minimum standards are not met the
EU should consider whether its aid could be more eVective.

Human Resources

In today’s globalised world people and skills move around the world. In the United Kingdom and in many
other EU Member States African skills are utilised in health services, in education and elsewhere. We should
consider how to support Ministries of education and health in Africa, to recruit, train and retain skilled
workers given the fact that they are loosing so many to our labour markets.

Arms

Small arms a particular issue in Africa and can cause and compound problems of instability and conflict.
Many of these arms come via European Member States and others seeking to join the EU. A zero tolerance
approach to this should be taken and extra resources deployed to stopping the trade where it involves EU
Member States and our neighbours.

Annex 1

Africa APPG OYcers:

President: Lord Hughes of Woodside

Vice Presidents: Lord Avebury, Baroness Chalker

— Chair: Hugh Bayley MP

— Vice Chairs: John Bercow MP, Lord Chidgey, Lord Lea of Crondall

— Treasurer: Lord Freeman

— Secretary: Sally Keeble MP

The Groups also has an executive committee.

Total membership of the group is 170 from both houses.

Annex 2

The Africa APPG’s 2005 report: “The United Kingdom and Africa in 2005: How Joined up is Whitehall?” is
attached as a separate file [not printed]. It is also available on-line at: http://www.africaappg.org.uk/
Documents.htm

31 January 2006

Memorandum by British Overseas NGOs for Development (BOND)

THE EU AND AFRICA: TOWARDS A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

2005 brought a unique focus of world attention on African development. It has been perceived as a brief
window of opportunity to introduce policies that bring about real change. With the EU-Africa Strategy agreed
by the European Council in December 2005, the European Commission and the Member States recognise that
a renewed focus on Africa is required and BOND commends that. The EU-Africa Strategy puts policies
towards the region at the service of reaching the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in 2015.

However, the Strategy fails to bring convincing responses to key obstacles to Africa’s development over which
Europe has influence. These include the heavy debt burden of many countries not covered by the 2005 G-8
deal, and unfair trade rules undermining Africa’s agriculture and rural livelihoods. Some 80 per cent of
Africa’s population depends on the agricultural sector, and what is needed in order to preserve food security is,
not only infrastructure but the ability of governments to protect their agricultural markets and small farmers.
Furthermore, despite Africa’s heavy burden of debt, there is hardly any mention of debt relief. As Our
Common Interest (the report of the Commission for Africa) noted, “Debt relief is highly eYcient compared
with other aid modalities in that it can deliver flexible, long-term, untied, predictable and on-budget
resources.” All EU countries need to be encouraged to cancel the debts of all those countries which need this
in order to achieve the MDGs.
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As it stands, the Strategy contains general objectives and outcomes, without concrete explanations of the
various strategies, processes and implementation that the EU intends to apply in achieving these objectives.
It places little emphasis on African needs, political processes and expectations and is very much EU focused.
The Strategy refers to the African Union and NEPAD, but makes limited reference to the priorities AU-
NEPAD has set. The Strategy should be grounded in these priorities. This seems to contradict statements
about a quantum leap in the EU Africa relationship as it is not clear how the ownership and partnership
principles will be put into practice.

BOND has the following recommendations on the EU’s Strategy for Africa:

The EU’s Role in Africa

1. The EU and the African Union (AU) should recognise that civil society has a key role to play and requires
support. The Strategy must include capacity building for civil. AU governments, supported by the EU, should
act to increase opportunities for citizens to articulate their needs and interests;

2. The EU should also take action to raise awareness, amongst all actors involved in EU development
cooperation, of issues relating to disability and the fundamental human rights of disabled people; and ensure
that these rights are addressed in development cooperation;

3. The EU should ensure that it puts the promotion of gender equality for women and men of all ages at the
centre of its development co-operation, trade and political dialogue.

Policy Coherence

4. The EU should ensure coherence between trade and foreign policies that exacerbate inequality and
development polices that aim to reduce inequality;

5. The EU should work with the ACP in current WTO talks to introduce greater flexibility into rules
governing trade agreements between developed and developing countries to allow developing countries to
decide when, how and whether to open up sensitive sectors to import competition.

Priorities

6. EU Member States should dedicate more resources to sexual and reproductive health programmes with
the aim of prevention and treatment of HIV/AIDS, and to the mitigation of the socio-economic impact of the
epidemics, especially on the most vulnerable groups;

7. The EU should tackle the major role of disability in poverty by increasing support for WHO campaigns to
tackle avoidable disability and addressing the rights of disabled people all levels throughout the Strategy;

8. The EU should fulfil obligations under the Cotonou Agreement by assisting countries to address domestic
supply-side constraints to eYcient production that will allow countries to benefit from stable opportunities to
trade, rather than on increasing “integration” through Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs);

9. The EU should ensure that EPAs are not used to limit countries’ policy choices to promote local interests
through managing investment, and designing government procurement and competition rules that best suit
their development objectives.

Financing

10. The European Commission should clarify the distribution of the financing of the various initiatives
between the EDF, the Africa Peace Facility and the EU’s budget. Furthermore, the Commission must resolve
the disjoint between having one Strategy for “One Africa” and having three separate geographical budget lines
in the next Financial Perspectives (2007–13)?

Conditionality

11. The EU should seek to integrate the principles agreed in the Paris Declaration on Aid EVectiveness with
particular regard to those on ownership, alignment and mutual accountability.

Delivery of Aid

12. The EU should ensure that the Action Plan on Aid EVectiveness has a clear monitoring system that allows
for civil society access to information and review of reports, and adequate space for input into the reviews;

13. EC aid should match stated policy commitments on fostering democracy and respect for human rights
and promoting equality between women and men of all ages.
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Security Peace-keeping Capabilities

14. To ensure the EU’s engagement in Africa is sustainable and tackles the root causes of conflict and
insecurity, implementation of the EU-Africa strategy should:

(a) Ensure that UN Peacebuilding Commission emphasises it preventive mandate and has the political
backing and resources required to make it eVective;

(b) Establish a Council Common Position or Action Plan on Fragile States to ensure a common,
strategic approach is made a political priority;

(c) Implement the EU Strategy to combat Illicit Small Arms accumulation and traYcking;

(d) Ensure that conflict assessments become a pre-requisite for programme development and policy,
informing all EU-African regional and country and regional strategy papers;

(e) Ensure the African Union’s Peace Fund has unearmarked, annual joint funding.

15. The EU should recognise the diVerential impact of war and conflict on women and ensure that gender is
mainstreamed in peacekeeping operations and women and children are given special protection against
violence and displacement caused by war and conflict.

Ownership

16. The EU should support mechanisms to build and strengthen government accountability to its citizens as
this is the most sustainable form of partner country ownership;

17. For the EPA component of the Strategy to be transformed into a joint EU-Africa Strategy—genuinely
“owned” by African states a fundamental change of approach would be required, both to the negotiating
process and to the content of the EC’s negotiating directive.

Dialogue

18. The EU should give priority to creating or strengthening mechanisms for systematic dialogue with non-
state actors, including local civil society, on aid and trade issues, and to information sharing;

19. The EU should demonstrate willingness to learn from African experience and analysis and strengthen fora
where such mutual Africa/EU learning and sharing could take place as well as fostering learning within and
between African countries.

Monitoring and Review

20. Follow up and monitoring mechanisms of the EU-Africa Strategy should specify the need to disaggregate
all poverty data by gender, age, disability and ethnicity. The Strategy should contain a clear commitment to
support African governments and their regional institutions to establish and extend basic social protection
mechanisms that support their most vulnerable citizens across the life course;

21. The 2006 review of the EPA negotiations needs to evaluate what each party wants to achieve from the
negotiations and whether they are on course to achieve their respective objectives.

The EU’s Role in Africa

1. The EU has a major role to play in promoting sustainable democracy and good governance, both of which
are vital to reducing poverty and inequality, the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals in
sustainable and equitable ways and to the successful implementation of the EU-Africa Strategy.

2. A key challenge for Africa is the construction of new relationships between ordinary people and the
institutions, especially those of government, which aVect their lives. This means building accountable and
democratic governance and increasing citizen’s influence in decision-making. If the EU wants to see more
democratic and legitimate governments and policies in Africa, it should recognise that civil society has a key
role to play and needs more support.

3. Excluded and disempowered groups of citizens in African societies need to increase their capacity to
exercise political influence, through the formal democratic system and other channels. Increased awareness
and capacity enables citizens to use the full panoply of channels and tactics: voting; lobbying and persuasion;
advocacy; resistance; protest and confrontation; dialogue; representation, resulting in improved access to
quality basic services. The EU, alongside, European civil society, can play an important role here.
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4. BOND supports the EU proposal to launch “a Governance Initiative that encourages participation in the
APRM-driven process and provides support to African countries for implementation of APRM-driven
reforms”. However, the Strategy must include capacity building for civil society or non-state actors in the
governance initiative. At the moment, the EU Strategy alludes to non-state actors only in as far as ownership
and service delivery with a specific focus on direct MDG investment and not in the general governance agenda.
This does not reflect the breadth and depth, and the potential of civil society involvement in policy making
and transformation of Africa’s grassroots, country-level and regional institutions. It reduces civil society’s role
to public service contractors, instead of as transformers and institution builders.

5. To achieve irreversible reforms in government, bottom-up as well as top-down action is required. African
Union (AU) governments, supported by the EU, can take action to increase accountability by, for example,
improving internal and external scrutiny and providing for sanctions if performance is poor or rules are
broken. Governments can take action to increase the public sector’s receptivity to citizens’ needs and interests,
for example by establishing fora at local, district or national level where civil servants and representatives of
citizens organisations can meet, discuss, and agree priorities, and ensure that such fora are open to the
disadvantaged. Changes to administrative structures and procedures, laws and political processes are also
required to produce more responsive and accountable governments. Here again, the EU can play a useful role.
For eVective civic engagement in democratic politics, citizens need not only to be aware of their political rights,
but also to be able to exercise those rights through a variety of organisational forms and political practices.

6. At the same time as increasing accountability, AU governments, supported by the EU, can act to increase
opportunities for citizens to articulate their needs and interests, for example:

— By changing the ways in which electoral systems are designed;

— Establishing joint civil society/state participatory governance, planning, budgeting and monitoring
processes at national and local levels (including PRSP dialogue);

— Building alliances with the local communities as well as the private sector in scaling up the provision
and the monitoring of aVordable, appropriate and sustainable basic services;

— Creating clear mechanisms at local level to enhance accountability and transparency;

— Establishing opportunities for dialogue between citizens and the state (for example, citizens can
organise into representative groups to work together with the local administration to plan and
manage services);

— By making better use of technology to improve information flows and transparency in decision-
making and resource allocation; and

— Introducing legislative frameworks, such as rights to information acts.

— Strengthening Disabled People’s Organisations and ensuring their involvement in formulation of
future Country Strategy Papers, as advised by the recent European Parliament resolution on
Disability and Development.1 In each of these areas, EU development co-operation can play a
supportive role.

7. Key to sustainable democracy and good governance is respect for human rights and in particular women’s
rights. Here again, the EU can supplement the role of the UN and its associated agencies.

8. The EU should also take action to raise awareness, amongst all actors involved in EU development
cooperation, of issues relating to disability and the fundamental human rights of disabled people; and ensure
that these rights are addressed in development cooperation.

9. Globally African women make up the worlds poorest. According to the United Nations Development
Programme’s Gender Development Index (GDI) African women have the lowest life expectancy and Africa
has the greatest disparity between women and men in access to education, literacy and income in the world.2

African Governments have committed to a range of international, regional and pan-African declarations on
gender equality including the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW); Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action; SADC Gender and Development Declaration; The
Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa.3 The New
Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) lists accelerating the empowerment of women, as one of its
primary objectives. While NEPAD urges African leaders to take responsibility for “promoting the role of
women in society and economic development’ through “education and training, access to credit’ and “assuring
women’s participation in political and economic life”, there is limited recognition of the systemic barriers and
1 European Parliament resolution on Disability and Development, adopted on 19 January 2005. P6—TA-PROV(2006)0033. Disability

and development PE 368.254.
2 Seager, J. 2003 The Atlas of Women: an Economic, Social and Political Survey. The Women’s Press, London.
3 In particular, the Protocol to the African Charter must be ratified.
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discrimination African women face in these arenas.4 Poverty, HIV/AIDS, lack of agricultural subsidies, lack
of economic empowerment opportunities and conflict have a disproportionate impact on women. These
strong political commitments and promises remain unfulfilled.

10. The EU has an important role to play in ensuring that it puts the promotion of gender equality for women
and men of all ages5 at the centre of its development co-operation, trade and political dialogue.

11. Of course, such commitments cannot be viewed in isolation of the global financial and trade institutions
which have created huge disparities between Southern and Northern countries through trade liberalisation,
Structural Adjustment Programmes and enforced debt repayments. African governments have been seriously
disadvantaged through the WTO, IMF and the World Bank.

Policy Coherence

12. The EU is right to target coherence as a guiding principle of its Africa Strategy. Coherence is about
ensuring that the aims and objectives of EU development co-operation policy are not undermined by other
EU policies that have an external impact. There is no point in the EU pursuing policies that have a particular
goal if it also pursues policies that contradict that goal. Improved coherence is also very important for ensuring
the eVective use of scarce Community resources and good governance of public interests, as well as for the
credibility of the EU in general. Article 178, Treaty establishing the European Community, states that the
Community “shall take account of its objectives in the area of development co-operation when it implements other
policies that are likely to aVect developing countries”.

So, in summary:

— With great demands on finite resources it allows greater eYciency through coordinating activities of
Member States and diVerent Directorate-Generals, according to respective competencies and
strengths and pooling of resources.

— It also allows compensatory or complementary activities to take place to counter unavoidable side-
eVects of necessary or otherwise desirable reforms to EU policies—for example providing
compensation and additional assistance to African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries aVected
by EU sugar reform and preference erosion due to lowering of EU tariVs through WTO talks.

— It also should ensure that activities and objectives of one part of EU body, do not undermine or
jeopardise those of another—for example, that the pursuit of the Lisbon agenda through the EU’s
trade agenda does not undermine its objectives as expressed in the new “European Consensus on
Development” or commitments under the Cotonou Agreement.

Progress has been made towards much greater coherence, for example, through the work of the Inter-Service
Quality Support Group. However, there are still some enormous challenges.

Trade and Agriculture

13. As the largest trading block, the EU has considerable power within the WTO. The EU is committed to the
WTO project of liberalising trade (except for the Common Agricultural Policy) and to supporting Southern
countries to engage more eVectively in the global economy. At the same time, the EU is committed to
increasing its own share of global trade and promotes its own interests aggressively.

14. The view that more trade is key to poverty reduction is strongly held. However, more trade alone does not
necessarily result in better living standards for women, men and children in developing countries (real wages in
Mexico are lower today than before NAFTA).6 Trade could foster sustainable development but only under
certain conditions, for example, core labour standards have to be observed and the issues of subsidies and
trade preferences have to be tackled.

15. Trade and agriculture should form an integral part of the EU-Africa Strategy. Women’s work accounts
for some 80 per cent of food production in Africa, but they derive little benefit from government or
international programmes favouring cash crops for export.7 Agriculture is central to African women’s
livelihoods but the kind of agriculture promoted by trade liberalisation (mono-cultural crops, export-oriented
production) and the WTO threatens food sovereignty. Export-oriented agriculture and imports of cheap
subsidised agricultural products to local markets impacts rural women and small-scale women farmers the
4 Muthoni Wanyeki, L. “The New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD): a Brief Gender Critique”. African Women’s

Development and Communication Network (FEMNET).
5 EU Regulation 806 (2004) on promoting gender equality in development cooperation.
6 Study of NAFTA by Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
7 http://www.africaaction.org/action/women.htm
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most.8 Agriculture must be removed from the WTO remit9. It is largely agreed that the recent Ministerial
Meeting in Hong Kong has delivered very little for developing countries. While there have been some
concessions in the form of removing trade distorting agricultural subsidies, there has been rapid escalation in
service liberalisation.10 Current models of economic development and trade liberalisation need to be
significantly changed to tackle gender inequality.

16. The EU should ensure coherence between trade policies that exacerbate inequality and development
polices that aim to reduce inequality. EU countries must also take specific steps to ensure that women have
equal access to markets, subsidies, resources, credit and training aimed at mitigating the negative impacts of
trade liberalisation.

Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs)

17. An area where coherence is imperative is EPA negotiations, trade negotiations that also purport to be
“tools for development”. Changing trade relations with their most important trading partner will have a
massive impact on African countries. EPAs will also influence the amount and direction of aid spending
(through the Regional Preparatory Task Forces) and regional integration processes of African countries, both
of which are key planks of development strategies of those countries. ACP Ministers have already expressed
regret at the “disconnect” between the activities of DG Trade and DG Development.

18. The relationship between trade and development is controversial and complex. There is a growing
consensus that preconditions are important for trade liberalisation to bring benefits and that it is important
to “put development first” and integrate trade policy as one part of a nationally-driven development strategy.
The EU approach to EPAs risks jeopardising development outcomes for the sake of locking in trade and trade-
related policy reforms in African countries. Given the artificial advantages for EU producers created by the
Common Agricultural Policy, as well as the head-start generated by operating in a conducive environment,
the eVects of forced or premature opening up of ACP markets to such unequal competition could be
devastating, as past experience has shown. Rather than allow ACP countries to decide when, how and whether
to liberalise in accordance with their development priorities and strategies, EPA talks are constraining them
to open up an arbitrary percentage of their trade to the EU within a fixed timeframe.

19. The EU should work with the ACP in current WTO talks to introduce greater flexibility into rules
governing trade agreements between developed and developing countries. This flexibility must be suYcient to
allow developing countries entering into Regional Trade Agreements with developed country partners to
decide when, how and whether to open up sensitive sectors to import competition.

20. EPAs should themselves be governed by eVective Special and DiVerential Treatment that would allow the
ACP to protect sensitive sectors, maintain necessary policy flexibility to develop new sectors (including
through raising tariVs) and to sequence market opening in line with development plans, using development
targets or indicators.

21. EPAs should include eVective and easy to use safeguard mechanisms to allow ACP producers to be
protected against import surges or price drops.

22. EPAs should provide predictable, improved market access to ACP countries to allow them to invest in
agricultural and industrial development and diversification. This would involve considering the impacts of
Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards, Rules of Origin and other Technical Barriers to Trade on ACP
exporters.

23. EPAs should consider the impacts of the CAP on ACP countries, for example by allowing them to protect
against increased imports of subsidised produce.

24. EPAs should be accompanied by suYcient, timely and well-designed assistance to help countries cope with
the costs of adjustment (implementation costs, as well as employment and fiscal eVects), to address supply-
side constraints to be able to compete eVectively and take advantage of market access, to assist diversification
eVorts. However, whilst trade reforms should be properly assisted, provision of aid should not be contingent
on participation in market access talks.

25. The pace of EPAs should allow regional integration to proceed at a pace and in a manner that does not
jeopardise the economic development of weaker members, and that allows countries to reap the benefits of
developing regional links before opening up to the EU, to avoid hub and spoke eVects.
8 Network Women in Development Europe. 2003. Promoting a Development Agenda Through Trade? A Critique of the EU Position

in WTO negotiations from a Gender Perspective’. WIDE’s position paper for 5th WTO Ministerial meeting, Cancun Mexico
(10–14 September 2003).

9 Ongoing negotiations 4.
10 Wichterich, C. 2005. IGTN Europe/Women in Development Europe (WIDE), 18 December, 2005.
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Foreign Policy

26. There is a lack of policy coherence also in the area of foreign policy and some serious challenges are
emerging. Current preoccupations with “security” in the narrowest sense, and the so-called “war on terrorism’
are resulting in pressure to divert aid funds away from the campaign against poverty.

Priorities

27. Central to the EU’s action plan for implementing the Strategy has to be action in the area of HIV/AIDS.
The Strategy contains no particular strategic focus on those countries in sub-Saharan Africa that have been
most hard hit by HIV/AIDS and makes no mention of the need to take into account of the impact of HIV/
AIDS on a country’s social, economic and political development. Yet, HIV will impact on nearly all the
strategies the EU intends to undertake with regards to development in Africa. The HIV/AIDS pandemic is
one of the biggest development challenges facing Africa. According to the World Bank, Africa is the worst
aVected region with 70 per cent of the world’s 42 million infected people. The impact of HIV/AIDS is felt most
acutely by women, children an older people11. According to the Global Coalition on Women and Aids 57 per
cent of those living with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa, are female.12 Young women aged 15 to 24 are 2.5 times
more likely to be infected than young men. Households headed by older women are twice as likely to include
orphans as those headed by older men. Women face particular barriers to access and treatment including
poverty and violence.

28. EU Member States should dedicate more resources to sexual and reproductive health programmes with
the aim of prevention and treatment of HIV/AIDS. To be eVective in reducing and halting the impact of HIV/
AIDS, education and treatment needs to recognise gender inequalities and use diVerent approaches when
targeting women and men.13 The EU must also recognise that women are particularly vulnerable to HIV
infection and therefore require priority with regard to care and treatment.

29. To ensure that development co-operation reaches the poorest of the poor, the EU must ensure that
disability is mainstreamed all levels in the implementation of the Africa Strategy, as demanded by the
European Parliament.14 This should be based on the approaches set out by the Commission’s Guidance Note
on Disability and development,15 and should include support for the African Decade of Disabled Persons
(2000–09).

30. The Strategy recognises that health must be a priority. As part of this, the Commission should participate
actively in WHO campaigns to tackle preventable impairments, such as Vision 2020 to eliminate avoidable
blindness, as called for by the European Parliament. A very high proportion of disability and impairment is
avoidable—75 per cent of blindness can be prevented or cured—and many of the interventions to tackle this
are simple and inexpensive.

31. Furthermore, the Strategy sets objectives such as sustainable economic growth, with a focus on
employment and inequality. However the pursuit of foreign direct investment (FDI) and “integration into the
global economy” (which generally means pursuit of liberalisation), in preference to supporting local producers
and investors, needs to be put under greater scrutiny.

32. Experience has shown that prerequisites and preconditions are necessary to reap the benefits of FDI and
liberalisation, and indeed to avoid harm. Evidence suggests that success attracts investment, rather than the
reverse and that today’s successful economies have tended to adopt liberalisation strategies after achieving a
level of economic development, rather than adopt liberalisation as an initial development strategy.

33. Properly addressing barriers to growth, employment and increased equity does not exclude, but does not
prioritise FDI and trade liberalisation. Instead it is important to allow countries suYcient space to support
those sectors important to the livelihoods of the poor—especially agriculture; to adopt industrial strategies
that allow them to develop new, dynamic industries and to manage investment to promote local development,
employment and domestic resource mobilisation.
11 EP report on a development strategy for Africa (A6-0318/2005), October 2005, European Programme for Action to Confront HIV/

AIDS, Malaria and Tuberculosis through External Action (2007-2011), April 2005, EU Contribution to the review of the MDGs at
the UN 2005 High Level Event” (April 2005), EP Report on serious and neglected diseases in developing countries A6-0215/2005, ACP-
EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly resolution of 21 March 2002 ACP-EU 3398/02/fin.

12 The Global Coalition on Women and AIDS was launched in 2004 by UNAIDS and a range of partners.
13 One World Action partner, MAN ET ! has just completed a study in Malawi that shows people who are HIV positive but do not

know their status are mainly responsible for further spread of the virus and it is often men that are unwilling to admit their HIV status
or seek help because of stigma and discrimination.

14 EP Resolution Disability and Development.
15 European Commission. Guidance Note on disability and development. March 2003.
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34. Within this, the EU’s role should be to:

— Fulfil obligations under the Cotonou Agreement by assisting countries to address domestic supply-
side constraints to eYcient production that will allow countries to benefit from stable opportunities
to trade, rather than on increasing “integration” through EPAs;

— Ensure that EPAs are not used to limit countries’ policy choices to promote local interests through
managing investment, and designing government procurement and competition rules that best suit
their development objectives.

Financing

34. BOND welcomes the commitment made by EU Member States for half of the increase in aid (up from
ƒ46 billion in 2006 to ƒ66 billion in 2010) to go to Africa.

35. However, the establishment of a strategy for cooperation with the whole African continent is in
contradiction with the recent adoption of a new Neighbourhood Partnership Policy and Strategy that
establishes a new framework for EU relations with Northern African countries and makes a clear distinction
between EU objectives in its relations with neighbouring and with non-neighbouring countries.

36. The Strategy fails to account for the financial implications as it only refers to a projected increase in EU
financing but provides no detailed information on what and how the additional funds will be allocated. It also
fails to inform on how this process of Europe’s increased engagement with Africa’s development will be
overseen and co-ordinated. As this “pact to accelerate African development” is a policy decision on EU behalf
and not a legally binding, contractual agreement between the two parties, it will be diYcult to hold the EU
accountable for its delivery.

37. The Commission should clarify the distribution of the financing of the various initiatives between the
EDF, the Africa Peace Facility and the EU’s budget. Furthermore, how will the Commission resolve the
disjoint between having one Strategy for “One Africa” and having three separate geographical budget lines in
the next Financial Perspectives (2007–13)?

Conditionality

38. See points above regarding governance.

39. The EU should seek to integrate the principles agreed in the OECD Paris Declaration on Aid EVectiveness
with particular regard to those on ownership, alignment and mutual accountability.

Delivery of Aid

40. Slow disbursement of funds, bureaucratic procedures and lack of capacity continue to hinder the
eVectiveness of European Community aid. Much more progress is required in this area.

41. The “Action Plan on Aid EVectiveness” that is being proposed in the Strategy should be part of the Paris
Declaration agenda. However, the EU should make sure that the Action Plan has a clear monitoring system
that allows for civil society access to information and review of reports, and adequate space for input into
the reviews.

42. Current trends in development co-operation towards sector-wide approaches and direct budget support
bring new challenges for the EU and how its measures aid eVectiveness. While direct budget support might
lead to greater country ownership, it poses an enormous challenge for tracking how well agreed priorities are
reflected in government expenditure. These changes also bring new challenges for Southern (and Northern)
women’s or other civil society organisations wishing to monitor how development assistance is spent and its
relationship to stated government and donor priorities.

43. In recognition of the specific needs of vulnerable groups, it is important that the EU-Africa Strategy
clearly commits to an open review of how the direct budget support mechanism provides for non-state actor
participation. The current outcome-based conditionality that the EU uses is inadequate for this process.16

44. Gaps between policy and practice undermine the eVectiveness of European Community and Member
State aid. To implement the EU-Africa Strategy successfully, aid needs to match stated policy commitments
on fostering democracy and respect for human rights and promoting equality between women and men. There
16 World Vision UK (2005), Poverty Reduction: are the strategies working? A World Vision UK Report in partnership with WV Zambia

and WV Bolivia.
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are gaps between these good EU policies and practice on the ground in developing countries—gaps of which
our Southern partners and the communities with which they work are all too well aware. The achievement of
the MDGs necessitates closing this gap between policy and practice.

Security and Peace-keeping Capabilities

45. With the UN Peacebuilding Commission established on 20 December 2005, the EU and its Member
States—as the world’s largest development assistance donor—have enormous potential to address the
challenges posed by insecure and unstable environments. To ensure this new addition to the international
peacebuilding architecture will be eVective in Africa, the EU must ensure that not only is it provided with the
adequate human and financial resources to function eVectively, but also has international political support to
meet its objectives on the ground—including from the international financial institutions, such as the World
Bank and IMF, who are crucial actors in conflict environments.

46. The establishment of the Commission provides a welcome opportunity for the EU to work with UN
partners to adopt a more conflict preventive approach towards Africa’s fragile states. After much deliberation,
the mandate of the Commission allows for countries “on the verge of lapsing or relapsing into conflict” to be
considered.17 With its firm commitment to conflict prevention expressed through the Council Common
Position concerning conflict prevention in 2004 and the Gothenburg European Council Programme on
conflict prevention in 2001, the EU and its Member States must ensure that its UN partners demonstrate
proactive support for a conflict preventive mandate for the Peacebuilding Commission.18 With a preventive
role, the EU Commission would be able to work with UN partners to eVectively address fragile states in
Africa.

47. With almost a third of the world’s poor people living in fragile or failing states and the European Security
Strategy highlighting “state failure” as one of key five threats facing Europe, a coherent and coordinated
approach by the international community is required to address these insecure environments. The EU can take
the lead in ensuring coherence towards fragile states by establishing a Council Common Position or Action
Plan on fragile states. The EU has a broad range of policy instruments that can positively aVect the peace,
security and development of fragile states, including human rights and democracy initiatives, and huge aid and
trade packages led by the Commission. In the Council, the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)—
initiatives include Track I diplomacy as well as peacekeeping, rule of law and policing missions. However, the
lack of a common strategy, and coherence in the analysis, planning and implementation of all these
instruments is undermining the EU’s impact on pre-conflict, conflict and post-conflict environments. A
Common Position or Action Plan outlining the range of EU policy instruments available and how emerging
EU structures and institutions can eVectively work together would achieve an eVective and coherent response
towards tackling the structural causes of fragile states in Africa.

48. Any attempt by the EU to address security and development in Africa requires tackling the proliferation
of small arms and light weapons (SALW) that are fuelling conflict and threatening governance across Africa.
In December 2006, EU Member States agreed a Strategy to combat the illicit accumulation and traYcking of
Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) and their ammunition. This document, which includes an action
plan, now needs to be implemented through concrete EU policies in Africa. These actions imply, among
others, support to international arms control measures in the framework of the UN programme of action on
small arms, support to regional and sub-regional African organizations fighting against small arms transfers,
and the systematic inclusion of small arms in political dialogues with African partner countries.

49. Tackling poverty in Africa requires an understanding of conflict processes and the links between
livelihoods, conflict reduction and peacebuilding. Some services of the European Commission and EU
Member States (including Sweden and the United Kingdom have recognised that development aid can
sometimes exacerbate tension and feed conflict, rather than alleviate it. To ensure EU policies do no harm,
but contribute positively to peacebuilding and conflict prevention in African countries, conflict sensitive
approaches to EU development aid in Africa must be mainstreamed in regional and country strategy papers.
2006 and 2007 provides a good opportunity to mainstream conflict sensitivity when DG Development will be
reviewing its regional and country strategy papers.

50. The African Peace Facility (APF) is a key tool for Africans to tackle human insecurity and conflicts on the
continent. If security and stability is to prosper in Africa, it is crucial that EU Member States are committed to
the key principles of the APF which include: African ownership, African solidarity and development-focused
17 The Peacebuilding Commission, Resolution adopted by the General Assembly, 30 December 2005.
18 Council Common Position concerning conflict prevention, management and resolution in Africa: Common Guidelines, January 2004; EU

Programme for the Prevention of Violent Conflict, Gothenburg European Council, June 2001.
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actions (in which capacity-building plays a key role).19 The EU therefore must ensure the APF has access to
predictable and flexible financing that allows them to plan ahead and respond rapidly to urgent issues. To
promote sustainable peace and security, the EU must also be committed to building the capacity of Africa by
ensuring that the remaining budget (ƒ29 million), continues to be earmarked for capacity-building, and will
be used for the same purpose in the future through guaranteeing that at least 15 of the future APF budget will
be earmarked for capacity-building and preventive action.

51. Women are disproportionately aVected by conflict through forced displacement, violence against women
and children. According to Human Rights Watch women in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Sierra Leone,
Rwanda and Sudan have reported rape, sexual violence, slavery and mutilation by male combatants in conflict
situations. “Those who survived the attacks suVered from psychological trauma, permanent physical injury,
and long-term health risks, especially HIV/AIDS”.20 Even in post-conflict countries, women confront
discrimination in reconstruction programmes, sexual and domestic violence in refugee camps, and violence
when they attempt to return to their homes.21 Yet women also play a leading role in peace building and conflict
resolution.

52. The EU should recognise the diVerential impact of war and conflict on women and ensure that gender is
mainstreamed in peacekeeping operations and women and children are given special protection against
violence and displacement caused by war and conflict.

Ownership

53. See points above under Conditionality about the Paris Declaration. Supporting mechanisms to build and
strengthen government accountability to its citizens is the most sustainable form of partner country
ownership.

54. The Strategy is right to place an emphasis on equality, partnership and dialogue between the EU and
Africa, and, crucially, to articulate the importance of African ownership of policies at national, regional and
continental levels. It is unfortunate, however, that some of the processes contributing to the component parts
of the strategy have not been conducted in this manner.

55. The EPA negotiations are a case in point. The Economic Partnership Agreements that the EU is
negotiating with diVerent groups of African countries, as instruments to “foster integrated markets and
promote trade and development” are central to the trade pillar of the EU-Africa Strategy. Yet there are serious
concerns from African countries about the EPA negotiating process and a perceived lack of ACP ownership
of the negotiations. Problems with the process include a reluctance on the part of the European Commission
to engage in debate on many of the concerns raised by ACP countries, combined with a lack of transparency
and of Member State scrutiny; unrealistic timeframes that are too squeezed for over-stretched African trade
ministries; and insuYcient national dialogue with parliamentarians22 and non-state actors to inform
negotiating positions. Increasing frustration on the part of ACP countries about the EU’s perceived lack of
willingness to suYciently address the ACPs’ own priorities has been expressed at the highest political level.

For example: The ACP Council of Ministers, Meeting in Brussels, on 21 to 22 June 2005, issued a Declaration
on the Economic Partnership Agreements that “Expresses grave concern that the negotiations have not
proceeded in a satisfactory manner having failed to start addressing most issues of interest and concern to the
ACP regions, in particular the development dimension and regional integration priorities.” Four months later,
at a meeting in London of the ACP EPA Chief Negotiators, the ACP Secretary General Sir John Kaputin, in
his concluding speech remarked that “it has become quite clear from our frank discussions that the two years
of regional negotiations have generated very little tangible outputs particularly as related to the two areas of
critical interest to the ACP regions and countries (. . .) namely the development dimension of EPAs and the
support for regional integration processes. Now that we have come to a realization that our two key oVensive
interests will not be entertained adequately by the EC negotiators, it is incumbent upon us to agree on a bold
strategy to further pursue our interests”.
19 Securing Peace and Stability for Africa, The EU-Funded African Peace Facility, European Commission, July 2004.
20 http://www.hrw.org/women/conflict.html
21 Ibid.
22 East African MPs expressed grave concerns about the process, stating that “the pace of the negotiations has caught our countries

without adequate considerations of the options open to us, or understanding of their implications, and that we are becoming hostage
to the target dates that have been hastily set without the participation of our respective parliaments?” (from Resolution of Members
of East African Parliamentary Liaison Committee issued in Mombassa 1–2 April 2004).
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56. Moreover, in terms of actual policy content, the EU’s vision of what EPAs should look like is
fundamentally at odds with African countries’ own priorities. Two examples provide illustration:

(a) Singapore Issues. The EU has continually demanded the inclusion of rules on investment,
government procurement and competition policy in EPAs, seeking agreements of a nature that could
prohibit ACP countries from selectively favouring domestic firms for investment and government
procurement contracts, or from placing performance requirements on foreign companies, as part of
national development strategies. The majority of ACP countries not only rejected these issues in the
WTO, but have since made clear statements to reinforce that they do not want these issues, already
rejected in the WTO, included in EPAs.

For example, in October 2003 the ACP collectively stated that it does not want to negotiate the so-
called “Singapore Issues” in EPAs, saying that this area of disagreement with the EU was of a
“fundamental nature” (ACP Press Release Accompanying the Joint Report on the all-ACP—EC
phase of EPA negotiations held in October 2003). More recently the African Union collectively
reaYrmed the position of African countries that “except for trade facilitation, the other three
Singapore issues of investment, competition policy and transparency in government procurement
should remain outside the ambit of the WTO Doha Work Programme and EPA negotiations” (AU’s
Ministerial Declaration on EPA Negotiations, Cairo 9 June 2005). The EC continues to turn a blind
eye to such statement and to push for the inclusion of these issues in EPAs, regardless.

(b) Regional Integration. The Strategy aims to promote regional integration. Yet, in order to be
consistent with its proclaimed prioritisation of “ownership”, EPAs would need to be supportive of
existing regional integration initiatives and objectives. Yet this does not appear to be the case.

There are serious concerns that EPAs will undermine regional integration amongst ACP countries, both in
splitting apart existing regional processes, and in creating likely divisions between Least Developed Country
(LDC) ACP countries and non-LDC ACP countries. Any LDC that wished to join a regional trade agreement
with their richer non-LDC neighbour who was part of an EPA would face the problem of trade diversion from
European exports. In order to avoid becoming part of a de-facto free trade area with the EU, LDCs would
have to implement substantial border measures to be able to screen out European exports. This would act as
a harmful and costly disincentive to locally-owned regional trade integration.

The case of the East African Community (EAC) illustrates the diYculties. The EAC includes Kenya, Uganda
and Tanzania, which have long been committed to closer economic collaboration, having already established
an East African Parliament and recently a customs union. As LDCs, both Uganda and Tanzania already have
duty-free and quota-free access into the EU market under the Everything But Arms initiative, which means
there is nothing for them to gain in joining an EPA. Kenya’s position, as the only non-LDC in the East African
Community, is now particularly isolated. At the same time the EC is emphasizing the importance of the ESA
region defining a common external tariV (CET) for EPAs, which presents massive problems given the
overlapping memberships and the short timeframe available. Similarly the EC wants the SADC EPA trade
regime to have a CET by 2008, whereas the SADC trade agenda envisions one by 2010.

57. For the EPA component of the Strategy to be transformed into a joint EU-Africa Strategy—genuinely
“owned” by African states (rather than merely signed up to because of a perceived lack of alternative)—a
fundamental change of approach would be required, both to the negotiating process and to the content of the
EC’s negotiating directive. The review of the EPA negotiations scheduled to take place in 2006 provides an
opportunity in this regard.

Dialogue

58. The Cotonou Agreement provides a valuable framework for policy and political dialogue which should
be adopted more broadly, and in particular, the commitment within the Cotonou Agreement that EU
Delegations will establish mechanisms for engagement with non-state actors, including civil society. For
example, all Delegations are required to appoint one oYcial with specific responsibility for relations with local
civil society. To date such engagement would appear to be quite limited in many countries. BOND research23

has shown that in many cases this position was viewed as a training position for junior oYcials or consultants
on short-term contracts.

59. The EU should give priority to creating or strengthening mechanisms for systematic dialogue with non-
state actors, including local civil society, on aid and trade issues, and to information sharing.
23 BOND. 2004. Implementers of Actors? Reviewing civil society’s role in European Community development assistance in Kenya,

Senegal, Bolivia and India.
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60. The EU should demonstrate willingness to learn from African experience and analysis and strengthen fora
where such mutual Africa/EU learning and sharing could take place as well as fostering learning within and
between African countries.

61. In relation to EPAs, BOND is concerned about a lack of open and transparent dialogue at all levels,
including

— Between the EC and its Member States, where there has been a lack of scrutiny from Member States
of the Commission and from DG-Development of DG-Trade;

— Between the EC Commissioners—of trade and development—and the EC negotiators;

— Between the ACP regional secretariats and their member countries, whereby the latter perceive the
secretariats to be driving the process with inadequate accountability to member countries; and

— Between governments, parliamentarians and wider civil society, as explicitly called for in the
Cotonou Agreement. The lack of publicly available information about the process and substance of
the negotiations makes it virtually impossible for Non-state Actors to engage eVectively in the
formulation of policy and in the process of the negotiations, even though the Cotonou Agreement
specifically provides for such involvement.

For example, partners in East Africa have shared concerns about being excluded from national fora in which
negotiating positions are being decided; and about the quality of information flow between the COMESA
regional secretariat and national governments. The fact that trade ministries receive EU funding for activities
related to formulating their negotiating positions, including for their sustainability impact assessments, and
that COMESA secretariat itself is largely EU funded, is not helping the process of trust.

62. Addressing the problems of communication flow, transparency and dialogue must be central to the
discussions that take place as part of the 2006 EPA review.

63. Furthermore, the EU should increase dialogue with the Africa Decade for Disabled People, a NEPAD
programme declared by the AU to mainstream and integrate disability issues across all sectors of governments
and within all development aid programs to benefit Africa. The Decade aims to raise awareness about the
situation of the estimated 60 million people with disabilities in the region, and to identify solutions tailored to
the African experience that enhance full participation, equality and empowerment. Partnership with the
Decade could help to ensure that EU development co-operation becomes inclusive of one of the continent’s
poorest groups.

Monitoring and Review

64. Follow up and monitoring mechanisms of the EU-Africa Strategy should specify the need to disaggregate
all poverty data by gender, age, disability and ethnicity. BOND also suggests that the Strategy contain a clear
commitment to support African governments and their regional institutions to establish and extend basic
social protection mechanisms that support their most vulnerable citizens across the life course.

65. The review of the EPA negotiations scheduled to take place in 2006 oVers an opportunity to address the
concerns articulated regarding inadequate African ownership of the EPA process, if it fosters the kind of
genuine dialogue that allows parties to move on from entrenched positions. The AU Trade Ministers meeting
in Cairo in June 2005 at the time stressed the “need to agree as soon as possible on the modalities for the
comprehensive review of EPAs in 2006 foreseen in Article 37.4 of the Cotonou Agreement”.

66. As BOND, we are proposing that the review needs to follow certain criteria. In order to be a genuine and
eVective review, it needs to evaluate what each party wants to achieve from the EPA negotiations and whether
they are on course to achieve their respective objectives. In particular, the review needs to question whether
EPAs look set to achieve the Cotonou objectives of sustainable development and poverty reduction, while also
adhering to the Cotonou principles of state sovereignty and the right of countries to determine their own
development and trade strategies.

67. The review must be a genuine consultation that ensures the full and genuine participation of all
stakeholders, including Parliaments and the full range of non-state actors, with specific involvement of women
and other vulnerable groups; it should be conducted by an independent third party, such as UNCTAD; it must
allow suYcient time for extensive and meaningful consultation to take place and to follow a clear pre-agreed
timetable; to take place at the all-ACP level as well as at regional levels; recognise the relative negotiating
capacities of ACP and EC; and to ensure that the findings of sustainability impact assessments are
communicated and factored into the review.
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68. It should address the full range of issues that the ACP has highlighted as unresolved and as being of
ongoing concern, including rules of origin; compliance with and implications of the Cotonou obligations on
provision of alternatives, including possible revisions to WTO Article XXIV; reciprocity; use of SIAs; impact
of negotiations on existing regional integration processes; and coherence between regions.

In Conclusion . . .

The EU-Africa Strategy presents a renewed commitment by the EU to address some of the challenges above.
Persistent and concerted action is needed to make a diVerence to the lives of millions of women, men and
children through increased and better aid, fair trade, access to care and treatment for HIV/AIDS survivors
and action against poverty, violence and conflict.

February 2006

Memorandum by Dr Sven Grimm and Dr Christopher Stevens

EU STRATEGY FOR AFRICA

This memorandum is submitted on an individual basis

This memorandum responds to an invitation to contribute evidence for the Committee to consider in its
inquiry into the EU Strategy for Africa. It has been written by Dr Sven Grimm, a Research Fellow at both
the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) and the German Development Institute (DIE), and Dr Christopher
Stevens, who is currently a Fellow at the Institute of Development Studies (IDS) but will be joining ODI in
April 2006.

Summary

1. Coherence is a key concern for the writing of a European Union (EU) Africa strategy: Coherence within
the EU across policy areas and Member States policies—and towards Africa as a whole. A decisive first step
to make European Community (EC) policy more coherent would be to strengthen the Commission’s
implementation capacity, but this would still leave unresolved the problems created by the diVerent
competencies of EU institutions in development-related policy areas. Not least because of diVerent levels of
integration from one policy area to another, co-ordination in Europe’s relations to developing countries in
general, and Africa in particular, will remain a continuous challenge.

2. The strategy does not solve all existing problems of incoherence. It at times leaves ample room for
interpretations on some controversial issues. Implementation will depend largely on actions on the ground and
co-ordination in partner countries, the record on which has not been particularly good in the past.

3. Recent improvements in EC administrations have been acknowledged by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development’s Development Assistance Committee (OECD DAC) in 2002, the sub-
Committee in 2004, and the European Court of Auditors in 2005. These reforms have improved a number of
EC shortcomings, such as arrears in payments, to some extent. In this process, the Africa Strategy oVers a
benchmark against which EU actions can be judged.

Scope of the Africa Strategy

4. The EU’s first Strategy for Africa was adopted by the European Council in December and is based upon
a proposal from the European Commission in October 2005. The paper is a high-level strategy setting out
“common objectives” between the two continents.

5. The strategy’s main aim is to improve the coherence of the large number of European actors and diVering
policies in order to foster the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in Africa. There
is a growing realisation that, as things stand, the sub-Saharan countries cannot achieve the MDGs by 2015
and the international debate has turned to recommendations for ways of averting this failure.

6. The European Commission has stated that it wants to pick up on the 2005 Agenda for Africa as formulated
inter alia by the Sachs Report, the Commission for Africa Report, the G8 Summit in Gleneagles, and the
United Nations (UN) Summit on the MDGs in September 2005. The Commission aspires to create an
EU-Africa Pact. Although the content of this is still unclear, the EU is likely to establish explicit linkages to
African initiatives on governance, such as the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD) and in
particular the African Peer Review Mechanism, on the basis of what is in the Strategy. This link to African
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institutions can be regarded as reference to the principles of ownership and country leadership in development
as laid down in the Paris Declaration.

7. The Africa Strategy also has to be seen in the context of several high-level European documents which
shape the EU’s relations with Africa. Besides the relevant EU and EC treaty provisions on Common Foreign
and Security Policy (Art 11 TEU) and on development co-operation (Art 177 TEC), relevant provisions are:

— the Cotonou Agreement for sub-Saharan Africa (including Caribbean and Pacific states, but
excluding South Africa in its economic co-operation); and

— the MEDA programme for co-operation with Northern Africa and other Mediterranean
neighbours. Co-operation with this region now features in the European Neighbourhood Policy.

Additionally, two high-level policy documents are relevant points of reference:

— In December 2003 the EU countries adopted a common European Security Strategy which seeks to
strengthen not only the UN but also regional organisations such as the African Union (AU) and to
dovetail development and security policy.

— The EU Development Policy Statement of December 2005 (‘European Consensus’), replacing the
EC Development Policy Statement of November 2000.

8. The EU strategy provides three main innovations:

— It creates a single Strategy that relates to all of Africa and thus covers regional programmes relevant
for co-operation with Africa: the Cotonou Agreement, the MEDA programme, and the Trade,
Development and Co-operation Agreement with South Africa.

— At the same time, a joint EU strategy for Africa transcends the narrower boundaries of development
co-operation. Some interactions between the EU and the AU have already included “classical”
foreign relations, not least the African Peace Facility funded via the European Development Fund
(EDF), without a common framework having been formulated for diVerent policy areas.

— Furthermore, the strategy includes both the Commission’s and Member States’ policies and thus
aims at EU co-ordination—ie transcending EC policy coherence. The EU’s Africa Strategy
combines policies of the Commission and EU Member States within a single framework This is a
feat in itself.

9. The Africa Strategy aims to assemble key EU positions and is apparently intended to be a stepping stone
to revive relations with Africa, which have stalled since the 2000 Cairo Summit. A follow-up summit had been
supposed to take place in Lisbon in 2003. This has not yet happened due to diVerences between the EU and
the AU, not least over the participation of Robert Mugabe.

10. One could claim that the document adds little of substance to the EU’s agenda towards Africa. At this
stage, it is interesting to compare the EU strategy of December 2005 to the Commission’s proposal of October.
The Commission’s strategy document is intended as a short document of reference to policy-makers and is
supplemented by explanatory text in the longer annex. The final EU strategy of roughly six pages is much
shorter than the Commission’s original communication, which was criticised by some Member States as
too long for a strategy. The paper was subject to political debate in a supranational process and to
intergovernmental bargaining in the Council; this might at times explain the loss of its cutting edge.

11. The final strategy goes less far in a number of points than the Commission’s original communication. The
new suggestions made in the Strategy include:

— an Infrastructure Partnership—yet the EU/EC is already a very active donor in this area and it is
unclear what is added;

— EU support for an AU exchange programme (in place of a proposal for an EU-Africa student
exchange programme in the Commission’s original communication);

— a new governance programme for North Africa (and Eastern Europe) under the Neighbourhood
Policy plus, for sub-Saharan Africa, a linkage of the governance commitments already made under
the African Peace Facility and the EDF to the AU and its African Peer Review Mechanism; and

— somewhat defensive references to the issue of migration and development (in place of points that
were already timid in the Commission’s original communication).

12. Furthermore, there are some points to consider for further discussion, which the EU Strategy for Africa
does not settle. For instance, it is likely that struggles between development and security for scarce funding
will continue even after the general agreement for an EU financial framework under the United Kingdom
Presidency in December 2005. The agreement has but set the broad financial framework. Its lump sum for
external relations falls short of defining most subheadings (which delineate diVerent policies), let alone
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attributing numbers to sub-headings (with the notable exception of humanitarian interventions). The decision
in favour of an African Peace Facility funded by monies foreseen for oYcial development assistance (ODA),
for instance, was a diYcult one for some actors in development policy. This is usually not discussed as a matter
of content, but debates evolve around ring-fencing ODA against attempts of other policy areas to gain access
to development funding.

13. The strategy covers a wide terrain which has been the subject of much debate and analysis and, probably
because of this, it is couched at a high level of generality. The reader cannot but be struck by the diVerence in
analytical detail between the Africa Strategy and, for example, relevant United Kingdom Government White
Papers, the report of the Commission for Africa, or those of the World Bank. This poses a challenge when
responding to the pertinent questions raised by the Sub-Committee. In many cases the Strategy is too general
to be pinned down. Some of the statements and proposals appear to be controversial but there is insuYcient
detail on the data and analyses that underpin them to subject them to sharp critical review. In other cases
proposals are made that may not be mutually compatible—but again the reader cannot be sure. And in a third
category, the proposals advanced are unexceptionable, but some observers would claim that they do not
accurately reflect what Europe—and other donors, for that matter—do in practice on the ground.

14. Given its aim and format, the Strategy must be assessed in terms not of a detailed blueprint for action but
as a broad framework. The rest of this memorandum concentrates on two features: the desirability of
achieving greater coherence and co-ordination of European policy towards Africa, and the feasibility of the
Strategy’s aims being implemented in practice.

The Value of Benchmarking

15. The Strategy for Africa paper puts far greater emphasis than do other contributions to the debate on
security and good governance as basic requirements for the achievement of the MDGs. Yet, in the MDG call
for a massive increase in ODA there is a continuing danger of too little thought being given to governance
issues and the unwanted negative eVects steep increases in ODA might have on governance in recipient
countries. Despite encouraging eVorts by the African countries themselves, shortcomings persist—especially
with regard to democratisation and good governance. Unlike, for example, the World Bank, the EU has an
explicitly political mandate which refers to the promotion of values in its co-operation with other countries.
For some countries the Commission intends to promote the fight against corruption—and it singles out the
area of revenue from the natural resources commonly found in Africa. Together with a stable economic
environment, a resolution of such issues is seen as a precondition for lasting development. Going beyond the
MDGs narrowly defined, these issues relate to other aspects of the UN Millennium Declaration which tend
to be overlooked in the debates around the MDGs.

16. A principal aim of the Strategy is not to develop new policy but to provide points of reference for the many
actors in European foreign relations when dealing with the challenges posed by the MDGs. On the whole, it
confirms existing high-level policies on security and on economic and financial co-operation with Africa.

17. The Africa Strategy acts as a bridge between the Development Policy Statement and the European
Security Strategy, both of which are supposed to give guidance to Union institutions and Member States.
These high-level policy documents define for both the Commission and the Member States the development
policy principles and instruments of European relations with third countries. As they fall short of European
legislation implementation is not subject to the adjudication of the European Court of Justice, but it is subject
to the political process.

18. As a policy document, it also provides one single authoritative document as a benchmark against which
civil society organisations and parliaments can hold national governments and the Commission accountable.

19. There is potential for influence on national debates and provision of a reference point for less-well-
performing donors, thereby raising the European average. Some Member State aid programmes are being
reformed or re-established, and not all Members participate in the OECD’s DAC—notably some in Central
Europe—so that the DAC’s norm-setting function does not fully apply to them.

20. The Strategy also takes up the collective EU target of substantially increasing ODA. This derives from
the May 2005 decision of Member States in favour of the progressive de facto doubling of their ODA. The
“old” Member States have undertaken to set aside 0.51 per cent of their gross domestic product for ODA by
2010 and 0.7 per cent by 2015. Given that the EU ODA ratio in 2004 averaged only 0.36 per cent and the tight
budgetary situation in many Member States, this collective target is a challenge. Half of this additional ODA
is to be spent on sub-Saharan Africa, where the EU as a whole (including the Member States) is already the
largest donor, providing about 50 per cent of ODA.
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Implementation

21. The Strategy’s benchmarks, against which conflicting policy objectives can be resolved and co-ordination
conflicts reduced, will not by themselves eliminate current problems of implementation. In some cases these
derive from diVering Member State practices—or even diVering objectives—or from the diYcult nature of the
task that Europe has set itself.

22. The EU’s record in promoting governance, for example, is not yet established in detail. It is not always
easy to reach agreement among all EU Member States on specific cases, given diVerences of practice, of
principle and of geo-strategic interest. Even when a common position is possible, implementation is not always
eVective. Europe’s governance support is currently under evaluation, and European security policy is a
relatively new area of activity—as are the MDGs themselves. Hindsight suggests that little can be achieved—
by any donor—when political will is lacking on the partner country’s side. The political fight over the Chad
oil pipeline project in which the World Bank is currently engaged may provide another example of limited
donor impact.

23. An added “complication” is the growing activity of China and other newly industrialising countries in
recent years, especially in African countries rich in raw materials (such as Sudan and Chad). This is specifically
noted in the Commission’s communication on the Strategy given its implications for EU attempts to promote
human rights and democracy in Africa.

24. In other cases implementation problems derive from rival competences which still need to be resolved.
Although a great deal has improved since 2000 in the implementation of European co-operation policy
(despite the fragmentation of competences) problems remain. There are two particular structural diYculties
at European level:

— First, the distribution of responsibilities between the Commission and the Member States varies
from one policy to another. While the Commission speaks for the Member States in the case of trade
policy, for example, European and Member State development policies exist side by side. Foreign
policy is largely decided by the Member States, Javier Solana, the “High Representative” of the
Common Foreign and Security Policy, being responsible for co-ordination only.

— Second, responsibility for external relations in the Commission is split not only by policy area but
also geographically (between Africa north and south of the Sahara). EU Development
Commissioner Louis Michel is responsible for development co-operation with sub-Saharan Africa,
whereas North Africa is part of EU Foreign AVairs Commissioner Benita Ferrero-Waldner’s
responsibility.

25. The Strategy for Africa poses a number of challenges for Member States. Within the Commission there
is a general need for co-ordination between diVerent departments and in the Member States, too, better
coherence is needed between foreign, development, trade and other policies, such as that on migration.
Because important competences remain largely national, implementation of the “EU-wide” approach to
Africa depends very much on them. An EU Strategy for Africa with the goal of greater coherence presupposes
internal coherence in the Member States’ Africa policies, eg a definition of problem areas in Africa to which
all government departments subscribe.

26. European actors in many cases need to complement each other. For some States this may mean limiting
the number of partners or the areas of activity in countries and, possibly, a willingness to face up to
institutionalised interests at bilateral level. Moreover, shifting the emphasis in co-ordination to the level of the
partner countries will raise particular diYculties, since the European countries vary in their local
representation.

27. There are four particularly important issues that the Committee may wish to note.

— Achieving the increase in ODA and strengthening foreign policy actions by the EU will require great
eVorts on the part of all Member States—and some already seem to be trailing behind their
commitments because of budgetary constraints.

— Coherence in policy toward fragile states is the acid test for the European Security Strategy and for
co-operation with the AU. The Africa Strategy considers the expansion of budget support even
where the initial situation is diYcult; implementation must be watched closely. While joint donor
funding appears to work relatively well in cases like post-war Afghanistan, other cases might be less
functional.

— Member State acceptance of strengthened country-level co-ordination following the decentralisation
of the Commission’s decision-making to the Delegations which has now been largely completed; this
may put some Member States in a tight spot as regards political control of their local activities.
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— The coherence of Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) with European development policy: the
Africa Strategy asserts the strongly pro-development and partnership characteristics of EPAs, but
this is strongly contested by some observers and ACP states; as no details yet exist of what will be in
the EPAs it is not possible to judge definitively which viewpoint is correct—but this will change over
the next two years as the negotiations approach their 2007 deadline.

January 2006

Memorandum by Dr Jean Y Haine, International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)

The EU and Africa: Confusion and Neglect

Background

The involvement of the European Union in African conflicts and crises is a decade long. From the first
Commission Communication on African conflicts in 1993 to the launch of Operation Artemis (2003), the EU
has tried to increase its role as a security actor in sub-Saharan African conflicts. Yet, the security component
of EU’s actions has remained the weakest and the most controversial component of European commitments
in Africa. It translates a minimal consensus among the 25 members whose interests, involvements and stakes
in Africa are extremely diverse and sometimes contradictory. For countries with a colonial past, the Union
may represent a convenient way to maintain an enduring influence under a relatively pristine institution with
a clean record. Moreover, the EU helps to diVuse competing classic but competitive interests of European
States in Africa, especially regarding resources and markets. But for those members with no history in Africa,
any European involvement is a waste of resources and a departure from EU core interests. Assistance and aid
programmes, humanitarian contributions remain the upper limit of their actions. In this controversial
framework, European security initiatives in Africa have been very limited, the bulk remaining bilateral. In the
1990s, the international outlook of the EU was mainly focused on Eastern Europe which the theatre of
necessity. Africa remained a non-strategic area.

This began to change in 1998. With the bombings by Al-Qaeda aYliates of two United States embassies in
Tanzania and Kenya, where more than 220 people were killed and over 4,000 wounded, Africa gained a new
strategic relevance under the global terrorism paradigm. At that time, the US answered with a limited cruise
missile strikes and the arrest and prosecution of some of the perpetrators. After 9/11, the international
terrorism paradigm put Africa back on the strategic map; evidence gathered on the Al Qaeda network revealed
strong links between Bin Laden and East Africa. Since then, a number of terrorist attacks has confirmed this
new African reality, most notably in May 2003, where 45 were killed in attacks in Casablanca and in October
2004, were 34 were killed in attack against a Egyptian hotel. To humanitarian duties beyond borders were
added strategic obligations. Yet, the Union has been slow to recognize this dimension.

In the Solana document—the first strategic paper based on a threat analysis-, the main dangers identified by
the Union are international terrorism, WMD proliferation, failed states, international crime and regional
conflicts. There is however no hierarchy in this list, and their only common denominator appear to be their
complexity. A report by a Group of Personalities for the European Commission, Research for a Secure Europe,
recently commented: “These threats are more diverse, less visible and less predictable than those Europe faced
during the Cold War . . . They can evolve rapidly. They may or may not include a military dimension, are often
asymmetric, and can threaten the security of Member States both from outside and inside EU territory. In
general, these threats are multi-faceted and interrelated . . . Since current threats ignore national borders and
can damage European interests at home and abroad, the distinction between external and internal security
becomes increasingly blurred . . . Military instruments can and do play a role, but in most cases intelligence,
police, judicial, economic, financial, scientific and diplomatic means will be at least as important”.24 By
defining the environment in this way, the Union justifies its soft power approach, one can even argue that this
soft power framework has defined the framing the threats. This is particularly the case with the concept of
failed state, which is not clearly related to security. While the Union recognises that “failed” or failing states—
not “rogue”, a category that does not exist in EU terminology—is a major source of instability, it advocates
the extension of good governance rather than regime change or strict conditionality. The case of Afghanistan
showed that weak or collapsed states could be safe havens for terrorist groups. But in the case of African failed
states, it is diYcult to argue that they represent a security threat for the Union. For example, evidence showed
that Somalia was used as a transhipment point or safe haven by terrorists for attacks against Western targets.25

24 Research for a Secure Europe, Report of the Group of Personalities in the Field of Security Research, European Commission, 2004.
25 Princeton N Lyman and J Stephen Morrison, “The Terrorist Threat in Africa”, Foreign AVairs, January/February 2004.
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However, a truly failed state—as Somalia clearly is—is not an ideal environment for a terrorist group.26 On
the other hand, relatively stable state entities, like Tunisia, Morocco do represent a greater risk from a terrorist
point of view, as involvement of Moroccan terrorists has been identified in Spain and in the Netherlands. On
this, the Solana document, and the current EU Mediterranean policy, is silent. The failed states category is
not strategically relevant.

The Union promotes policies based on preventive engagement and eVective multilateralism, concepts that
remain vague and confusing. The first encapsulates the European way of dealing with instability, including
humanitarian assistance, policing operations, enhancement of the rule of law, economic aid, and if necessary
the rapid availability of troops. The second implies that the Union favours the UN framework and/or regional
organizations as partners of choice. Combined, they severely constraint the capacity of the Union to shape its
environment. This is particularly the case with Africa.

On December 2005, the European Council endorsed a document entitled “The EU and Africa: Towards a
Strategic Partnership”, largely inspired by these approaches and the Millennium Goals developed at the UN
level. This document was written by the Commission, hardly discussed by the COREPER, barely overseen by
the PSC, and approved by the Council. This institutional imbalance triggered a brief statement by J. Solana,
the High Representative for CFSP, whose main objective was to remind the Commission that the Council and
the ESDP-CFSP framework cannot be bypassed. If these two documents are mainly the result of internal
bureaucratic battles in Brussels, as such they represent however the latest oYcial “strategy” regarding Africa
so far adopted by the European Union. Its principles are relatively straightforward: the partnership is based
on “commitments to equality, partnership and ownership”. African ownership means that the African Union
is the main institutional partner, with delegation to regional organisations. In peace and stability, the Union
limits its ambition to a role of mediation and support, through the EU Peace Facility (Euros 250 millions, now
empty) and Peace support operations, like Artemis in 2003 and for the electoral process in Congo.

The limitations of such a “strategy” are numerous. Inspired in theory by the “soft power” approach, in
practice its amounts to a failure of European responsibility to protect. First, the principle of one Europe-One
Africa is a fantasy. It presupposes a common European willingness to act that does not exist. For a majority
of European states, Africa is a theatre of secondary importance where troops will not be deployed. Most
importantly, conflicts in Africa are mainly intra-states, with intervention of neighbouring countries, like the
Great lakes endemic conflicts. A relatively new and weak international organisation like the African Union
does not have the legitimacy and the means to tackle these conflicts eVectively. It may represent a convenient
political consensus to enhance a dialogue between the Commission and the AU, but this multilateralism is
neither “eVective” nor strategic. Second, this partnership tends to dilute security into development and aid
where the contrary should be the case. It was one of the clear finding of the UN report to stress the strong
linkage between security and development. Yet, at the European level, this has been translated by a pre-
eminence of the Commission over the Council where the opposite should be the case. ESDP instruments
should lead the way, not assistance programmes. Lastly, the European capacity to act militarily—with police,
gendarmerie or military forces—, remains elusive. The Battle-Group initiative, a direct result of the Artemis
operations in Congo in 2003, is based on a “quick-in, quick-out” capability to restore order. In the second
stage, African peace-keepers are supposed to take over. This strategy of quick-fixing and devolution is
however diYcult to put in practice: it is not obvious at all why battle-groups would be the adequate force
package for such operations; entry force will not be that quick, especially with current limited strategic lift;
exit may be delayed by many months and the African Union would not likely be able to come up with suYcient
peace-keepers afterwards. Moreover, the political consensus in Europe for an African role is in fact limited as
the passivity in Darfur and the diYculty to find “troops on the ground” for Congo reveal all too clearly. Lastly,
these Battle Groups are supposed to be deployed “explicitly but not exclusively” under a UN mandate for
peace operations. Yet, at the UN level, other powers, especially China, may not be keen to grant such role to
the EU.

In short, the current strategy vis-à-vis Africa is not a strategic relevant framework. By promoting the wrong
institutional actors, it weakens rather than enhances the European responsibility to protect.

Specific Recommendations

Security comes first, development second

Simplify the respective role of the Council and the Commission. Too often, for budgetary and bureaucratic
reasons, the competition between the two bodies constraints peace operations and weakens security objectives.
ESDP resources, ie under the Council supervision, should be vastly increased to include specific budgets:
DDRR (Disarmament, Demobilisation, Reintegration and Reinsertion); the African Peace facilities cannot
26 Ken Menkaus argued in an IISS paper that: “Terrorist networks, like mafias, appear to flourish where states are governed badly, rather

than not at all.” See Ken Menkhaus, Somalia: State Collapse and the Threat of Terrorism, IISS Adelphi Paper 364, 2004, pp 71–75.
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continue to depend on the EDF but must be transferred to CFSP; peace operations which cannot be under
the Commission money. Without significant increase, the EU soft power is on the verge of becoming bankrupt
and the entire African strategy runs the risks of becoming meaningless.

Enhance the capacity of African Peace keepers

So far, African peace keeping operations have a limited impact due largely to a shortage of relevant
capabilities. The current AMIS operations in Darfur demonstrates these limitations despite logistical support
from NATO and the EU. The African Stand by force will not be available before 2010. To achieve this diYcult
objective (the French Recamp programme illustrates this point), more, not less, European security expertise
and involvement must be provided. This could be achieved in several ways, but all implies an increased
participation of Western troops. Combined forces of European, American and African troops could provide,
even temporarily, a relevant template. The futile competition of NATO and the EU makes no sense.

Clarify political responsibility in the European and the African Union

For Europeans, it amounts to the political willingness to endorse the responsibility to protect and act
accordingly. The inaction in Darfur runs the risk of threatening the entire “acquis” of Europe in Africa. The
failure to prevent another genocide will severely damage the already weakened credibility of the European
Union as a security actor. For the African Union, the Peace and Security Council created by the Durban
Summit has not the legitimacy nor the credibility to act as the relevant decision-making bodies. The UN
security Council, or a coalition of the willing, must remain the body where the security decisions are made.

Solving African insecurity is not a matter for police or gendarmes

It is urgent that clear missions scenarios for the NATO NRF and the Battle Groups are identified. Currently,
both are suVering from funding problems—participating countries must know the relative costs in advance
and not where they fall—and most importantly from a strategic uncertainty. Battle groups were supposed to
be used in Africa, yet, there is no consensus to deploy them (ie the current indecision about Congo). Political
decision makers must better make the case for involvement to a largely indiVerent public opinion. Conflicts
and internal stability cannot be resolved with observers, police or gendarmes. Bunia was a relative success
because rules of engagement were though. Prevention of genocide demands troops intervention on the ground.

In its current practice, the EU strategy for Africa amounts to conveniently buck pass the responsibility to
protect to Africans. That should be a long term goal, but not a short term justification to allow fundamental
human rights violations.

February 2006

Letter from Mr Poul Nielson, Member of The European Commission

I appreciate your interest and that of your Committee in the EU-AU relations. The African Union represents,
in our view, a great potential for the security, stability and development of the African continent. Since its
establishment at the Durban Summit in 2002, the European Commission has indeed been keen to develop a
strong relationship between the two continental organisations.

It is therefore with pleasure that I forward to you our assessment of the African Union and, without prejudging
the stance of the future Commission, our views on the future of EU-AU relations.

Introduction

Since its inception, the European Commission has been a strong supporter of the African Union. Since the
Durban Summit, the Commission has developed a strong political relationship a recent highlight of which was
the meeting between the European Commission and the AU Commission in Brussels on 24 March 2004 and
the launching of the African Peace Facility in May 2004. The dialogue has been backed up with the financing
of diVerent programmes of the AU notably in terms of capacity building. This EU-AU co-operation should
be seen in the context of a long-term strategic and political partnership, based on the principle of African
ownership.
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I. Assessment of the African Union and rationale for an EU partnership

(a) The African Union

The AU, launched at the Durban Summit (July 2002) received a mandate, embedded in its Constitutive Act,
which is fundamentally diVerent from that of the Organisation of African Unity, established to fight
colonialism.

The AU is a purely African construct not imposed on Africa by external forces. It establishes a pan-African
level of governance providing a potentially solid political and democratically accountable framework to
underpin African-led responses to continental sustainable development challenges, globalisation and
marginalisation. Because of these reasons of political and institutional legitimacy and ownership, the AU
institutions can make a specific contribution to attaining key development objectives by playing a number of
roles that other actors cannot play.

Among the AU institutions put in place, the AU Commission has a key role to play. If the AU is to succeed, the
AU Commission should play its role fully as a political “motor of change” initiating and elaborating common
policies, although it has no supranational legal competencies. Furthermore, the AU Commission functions
(i) as secretariat of the Union (comparable to the Secretariat of the Council within the EU), a function it has
inherited from the OAU; (ii) as coordinator and monitor of the implementation of the continental strategies
and programmes and (iii) as promoter preparing the establishment of the new institutions.

(b) Rationale for the EU-AU partnership

In the Commission’s view, the AU oVers great potential for the peace, stability and sustainable development
of the continent and supporting this potential is clearly in Europe’s interest.

Firstly, the pan African framework provided by the AU could have a profound impact on the development
of the continent (eg in the areas of peace and security, governance, trade, migration, environment . . .). While
the EU needs to take a proactive attitude, it also needs to recognise the human and financial constraints the
AU is facing and will face in the future.

This is why the EC is providing financial support (2Mƒ) to beef up the institutional capacities of the AU
Commission.

Secondly, a strong pan African organisation could be a partner of geo-strategic importance. The deepening of
Africa’s supranational integration is a necessity if Africa is to cope with the globalisation and marginalisation
process. Strong, solid regional organisations are the best response to this process.

II. Ways of enhancing EU-AU co-operation in the future

(a) Through strengthened political dialogue

The establishment of the AU has created a new momentum in the EU/Africa dialogue and made possible the
recent positive developments (cf last successful ministerial Troika meeting in Dublin on 1 April 2004). Since
the Summit in Cairo (2000), the EU and the EU Member States are strongly engaged in this dialogue with
Africa as a whole on issues of continental implications. The AU has de facto been recognised as the
interlocutor on the African side, which facilitated the adoption of new modalities for a structured and regular
dialogue (troika format and clusters).

These developments come after the postponement sine die of the Lisbon Summit, at the beginning of last year.
This event was a clear set-back for the dialogue and prevented any dialogue for more than a half year. During
the second half of last year, both sides managed to set the dialogue back on track, while reviewing its
eVectiveness and regularity. For example, the troika format was put forward as the most appropriate format
for constructive and lively debate. These new modalities contributed strongly to the revival of the dialogue.

Asked to play an increasing role, the EU and AU Commission are now also the “engines” of the EU-Africa
dialogue. The dialogue which came to a stand still at the beginning of 2003 resumed in the second half of last
year and regained strong momentum through a refocusing and streamlining of the dialogue. On 24 March
2004, the two Commissions held a high-level Seminar in Brussels chaired by the Presidents of both
Commissions, to discuss issues of mutual interest and practical ways of working closer together in the future.
This event, much appreciated by both sides, symbolises the strong political ties between the two institutions.

This political dialogue needs, however, to be sustained on a permanent basis to allow for a proper follow up
of the decisions taken. The strengthening of this dialogue must be done through a more active role of the EU
Heads of Mission in Addis, and closer preparation between the AU and EU Commissions.
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The credibility and sustainability of the process will be achieved, only if both sides agree to discuss sensitive
issues of mutual concern (eg Zimbabwe) and if in the long run it can contribute to progress on these issues.
The Lisbon Summit remains on the agenda: During the Dublin ministerial meeting for example, the African
side repeated its request for such a Summit.

(b) Through strengthened co-operation with the AU institutions: capacity building

The AU Commission has a key role and responsibility as the engine of change in the building of this new level
of governance. This is why the EU Commission attaches the utmost importance to the strengthening of the
institutional capacity of the AU Commission to perform its role and assume its responsibilities. This represents
a key condition for the success of the AU. To this eVect, the EC is planning to develop closer institutional
linkages and is also engaged in an institutional capacity-building programme.

The AU Commission, after having adopted its “strategic framework”, is presently preparing a four year action
plan establishing its strategic priorities in each of its sectors of competence and an institutional development
programme to support it.

This programme of action, which is to be adopted at the AU Summit in July, should also guide donor support
to the AU in the future. African ownership and leadership should indeed guide all future support from the
EU. This calls also for a more concerted and coherent approach from the EU Member States and other
development partners as regards relations and support to Africa.

Beyond the AU Commission, the establishment of other institutions, such as the Pan African Parliament and
the Peace and Security Council, will broaden the scope of EU co-operation with the AU. While it is clear that
the AU Commission is a natural partner for the European Commission, we are also looking forward to
co-operating together with those institutions.

(c) Through co-operation in specific areas with proven added value

In the field of peace and security, a peace and security mechanism together with a Security Council are being
established. The Constitutive Act gives the AU the right to intervene in Member States’ aVairs in the case of
grave circumstances. This is a major innovation as the OAU Charter was based on the principle of national
sovereignty in any situation. Financial support has therefore been given to the AU’s peace building eVorts
(10Mƒ).

Special mention needs to be made in this context to the African Peace Facility (250Mƒ), operational since
mid-May 2004 to finance African peacekeeping in Africa. This innovative and powerful tool should allow us
to respond quicker and in a more systematic way to crisis in Africa by supporting the continental peace and
security architecture the African Union has designed. The original request for establishing a Peace Facility
“to fund peace support and peace keeping operations conducted under the authority of the AU” was made at
the Summit of Head of States of the African Union in Maputo, July last year. We hope indeed the Peace facility
will strengthen the AU Peace and Security Council, which is now fully operation, to become the focal
institution for the prevention and resolution of conflicts in Africa.

In the area of human rights and democracy, core values are being developed for democracy and economic,
financial and political governance through the Conference on Security, Stability and Development and
Co-operation in Africa (CSSDCA) and the NEPAD peer review mechanism. From a legal point of view, this
development is backed with the acceptance of the principle of sanctions in case of non-compliance to
democratic principles (art 10 of the Constitutive Act). While modest financial support was given to the AU’s
governance agenda (1.9Mƒ), the main challenge lies in developing solid day-to-day co-operation in this field.

In the field of economic integration, there is a strong determination of the AU to improve coordination
between the Regional Economic Communities (RECs) and to institutionally link the RECs with the AU. The
AU sees the RECs as the “building blocks” in the creation of a single African Economic Community (AEC)
as foreseen in the Abuja Treaty. In this respect, the Commission emphasised the importance of ensuring
coherence and mutual reinforcement between the RECs engaged in the negotiations of Economic Partnership
Agreements and the establishment of the African Economic Community within the AU. Ensuring full
coherence, between the regional economic initiatives leading to the creation of the African market and the
RECs which will enter into EPA negotiations, is a key condition for both processes to be mutually supportive.
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(d) Through adapted instruments

It needs to be recalled that today, European co-operation with Africa is dealt with through three separate
groups of co-operation agreements (Cotonou with the ACP countries, Euro-Mediterranean agreements with
North Africa, and the Trade and Development Co-operation Agreement with South Africa) with diVerent
legal bases and financial instruments. There is a need to give a stronger pan-African dimension to our co-
operation with Africa and to develop appropriate institutional and financial mechanisms so that we can
approach Africa as one continent. The Peace Facility exemplifies the way forward.

3 June 2004

Memorandum by Saferworld

THE EU AND AFRICA: TOWARDS A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

Saferworld is an independent non-governmental organisation that works with governments and civil society
internationally to research, promote and implement new strategies to increase human security and prevent
armed violence. Saferworld has programmes in Africa, Europe and South Asia.

Key Questions and Recommendations for the Committee’s Inquiry

A. Questions

— What is the United Kingdom Government’s understanding of the significance and purpose of the
EU-Africa Strategy and how will it aVect future EU policies on Africa?

— What does the United Kingdom Government plan to do implement the peacebuilding and conflict
prevention sections of the EU strategy for Africa mentioned in paragraph 4a27 of the Strategy?

— What is the United Kingdom Government doing to implement its commitment to ensure
sustainable, multi-annual and unearmarked funding to the AU?

— What the United Kingdom Government intends to do to make sure that conflict assessments become
a pre-requisite for programme development and policy, and that the Commission’s Regional and
Country Strategy Papers are sensitive to conflict dynamics and include steps for strengthening
conflict prevention?

— What will the United Kingdom Government do to ensure eVective monitoring of the strategy’s
implementation?

B. Recommendations

— The United Kingdom Government should ensure that the EU’s places greater priority on building
of the African Union and sub-regional organisations’ capacity to prevent conflict, including ensuring
that remaining Africa Peace Facility (APF) funds for capacity-building and technical engagement
(currently ƒ29 million) under the first APF are used for this purpose in the future.

— The United Kingdom Government should ensure that at least 15 per cent of the future APF budget
will be earmarked to capacity-building, prioritising preventive action, early warning, training and
human resources.

— The EU’s support to the African Union and sub-regional organisations should support eVective
coordination between these bodies and between their various conflict prevention and resolution
activities (from early warning, mediation, preventive measures to peace support operations), and
with the UN and other multilateral organisations (eg NATO, the African Development Bank, the
World Bank).

— The EU should ensure that the tenth EDF will be used primarily for long-term preventive and
peacebuilding eVorts.

— The EU should ensure eVective civil society participation in human security-related projects funded
by the Commission for the period 2007–13, and in projects in all African country and regional
strategy papers.

27 In paragraph 4 (a) Member States committed themselves to “work with the African Union (AU) sub-regional organisations and African
countries to predict, prevent and mediate conflict, including by addressing its root causes, and to keep the peace in their continent.”
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C. The significance of the strategy

1. 2005 brought Africa’s development to the world’s attention. In this spirit, the European Commission’s
Communication EU Strategy for Africa: Towards a Euro-African pact to accelerate Africa’s development28

recognised that a renewed focus on Africa is required and we commend that. However, the document entitled
The EU and Africa: Towards a Strategic Partnership adopted by the European Council on 19 December
200529 and inspired by the Commission’s document, the Council Secretariat’s and Member States’
contributions, is not as ambitious as the Commission’s communication. Any EU-Africa strategy must be
based on the needs of African countries and it must build on analysis and evidence of what has worked—and
what has not—in the EU approach to date. We therefore welcome the proposal made by African and EU
Troikas in Bamako in December 2005 to transform the Council’s document into a joint EU-Africa strategy.
However, such a document must recapture earlier ambitions and show more clarity about what practical steps
the EU will take, where funding for its activities will come from, and how it will coordinate with other EU
instruments concerning the countries involved.

2. The EU Strategy for Africa represents progress in EU’s approach of African aVairs. It is a solid basis for
further joint EU-African policy setting and implementation. The strategy assigns itself the task to achieve the
Millennium Development Goals, the promotion of sustainable development, security and good governance
in Africa. It gives priority to peace and security and recognises the need to address development and security
challenges simultaneously.

3. However, as it stands, the EU strategy for Africa appears, as agreed by the Council on 19 December, is a
rather vague political declaration with little attention to implementation. It is not clear what its impact on EU
policies and practice in Africa is supposed to be. Every section of the strategy should be elaborated through
an action plan to ensure detailed, time-framed and benchmarked implementation. We welcome the fact that
African and EU Troikas who met in Mali in December 2005 announced in a communiqué that a joint
implementation matrix, a joint EU-Africa strategy and its action plan would be ready for the first half of
February 2006.30 However, the Action Plan’s priorities should be generated through discussion with the
African Union and Africa’s Regional Economic Communities (eg ECOWAS). An EU-Africa Ministerial
Troika or an EU-Africa summit as mentioned in the communiqué could form an element of this discussion.

D. The Strategy’s overall approach to peace and security in Africa

4. The section on peace and security of the EU strategy for Africa is very much focused on crisis response and
short-term conflict management and resolution. The preventive dimension of EU policies and its linkage with
development policies, though vaguely suggested in the beginning of paragraph 4, is then neglected: Conflict
prevention, peacebuilding and human security are not mentioned as long term objectives. Most of the section
on peace and security concerns military actors and capacities and ESDP institutional framework and tools.
Much more could have been promised by the EU to support non-military eVorts to prevent conflicts in Africa.

5. The EU strategy for Africa does not refer to any previous EU documents covering peace and security
aspects. It is particularly striking that the 2005 Common position on conflict prevention, management and
resolution in Africa31 which had already provided a legal basis for further action in the field of conflict
prevention, is not quoted. The Common Position is a much more operational and comprehensive document
than the strategy. The strategy is a genuine EU commitment to achieve Millennium Development goals in
Africa and peace and security are put at the forefront of EU policies. However, the real added value of the
document will come with the adoption of a concrete action plan and firm financial commitments to implement
the strategy. Negotiations with the AU and sub-regional organisations will show in the next few months if the
EU side will draw upon the 2005 Common Position to design delivery and monitoring plans.

6. Tackling poverty requires an understanding of conflict processes and the links between livelihoods, conflict
reduction and peacebuilding. Some services of the European Commission and EU Member States (among
which Sweden and the United Kingdom) have recognised that development aid can sometimes exacerbate
tension and feed conflict, rather than alleviate it. The strategy does not reflect this and fails to recognise that
development and other instruments need to be adapted to address the root causes of conflict if they are going
to contribute to greater stability and security in Africa. Conflict sensitive approaches to development aid in
Africa have not yet been widely mainstreamed in Regional and Country Strategy Papers and European
Commission staV are rarely aware of what conflict sensitivity is. DG Development will review its Regional
28 COM(2005) 489 final.
29 Referred to below as “the EU strategy for Africa”. Document 15961/05 (Presse 367), 19 December 2005.
30 EU-Africa Ministerial meeting, Bamako (Mali) 2 December 2005, Communiqué, 5 December 2005.
31 2005/304/CFSP repealing Common Position 2004/85/CFSP.
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and Country Strategy Papers in 2006 and 2007 and it is to be hoped that this review reflect on and improve the
documents’ consideration of conflict and how cooperation and programmes can improve conflict prevention.

7. Although it emphasises the need for comprehensive EU approaches toward Africa, the EU strategy for
Africa also does not mention EC trade policies and its link with peace and security—and future documents
and action plans should address this gap.

E. Funding for the African Peace and Security Architecture: support to prevention

8. The Strategy recognises that the African Union and sub-regional organisations have played an increasingly
strong role in leading conflict prevention and resolution eVorts in the continent. The Strategy, and the
questions for the Committee’s inquiry, refer to the ESDP Action Plan. As well as providing an opportunity
to enhance linkages between conflict prevention and development programmes, paragraph A of the ESDP
Action plan for Africa refers to “technical advice to be provided by the EU to the African Union and/or sub-
regional organisations, upon their request and after PSC agreement, on concepts under development and on
improving their planning and management capabilities”.

9. The EU has started to provide the AU with financial and technical assistance—mainly through the African
Peace Facility (APF) set up in 2004 to provide financing for peace support operations by the AU and sub-
regional organisations. However, the lion’s share of its support has been used for short-term crisis response
operations. The EU should ensure a long-term financial and technical engagement to support African early
warning systems (on political, social, ethnic but also natural resources and environmental factors), capacity
to conduct political dialogue through the Peace and Security Council, mediation capacity and other functions
that would improve the prevention of violent conflict. Early warning analysis, peacebuilding activities, good
oYces missions, coordination of security and development policies need to be carried out by professional
permanent African Union’s staV, and the EU’s support should build this capacity. The Action Plan’s invites
the Commission “to associate itself fully to this work” is to be welcomed as there is a need for more
co-ordination between the Council and the Commission in their support African conflict prevention
capacities.

10. The future funding of the APF is uncertain. Its impact in the future will depend on its financial resources
and on its integration into the whole spectrum of EU instruments to address conflict prevention in Africa.
Although the Council’s document states that EU member “will strengthen the Africa Peace Facility with
substantial, long-term, flexible, sustainable funding”, it is still unclear through which mechanism the APF will
be funded. If the APF is funded under the 10th EDF a decision for its multi-annual budget will have to be
made by 2008. If the APF is funded under another Community budget line, like the Stability Instrument, its
amount will have to be decided before 2007. In any case it is crucial that EU Member States are committed
to the key principles of the APF: African ownership, African solidarity and development-focused actions
(in which the earmarked resources to capacity-building play a key role).32

11. Notwithstanding which funding mechanism is chosen it is of crucial importance that the APF dedicates
a significant percentage of its budget to capacity-building, technical assistance and preventive action. While
ƒ35 million out of the ƒ250 million budget of the APF33 were originally earmarked for capacity-building only
6 million have been committed for these purposes.34 It is crucial to maintain, in the APF future budget, a fair
balance between the so-called “capacity-building” budget and the peace-keeping budget and prioritise
implementation of capacity-building element—with a particular view and suYcient resources for preventive
capacities as outlined above.

12. There is an urgent need for more investment in preventive capacity but the future development of battle
groups and military and civilian crisis management missions in Africa appears very likely in light of the
ongoing crises in countries such as Darfur and DRC. Until an African Standby Force is created, international
and EU interventions in African conflicts may be needed to respond to new crises. The transition process in
Sudan to the UN will most probably require more EU financial and human contributions; the ongoing DDR
and transition processes in DRC may also in the short term involve EU troops, probably from Germany and
Belgium.35 Because of its huge size the DRC Government hardly can take full control over the territory it is
supposed to govern. An EU standby force stationed in DRC has been therefore envisaged. Finally, recent
progress made in Somalia may result in local request for more EU support to strengthen the new federal
government. Such operations, if they happen, should be fully coordinated with peace-building and conflict
sensitive long-term development programmes.
32 European Commission, Securing Peace and Stability for Africa, The EU-Funded African Peace Facility, July 2004.
33 This represents 14 per cent of the whole APF budget. ƒ2 million were foreseen for evaluation and ƒ1 million for audit.
34 Saferworld interview with a Member State’s diplomat and with DG Development, Brussels, 23 January 2006.
35 CNN, More European peacekeepers sought for Congo, Tuesday 10 January 2006.
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13. The EU and its Member States should focus their eVorts, through the Community budget (EDF and
External Relations), first on long-term support: AU and sub-regional organisations’ funding, provision of
expertise and human resources, grass root peacebuilding initiatives and projects, and preventive diplomacy.
Secondly, on the EU’s own direct military role in the framework of ESDP as a possible responder to urgent
crises. This should be financed by CFSP budget as well as direct financial and staV contributions from Member
States on a voluntary basis. EU’s commitments to support African ownership should be translated into action
by a decision to ensure unearmarked and multi-annual funding to the African Union’s Peace Fund so that the
organisation strengthens its conflict prevention and peacebuilding capacities. This recommendation has
already been made by the United Kingdom Commission for Africa and endorsed by the African Union itself.

F. The role of civil society in peacebuilding

14. On paper, civil society and non-state actors (NSAs) are already involved in designing and implementing
EU policies in Africa.36 However, civil society is only mentioned twice in the Council’s December document
and not at all in the section on peace and security. This gap illustrates that EU Member States need to do more
to acknowledge and work with non-state actors’ contributions to peace building, conflict prevention and
management.

G. Co-operation with the UN Peacebuilding Commission

15. Co-operation with the new UN Peacebuilding Commission (UNPBC) is a paramount factor for EU
coordination with UN referred to in paragraph “J. Co-ordination with relevant third parties, notably UN and
G8” of the ESDP action plan for Africa. The EU and its Member States must support the creation of an
eVective Organisational Committee, Support OYce and Standing Fund if it is to be eVective. The EU will have
to systematically assess its own added value against the UNPBC and to avoid as much duplication as possible.
The EU and its Member States should also promote measures to ensure the UNPBC engages eVectively with
non-state actors as well as national authorities in its focal countries.

H. Security Sector Reform

16. Security Sector Reform is mentioned in paragraph “I. Political Dialogue with African Organisations and
African States” of the Strategy. The EU has followed OECD DAC guidelines to issue write an ESDP SSR
concept written by the Council’s civilian-military cell. Yet, the achievement of an overarching EU SSR
concept or strategy is dependent on strong political will and engagement from further EU presidencies. A
specific SSR strategy to guide the implementation of such programmes (many of which are happening in
Africa) would benefit to both EU and African countries.

I. Monitoring implementation

17. The Action Plan of the EU Strategy for Africa should include indicators and benchmarks against which
to measure implementation. These benchmarks would encompass indicators for individual programmes as
well as criteria for the implementation of such principles as coherence and African ownership. EVective
capacity-building support to African continental and regional institutions and the implementation of conflict
prevention principles developed in the Common Position on conflict prevention in Africa could also be
monitored under such a benchmarking scheme. Finally, the implementation of eVective international
co-ordination (according to “eVective multilateralism” underlined in the European Security Strategy’) for
conflict prevention and peacebuilding in fragile states should also be taken into consideration.

18. Although the strategy states that it will be reviewed by the Council every two years it would be preferable
that the review takes place annually. Relevant staV members in the Council (Africa Task Force), the
Commission (DG DEV and DG RELEX) and the Parliament will hopefully be in charge of monitoring the
implementation of the strategy. Results achieved in the first half of 2006 will show to what extent 2005 eVorts
have succeeded in taking EU-Africa relations oV the ground.

January 2006

36 Articles 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 19 and 30 of the Cotonou agreement mention civil society as a genuine actor in the partnership.
Articles 4, 6, 19, 32, 57, 58, 72 and 81 mention non-State actors as entities fully included and involved in the agreement.
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Memorandum by Tearfund and Wateraid

Lack of access to safe water and basic sanitation traps people in poverty—by preventing them from taking
advantage of education opportunities, by undermining their health or simply by taking up their time so they
cannot pursue income-generating activities. The water and sanitation Millennium Development Goal targets
are way oV-track in Africa. Lack of sanitation in particular is unlikely to be halved until 2105, some 90 years
after the target date by when an extra 133 million African children will have died from diarrhoeal diseases
robbing their countries’ economies of $69 billion in today’s money.37

The EU recognised the importance of the water and sanitation MDGs when it launched its Water Initiative
(EUWI) in 2002 and its Water Facility (EUWF) for sector funding in 2003. However this emphasis has not
been carried forward into the EU Strategy for Africa. Nor have the EUWI and EUWF been successful in their
own right. The attached research briefing [not printed], An Empty Glass, provides more details. Key issues
are drawn out in the bullet points below under the headings identified by the House of Lords Committee for
its Inquiry.

The EU’s Role in Africa

The EU should co-ordinate its assistance with that of other donors by adopting water Sector-Wide
Approaches (SWAps). Civil society groups should also participate in these SWAps.

Policy Coherence

Investments in health, education and livelihoods are undermined if people are getting sick because of water
polluted with excrement or children’s time is taken up with fetching water. Programmes in these sectors
therefore need appropriate water and sanitation components.

Priorities

The priority is to focus on delivery. The same policy pronouncements have been recycled around the water
sector for the last 20 years. Action on the ground requires clear timetables and accountability structures with
named responsibilities.

Financing

Regular publication of information is needed to hold donors to their commitments on ODA/GNI ratios.
There should not be disproportionate eVort put into securing private finance. It is equally important to
improve disbursement rates for existing funds: not only was the EUWF 15 times oversubscribed but even
successful applicants have yet to receive any funds.

Delivery of Aid

Current co-ordination eVorts through the EUWI have been completely ineVective. Not one of 25 EU State or
African Government representatives could identify a single policy or practice change resulting from the three
years of the Initiative.

Dialogue

The African Ministers’ Council on Water (AMCOW) needs greater support to engage with the EU Water
Initiative. Dialogues at country-level are most important. Clear targets need to be set for the 10 country
dialogues established under the EUWI.

Monitoring and Review

Overall monitoring should be annual, in accordance with the commitment at the UN Millennium Review
Summit to annual ministerial-level reviews of progress on the MDGs. These reviews must be published.
However developing a proper sense of urgency about delivery of the MDGs also requires more regular
progress-reporting as DFID is doing with its own commitments to support the water sectors in 12 African
partner countries.

30 January 2006

37 (WaterAid 2005) Dying for the Toilet.
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